To Our Partners,

The development of Partners in Project Green:
A Pearson Eco-Business Zone is the culmination of
over a decade of partnership between the Greater
Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) and the Toronto
and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA).
This partnership began with a mutual understanding
and a drive to restore, protect and enhance the
region’s natural resources. The founding of
conservation authorities in the late 1940s was
based on the need to protect and promote Ontario’s
resources, but with a clear focus on its related resource
economy. The TRCA continues to work with industry
leaders to promote green technology adoption as a
way to reduce threats to the region’s resources while
building a sustainable economy.
Meanwhile, Canada’s largest employment area
has grown not only around, but as a direct result of,
Toronto Pearson International Airport generating a
significant economic benefit to the region. Along with
the increase in business development, the area’s
residential communities have also grown. Recognizing
the impact of the airport’s operations, the GTAA
promotes environmental stewardship within the
communities it serves as a longstanding core
mandate.
Today, it is with the goal of a sustainable green
economy that the GTAA and TRCA launch Partners in
Project Green. The project’s vision is to work with local
businesses in transforming the lands surrounding
Toronto Pearson into an internationally recognized
eco-business zone. Our goal is to have the companies
recognized globally as the greenest in their sectors,
and have the area itself become the first place
progressive green-tech companies look to locate.
We invite you to take this journey with us and become
a partner in Project Green. Work with us to create
value for your business, your industry and your
community. Together we can make the Greater
Toronto Area the greenest place globally to do
business.

Lloyd McCoomb
President and CEO,
Greater Toronto Airports Authority

Brian Denney
CAO, Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

Produced and published by
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
5 Shoreham Drive, Downsview, ON M3N 1S4
www.trca.on.ca

Executive Summary

Vision
Partners in Project Green is
creating the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone, envisioned to be an
internationally recognized
community known for its
competitive, high performance and
eco-friendly business climate.
Partners in Project Green will:
Demonstrate that the
simultaneous pursuit of
economic and ecological
goals results in greater
benefits for the business
community;
Assist businesses to improve
their financial and
environmental
performance; and,
Attract and retain
investments in
eco-economic development
initiatives.
With successful implementation of
the eco-opportunities described in
this strategy, Partners in Project
Green will create the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone, where the
existing major sectors will become
the greenest in their class globally,
and the area will be home to a
world-scale cluster of like-minded,
integrated, and highly competitive
businesses with a reputation as the
place to do business in a high
performance, eco-friendly way.

Facts & Figures

Eco-Opportunities
Through its business-led steering committee, Partners in Project Green will
deliver programs, services, and projects, targeted at improving the financial and
environmental performance of businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
The following are eco-opportunities Partners in Project Green will pursue:
Green Purchasing Blocks

Through green purchasing blocks, businesses can access green products and
services, ranging from office supplies to building technologies, at a reduced rate.
Partners in Project Green can handle the research and sourcing for local
companies, making it easier for businesses to go green.
Eco-Efficiency Audit / Implementation Program

Partners in Project Green will deliver a one-window eco-eﬃciency program.
The program will provide a free walk-through assessment; a cost-shared
eco-efficiency audit with a pre-qualified consultant; an implementation plan;
and assistance with finding grants and other incentives.
Smart Commuting Initiatives

With its understanding of business locations and job densities, Partners in Project
Green will work with Metrolinx and Smart Commute to identify groups of
businesses or sectors facing transportation issues and create transportation
initiatives within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Waste Reutilization Projects

“Waste” represents resources that businesses have paid for, but have been unable to
extract value from. Partners in Project Green will assist in completing
sector-specific feasibility studies, and facilitate waste aggregation, to make
reutilization more feasible. Finding new uses for food processing wastes will be an
early focus.
District Energy System

With its knowledge of business types and locations, Partners in Project Green is in
a good position to bring potential customers to district energy providers. In
addition to linking current energy suppliers to existing consumers, viable business
cases for new district energy systems will be developed by identifying energy
demand clusters throughout the region.
Coordinated Green Building Retrofit

There is almost 20,000,000 m2 of building area in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Retrofitting even a fraction of this space would save enormous amounts of energy.
Partners in Project Green will bring together building owners and property

management companies to reduce their costs and green their building stock.
Municipal Eco-Development Policy Harmonization

Partners in Project Green will work with municipal partners to share and build
knowledge, and to identify and adopt common practices. Ultimately, policy
innovations developed for Pearson Eco-Business Zone could be transferred to other
industrial areas.
Business Park Sustainability Benchmarking

There are 23 business parks in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Partners in Project
Green will lead a project to measure the sustainability performance of the business
parks. The results might uncover best practices that could be transferred to other areas
or highlight opportunities for action.

The Pearson Eco-Business
Zone is North America’s
largest eco-business zone at
over 12,000 hectares or
120 km2.
It is home to over 12,500
businesses, with over 350,000
employees, making it Canada’s
largest employment area.
Major sectors include
automotive supply chain,
logistics and warehousing,
food processing, plastics and
airport-related industries.

Green Business Retention & Attraction Strategy

In addition to greening existing businesses, Partners in Project Green will help to
attract new green businesses. In partnership with its municipal partners, Partners in
Project Green will develop a formal strategy for green job development and retention.
Business Best Practices & Regulatory Alignment

Feedback from business participants indicated a disconnect between business practices
for going green, and the regulations introduced to encourage such activity. Partners in
Project Green will act as a bridge between businesses and regulators, and will work to
ensure policies and regulations support businesses’ best green practices.
Ongoing Education & Outreach Programs

Partners in Project Green will deliver education and outreach programs to the business
community and municipal staff. Education and outreach will be passive
(e.g.,posting case studies on the website), and active (e.g., developing and
delivering‘courses’), as well as fostering social networking.
Greenspace Expansion

The Pearson Eco-Business Zone features approximately 1,000 hectares of natural cover,
with the potential for expansion to 1,230 hectares. In its eﬀorts to enhance local
greenspace, Partners in Project Green will work with local businesses to expand natural
systems and employee access to these areas.
Stormwater Improvements

With roughly 8,000 hectares of impervious surface, the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
faces a number of stormwater management challenges. Partners in Project Green will
work with businesses and municipal partners to promote onsite stormwater solutions,
including vegetated swales, permeable parking, or natural landscaping.

Annually, the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone
consumes:
• 46,447,000 GJ of natural gas
• 108,563,000 m3 of water
• 5,801,000 MWh of electricity
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This project was carried out with the assistance of the following organizations:

This project was carried out with assistance from the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities’ Green Municipal Fund, an endowment created by the
Government of Canada.
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Letter from Partners in Project Green
The development of Partners in Project Green: A Pearson Eco-Business Zone is the culmination of over a decade of
partnership between the Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA) and the Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority (TRCA).
This partnership began with a mutual understanding and a drive to restore, protect and enhance the region’s natural
resources. The founding of conservation authorities in the late 1940s was based on the need to protect and promote
Ontario’s resources, but with a clear focus on its related resource economy. The TRCA continues to work with industry
leaders to promote green technology adoption as a way to reduce threats to the region’s resources while building a
sustainable economy.
Meanwhile, Canada’s largest employment area has grown not only around, but as a direct result of, Toronto Pearson
International Airport generating a significant economic benefit to the region. Along with the increase in business
development, the area’s residential communities have also grown. Recognizing the impact of the airport’s operations, the
GTAA promotes environmental stewardship within the communities it serves as a longstanding core mandate.
Today, it is with the goal of a sustainable green economy that the GTAA and TRCA launch Partners in Project Green.
The project’s vision is to work with local businesses in transforming the lands surrounding Toronto Pearson into an
internationally recognized eco-business zone. Our goal is to have the companies recognized globally as the greenest in
their sectors, and have the area itself become the first place progressive green-tech companies look to locate.
We invite you to take this journey with us and become a partner in Project Green. Work with us to create value for your
business, your industry and your community. Together we can make the Greater Toronto Area the greenest place globally
to do business.

Lloyd McCoomb						

President and CEO						
Greater Toronto Airports Authority			
Authority
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Brian Denney

Chief Administrative Officer
Toronto and Region Conservation

Disclaimer
Information sources and limitations
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data was provided
by the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority
(TRCA), the Greater Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA),
the Region of Peel, and the cities of Toronto, Mississauga
and Brampton. Ortho-rectified aerial photos were provided
by the Region of Peel and the City of Toronto. Data was
received in a variety of formats and projections; data
manipulation through format conversion, projection
assignment and/or geo-referencing was necessary for most
of the received files. In many cases, where digital data
was not provided, new GIS layers were digitized based on
available source information such as PDF documents.

Business information came primarily from economic
development data from Toronto, Mississauga and
Brampton, completed with data from GTAA.
Complementary information for those businesses was also
provided from Scott’s directories, direct communication
from businesses, the CB Richard Ellis Industrial directory,
Peel Water, Toronto Water, as well as general research.
The scope of this project (over 12,000 businesses) allowed
a limited level of data quality control. The most recent
economic development data was considered the most upto-date and complete dataset, and thus prioritized. It is,
however, understood that changes of address and/or tenants
may not be reflected in the lists. As well, possible overlap
may occur when data for several businesses is provided for
a same address; it is not feasible to systematically verify the
actual property occupants within this project.

Fundamental to the ability to analyze business data in
GIS is the capability to link each business to a spatial
location by address. Limiting this procedure were the
above-mentioned disparities in data schema and format.
Significant manipulation of address information was
necessary to make sure that the maximum number of
businesses were assigned locations. Because there were
many different data providers, it was inevitable that some
of the datasets would cover only part of the study area. In
these cases, analysis could only be performed on that part
of the study area that had complete information. In contrast
to this, many datasets overlapped. Municipal data was
generally considered to be the most accurate and up-to-date
compared to regional level data; however, extensive quality
assessment was out of the scope of this project.

Another limitation to data analysis resides in format
disparities between jurisdictions and organizations. For
example, better consistency in business name and address
formats would allow for easier integrations of multiple
data sources. In addition, Toronto Economic Development
data reports industrial classification using the Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) codes, while Brampton
and Mississauga use the North American Industrial
Classification System (NAICS) codes to different levels of
precision.
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Section 1: Vision for Partners in Project Green
3. Build municipal capacity and support for eco-economic
development on the region’s employment lands.

Partners in Project Green is creating the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone, envisioned to be an internationally
recognized community known for its competitive, high
performance and eco-friendly business climate.
Partners in Project Green will:
•

With respect to the first objective, Partners in Project Green
will focus on businesses in existing major sectors, such as
food processing, logistics, plastics, air transport supply
chain and automotive supply chain.

Demonstrate that the simultaneous pursuit of economic
and ecological goals result in greater benefits for the
business community;

•

Assist businesses to improve their financial and 		
environmental performance; and,

•

Attract and retain investments in eco-economic 		
development initiatives.

In the longer-term, Pearson Eco-Business Zone will
evolve to become the first choice location for progressive
companies with clean-tech operations and a desire to
demonstrate eco-business leadership. These companies
will be drawn by the existing regional assets, including
Toronto Pearson International Airport (Toronto Pearson);
the success of existing businesses; and the knowledge
infrastructure established by Partners in Project Green
to assist companies in saving money and reducing their
environmental impact.

In the short-term, Partners in Project Green will focus on
working with existing businesses within the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone to realize the financial benefits of addressing
environmental issues. Partners in Project Green will work
to achieve the following key objectives:

With successful implementation of the eco-opportunities
described in this strategy, Partners in Project Green
will create the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, where the
existing major sectors will become the greenest in their
class globally, and the area will be home to a world-scale
cluster of like-minded, integrated, and highly competitive
businesses with a reputation as the place to do business in a
high performance, eco-friendly way.

1. Build general awareness and capacity for eco-business
and eco-development among partners and throughout
the business community.
2. Implement collaborative green business projects and
programs that create triple-bottom-line benefits for all
involved.
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Section 2: Context for Partners in Project Green
2.1 Pearson Eco-Business Zone location

of materials, water, energy, land, infrastructure and
knowledge.

The Pearson Eco-Business Zone encompasses over 12,000
hectares of industrial and commercial land surrounding
Toronto Pearson International Airport. The area falls
under four municipal jurisdictions, including the Region
of Peel, City of Toronto, City of Mississauga and the City of
Brampton. The area consists primarily of employment areas
bisected by a CN rail line and five major highways (401, 407,
409, 410 and 427), with Toronto Pearson lying at the heart of
the study area. The dominant existing green spaces include
natural areas surrounding Mimico Creek and the Humber
River in the east and Etobicoke Creek in the west. The
Pearson Eco-Business Zone area is shown in Figure 1.

The eco-industrial approach is applied through the entire
business cycle, from site and subdivision planning, to the
way in which infrastructure is provided and used, to the
planning and construction of buildings, then, ultimately, to
the way in which businesses operate.
Since the Pearson Eco-Business Zone is largely built out,
it is that last part of the cycle-operations-that is important
for Partners in Project Green. Change will occur through
existing businesses and long-term renovation, retrofit
and redevelopment, although some new development
opportunities exist in some parts of the study area. For
example, the eco-industrial approach might result in the
following types of business activity:

2.2 The “eco-industrial” approach
Through the development of the GTAA Living City Project
(2006), TRCA and GTAA recommended businesses
surrounding Toronto Pearson be encouraged to take an ecoindustrial approach to achieving sustainability. Therefore,
Partners in Project Green will champion an eco-industrial
approach in its efforts to create the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone. Eco-industrial activity is being advanced around the
world, from China and Korea, to Germany, Finland and the
United Kingdom. Overseas, this activity is often referred to
as “industrial symbiosis.”
The eco-industrial approach takes into account the
complexities of business. Through a systems ‘lens’, each
business is seen as part of an integrated and interdependent
economic system of businesses, whether through geography
or their supply chain. Business in general is also seen as part
of the local (and even global) ecosystem, which directly or
indirectly provides the resources it ultimately needs. In the
words of Marlo Reynolds, executive director of the Pembina
Institute, “The economy is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
environment.”
The “eco-industrial” approach seeks to take advantage
of the position of businesses in these systems by creating
webs or networks of businesses that accrue financial
benefits through strategic and collaborative management

•

Waste materials from one sector become the inputs for
another, possibly new, sector.

•

Businesses with common purchasing needs work
together to secure larger contracts and better 		
pricing, especially for ‘green’ materials.

•

Several businesses in one industrial park 		
require compressed air; they work with a utility 		
company to establish a small local compressed air
utility operation that reduces each business’s cost to
produce compressed air, the amount of energy used,
and greenhouse gas emissions produced.

•

Waste heat from one business is used by other nearby
businesses.

•

Several businesses augment boiler systems with solar
hot water technology. They work together to 		
identify and select technology, and secure better
capital and operating pricing.

By working together, businesses make the adoption of
green technologies more economically feasible. Knowledge
exchange and social networking result in better informed,
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Figure 1: Partners in Project Green study area
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trusting relationships that, in turn, make it easier for
businesses to decide to pursue a new practice. Collaboration
and the eco-industrial systems viewpoint also increases
the number of financially and environmentally beneficial
actions available to businesses. For example, after all
feasible in-house options for waste heat recovery have been
implemented, a business that is ‘plugged in’ to the needs of

centre of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Toronto Pearson
occupies 1,867 hectares of land, the majority of which
falls into the City of Mississauga (1824 hectares) and the
remainder within the City of Toronto.
As Canada’s largest and busiest airport, Toronto Pearson
receives over 30 million passengers annually. The airport
creates employment for approximately 130,000 (2005) and
generates around $900 million in annual revenue. As such,
Toronto Pearson plays a key role as an economic engine in
the Greater Toronto Area (GTA).
The GTAA has a keen and demonstrated interest in
reducing impacts from their operations. In 1999, Toronto
Pearson became the first North American airport to
achieve ISO 14001 certification for their environmental
management system.
Over the past decade, GTAA has maintained a strong
partnership with TRCA to protect and enhance the
Etobicoke and Mimico creeks, including implementing
state-of-the-art stormwater management practices and
completing habitat restoration activities.

other businesses might be able to find an additional sink
beyond its boundaries for its excess heat.
Through the eco-industrial approach, the business
case for most initiatives is enhanced with increased
participation from groups of businesses-by working
together, an atmosphere of trust and team work is built, and
opportunities become more feasible. Further, the approach
maximizes benefits to businesses, by reducing the upfront
costs of innovation, reducing payback times, and improving
operations and building efficiency.

The GTAA continues to actively pursue other sustainability
initiatives, including using co-generation for electricity/
heating/cooling, and has implemented a LEED (Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design)standard for all
new development. The GTAA has also made a long-term
financial contribution towards the development and
implementation of Partners in Project Green.

Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority (TRCA)
The TRCA is responsible for managing renewable natural
resources within nine watersheds and Lake Ontario
waterfront in the Greater Toronto Area. The TRCA has
partnerships with six municipalities, encompassing 3,467
square kilometres, nine watersheds and over three million
people.

The idea that businesses can build relationships and work
synergistically to become more efficient and effective, and
therefore more profitable and competitive, has its roots in
industrial ecology, an interdisciplinary field of study that
looks to natural ecosystems for lessons to apply to business
systems.

They work with partners to develop programs and services
to provide: natural resource protection, support for good
land use practices, community environmental projects and
conservation education programs.

2.3 Founding partners
Greater Toronto Airports
Authority (GTAA)

The TRCA works with all levels of government and
partners towards its four objectives in supporting its Living
City vision that calls for the restoration of river and water
systems in their nine watersheds; restoring and protecting

The GTAA manages Toronto Pearson, located near the
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natural areas and regional biodiversity; facilitating action
towards sustainable community development; and pursuing
continuous improvement in business excellence.

investments and jobs, while highlighting its commitment to
environmental excellence and enhanced quality of life.

2.4 Municipal and business partners

In 2006, the TRCA and the GTAA completed the GTAA
Living City Project that provided a background and
restoration strategies for the natural and aquatic systems
surrounding Toronto Pearson. The findings of the report
included an outline for a business outreach strategy and
suggested developing an eco-industrial model to enhance
the environmental and financial performance of businesses
surrounding Toronto Pearson. This recommendation
provided the foundation for the development of Partners in
Project Green.

The following municipalities are home to the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone. Each municipality has supported Partners
in Project Green by providing financial support and/or
data information, as well as by actively participating in
workshops.

City of Brampton
The City of Brampton (Brampton) has more than 3,800
hectares in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Brampton
sees Partners in Project Green as an initiative to support
their efforts to encourage and facilitate eco-economic
developments. Recently, Brampton released draft industrial
development design guidelines that support good urban
design.

Region of Peel
The Region of Peel (Peel) was one of the first supporters
and financial contributors to Partners in Project Green.
The Region of Peel is home to over one million people,
over 500,000 jobs and more than half of the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone. Partners in Project Green complements the
Region of Peel’s own sustainability objectives, as noted in
their “Liveable Peel” initiative, including:
•

Reducing development impacts-ensuring the region
takes a strategic approach to balancing demands of
population and employment growth, and providing the
necessary supporting services.

•

Supporting sustainable land use and transportation
planning-working with the business community and
government partners to facilitate safe, efficient, 		
accessible and integrated movement of goods and
people.

City of Mississauga
The City of Mississauga (Mississauga) has more than 6,400
hectares in the eco-business zone, which is the largest
of any of the municipalities. Mississauga encourages
sound planning principles that support energy and water
conservation, reduced impervious cover and reuse of
materials. They have the GTA’s largest supply of modern,
high-quality industrial lands and are eager to participate in
Partners in Project Green.

City of Toronto
The City of Toronto (Toronto) has more than 1,700 hectares
in the study area, primarily classified as employment
lands. Having recently completed its Green Development
Standard and its Green Economic Development Strategy,
which included the recommendation to pursue an ecoindustrial park project, Toronto is keen to participate in
Partners in Project Green. Table 1 lists businesses that
have also expressed interest in participating in Partners in
Project Green1.

•

A triple-bottom-line (TBL) approach-conserving 		
agricultural and natural resources, and protecting
environmentally sensitive areas while promoting a
healthy, regional economy.
				
The Region of Peel also has a strong and demonstrated
interested in Partners in Project Green because of its
potential to attract new eco-economic development

1

Businesses invited to June 10 2008 stakeholder workshop.
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Table 1: Businesses interested in participating in Partners in Project Green
Utility Providers

Food processors

Real estate/development

• Enbridge Gas Distribution
• Brampton Hydro One
• Toronto Hydro
• Enersource Hydro Mississauga
• Sithe Global
• Waste Management
• Algonquin Power
		
		

• Unilever
• Molson
• Cargill
• Italian Home Bakery Ltd.
• Weston Bakeries
• Lassonde Beverages Canada
• Cardinal Meat Specialists Ltd.
• Maple Leaf Foods
• Coca-Cola

• Orlando Corporation
• First Gulf Corporation
• Colliers International
• Oxford Properties
• Bentall Real Estate Services
• CB Richard Ellis
• ProLogis
• ING Real Estate
• Menkes Development

Logistics

Construction related

Associations

• Lange Transportation
• Canadian Tire
• Bison Transport
• Hybrid Logistics
• Kuehne and Nagel
		

• Delcan
• Morrison Hershfield Ltd.
• Gottardo Group
• St. Lawrence Cement Inc.
• Ready Mixed Concrete
• Association of Ontario
• Dufferin Concrete
			

• Canadian Manufacturers and 		
Exporters
• Supply Chain and Logistics Association
• Brampton Board of Trade
• Mississauga Board of Trade
• Toronto Region Research Alliance
• ONEIA
• OCETA

Manufacturing

Government

Airport related

• Shawcor Ltd
• GTAA
• KIK Corporation
• Air Canada
• Chrysler
• Air Transat
• Henkel Corporation		
• Irving Tissue		
• Bayer		
• BASF Canada		
			

• Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs
• Ministry of the Environment
• Ministry of Research and Innovation
• Ministry of Economic Development
and Trade
• Ministry of Small Business
and Entrepreneurship

Energy service companies

Aerospace

Entertainment

• Toronto Hydro Energy Services
• Woodbine Entertainment Group
• Energy At Work		
• 360 Energy
• Halcrow Yolles

2.5 Business activity

• Pratt and Whitney Canada
• Magellan Aerospace Corporation

for approximately 355,000 people. The distribution of
businesses across Partners in Project Green municipalities
roughly aligns with the portion of the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone belonging to that municipality one-third
of the businesses are in Brampton, half in Mississauga
and one-sixth in Toronto. Figure 2 provides a look at the
existing business parks within the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone.

2.5.1 Overview2

The Pearson Eco-Business Zone includes an estimated
12,500 businesses, generating upwards of $6,529,500,000
gross revenues annually, and providing employment
Please refer to the disclaimer regarding limitations around business
data analysis. For more in-depth business information, please refer
to Appendix A. Data sources and gaps are discussed in Appendix B.

2
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Figure 2: Existing business parks within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
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For this study, characterization of these businesses
generally focused on businesses located on industrially
zoned lands (as opposed to commercially zoned lands, for

example) and/or businesses that were described as being
industrial rather than commercial. The areas zoned
industrial within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone are
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Industrially zoned lands in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
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2.5.2 Sector representation

As Figure 4 shows, the manufacturing and service sectors
are dominant. Indeed, as shown in Table 2, manufacturing
and services are the top two general sectors in each of the
area municipalities.
This is consistent with the region’s national reputation as
a manufacturing centre. About one-third of businesses
are in the manufacturing sector. Sub-sectors include food
processing, with more than 140 businesses; plastics, with
more than 350 businesses; and transportation and logistics
and automotive supply chain, which each comprise over
1,000 businesses.
This manufacturing supports related activities. For
example, food processing is supported by food wholesale

and distribution; cold storage type operations; airline
and hotel catering; and companies manufacturing food
packaging. In reviewing the database, it was estimated that
280 businesses could be either food-processors, or foodrelated industries.
Toronto Pearson is one of the most important economic
engines in the area. It is estimated that at least 700
businesses are directly airport- or aircraft-industry related
(e.g., in-flight catering, air transportation, and airplane
maintenance and parts), including those businesses located
on GTAA lands.
Lastly, research has shown that businesses in ‘re’-sectors3,
such as repair, remanufacture, recycling, reprocessing,
or rental, contribute greatly to the success of individual
company recycling or business-to-business by-product

Table 2: Top four business types in each partner municipality
Rank

Brampton

1		
Service
2		
Manufacturing
3		
Retail
4		
Repair/service
					

Mississauga

Toronto

Manufacturing
Service
Wholesale
Transportation and
warehousing

Service
Manufacturing
Wholesale
Retail

Figure 4: Business type distribution in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
3
Cote, Raymond P., and Theresa Smolenaars. 1997. Supporting Pillars for
Industrial Ecosystems. Journal of Cleaner Production 5 (1-2): 67-74.
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synergies. These businesses act just like scavengers and
decomposers in a natural ecosystem, breaking materials
down so that they can be re-used elsewhere in the food
chain. It is estimated that the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
has about 400 of these businesses.

Table 3: Selected land use information
Land use and development patterns

Total site size

2.5.3 Resource Use

Introduction
One of the main objectives of the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone is to improve businesses’ financial and environmental
performance through more efficient resource use. To
measure the success of such endeavours, it is important to
understand the initial resource use in the area. All levels of
government and the businesses themselves have invested
heavily in infrastructure and buildings in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone. In addition, the businesses continue to
invest in their operations, purchasing materials, water, and
energy, while investing in facility improvements. The goal
of all of these investments in resources is to add profitmaking value to the individual businesses and the area in
general.

12,100 ha

Total building footprint
(land covered by buildings)

2,000 ha

Total impervious area
(land covered by buildings, parking, etc.)

8,100 ha

Total parking area

1,310 ha

Total open space (TRCA heritage data,
municipal park, or open space,
green space, park land, or related “green”
areas in the land use/zoning)

1,800 ha

Land use and transportation systems are generally interrelated. For example, land use planning can determine how
much transportation infrastructure is required, and how
effective it is. Some key transportation characteristics for
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone are provided in Table 4.

So, where is the Pearson Eco-Business Zone starting from?
A snapshot of land use and transportation systems, energy,
water and wastewater, is presented in the following pages.

Table 4: Key transportation system characteristics
Transportation characteristics		

Land use and transportation

Total road right-of-way
1,900 ha
(includes lanes, shoulders,
and any sidewalks
or utility corridors found
within the right-of-way)		

As shown in Figure 5, while there are many different land uses
in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, most of the uses are related
to business activity. Excluding the airport lands and based on
available data, just over 75 per cent of the area is under some
sort of industrial land use.

Total Employees in companies
with Smart Commute4

Table 3 provides some of the key land use information
available for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, especially related
to natural space and stormwater management. As discussed
in Appendix A, there were various sources of information
and calculation or estimation methods to determine land use
areas. For some uses, data overlapped, while for others, the
data was not complete for the entire Pearson Eco-Business
Zone. Therefore, some of the sub-classifications will not sum
to the total site size, e.g., Total impervious area plus total open
space will not equal total site size.

Distances to alternative
fuel service stations

Includes Smart Commute members and other businesses involved in
carpooling (source: survey).
4
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4,500
1.77 km

Total businesses within walking
distance to public transit

2,400		

Total businesses within walking
distance to key services

4,000

Total businesses within walking
distance to open space

5,700

Section 2: Context for Partners in Project Green

Figure 5: Official Plan land use designations
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Energy

For example, the transportation and warehousing group
represents a large portion of the energy consumed in the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone, and its individual members
have high consumption relative to other business types.
Conversely, the service-related businesses collectively
consume a large amount of energy, but it is likely due
to their large number because individual consumptions
are below average. It could also mean that a few energyintensive businesses are driving the group’s total.

The total, roughly estimated5 energy consumption for
Pearson Eco-Business Zone, and associated estimated
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, is presented in Table
5. Table 6 presents energy consumption for businesses
in each of the partner municipalities, along with
related GHG emissions. Corresponding annual costs
for non-process energy requirements are estimated6 to
be over $290 million in electricity and $273 million in
natural gas.

Water and Wastewater
Businesses in Pearson Eco-Business Zone consume an
estimated 109 million m3 of water each year, and generate
an estimated 106 million m3 of wastewater. Investments
in water and sewer infrastructure in the area include an
estimated 800 kilometres of water and sanitary sewer lines.

Table 7 shows the estimated total energy consumption for
the different business types in the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone, along with the median consumption within each
group. This illustrates how energy intensive certain
business types are compared to others.

Data provided by Peel Water and Toronto Water reflect
the industrial nature of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
As shown in Table 8, the average water consumption
is consistently higher than the median, indicating that
the area includes some very high water users who skew
the average upward. Sector-wide, such water-intensive
businesses are mostly present in the manufacturing,
transportation and warehousing and utility industries.
Businesses across the accommodation/food services/
restaurants industry generally have large water uses.

Table 5: Overall energy consumption
Energy and GHGs

Estimated total energy consumption7
Estimated electricity consumption
Actual total natural gas consumption
Estimated GHG emissions

53,852,000 GJ
5,801,000 MWh
46,447,000 GJ
1,736,000 T eCO2

Table 6: Estimated energy consumed by businesses in Pearson Eco-Business Zone
City

Electricity

Natural gas

Total energy

GHG emissions

(MWh)

(GJ)

(GJ)

(T eCO2)

Brampton

1,333,000

6,573,000

12,440,000

402,000

Mississauga

3,865,000

18,741,000

35,838,000

1,155,000

602,000

2,918,000

5,573,000

179,000

5,801,000

28,231,000

53,852,000

1,736,000

Toronto
Total

5
Energy consumption estimates were based on building footprints and
energy intensity factors provided by NRCan. These factors come from
data on commercial businesses operations; hence the estimates do not
include process energy likely consumed by manufacturers or other
process-oriented businesses.

7
In the absence of actual energy data per business, average consumption
factors from Natural Resources Canada’s Comprehensive Energy Use
Database were used. Given the large variance in industrial building
types and operations, these estimates are, at best, likely +/- 40 per cent.
Therefore all energy data presented here was rounded substantially. The
energy consumption includes energy from electricity, natural gas, light
fuel oil, kerosene, heavy fuel oil, steam, coal and propane.

6
Based on amalgamated electricity costs of $0.05/kWh and natural gas at
$0.37/m3
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Water is often an inefficiently used resource. Increasingly,
its value is being recognized and innovative technologies
and related policies are entering the mainstream as ways
to conserve water. Wastewater cascading is a way to reuse
effluent from one business into another business’ operations
requiring a lower water quality, thereby reducing the
needs for municipality-treated potable water. This can be
repeated a number of times under proper conditions, with
or without minimal treatment between uses. Ecological
wastewater treatment processes use no chemicals and are
well suited for distributed treatment facilities requiring
primarily biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) breakdown
(no heavy metals, solvents, etc.). Figure 6 shows businesses
from sectors having BOD as their major contaminant,

Table 8: Water consumption
City
Sum
		
Brampton
5,339,000

Mean

Median

10,900

1,700

Mississauga

83,682,000

65,500

1,100

Toronto

19,542,000

51,700

900

Total

108,563,000

51,000

1,200

Table 7: Estimated energy consumption, by sector
Business type

Total Energy
Consumption
(GJ)

Per cent
of total
energy

Average energy
consumption
(GJ)

Manufacturer

13,757,000

26 per cent

5,000

2,000

Transportation
and warehousing

11,867,000

22 per cent

12,400

2,600

Services

6,108,000

11 per cent

2,800

600

Wholesaler

5,807,000

11 per cent

5,500

2,400

Distributor

4,782,000

9 per cent

7,400

2,500

Repair/service

3,143,000

6 per cent

3,600

800

Retail

3,136,000

6 per cent

3,400

900

Accommodation/
food services/restaurants

2,505,000

5 per cent

9,700

1,400

Waste management

876,000

2 per cent

21,900

1,700

Construction

628,000

1 per cent

2,100

900

Utility

365,000

1 per cent

16,600

3,400

Contractor

330,000

1 per cent

2,100

800

Association

246,000

< 1 per cent

2,600

700

Printing

232,000

< 1 per cent

2,900

1,000

Outdoor entertainment

37,000

< 1 per cent

3,300

1,500

Municipality

15,000

< 1 per cent

-

-

Agriculture/forestry/
fishing/hunting

14,000

< 1 per cent

2,800

800

Resource extraction

4,000

< 1 per cent

-

-

Total

53,852,000
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Median 		
consumption 		
(GJ)		

Figure 6: Wastewater generation from businesses with effluent likely treatable using ecological processes
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Figure 7: Business featuring environmental best management practices
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the exposition and special event industry.

also indicating the wastewater generation intensity. A
wide array of sectors can make use of non-potable water
in their operations, the main exception being food-related
industries.

In addition to its building’s
energy efficiency retrofits
and geothermal heating and
cooling system, Lange is also
supporting the development of
the Hydrogen Injection Process
(HIP) technology to increase
fuel efficiency and performance
in Ontario’s commercial truck
transportation. Lange has
committed to make its fleet
available for testing the HIP
technology, and to connect the
manufacturer with the trucking
industry network.

2.5.4 Eco-business best practices
from study area

Lange Transportation in
Mississauga, Ontario

Lange Transportation was awarded the 2007 Environmental
Achievement Award by the Mississauga Board of Trade.

Energy conservation in food processing
The Unilever Canada Rexdale plant, an ISO14001 registered
site since 1999, produces approximately 185 million pounds
of edible oil products each year. This waste has lead to an
innovative solution at the plant that utilizes waste oil and
margarine as fuel for boilers.

Figure 8: Wall of fame case studies at stakeholder
workshop #1 (Dec. 2007)
As shown in Figure 7, the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
already contains some of the most nationally and even
internationally progressive companies. Their sustainability
achievements form an excellent foundation from which
to launch Partners in Project Green. From basic office
recycling programs to lighting retrofits to green energy
generation, green initiatives are seen across sectors and
business types.

The plant has also been reducing its production costs
through a wide array of energy conservation initiatives
since 1999. Cumulative cost savings since the program
began have totalled more than $3.5 million with an average
payback period of six months for each conservation project.

Material management through
innovative packaging

As part of a Partners in Project Green Business Workshop
held in December 2007, several eco-business case studies
were assembled into a “Wall of Fame,” featuring local
leaders in sustainability (see Figure 8). Examples are
presented after the figure. The reader is encouraged to visit
the environmental best practices database on the Partners
in Project Green website (www.partnersinprojectgreen.
com) for more examples of the achievements made by
businesses to-date.
			

Whyte’s Food Corporation’s manufacturing facilities
are equipped to pack products in a variety of containers
such as glass, plastic jars and bottles. Special equipment
has been developed in-house to accommodate the unique
requirements of customers.
This led to the development the Envira Care PPPouch Pack,
making Whyte’s a leader in poly-pouch packaging for both
liquid and solid products. The Envira Care pack features a
clean, lightweight bag that is easy to store and dispose of,
and is an environmentally friendly alternative to glass or
metal.

Environmental leadership in
transportation and logistics
Lange Transportation provides a wide range of
transportation and logistics services, specifically catering to
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Overall, Whyte’s plastic and glass jars, plastic jugs, pouches
and pails provide solutions that improve performance in
the food industry.

respect to Partners in Project Green programs and services.
By delivering a similar survey in the future, Partners in
Project Green will be able to evaluate its impact on green
business knowledge and attitudes.

Facility energy retrofit at retail giant’s
head office

Judging by the limited response to the survey, there is
a tremendous green business foundation, in terms of
awareness and actual implemented projects, on which to
build Partners in Project Green programs in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone. For example, more than 90 per cent
of businesses indicated they are committed to becoming
more environmentally friendly. A large majority (70 per
cent) also agreed that, by adopting eco- or green initiatives
into their operations, they would become more competitive
in the market. In terms of actual eco-initiatives in the
works, more than half of respondents indicated they were
implementing energy conservation programs/projects or
pollution prevention programs (68 per cent and 66 per cent
respectively) at their facilities.

Zellers’ head office is located in Brampton. In 1999, Zellers
embarked on a retrofit project for 40 per cent of its total
floor area. This included changes to the lighting systems,
use of demand controls, installation of high-efficiency
motors and changes to the HVAC plants. Total costs were
about $5 million However, annual energy cost savings are
over $1.5 million. Zellers is also showing environmental
stewardship through:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Procurement strategies				
Operating and maintenance procedures
Monitoring, tracking and benchmarking		
Design standards for new construction
Awareness and employee incentives		
Fleet management

But there is still work to be done. While there appears to
be great intentions on the part of businesses to green their
operations and facilities, there are several barriers impeding
success. For example, when asked why they had decided
against pursuing eco-initiatives and projects in the past, the
majority (53 per cent) responded they did not have enough
resources to implement or that the financial return was too
long. Both of these barriers will be addressed by Partners in
Project Green.

‘Brewing’ good ideas for minimal
waste generation and energy use
It seems like almost nothing goes to waste at Molson
Canada’s brewing and bottling facilities thanks to a
wide array of material management strategies. From the
common cans and glass-bottle refill and/or recycling, to
photodegradable six-pack holding loops, to reusing carbon
dioxide from fermentation into the carbonation process,
and selling spent grain as livestock feed or fertilizers to
local farms, employees’ ideas are put forward to improve
operations and reduce their impact on the environment.

An understanding of current business knowledge
and attitudes informed the Partners in Project Green
Business Model, especially the resulting Marketing and
Communications Plan. The implications of this information
are discussed further in Section 5.

2.6 Governance context

Molson is also very active in energy management, earning
the CIPEC Leadership Award for their Montreal plant
in 2007. Among other strategies, thoughtful design of
packaging ensures optimal use of materials and reduced
transportation-related energy use.

2.6.1

Policies and regulations

Official Plans
Depending on the location within the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone, development activity is guided by one of
four different municipal Official Plans, or the airport’s
master plan. As was found with businesses, there is an
excellent municipal foundation from which to leverge
Partners in Project Green. Each of the Official Plans
encourages efficient development practices and reducing
environmental impacts. The Official Plans speak of the

2.5.5 Businesses’ current sustainability
knowledge and attitudes

To determine business’ familiarity with various green
businesses or eco-development-related terms and strategies,
a Knowledge and Attitudes Survey was developed and
completed by 114 businesses. The survey also gathered
information on businesses’ needs and priorities with
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importance of retaining employment lands, and enhancing
the systems needed to support a productive and competitive
business community: sound land use planning; attention
to regional and municipal transportation systems for the
safe and efficient movement of goods and people; and
conservation and protection of natural areas. A summary
of Official Plan land use designations is shown below in
Figure 8. Land uses in the area are primarily employment
related: industrial, commercial, business/office, etc. Each
municipality also has some measure of lands designated as
‘open space’.

constrained, from a land use perspective. The GTAA
is working with municipal partners to ensure future
development is compatible with surrounding land uses. All
three adjacent municipalities, as well as the Region of Peel,
have explicit policies in their Official Plans with regards to
supporting Toronto Pearson operations.

Provincial context
Development in southern Ontario is subject to a number
of provincial planning directives. Places to Grow, Ontario’s
Growth Strategy, provides guidance for how and where
growth and development will occur in the Greater Golden
Horseshoe area in the next 25 years. Regional and local
municipal Official Plans must be reviewed to conform to
these policies.

Zoning
Development in the study area is regulated through the
zoning bylaws of Toronto, Mississauga and Brampton.
At the time of reporting, the City of Toronto was in the
process of consolidating and updating its 41 zoning
bylaws remaining from the pre-amalgamated municipal
authorities. As a result, those portions of the study area
within the City of Toronto municipal boundaries are
regulated through the (former) City of Etobicoke Zoning
Code. A summary of land use designations was shown in
Figure 5. A summary of zoning designations is shown in
Figure 9.

Places to Grow complements the Ontario Greenbelt Plan,
which establishes permanent protection of the agricultural
and ecological land base by identifying where urban growth
can and cannot occur. The growth strategy also builds
on the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS), which provides
general policy direction on matters of provincial interest
regarding land use and development. The PPS was updated
in 2005, and encourages efficient and low-impact planning
and development practices. Other provincial plans, such
as the Parkway Belt West Plan, are already integrated into
existing Official Plans (Peel, Brampton and Mississauga),
and are reflected in current municipal policies.

Zoning bylaws establish the permitted uses in each area, as
well as general standards for building sizes and types, lot
layout and parking requirements. As each municipality has
their own zoning bylaw, there are many different zoning
designations within the study area. A number of these have
a similar intent, for instance, allowing for light industrial
activity, but there is no coordination between the municipal
partners with regards to aligning zoning bylaws to a
common standard.

2.6.2 Current municipal policy
best practices

Each of the municipal partners has already implemented
some policies that support the objectives of Partners in
Project Green. When considered as standalone policies,
they indicate an active interest in enhancing municipal
sustainability efforts. When considered together, they
form a strong foundation for Partners in Project Green.
Highlights of existing municipal partner best practices are
presented in Table 9.

Airport context
Toronto Pearson falls under federal jurisdiction.
Development of Toronto Pearson facilities is controlled by
the Toronto Lester B. Pearson International Airport Zoning
Regulations. The airport also has its own master plan to
guide airport management. The most recent update in 2008
establishes development goals through 2030 and builds on
previous master plans and GTAA’s strategic business vision.
The master plan establishes policies for environmental and
land use performance, and addresses linkages to municipal
and provincial transportation and transit systems.

2.7

Challenges to Eco-Industrial 		
activity

Municipal and business representatives participated in a
workshop, part of which was designed to explore some of
the challenges to pursuing eco-industrial activity. The main
challenges articulated at those workshops are summarized
in Table 10.

The airport is now largely built-out and extremely
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In addition to the general types of challenges, one business
interestingly observed that the relatively low cost of
energy provides little incentive to conserve or to motivate
businesses to focus more strongly on waste and inefficiency.
This observation highlights that some of the challenges can

be directly addressed through the activities of Partners in
Project Green, while others, like energy pricing or shifting
corporate culture, require much broader efforts. While
such activity may fall beyond the scope of Partners in
Project Green, it is nonetheless a valuable insight.

Table 9: Highlights of municipal best practices
Toronto		Official Plan:				
		Green Development Standard:		
		Zoning bylaw:				

Support for green industry and green energy production.
Green building requirements.
Promotes green energy generation.

Mississauga
Zoning bylaw:				
							
		Design Guidelines for Industrial Areas:
							

Defines green energy uses including cogeneration and 		
renewable energy facilities.
Supports display and design of heavy industry areas to promote
public interest (modeled after Granville Island in Vancouver).

Brampton
Official Plan:				
							
		Transportation and Transit Master Plan:
							

Encourages Region of Peel to initiate resource recovery programs
and matching markets.
Create Travel Management Association (TMA) for key areas of
commercial/industrial activity.

Peel Region
Water Efficiency Plan:			
By 2015, reduce: • Average annual daily demand by 8-10 per cent
									
• Peak day demand by 8-10 per cent
									
• Wastewater by 5-7 per cent
		Strategic Plan 2007–2010:			
Promotes and demonstrates leadership in environmental 		
							
management practices, sustainable transportation and energy use.
		Long-Term Waste Resource			
Management Strategy:
		
Aims to achieve 70 per cent solid waste diversion from landfill by 2016.
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Figure 9: Zoning designations across Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
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Table 10: Summary of municipal and business challenges to eco-industrial activity
Main types of barriers
Costs

Business

Municipal

Costs of ‘going green’ – business
perceptions of how much it will cost to
adopt green practices. Need for business
cases that are related to local conditions.

Roles and
Businesses do not need to rely on public
responsibilities
sector handouts, but do need guidance.
				
‘Disconnect’ between staff and senior
management. What is corporation’s
responsibility with regards to ‘eco-businesses’?

Municipalities need a business case
themselves for ‘going green’ and promoting
‘eco business’ activity before they can
commit to creating/adopting a toolbox.
Difficulty maintaining green project 		
momentum, especially when individuals
drive such a project.

How to convince senior management and
where to get guidance?
Risk

Perceived liability issues.

Perceived liability issues.

Difficulty in getting businesses to share
information to overcome ‘business as usual’
the expectations around directly sharing
information with competition.
				

Land use compatibility issues – how to reconcile
potential conflicts between different uses, such
as live/work areas, industrial and other 		
traditionally incompatible uses.		

Knowledge

Tools are needed to help municipalities build
flexibility into their processes. Municipalities
need to avoid being constrained/locked into
policies where there is potential to get hung up
on the technical aspects, rather than the intent.

Lack of time and incentives for businesses
to learn about what is involved, what is required
of them, what the potential benefits are.
				
				

				
Lack of training/awareness at municipal and
					 office operations level.
Regulations

Outdated regulations do not support innovative
business practices.

				
				
				
				
				
				

Inconsistent regulatory environment (zoning,
OCP, etc.) between municipalities.
Bureaucratic layers–need for less bureaucratic
‘sticks’ and more incentives, e.g., less 		
requirements for quantitative reporting.
Additional steps hinder interest and capacity to
support this type of innovative eco-business
activity.
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Section 3: Eco-opportunities
3.1 Overview

Businesses and municipalities were also interested in
information on financing structures and programs that
would support their individual eco-business efforts.
Businesses noted they would welcome technical assistance
with respect to managing stormwater; identifying water
recycling opportunities; identifying and evaluating
green technologies; or establishing by-product synergies.
Businesses also requested information that would help
them to complete cost-benefit analyses and return on
investment calculations of green initiatives, beyond energy
savings. Businesses also suggested that Partners in Project
Green could help them to quantify their impacts and
measure success.
Municipalities were very interested in Partners in Project
Green facilitating relationships and communications
between different parties. They would also like to see
education programs targeting developers, but also to
support capacity building for municipal staff, e.g., in plan
review. Municipalities would also like Partners in Project
Green to develop resources that will help them understand
and work with the business community, such as sectorbased profiles that discuss those businesses’ expectations
from the municipality. Municipalities also expect Partners
in Project Green to offer programs and services that tie
directly to municipal objectives, such as improving air
quality and supporting related data collection. From a
municipal perspective, Partners in Project Green should
also generate publicity and support economic development
objectives.

One of the core functions of Partners in Project Green will
be to develop and deliver programs, services and projects
targeted at greening business activity in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone. These “eco-opportunity” programs,
services and projects should meet some or all of the
following criteria:
1.
2.
		
		
3.
		
		
4.
5.

Respond to issues communicated by businesses;
Meet the needs of businesses in the study area
OR are directly transferable to other businesses in
the study area;
Not duplicate services already offered by the
private sector, especially businesses in the
study area;
Have the potential to generate revenue; and,
Provide value to municipal partners.

Sections 3.4 to 3.16 summarize the top eco-opportunities
for Partners in Project Green. Eco-opportunities are
described in the context of resource data analysed to date,
as well as local policy contexts. General

With respect to criteria 1, 2 and 5, the feedback provided
by business and municipal representatives at project
workshops was particularly helpful (a compilation of
workshop feedback can be found in Appendix C). For
example, businesses and municipalities hoped that
Partners in Project Green would act as a one-window
for information, whether it is municipal or business best
practices, or for the myriad of municipal, regional, and
provincial policies and regulations that affect business.
From a business perspective, a database of best practices
helps them to learn about new opportunities and provides
the information they need to secure management buy-in.
From a municipal perspective, a database on municipal
best practices offers the same benefit, but municipalities
would also use a database of business best practices to
support their efforts in encouraging businesses to ‘go
green.’

implementation steps are also provided. Three of these
opportunities have been prioritized by the TRCA, following
discussions and consultation with business and municipal
stakeholders, and their implementation plans are provided
in more detail in Section 6.

3.2

Eco-opportunities: Eco-efficiency
versus eco-industrial networking

The difference between eco-efficiency initiatives and ecoindustrial networking is this: successful implementation
of eco-efficiency/greening business opportunities requires
the participation of only one business or several businesses
acting individually; while the successful implementation
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products, then working together to negotiate better pricing.
An eco-industrial approach would also foster information
sharing – for example, businesses could share language
used in corporate green purchasing policies. The ecoindustrial approach will likely lead to reduced business
costs for green products, and increased use of green
products. With co-ordination from Partners in Project
Green, businesses could form green purchasing networks
with neighbouring businesses or with other businesses
in their sector. Municipalities as well, through their
own purchasing policies, can pursue similar initiatives,
potentially in partnership with local businesses.

of eco-industrial networking opportunities requires the
collaboration of more than one business (a network of
businesses).
While the opportunities are similar, it is the level of
coordination amongst business participants that makes
the difference. Eco-industrial networking opportunities
will require more coordination and integration, which
maximizes triple-bottom-line benefits. This change in scale
is illustrated in Figure 10.
The difference between the two scales is further discussed
on the following page in the context of two common green
business practices.

Recycling: Solid waste disposal represents a real cost to
businesses. Individual businesses generally recycle whatever
materials are prohibited from landfill, or whatever materials
their solid waste contractor is able to pick up on a regular
basis. However, the majority of solid wastes generated by
businesses still end up in the landfill. Individual businesses
that wish to increase their recycling must expend
significant effort sourcing a recycler. Process changes might
even be required to make a waste product recyclable. The

Green Purchasing: Many individual businesses practice
green purchasing; one of the most common examples
would be the decision to purchase recycled paper. Each
business deals with its own supplier in isolation from other
businesses, even those right next door. An eco-industrial
approach to green purchasing would see businesses
partnering with other businesses to identify and evaluate

Figure 10: Evolution from eco-efficiency to eco-industrial networking
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eco-industrial approach positions wastes as misplaced
resources, which the company has paid for, but from which
no value was extracted.

associated with alternative technologies and higher capital
costs. By joining a purchasing block, a group of businesses
combines their common needs for a specific service or
product, with the aim of getting a group discount and
easing the implementation process through collaboration.

Wastes aren’t wastes, but are by-products and potentially
useful, profit-making materials. The eco-industrial
approach seeks to establish by-product synergies, which
transform one or more businesses’ wastes into one or more
other businesses’ feedstock, creating new revenue sources,
reducing handling and raw material costs, and reducing
environmental impacts. By working together, businesses
can increase by-product synergy potential by aggregating
by-products and co-ordinating feasibility studies. A proactive eco-industrial approach would help businesses to
systematically identify potential by-product synergies,
through resource mapping and social networking.

Ross coordinated capacitor opportunity
The Regina Eco-Industrial Network Association (REINA)
is helping businesses in the Ross Eco-Industrial Park coordinate bulk-rate services for green technologies. On behalf
of participating businesses, REINA is organizing energy
audits and negotiating the joint purchase of capacitor banks
to reduce peak power demands. This group procurement
will result in discounted evaluation, design, capital,
installation and maintenance services costs.

By-product synergy can also apply to wastewater streams.
Much of the water used by industry is a much higher
quality than required. In addition, “clean” wastewater is
often discharged straight to the sanitary sewer, where its
value is lost. Wastewater cascading involves the re-use of
wastewater to displace potable water, by closely matching
actual water use requirements with the quality of the water
supply. Heat exchange networks are also analogous to
by-product synergy; for example, an increasingly common
municipal initiative is the recovery of waste heat from ice
arenas to heat adjacent buildings.

3.3

The larger scale of such projects compared to isolated
actions also means greater environmental benefits in the
region. Purchasing blocks could target:
•
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Program and service
delivery mechanisms

Table 11 provides a high level overview of the types of
delivery mechanisms that Partners in Project Green can use
to implement the identified eco-opportunities. For many
of the opportunities, Partners in Project Green will have to
use more than one delivery mechanism.

3.4

Opportunity 1: Establish and 		
manage “green purchasing blocks”

Green office supplies: business clusters can jointly
source green office supplies (recycled printing 		
paper, refurbished ink cartridges).
“Enviro-roof” systems: installing green, vegetated
roofs, synthetic insulation or white ceramic paint
on roof space contributes to reducing the urban
heat island effect8, as well as reduces the businesses’
heating and cooling requirements.
Photovoltaic panels: roof surfaces could also 		
be used for photovoltaic solar energy systems to
produce power for on-site use and/or feed into the
grid through net metering. The study area includes
nearly 2,000 hectares of underutilized roof space.
Others, including: alternative fuels (biodiesel, 		
natural gas, hydrogen); packaging; green/alternative
power (wind, geothermal, biomass); native plant/
drought-tolerant landscaping; permeable 		
parking surfaces; industrial chemicals; building
technologies (e.g., bay door remotes, radiant 		
heating); energy management (e.g., capacitor banks);
other green technologies.

Description and rationale

General steps

Businesses trying to purchase green products and services
can face a number of barriers, such as: researching and
sourcing products and contractors, managing risks

1. Determine specifications and volume needed 		
		 by the group of committed businesses.
2. Develop an request for proposal (RFP) or 		
		 tender to find a supplier, requesting volume pricing
		 (for product/service, installation, maintenance, etc.)

Increased urban temperature due to thermal mass of buildings and
dark roofs absorbing solar heat.
8
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		 or other benefits from group buying.
3. Negotiate an optimal contract on behalf of the 		
		 business purchasing group.

		
		
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		

Partner types
• Industry associations
• Green product and service providers

Funding types
In addition to bulk pricing discounts, businesses may be
able to access grants or alternative financing.
• Participating businesses should be responsible for
		 directly funding most of the purchase.
• Federal energy efficiency programs – funding 		

agencies might be attracted to programs that impact
more than one business. Or, Partners in Project
Green could co-ordinate applications for individual
businesses.
Provincial incentives for small-scale energy 		
generation.
Credit unions or other financial institutions that
might offer lower interest eco-financing to support
businesses’ efforts, especially if they see that many
businesses are committed.
Emission brokers–by aggregating the emission
credits (carbon, NOx, SOx) from participating 		
businesses, Partners in Project Green might be
able to secure revenues that could be applied 		
back to offset the cost of whatever product or 		
service being purchased.

Table 11: Program and service delivery mechanisms, by type
Education and Outreach
Partners in Project Green
will provide zone-wide
education and capacity
building. Without a broad
private and public sector
understanding of the need
for, and benefits of, greening
buildings, infrastructure, and
operations, within the business
and development community,
Partners in Project Green will
not be sustained in the long
term.
Education as a service can be
broken down as follows:
i.

Passive Education: 		
best practice, case 		
studies, other technical 		
information;
ii. Active Education: tools 		
and facilitated training;
iii. Social Networking:
in-person knowledge
exchange and 			
relationship building.
Businesses and municipal
representatives overwhelmingly
requested that Partners in
Project Green become a “one
window” information hub for
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

Service Broker

Special Project Management

Regulatory Liaison

This role could take several
forms. Partners in Project
Green can act as a matchmaker,
helping individual businesses
to find appropriate technology
and service providers on a ‘oneoff’ basis.

Some Partners in Project Green
programs and services will
have:

Partners in Project Green could
also work with businesses to
develop terms of reference;
source and contract product or
service suppliers, then retain
and manage the work of third
party suppliers.

iii.

Businesses and municipalities
were strongly in favour of
Partners in Project Green
acting as a liaison with
regulators. Municipal staff
noted TRCA’s previous success
at ‘getting all the players to the
same table’.

Partners in Project Green could
also represent zone businesses
in negotiations with third party
players.

There are several potential
special projects in the short,
medium, and long term.

i.
ii.

A definitive start and 		
end date;
A specific project 		
budget; and
Succinct, definable 		
deliverables.

These are special projects that
will be led by TRCA on behalf
of the Partners in Project
Green.

Special projects should be
developed in a way that
establishes a baseline, sets
targets and measures success.

Partners in Project Green could
negotiate ‘bulk’ rates with
product or services suppliers,
creating direct economic
benefit for participating
businesses. This is an
important role with respect to
coordinating eco-opportunities
among several businesses.
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In particular, given the
business focus of Partners in
Project Green, it will have to
communicate on behalf of, and
advocate for the interests of, the
businesses in the study area.
Promoting programs, policies
and procedures that support
the needs of businesses as well
as flagging proposed changes
that could have unintended
negative impacts.
Regulatory liaison includes
ensuring that regulators
are aware of the issues
and opportunities for
businesses; and facilitating the
development of policies that
support eco-innovation and
eco-development.

3.5

Opportunity 2: Eco-efficiency
audit/implementation program

Partners in Project Green, in partnership with Ontario
Centre for Environmental Technology Advancement
(OCETA), are developing a one-window, bundled ecoefficiency program. The program will provide a free walkthrough assessment; a cost-shared eco-efficiency audit with
a pre-qualified consultant (50 per cent up to $5,000); an
implementation plan; and assistance with finding grants
and other incentives.

Description and rationale
Eco-efficiency is achieved by businesses who deliver
competitively priced goods and services, while
progressively reducing their ecological impacts and
resource use throughout the life-cycle of their product(s)9.
In short, eco-efficiency is the creation of more value with
less impact. For example, if businesses reduce their energy
consumption, they will not only save on the monthly
energy bill (economic benefits), but will also reduce
emissions (environmental benefits) and contribute to
improving a community’s air quality (social benefits).

General steps
Partners in Project Green can:
a)
		
b)

In the Pearson Eco-Business Zone alone, there are at
least 120 businesses that have implemented eco-efficiency
practices and processes into their operations, achieving
triple-bottom-line benefits, but there are much more
savings that could be achieved in the area.

Respond to individual businesses’ inquiries and
work with them on an as-requested basis; and
Actively promote the program to a specific sector.

The Project team may want to target food processors.
Manufacturers10, such as food processors, are prime
candidates for eco-efficiency audits for both energy and
water. A map showing estimated energy consumption for
food processors is shown in Figure 11.

An eco-efficiency audit/review is the best way to identify
potential eco-efficiency savings. It involves an on-site
review of business operations and practices. The reviewer
evaluates how a business is using energy, water and other
resources, and identifies opportunities to dramatically
improve production efficiency and environmental
performance.
Eco-efficiency at Canadian Tire

Another sector to focus on might be transportation and
warehousing, one of the most important in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone and a significant energy consumer.
Transportation and warehousing firms may be interested
primarily with respect to how they can reduce their
building energy demand and costs. A map showing energy
consumption in the transportation and warehousing sector
is shown in Figure 12.

Canadian Tire has applied eco-efficiency principles
to substantially reduce the amount of transportation
packaging material sent to landfill.

Regardless of approach, Partners in Project Green can
help groups of businesses to implement eco-efficiency
opportunities by:

They have implemented aggressive pallet re-use and
packaging recycling programs to achieve the following:

•
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
•

•
•

Reduced waste generation through the use of reusable
plastic tote shipping containers at Associate Stores.
Landfill diversion of 3,100 tonnes of cardboard; 2,337
tonnes of wood pallets; 435 tonnes of stretch film; 339
tonnes of scrap wood; 318 tonnes of scrap metals;
and 33 tonnes of paper.

Tracking the implementation recommendations
from audits and identifying common 		
opportunities;
Liaising with technology providers or
eco-professionals;
Coordinating purchase and installation of 		
common eco-technologies or services 		
for a group of businesses;
Negotiating volume discounts; and,
Finding additional funding, if needed.

9
This is a condensed definition of that which is provided by the World
Business Council for Sustainability.

Partner types

10
Food processors were part of the manufacturer “business type”. Given
previously expressed interest by the food processors, they would be good
candidates for an eco-efficiency audit and implementation program.

•
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Innovative/green technology consortia, 		
such as OCETA.
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Figure 11: Estimated energy consumption for food processors
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Figure 12: Estimated energy consumption by transportation & logistics businesses
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•
		
		
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•

of commuters increase the potential for successful carpool
matches.

Consortia of green design professionals 		
(e.g., eco-efficiency audit expertise) such 		
as the Canadian Green Building Council
or the World Business Council for Sustainable
Development (industry expertise).
Institutions with eco-efficiency expertise (postgrad students).
Government agencies that are keen to adopt green
technologies.
Government agencies that are focused on 		
sustainable economic development.
Municipal economic development departments.

Diverse commuting options yield appreciable benefits to
businesses and their employees, such as enhanced social
cohesion, individual productivity, employee attraction
and retention, company reputation, and reduced needs for
parking infrastructure. These are all important elements for
thriving economic development.
The study area provides employment to more than 355,000
people, including about 125 businesses with over 300
employees. Figure 13 shows the current Smart Commute
members, as well as surrounding businesses with more than
300 employees11 and other high-employment clusters to
indicate potential geographic area-based cluster members.

Funding types
•
		
•
		
		
		
•
		

Energy Service Company Model (see ESCO 		
sidebar, Section 3.9).
Local distribution companies, e.g., Enersource
Mississauga, Toronto Hydro, Hydro One 		
Brampton
or the Ontario Power Authority.
For energy-specific Ontario funding sources, see
Appendix D.

3.6

Opportunity 3: Support Smart 		
Commuting initiatives

Smart Commute initiatives can also target sector-based
initiatives. For example, businesses in the food processing
industry have recently expressed concerns regarding
employee commuting issues and related retention
challenges. This sector could be prioritized through a
partnership with Smart Commute and Partners in Project
Green.

General steps
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		
4.
		

Description and rationale
“Employees commuting to and from our facilities are a major
challenge for our industry which makes employee turnover
a big problem. This area is the second largest employment
area in the GTA, so moving employees should be a major
focus here.”
-Food processor focus group participant

Identify clusters and/or sectors of businesses
facing employee transportation issues.
Match interested groups of businesses with 		
Smart Commute.
Provide employment data and other 		
supporting information.
Support businesses in promoting the Smart 		
Commute programs.

Partner types

The Smart Commute program, as administered by
Metrolinx, fosters alternative modes of transportation to
reduce travels by single-occupancy vehicles and associated
impacts on people, communities and the environment.
Smart Commute offers services to member businesses
to help promote commuting options such as carpooling.
Typically, members are large companies with the resources
to coordinate commuting efforts and the people base to
support group initiatives. As an illustration, larger pools

•
•
•
•

Economic Development offices
Smart Commute Mississauga
Smart Commute Brampton–Caledon
Smart Commute Toronto

Funding types
Other than a nominal annual fee per business for Smart
Commute services, there are no costs for businesses to
participate in Smart Commute.

11
Smart Commute prioritizes companies with greater than 400
employees; however, employment data received was precategorized and
the categories included 200-300, 300-500, and so on, so the 400+ cutoff
could not be made.
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Figure 13: Smart commute actual & potential members
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3.7

Opportunity 4: Waste
reutilization projects
Description and rationale

•

Our notion of “waste” is rapidly changing. Waste represents
resources that businesses have paid for but have been
unable to extract value from. These misplaced resources
hold potential to be further used in other processes, directly
or once transformed, or converted into feedstock for energy
production. The high concentration of industrial activity,
including food processors, in the study area represents a
considerable amount of waste that could be turned into
valuable material resources. For example, one food facility
alone reported 150,000 tonnes of food waste per year,
enough to generate over 2.5 megawatts of electricity.

General steps

Waste reutilization reduces pressure on waste management
infrastructure, conserves resources and provides savings
to both generators and users. Specific waste reutilization
projects may include:
•

•

1.
		
2.
		
		
		
3.
		
4.
		
5.
		

Wastewater cascading: a number of industrial 		
and commercial water users do not require 		
potable quality. As such, wastewater leaving one 		
company could be cycled internally and/or 		
distributed to another company to be used directly
or following minimal treatment. Partners in Project
Green could play a similar broker role described for
general waste exchanges. Businesses that generate
a significant amount of wastewater could be potential
non-potable water suppliers–these businesses are
shown in orange and red on Figure 14.

Literature review/case study compilation of byproduct synergies in operation.
Resource mapping to identify/quantify sources
of a particular by-product (e.g., food and 		
other organic waste). Scope sector- or geographybased projects.
Engage potential businesses – conduct 		
workshop(s) to examine their input/waste streams.
Engage utilities in the area which might have
similar resource streams (e.g., wastewater).
Complete feasibility studies to assess technical and
economical viability.

Partner types
•
•
•
•
•
•
		

Food waste reutilization: Organic waste from 		
the food and food processing sectors, including 		
restaurants, hotels and the airport’s international
food waste, can be used in various processes such as:

a)
		
		
		
		
b)
		
c)
		
		
		
		

General waste exchange: opportunities for waste
exchange within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
or the broader GTA can be identified through
partnerships with industry groups. In addition,
Partners in Project Green can operate a centralized
information source (e.g., a “Craigslist” of waste
exchange opportunities) and play an active role in
resource offers/demands compilation and 		
relationship facilitation. Waste exchanges typically
result in bilateral exchanges only. By acting as a 		
broker, Partners in Project Green can not only 		
facilitate these exchanges, but could also flag larger
synergy opportunities, such as the aggregation of
a waste product for use by a particular business or
to support a new business opportunity.

Energy generation: bio-gas can be generated 		
from food waste and wastewater, which can then
be used to generate electricity. Large businesses
may have their own installations, or a distributed
among neighbours or into the grid;
Centralized composting: to produce 		
natural fertilizers and other soil enhancements;
Aquaculture: nutrient-rich water within 		
ecological wastewater treatment facilities 		
(chemical-free) can be used as fish feed. Businesses
that might contribute food waste are shown in
Figure 15.

Industry associations
GTAA
Utilities
Major businesses
Economic Development offices
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food
and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA)

Bacteria to produce energy
At global food giant Cargill Foods’ processing plant in
Illinois, the wastewater from cleaning their equipment
needs to be treated at on-site wastewater treatment lagoons.
Through the treatment process, bacteria feed off of organic
materials and generate methane gas. That gas is fed to the
company’s boiler room to generate steam and hot water,
for sterilizing instruments. That cuts Cargill’s energy bill,
helping the company battle rising costs and thin margins.
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Figure 14: Wastewater generation–potential non-potable water suppliers
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Figure 15: Food-related Businesses – Potential suppliers of food waste for reutilization
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if the energy source is renewable. Energy dollars stay in
the community and can provide new revenue streams to
businesses with waste energy. Owner/operators of buildings
connected to the system may also be able to reduce their
operating and maintenance costs, and save space on
heating/cooling equipment.

Funding types
1. Funding resources
		
• Provincial incentives for small-scale energy
			
generation (review Appendix D).
		
• Green Municipal Fund for green 		
			
infrastructure projects, especially for any
			
waste-to-energy or wastewater re-use projects.
		
• Grants from industry associations to support
			
research and feasibility studies for wastes of
			
interest to their industry.

Matching and evaluating energy supply to consumer
demand will be important to building a business case for
any district energy system. Business cases are most easily
justified if clusters of high-energy demand can be identified
near sources of waste heat. As examples of potential waste
heat sources, four electricity generating operations exist
within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, another operates
just outside the study area, and two new plants are under
consideration.

2. Revenue potential for Partners in Project Green
		
• Broker fees, perhaps as a per cent of savings,
			
for facilitating waste re-use opportunities.
		
• Direct support from businesses with wastes
			
for which they are seeking a re-use.

3.8

These are all examples of facilities that could provide waste
heat sources that might support a district energy system.

Opportunity 5: District
energy system

The demand side of the business case must also be defined
to determine where, how much and for what uses energy is
consumed within the study area. As an example of firstpass energy demand estimation, sector-specific Natural
Resources Canada energy intensity factors were used to
estimate space heating, space cooling and domestic hot
water requirements for businesses in the study area. The
following figures present this data, as well as the locations
of the five existing electricity generation facilities (potential
waste heat sources). Heating demand, cooling demand,
and water heating demand have been roughly estimated for
businesses in Pearson Eco-Business Zone (refer to Figure
17, Figure 18 and Figure 19 respectively).

Description and rationale
District energy systems directly link energy producers to
energy consumers. A network of piping carries a heating
or cooling stream (e.g., steam, hot water or chilled water)
from a central energy plant operated by the energy
producer, to consumers who use it to meet space heating/
cooling, domestic hot water, or process heating/cooling
requirements.
The central energy plant could be a conventional, fossil-fuel
powered boiler or co-generation system, but could also use
deep-water cooling technology (e.g., City of Toronto); sewer
heat recovery (e.g., Southeast False Creek in Vancouver);
solar power (e.g., Okotoks, AB); geo-exchange; or even
industrial waste heat recovery.

In addition to using new district energy systems to link
existing energy suppliers to existing consumers, identifying
energy demand clusters throughout the region could also
lead to viable business cases for new district energy systems
to meet those demands.

Once the thermal energy has been extracted, the heating
or cooling stream is returned to the central energy plant
for recycling via a second piping network. The district
energy system in effect replaces the functions provided by
furnaces, air conditioners, boilers and chillers in individual
buildings. The systems are most effective in areas with high
heating/cooling energy demand, such as those with high
building density and/or high heating/cooling loads.

Partners in Project Green can take the lead to conduct a
feasibility study for evaluating district energy opportunities
across the study area. The feasibility study would
investigate (but not be limited to):
•
•
		
		
•
		

District energy systems are more efficient than the sum
of small building level systems they replace. Therefore,
they can reduce GHG and other air emissions, more so
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Planned and existing energy demand clusters;
Planned and existing energy sources (e.g., industrial
waste heat, electricity/cogeneration plants, landfill 		
gas recovery systems);
Opportunities for other energy source technologies
(e.g., deep-water cooling, sewer heat recovery,
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•
		
•
•

solar, geo-exchange, biomass);
Ownership and operation options (including 			
advantages and disadvantages);
Potential partners; and,
Funding opportunities.

Funding types
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

General steps
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
•
		

Define Partners in Project Green’s objectives for 		
the district energy feasibility study initiative.
Review literature and case studies for similar 			
endeavours.
Develop feasibility study scope and terms of 			
reference (TOR).
Issue RFP to conduct feasibility study.
Evaluate proposals and award feasibility study 			
contract.

Funding will largely depend on the ownership 				
model selected and what role, if any, municipal 			
government plays
Conventional financing for any sound
business case
Federation of Canadian Municipalities Green 				
Municipal Fund
New Deal for Cities and Communities (Gas Tax 			
Revenue Sharing)
Ontario Power Authority Clean Energy Standard 			
Offer Program

3.9 Opportunity 6: Coordinated green 			
building retrofit
Description and rationale

An implementation approach for three of the five generation
facilities - the GTAA (117 MW), Mississauga (108 MW),
and Magellan Aerospace (2.5 MW) Cogeneration Plants - is
provided in Section 6.3.3. The steps described there could also
be adapted to other potential existing sources of waste heat.

The GTA is subject to harsh climatic extremes, with hot
summers and cold winters. The natural gas and electricity
required to keep buildings comfortably inhabitable represents
approximately one-third of all energy produced in Canada12.
Implementing green building technologies and strategies will
reduce the amount of energy used, and associated costs to heat,
cool and light buildings.

Partner types
•
•
•
•
•

There are many green building strategies businesses can adopt
to cut their energy usage:

Energy producers		
Energy consultants
Municipal government		
Engineering/construction companies
Facilities management companies

• Energy-efficient lighting
• Solar-water heating
• Energy-efficient Windows

Figure 16: District energy systems schematics
A Business Case for Green Buildings in
Canda, M. Lucuik, Morrison Hershfield, 2005

12
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Figure 17: Electricity-generating facilities and space heating demand
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Figure 18: Electricity-generating facilities and space cooling demand
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Figure 19: Electricity-generating facilities and water heating demand
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•
•
•
•
•
		
•
•
•
•
		

Photovoltaics
Cooling/heat-recovery ventilation
Insulation and weather stripping
Ceramic paint 			
Timers, occupancy detectors and programmable 		
thermostats
Solar walls
Low-flow water fixtures
High-efficiency HVAC systems,
Drought-tolerant landscaping
Boilers and furnaces

target owners. Table 12 summarizes the top 20 property
owners in the study area based on building area owned.
Tackling retrofits as a group will reduce costs and improve
information exchange.
The foundation of a green building retrofit strategy is
established through the energy audit. The audit analyzes
how energy (natural gas and electricity) is currently
being used by each building, and identifies/prioritizes
opportunities for retrofits that ultimately reduce energy
costs. For simple operations, a preliminary audit provides
sufficient information to make sound, prioritized retrofit
decisions based on simple payback period. In more
complicated operations, detailed energy auditing might

Building owners stand to gain more than lessees, so
it would be strategic for Partners in Project Green to

Table 12: Top 20 property owners in the study area (building area)13
RANK

COMPANY

CITIES

APPROX FLOOR SPACE (m2)

1

ORION/ORLANDO

Mississauga		

2

GREATER TORONTO AIRPORTS AUTHORITY

Mississauga		

565,900

3

BCIMC REALTY CORPORATION

Mississauga		

238,000

4

THE GREAT-WEST LIFE ASSURANCE CO.

Brampton/Mississauga		

184,600

5

2725312 CANADA INC.

Brampton/Mississauga		

177,800

6

PENSIONFUND REALTY LIMITED

Brampton/Mississauga		

164,600

7

KUEHNE and NAGEL INTERNATIONAL

Brampton/Mississauga		

150,000

8

INDUSTRIAL 5000 REAL ESTATE INV INC.

Brampton		

148,000

9

CANADIAN TIRE

Brampton		

145,500

10

HOOPP REALTY INC.

Brampton/Mississauga		

112,500

11

AIRPORT 407 BUSINESS CAMPUS INC.

Brampton		

112,100

12

CANTAY HOLDINGS INC.

Mississauga		

110,800

13

SUN LIFE

Brampton/Mississauga		

90,600

14

HUDSON’S BAY COMPANY

Brampton		

85,900

15

FORD MOTOR CO. OF CANADA LTD.

Brampton		

83,700

16

GE CANADA REAL ESTATE EQUITY

Brampton/Mississauga		

83,700

17

O-I CANADA CORP

Brampton		

82,100

18

CANADA POST CORPORATION, CPC

Mississauga		

79,700

19

ROGERS COMMUNICATION INC.

Brampton/Mississauga		

75,700

20

LAUREL LYNN INVESTMENTS LTD.

Mississauga		

70,900

CITY OF BRAMPTON

Brampton		

63,200

CITY OF MISSISSAUGA

Mississauga		

35,700

1,049,900

not standardized, requiring a manual check for business names with
misspelled or slightly varying entries. Due to the size of the dataset,
a manual search was done only for those companies in the top 30. In
addition, the southeastern parcel of Toronto Pearson was excluded from
the calculation in order to avoid extensive manual manipulation of the
address data. For these reasons, the results of the analysis may have
underestimated the land owned by certain property owners, and the
final table is intended only as an estimate.

In the ownership information supplied by both Mississauga and
Brampton owner name was provided first and management company
name second. For the purposes of analysis, the true land owner was
used. This resulted in large land management companies such as Bentall
being excluded from the above table. The spatial analysis of parcel
ownership information was limited to those business records which have
a viable link by address to the GIS. It is of note that owners’ names were

13
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Figure 20: Properties managed by Bentall
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be required to better inform the retrofit strategy with
expected return on investment. Opportunities for cost
savings might exist for group purchases of energy auditing
services. Aggregating the recommendations of multiple
buildings and multiple property owners can lead to cost
savings in capital equipment purchasing and installation as
demonstrated in Figure 21.

		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		

Several property management companies in the study area
have expressed an interest in the Green Building Retrofit
initiative. Harnessing this enthusiasm and experience by
including these companies in discussions with property
owners would maximize the impact of the initiative.
Figure 20 provides an example of how much influence one
property management company (Bentall) can have.

Clinton Climate Initiative
The Clinton Climate Initiative (a William J. Clinton
Foundation program), works with the C40 Large Cities
Climate Leadership Group to realise their pledge to accelerate
efforts to reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions.
As part of the initiative, member cities will aggregate their
buying power to reduce costs for energy-efficient products
including building materials and systems, lighting, clean
buses and waste-to-energy systems.

General steps
•
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
•
		

been considered/evaluated by owners that do not
require energy audits (e.g., if several owners are
interested in installing solar hot-water systems).
Negotiate the best price for purchase and 		
installation of these items. Figure 21 shows how
working together can result in savings.
Work with committed businesses to develop terms
of reference for multi-business energy audit RFP or

Compile a target list of multi-property owners based
on owned-building area.
From the target list establish a group of multi-		
property owners interested in participating in a
coordinated energy
audit strategy.
Invite interested targeted owners to an 		
implementation session.				
Work with committed owners to implement shortterm cost-saving initiatives that may have already

Energy Efficiency Building Retrofit Program
The Clinton Climate Initiative announced the creation of
the global Energy Efficiency Building Retrofit Program in
May 2007 that partners four of the world’s largest ESCOs,
five of the world’s largest banks and 16 of the world’s largest
cities to reduce energy consumption in existing buildings.
The program will make funding available to member cities
and their private building owners to finance energy efficiency
retrofit projects. Loans secured through partnering banks
for the retrofits will be repaid through the energy savings
generated. Toronto is a partner city.
Energy Service Company – ESCO
ESCOs are businesses that can help make capital-intensive
energy efficiency programs a reality by assuming the project’s
financial risks. ESCO contracts are based on energy savings:
the customer pays the project capital costs through the energy
savings estimated and then verified by the ESCO. ESCOs
provide the following performance-based services:
•
•
•
•

Figure 21: Illustration of potential energy savings for group
procurement of green building technologies

Develop a supporting business case for
the project including development, design and funding;
Install, operate and maintain the related
project equipment;
Verify projected energy savings through
ongoing energy measurement/monitoring; and,
Assume the risk that projected energy
savings will be realized.

Honeywell and Johnson Controls are two ESCO examples.
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		 Energy Service Company (ESCO) delivery.
• Issue a proposal call for providing volume
		 discount-based services for:
- Preliminary energy audits of current operations;
- Identification of group buying opportunities.
- Detailed audits for interested businesses to 		
expand upon the findings/recommendations 		
of the preliminary audit.
• Make recommendations to interested 		
		 businesses for awarding contract.
• Award and execute the contract.
• Evaluate performance and promote success stories.

Partner types
•
•
•
•
•
		

The Etobicoke Creek south of the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone

Multi-property owners
Energy audit providers
Energy service company model (see sidebar)
Canada Green Building Council
Businesses specializing in energy-efficient building
materials and technologies.

and parking requirements all differ between the three
bylaws. Other related policy tools include education
programs and incentive programs.
Municipal land use policies and regulations have
inadvertently been a barrier to other eco-industrial
development projects, and indeed any type of green
development. The potential policy challenge is magnified
by the number of jurisdictions working to create the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

Funding types
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
		

Natural Resources Canada’s Industrial Energy Audit
Incentive (IEAI)
Natural Resources Canada’s ecoENERGY Retrofit
Incentive for Industry
Natural Resources Canada’s ecoENERGY Retrofit
Incentive for Buildings (commercial/institutional)
Ontario Power Authority, BOMA Toronto CDM
Program
Ontario Power Authority, Industrial Energy 		
Efficiency Program
Ontario Power Authority, Electricity Retrofit 		
Incentive Program
Clinton Climate Initiative/Energy Efficiency Building
Retrofit Program

“It would be great if we had access to information on
municipalities, elsewhere that have developed policies to
support industrial intensification or infill as well as green
building retrofits.”
–Municipal workshop participant
“It would be great if we had access to information on
municipalities, elsewhere that have developed policies to
support industrial intensification or infill as well as green
building retrofits.”
–Municipal workshop participant

3.10 Opportunity 7: Municipal eco-			
		 development policy harmonization

On the plus side, each municipality already has a number
of supportive policies in place (refer to Appendix A for
an overview of the existing policy context). However,
equivalent policies often do not exist in all of the municipal
jurisdictions, meaning that development in some parts
of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone is regulated differently
than in other parts.

Description and rationale
Development within the study area is currently regulated
by four Official Plans and three zoning bylaws. Although
the Official Plans share common goals (e.g., reducing
energy, water, waste, more green energy, etc.) the three
zoning bylaws have fewer common elements. Zoning
classifications, allowable uses, site development standards,

Staff attending the municipal workshop noted a lack of
expertise and knowledge required to foster eco-business
activity and eco-development. Participants also expressed
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an interest in having access to land use tools such as
zoning, best management practices and design standards
that support green activity. With access to this information,
each municipal partner could then look to implement these
best practices within their existing policy framework.

objectives to guide development (and re-development) in
Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Working from the existing
policies and best practices, municipal partners could then
begin to incorporate the best eco-industrial development
policies into their existing framework.

Businesses in Pearson Eco-Business Zone will be working
together to share and build knowledge, and to identify and
adopt common practices when it makes sense. Municipal
partners could also work in the same fashion. Therefore, it
is recommended that Partners in Project Green establish an
eco-development policy harmonization project team.

In essence, the project team would be a platform
for research, sharing and developing, eco-industrial
development policy guidelines that could be shared among
municipal partners.

By working together, municipalities will reduce the costs to
investigate and develop policies and tools that support ecoindustrial development. There may even be opportunities to
co-operate on pilot projects. Ultimately, municipal partners
should be able to transfer or adapt policy innovations
developed for Pearson Eco-Business Zone, and learned from
each other, to other industrial, and even commercial, areas
within their jurisdiction.

•
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
•
		

Partner types

General steps
An overview of partner municipality policies supportive to
eco-development has already been completed (see Appendix
A). To add to this knowledge, the project team may wish to
collect policy case studies and best practices that support
eco-industrial development, especially in the industrial
context.

Municipal and regional governments
Local government policy advocates (e.g., International
Council for Local Environmental Initiatives)
Planning law associations (e.g., Canadian 		
Environmental Law Association)
Consortia of green design professionals (e.g. ecoefficiency audit expertise) such as the Canadian
Green Building Council or the World Business 		
Council for Sustainable Development (industry
expertise)
Business associations (e.g., Toronto Industry 		
Network)
Development industry, especially significant owners
(e.g., Bentall Group or Oxford Properties)

Funding types
Government funding agencies linked to municipal
governments or government operations might be interested
in funding the development of municipal policy templates.
Such groups include:

For example, zoning amendments and design guidelines
for both the Innovista Eco-industrial Park in Hinton, and
the TaigaNova Eco-industrial Park in Fort McMurray are
publicly available on the internet. Pearson Eco-Business
Zone companies with significant ownership interests, such
as the Bentall Group, might also be willing to share their
voluntary practices for greening their holdings.

•
		
•
•

The project team should establish overall principles and

Federation of Canadian Municipalities Green 		
Municipal Fund
Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
Canadian Housing and Mortgage Corporation

Figure 22: Images from TaigaNova Eco-industrial Park design guidelines
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• National Association of Industrial and Office 		
		 Properties

number of green buildings shows leadership in building
construction; and the number of eco-businesses reflects
identified businesses pursuing environmental initiatives.

3.11 Opportunity 8: Business park 			
		 sustainability benchmarking

General steps
1. Work with municipalities and large landowners/			
investors to select the business parks for benchmarking.
Ideally, target business parks with the most relevance 		
for economic development.
2. Determine which indicators are most important. 			
Refer to the Foundation for Sustainability (Appendix 		
A) and Industrial Canada Sustainable Industries 			
Benchmarking Study (Appendix E) for ideas. Generally,
it is recommended that business park sustainability 		
indicators cover land use, financial performance,
energy/materials/water use, transportation practices 		
and environmental management practices.
3. Gather and “clean” data.
4. Calculate indicators.
5. Compare the business parks – which ones offer best 		
practices that could be adapted? Which ones might 		
most benefit from Partners in Project-Green specific 		
eco-business efforts?
6. Revisit indicators periodically to monitor changing 		
conditions.

Description and rationale
There are 23 business parks in the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone. By comparing the sustainability performance of
these business parks, Partners in Project Green could help
to identify which ones are the most “eco” and which ones
it might want to focus on making more eco. Municipalities
and major commercial investment firms Bentall Real Estate
and Oxford Properties both indicated that it would be
helpful for them to be able to compare business parks. A
Partners in Project Green-led business park sustainability
benchmarking project could begin by measuring the
sustainability performance in at least one business park/
area for each of the three member municipalities within
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, plus possibly Toronto
Pearson. By measuring the performance now (creating a
baseline), Partners in Project Green will be able to measure
progress within those business parks and use the baselines
to benchmark other business parks in future.
Although a substantial amount of data has already been
collected to-date, analysis was focused on the regional level.
Also, some data gaps still exist that could be filled as part of
the benchmarking project.

Partner types
•
•
•
		
•
		

Some of the characteristics that Partners in Project Green
may want to measure (indicators) are presented in Table 13
and shown graphically in Figure 23. Road density shows
how well transportation has been planned for the site; the

Economic Development offices
Utilities
Major landowners/investment firms (e.g., Bentall, 		
Orlando, ING Real Estate, Oxford Properties)
Commercial real estate firms (e.g., Colliers, CB 		
Richard Ellis)

Table 13: Sample business park benchmark indicators
BUSINESS PARK

ROAD DENSITY

GREEN BUILDINGS

ECO-BUSINESSES14

Westcreek Business Centre

22%

0

2

Brampton Industrial Park Goreway

8%

0

3

Bramalea Business Park I

14%

0

7

Gateway		

21%

2

7

Airport		

22%

1

9

From Partners in Project Green’s best management practices database, plus
information on participants in TRCA’s green landscaping and green parking lot
programs; Smart Commute members; and the Knowledge and Attitudes Survey.

14
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Figure 23: Road density in business parks
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•
		
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
		

National Association of Industrial and Office 			
Properties (NAIOP), Urban Development Institute 		
(UDI)
Canadian Green Building Council, which may be 		
interested in this work as part of a long-term process
to create a LEED-ND-type rating for eco-industrial
parks
Universities, whose planning and/or geography 		
students might be able to assist with data
collection and analysis

Funding types
•
•
		
•
•
•

Major landowners/investment firms
Commercial real estate firms, which may be 			
interested in the resulting data
Industry Canada
National Research Council
Foundations

3.12 Opportunity 9: Green business 			
		 retention and attraction strategy

1.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Clean-technology sector development: 		
Partners in Project Green is working with
OCETA to identify what types of clean-tech 		
businesses are operating within the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone to determine what they offer/		
produce. Partners in Project Green will work with
these companies to identify their needs and		
opportunities for growth, as well as to determine
how best to attract new clean-tech investment.

2.
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Green job development program: Partners 		
in Project Green has identified the need to work
with public and private sectors to identify and
develop programs that address the employment
and training needs of companies looking to 		
expand “green-collar jobs.” Potential programs
could include a green job corps that could provide
training and work experience in the study area
dealing with eco-efficiency, green building
retrofits, stormwater and naturalization projects;
or internships dealing with energy and waste
management.

Description and rationale

East Bay Green Corridor Partnership

Inherent in Partners in Project Green’s mission and
activities will be the objective to support and promote
green business activity in the area. In addition to delivering
programs and services, Partners in Project Green would
like its brand to represent a supportive and competitive
business environment in which to grow or relocate a
progressive/green business. This will require a formal
strategy to retain and attract green businesses in the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone. A formalized approach will
ensure success is measurable and communicated to all of
Partners in Project Green’s partners and stakeholders. There
are several examples locally, nationally and internationally,
of regions and zones formalizing their business retention
and attraction strategy, with a focus on eco-business or
clean technology sectors. Partners in Project Green should
look to the other case studies as potential competition for
businesses of the new, sustainability-focused economy,
and to the local examples15 as a starting point for potential
partnerships. Early elements of a green business retention
and attraction strategy include two programs that Partners
in Project Green is already exploring:

Four East Bay cities (eastern shore of San Francisco Bay)
have formed a partnership that will establish the East Bay
region of California as a leading centre of environmental
innovation, alternative-energy research, and green business
and industry. It involves supporting research partnerships
with the University of Berkley, implementing green buildings,
and creating a variety of incentives for green businesses to
locate in the East Bay. A key focus is on regional workforce
initiatives and training for “green-collar” jobs, such as
biofuels manufacturing and solar-panel installation that
directly improve environmental quality.

South East England Sustainable
Economic Development
The South England Development Agency is focusing on ecotechnology and development in the region. It is pursuing
development in renewable energy, sustainable construction,
and waste management. The region has an established
and growing environmental sector, proximity to European
markets, and a highly educated workforce graduating from
local institutions. It has developed innovative science parks,
enterprise hubs, and centres of excellence which bring
entrepreneurs, businesses, and universities together for
research and development and marketing.

The City of Toronto has produced an economic development strategy
that focuses on “catalyzing green business development in Toronto.”
The City is a Partners in Project Green partner and has committed to
working with Partners in Project Green to implement the action items
in its portion of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

15
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General steps

Ontario and even the Government of Canada, all of which
would have an interest in enhancing an area that is part of
the largest metropolitan centre in Canada. Therefore, grants
to support the development of strategies and associated
collateral materials may come from agencies such as
Industry Canada and Ontario Economic Development.

To formalize a strategy for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone,
Partners in Project Green should work closely with its
municipal partners, who already have individual economic
development strategies–some of which focus on green or
innovation technology investment–and work together
to align policies and actions that support green business
retention and attraction.

Industry associations with a strong presence in the area,
such as Canadian Manufacturers’ and Exporters,
may also be interested in financially supporting this
initiative.

Partners in Project Green’s gained expertise in planning
and policy alignment (see Section 3.13) will create a
strategic competitive advantage for the area. The partners
will already be working together to align their green
business and eco-development related policies, with the
aim of creating a consistent and well-understood regulatory
environment that is conducive to business innovation.

3.13 Opportunity 10: Business best 			
		 practices and regulatory alignment
Description and rationale
Feedback from business participants indicated a
‘disconnect’ between business best practices for going
green, and the regulations introduced to encourage such
activity. Businesses also indicated an interest in seeing
regulations that provide measurable and quantifiable
results, so it is clear what is expected. As a result, many
regulations have either set the mark too high, so that no
business can actually achieve the desired results, or too low,
such that there is little or no incentive for innovation. There
is a need for more flexible processes and more realistic
targets that allow businesses a real opportunity to pursue
the incentives.

General steps

Highway interchange in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone

Partner types
•
		
•
•
		
•
•
		
•
		
•
•

There is a need for an effective communication channel,
as businesses often lack the resources and time to pursue
the issue among the various levels of government. To
address these concerns, Partners in Project Green could
take on the role as liaison between the business community
and the public sector. Partners in Project Green could
direct one of their programs towards aligning municipal
policies, programs and incentives with business needs and
limitations.

City of Mississauga’s Economic Development
Office
Mississauga Business Enterprise Centre (MBEC)
City of Brampton Economic Development and
Communications Department
City of Toronto Economic Development Division
Toronto Economic Development Corporation
(TEDCO)
Business representatives, such as Woodbine 		
Entertainment Group
Ministry of Research and Innovation
Ministry of Economic Development and Trade

Regulation and innovation
Bio-fuel from waste is an example of innovation impeded
by regulation. As an alternative to food crops being used for
fuel, more and more businesses are exploring the production
of biofuel from municipal and process wastes (and other
non-food based sources.) Since it is a waste product;
however, there are a number of hurdles to deploying a wasteto-biodiesel project.

Funding types
The main funding for this initiative could come from a
variety of sources, including municipalities, the Province of
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Businesses and municipalities expressed an interest in
having access to a “one-window” information source. In
their role as ‘honest broker’ and neutral party, Partners
in Project Green could work with municipalities and
businesses to provide information on innovative
regulations, as well as sector-specific progressive business
practices. In addition, Partners in Project Green could
coordinate knowledge-sharing events, such as industry
networking between OMAFRA and other relevant agencies.
As the liaison between both public and private sectors,
Partners in Project Green could leverage this position to
help modernize regulations so they reflect current and
progressive best practices and policies that help businesses
‘go green.’
Partners in Project Green could start by identifying
regulatory issues and overall goals that both municipalities
and business are interested in pursuing (e.g., water
conservation and reuse) and the regulations that are already
in place to encourage businesses in addressing these goals.
Partners in Project Green could, through workshops, focus
groups or other stakeholder communication, identify
businesses affected by these policies and document their
issues and experiences. For instance, if municipal plans
and programs encourage water recycling, but provincial
regulations make re-use of treated wastewater difficult and
overly complex to implement.

Bayer Inc. Belfield Road facility in Toronto features a  8,000
square foot green roof.

and possibly even federal departments might be engaged at
some point.

Funding types
This type of activity would likely require operational
funding. It is unlikely that a grant would be available to
support it.

There would be a need to develop a mechanism that made
it simple for businesses to quickly alert them if and where
they encountered these types of regulatory inconsistencies.
This would ideally be developed in concert with a business
focus group to ensure the Partners in Project Green system
does not simply add to the existing regulatory maze, and
discourage businesses even further.

3.14 Opportunity 11: Ongoing education
		 and outreach programs
Partners in Project Green will deliver education and
outreach programs to the business community and
municipal staff. As part of business planning, the partners
will have to prioritize education and outreach activities for
the first year. This section suggests education and outreach
programs for Partners in Project Green.

Partners in Project Green would be responsible for finding
the right government department and contact person(s), to
discuss challenges from the perspective of both business
and regulator. The project may also consider looking to
other jurisdictions to identify possible solutions to the
regulatory alignment issue. As a final step, Partners in
Project Green could establish and facilitate a meeting
between parties to explore solutions for businesses in the
area.

1.
		
		
		
2.
		
		
3.
		
		
		

Partner types
All levels of government have an interest in making sure
their policies and regulations work together to promote
sustainability. It is likely that many municipal, provincial
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Passive education: Provide best practice, case
study, and other technical information 		
relevant to businesses and local governments
in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Active education: Develop tools and facilitate
training relevant to businesses and local 		
governments in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Social networking: Foster in-person 		
knowledge exchange and help build the 		
relationships needed for successful 			
eco-industrial networking.
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3.15 Opportunity 12: Greenspace 			
		 expansion

having poor connectivity, featuring small forest patches
that are heavily influenced by the surrounding urban
areas. Yet the Pearson Eco-Business Zone does feature
approximately 1,000 hectares of natural cover, with the
potential for expansion to 1,230 hectares.16

Description and rationale
An important aspect of an eco-business zone is ensuring
natural systems are incorporated in into the developed
lands. Given Partners in Project Green takes a retrofit
approach to greening the employment lands surrounding
Toronto Pearson and most of the development on these
lands pre-dates the initiation of this project, this presents
an interesting challenge and presents a number of
opportunities.

Given this potential, through the TRCA’s Terrestrial
Natural Heritage System Strategy methodology, a number
of Priority Candidate Restoration Sites were identified and
ranked from high to low, based on ecological gains to the
terrestrial system and immediacy for action.
This potential for expansion opens a number of program
and project opportunities for Partners in Project Green,
including:

The status of the natural heritage system in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone is degraded, with the existing system
PASSIVE EDUCATION

ACTIVE EDUCATION

SOCIAL NETWORKING

• Website–most tools and reference 			
• Workshop series: Partners in Project 		 • Eco-Business Zone tradeshow(s)–		
materials will be made available online.

Opportunity and venue to showcase
business activities; green development
best management practices.
or themes. Invitations will target specific 		 case studies; and eco-technology
Dynamic database of industrial BMPs.
businesses and/or sectors, and will 			 suppliers and services providers.
Compilations of municipal regulations
answer the question: “What’s in it for 		 • Business-to-business speed dating
and policy frameworks.
Program, with possible focus on
me?” Potential topics include (key audience
Progressive municipal policy case 			in brackets):
by-products or energy, or water.
studies, e.g., policies that support
• Other Social Networking forums:
- The Business Case for Sustainability
and encourage industrial infill,
- Softball league
		 (CEOs; owners of SMEs)
intensification and energy efficiency
- Pub nights
- Greening the office
building retrofits.
- Blogs and forums for media-based
		 (Office Managers)
Pre-approved green design 			- Carbon credits for SMEs (owners)
		 issues (water, wastewater, solids, etc.)
professionals ‘roster.’
- Green accounting or “what is the 			
Listing of green products or
		 triple bottom line” (finance depts.)
technologies that are already 			- Eco-Development Standards/			
produced in the area
		 Trends in Green Building
Sustainability presentation templates
		 (municipal staff)
for adaptation and delivery to CEOs/
- EMS/CSR reporting (CEOs)
senior management.
• Eco-development/green building tours
Regulatory reference tool.
• Green building design charrette(s)
Green funding sources library.
• Green-collar job development program
Web-based virtual map of the area, 			(See also Section 3.12)
for example, using a GIS overlay 			
• Other projects and initiatives, e.g., focus
with Google search function.
groups and meetings for feasibility 			
Information on how to build flexibility 		studies; eco-efficiency audit site 			
into regulations.
visits; testing new policies, etc. All 			
Information on how to create and 			include an educational component and
implement green development 			should be considered part of the 			
incentives.		
Partners in Project Green’s education 		
Life-cycle analysis or business case 			and outreach programming.
development tools for decision-making.
Green will coordinate and host a series 		

• Compilations of sector-specific eco- 			of ‘how-to’ workshops on several topics 		
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing natural cover comprises riparian areas and existing natural
cover. Potential expansion areas include Candidate Restoration Sites.
The areas were calculated based on data contained in TRCA GIS files.
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•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Employment Land Planting Program – engage 		
businesses within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone in
employee team-building exercises that work to
restore the identified candidate sites and other 		
natural areas. This type of program would look to
get businesses and their employees to take ownership
of neighbouring natural areas and become stewards
of the land.

sharing between Partners in Project Green’s municipal
partners and businesses for larger restoration initiatives,
while employee engagement and sponsorship initiatives
could be utilized by Partners in Project Green as a revenue
source to fund reforestation projects.

Opportunity 16: Stormwater improvements
Description and rationale
One of the biggest issues impacting the health of the
aquatic system in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone is
stormwater. With roughly 8,000 hectares17 of impervious
surfaces and a majority of the area being developed prior to
stormwater management practices being required, in some
places there are uncontrolled discharges that go directly
into the aquatic systems, leading to degraded water quality
and increased erosion.
The GTAA Living City Project (2006) laid-out a number of
stormwater management strategies for the industrial areas
surrounding Toronto Pearson, including opportunities for
both the public and private sector:

The West Etobicoke Creek running adjacent to Toronto
Pearson and Mississauga employment lands.

•
		
		
		

Corporate Tree Planting Sponsorship – offer 		
businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone the
opportunity to sponsor tree planting and restoration
projects, in exchange for recognition.

•
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
		

General steps
1.
		
2.
		
3.
		
4.
		

Identify businesses adjacent to potential 			
restoration areas.
Develop business case that identifies value of 			
natural heritage to communities.
Match interested businesses with restoration 			
opportunities.
Provide planning and logistical support for the 		
implementation of restoration projects.

Development of a new wet stormwater pond west
of Dixie Road and south of Derry Road.
Retrofitting of existing stormwater outflows to
allow for onsite retention.
Retrofitting existing industrial sites to utilize
onsite stormwater controls, such as green parking
lots and green roofs.
Implementing a spill response system for the
containment and mitigation of chemical and oil
spills to land and water.

The TRCA is currently working with its municipal partners
to address these recommendations. Working to retrofit
existing industrial sites to include onsite stormwater
controls could be completed as part of Partners in Project
Green. For example, a green parking lot initiative could help
businesses to implement measures such as:

Partner types
• Businesses
• Community services departments

•
		
•
		
•
		

Funding Types
Funding for this initiative could be a combination of cost
Roughly estimated using TRCA impervious surface factors applied to
the land use areas calculated from GIS data provided by TRCA.
17

Rerouting runoff from employee parking areas
into vegetated swales;
Installing permeable paving surfaces to reduce
run-off and increase infiltration; and,
Developing landscaping plans that introduce
native species and utilize stormwater for irrigation.

The City of Toronto currently has Design Guidelines
for Greening Surface Parking Lots that provides
61
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recommendations on how parking lots can be designed
to reduce their impacts on air and water quality. All four
municipal partners have indicated their interest in reducing
the impacts of stormwater on the local environment, and
the City of Toronto’s guidelines could provide a foundation
for a common approach.

Funding types
Funding for this initiative could come from various sources,
including businesses, municipal partners (such as the
City of Toronto’s Community Program for Stormwater
Management) and in-kind design work by the University of
Toronto.

Partner types
•
•
		
•
•
		

Businesses
Municipal planning and engineering 		
departments
Toronto Region Remedial Action Plan
University of Toronto Centre for
Landscape Research

Permeable pavement is a way to treat stormwater onsite and
improve local water quality.

Bioswales are a way to treat stormwater onsite and improve local
water quality.
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4.

Implementation – Business model

4.1 Overview

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A business model describes the value that an organization
offers to customers and outlines the capabilities, and
partners required for creating, marketing, and delivering
this value. A business model constitutes “a simplified
description of how a company does business without having
to go into the complex details of all its strategy, processes,
units, rules, hierarchies, workflows and systems”18. A
business model is the precursor to the business plan, which
is a far more detailed description of the operational and
financial objectives of a business and contains the actual
plans and budgets for how the objectives are to be realized.
The Partners in Project Green business model is intended to
inform future business planning stages that will take place
once the project steering committee is formed.

•
•
•
•
•
•

4.1.1 Business model case study review

Toronto Region Research Alliance (Toronto, CA)
Institute for Fuel Cell Innovation (Vancouver, BC)
Sustainable Business Network (NZ)
Canadian Business for Social Responsibility
The Pembina Institute (Canada)
David Suzuki Foundation
Pacific Northwest Pollution Prevention Resource
Kwinana Industry Council (Perth, W. Australia)
Center (Seattle, WA)
Alberta Industrial Heartland (Fort Saskatchewan, AB)
National Industrial Symbiosis Program (UK)
Industrial Symbiosis (Kalundborg, Denmark)
Regina Eco-Industrial Network Association
(Saskatchewan)
Tilbury Eco-Industrial Partnership (Delta, BC)
Eco-Efficiency Center - Burnside Industrial Park
(Halifax, NS)

4.1.2

In preparing this business model, examples of
organizations and programs of a similar focus (e.g.,
greening industrial developments and business operations)
were reviewed with attention to: operational mandates,
revenue streams, programs and service delivery
mechanisms, and certain signs of success. In total, 14
organizations/programs were reviewed, along with regular
conversations with the TRCA and the GTAA, to inform
the Partners in Project Green business model. These
organizations (with service area) are listed here:

Principles for partners in Project
Green business model

This business model review revealed some general guiding
principles for initiatives like Partners in Project Green (see
Appendix F for details of this business model case studies
completed as part of this review). The TRCA should become
familiar with these guiding principles, summarized in
Table 14 on the following page, and they should be kept in
mind when Partners in Project Green commences detailed
business planning.

Table 14: Guiding principles for Partners in Project Green business model
ORGANIZATION HAS SIGNIFICANT
BUSINESS “BUY-IN.”

The target audience sees value in what the organization
offers and is willing to pay for services or support the 			
organization in other ways.

ORGANIZATIONS HAVE CLEAR AND
WELL-DEFINED TERMS OF REFERENCE.

Including scope and objectives of both the organization as
a whole and of individual initiatives and services offered.

THE STEERING COMMITTEE HAS CLEAR
AND WELL-DEFINED TERMS OF REFERENCE.
ORGANIZATIONS HAVE A HIGH DEGREE OF
TRANSPARENCY TO THEIR MEMBERS.

As do project teams appointed for specific initiatives. In 		
particular, committees’ terms of appointment are specified.		
They produce very good annual reports, including financial
reporting, which stem from good, upfront, stakeholder 			
consultation. The business model is developed based on 			
the needs expressed by the community.

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES ARE
COMMUNICATED WELL, ACROSS THE
ORGANIZATION’S AREA OF INFLUENCE.

Executive directors (or equivalent) of other local
associations are engaged to become champions and carry
the organization’s message to their respective members.

Osterwalder, A., The Business Model Ontology. A Proposition in
a Design Science Approach. PhD-Thesis. University of Lausanne, 2004.

18
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Other considerations for the Partners in Project Green
business model should include:
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		

4.2

the Partners in Project Green Business Plan, which will
clarify the value of Partners in Project Green by detailing
programs and services to be delivered in the coming years
and the necessary budget to do so. Recommendations in
this business model will inform business planning.

The creation of mechanisms that will allow the TRCA
or other partners to adapt the Partners in Project
Green business model to eventually create other ecobusiness zones elsewhere. Current partners
envision the activities of Partners in Project Green
being confined to the Pearson Eco-Business Zone,
but that the idea could flow to other areas in the GTA.
Means for the Partners in Project Green to achieve
quick-wins, e.g., prioritizing easier, low capital 		
projects that will have distinct, measurable results.
This low-hanging fruit is essential to building and
maintaining businesses’ interest and buy-in early and
throughout the organization’s existence.

4.2.2 Value proposition

Partners in Project Green designs and delivers eco-business
programs, services and projects through its industry and
other partners, with the goal of creating a competitive, high
performance and eco-friendly business zone.
Partners in Project Green offers a unique partnershipbuilding approach to delivering programs, services and
projects in a way that does not create competition for the
private sector. Partners in Project Green will compile and
enhance existing resources and programs for greening
businesses, and make them easily accessible for businesses
and partner municipalities, helping all of its partners to
better serve the business community.

Value

4.2.1 Overview

The “value proposition” gives an overview of a company’s
bundle of products and services and positions this bundle
as having a competitive advantage. The value of Partners in
Project Green was established through consultation with
businesses, municipal staff, the TRCA and GTAA. The
Partners in Project Green Steering Committee will develop

4.2.3 Program and project areas

As detailed in Section 3, Partners in Project Green
programs and projects (or “Eco-opportunities”) are
generally one or more of the following types:

EDUCATION 		
•
AND OUTREACH			
			
		
•
			
		
•
			

(PASSIVE) Provide a “one-window” source for information on regulations;
technologies; innovations and best practices; funding sources;
‘how-to’ guides; directories of key service/goods providers; etc.
(ACTIVE) Engaging and educating businesses and municipalities through 			
workshops; networking events; training forums, etc.
(ACTIVE) Develop tools and reference materials for use by zone businesses and 			
municipalities.

SERVICE BROKER		
•
			
		
•
			
			
			

Act like a matchmaker, helping individual businesses find appropriate technology 		
and service providers on a ‘one-off’ basis.
Facilitate collaborative projects/initiatives among multiple businesses by 			
developing terms of reference; sourcing/negotiating with/contracting/product 			
or service providers. Ensuring there is added value/benefits for 				
businesses working together rather than individually.

SPECIAL PROJECTS 		
•
MANAGEMENT			
		
•
			

Projects have a definitive start and end date; specific project budget
(funded by ‘capital-type’ expenditures); and succinct, definable deliverables.
Scope projects to ensure results are measurable (e.g., establish a baseline; set 			
targets; establish monitoring framework, etc.)
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BUSINESS – 		
•
REGULATOR LIAISON 		
•
(ADVOCACY)		
•
			

Enhance communication between businesses and regulators.
Facilitate businesses’ navigation and adherence to regulations.
Educate regulators on business best practices; eco-development trends; how to 		
incorporate flexibility into regulations.

Through consultation with private and public sector
stakeholders, Partners in Project Green has selected three
eco-opportunities to illustrate how Partners in Project
Green programs and projects might unfold (Section
6). These are not necessarily going to be the first ecoopportunities to be implemented, but rather, they are
intended to provide a conceptual overview of potential
implementation plans. The three eco-opportunities are:
1.
2.
3.

•

Sector-based waste re-utilization project(s)
District energy feasibility study(ies)
Establishment of green purchasing blocks

4.2.4 Earned reputation

partnerships in the community and to deliver 		
programs for the management of the renewable natural
resources within its watersheds. The TRCA brings
50 years of watershed management leadership to 		
Partners in Project Green and is a respected
entity within the business community.
The GTAA manages Canada’s largest airport and is
cognisant of its responsibility to the community
and the environment. The airport is home to some of
the most progressive stormwater management,
building, and other environmental technologies and
best practices found at airports in Canada, and 		
around the world. The GTAA brings this expertise and
partnership building approach to Partners in Project
Green.

Spearheaded by the TRCA, Partners in Project Green will
be regarded as a network of businesses that together serve
the business community. It is critical that Partners in
Project Green maintains the reputation of being businessled, rather than government driven, in order to maintain
businesses’ trust and involvement. Business leaders from
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone will sit on the Partners in
Project Green Steering Committee where they will directly
inform decision-making, as well as lead individual projects.
Ultimately, business leaders will form the majority of the
Partners in Project Green Steering Committee.
Partners in Project Green will be regarded as the onewindow source of eco-business and eco-development
information, including best management practices,
regulations, local and non-local case studies, templates,
green design professionals, etc. To secure and maintain
this reputation, Partners in Project Green will have to
ensure the information it provides and tools it develops are
accurate, up-to-date, and relevant to area businesses and
municipalities. Partners in Project Green will liaise with its
partners to ensure all information reflects the most current
industry trends and developments.

Sustainability and airports
Toronto Pearson is one of the world’s leaders in
implementing sustainability into airport developments and
operations. Meanwhile, there are several other examples of
how airports are implementing sustainability.

Paris-Charles de Gaulle
Developed a free driverless train transferring passengers
and the 85,000 employees of the airport. It links the
three terminals of the airport, the RER-TGV stations and
long-term car parks. Carrying approximately 140,000
passengers/day, 24/7 will cut bus traffic by half and save 750

The reputation of Partners in Project Green will grow from
the exceptional reputations of its founding partners:
TRCA and GTAA.
•

The TRCA is renowned for its ability to form
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tonnes of fuel per year and 2,500 tonnes of carbon dioxide.
It will also cut the journey time from 25 minutes to eight
minutes.

Sustainability and the aviation industry
Airports Council International has formed a working
group within its Environmental Affairs Committee
dedicated to Sustainability. Their mandate is to define and
promote Aviation Sustainability as a standard business
practice. For example, they are looking to develop a
‘beyond-LEED-type’ standard for the aviation industry
that promotes the core benefits of economic viability,
operational efficiency, natural resource conservation and
social responsibility. The committee is a cooperative and
collaborative body of airport directors, consultants and
relevant stakeholders whose foremost interest is one of
developing and delivering these benefits for the Aviation
Industry.

Oakland Airport
Mandated that 50 per cent of all Ground Support
Equipment (GSE) be converted to alternative fuel (mostly
CNG). Port of Oakland is installing a photovoltaic array
that will generate approximately 1 megawatt of electricity
for the airport. Also, electric vehicle recharging units are
located in 50per cent of its parking lots.

4.3

Customers

4.3.1

Zone businesses

As described in Section 2.5, there are more than 12,500
businesses in the eco-business zone. These businesses are
all potential “customers” of Partners in Project Green.
Depending on the program or project, Partners in Project
Green will be targeting various employees, including
owners; CEOs; operations managers; floor staff; and

Heathrow Airport, London
In 2001, BAA opened the Heathrow Consolidation Centre
to cut the number of vehicle deliveries. Rather than
each company making their own delivery to the airport,
deliveries are consolidated off-airport so that multiple
deliveries can be made with just one vehicle. This has
successfully cut the number of retail deliveries at Heathrow
from 49,000 to just 8,300 a year.

Dallas/Fort Worth
As of 2005, they operated the largest alternative fuel fleet
in America, with 100 per cent of the light and mediumduty fleet and 72 per cent of the heavy duty and off-road
vehicles converted to alternative fuel vehicles (AFV), mainly
compressed natural gas (CNG). 87 per cent of the light
and medium fleet meet or exceed super ultra low emission
vehicle standards; three per cent were hybrid and electric
vehicles; and 18 rapid rechargers for electric vehicles were
installed to supply airport vehicles and those purchased by
airlines.

administration. With such a large business customer
base, several market segments, or subgroups, emerge. The
following table provides a general overview of possible
market segments in the business community. It will be
important for Partners in Project Green to adapt and/or
customize its program and service delivery mechanisms
to accommodate these unique groups.
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industrial land uses in their jurisdictions. In particular,
Partners in Project Green will target staff responsible for
planning, design and development approvals, and longrange planning and growth management.

Business engagement
Partners in Project Green will involve zone businesses in
the following ways:
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		

Partners in Project Green is also targeting economic
development staff, who are responsible for attracting and
retaining business activity in their communities. Partners
in Project Green is a brand that will ultimately be used to
attract progressive businesses to the eco-business zone and
it will be important to ensure that economic development
staff have input into, and benefit from, Partners in Project
Green’s value and brand.

Businesses will be engaged to participate on the
Partners in Project Green Steering Committee
(Section 4.4.1) and will thereby have direct input and
decision-making authority for the future directions
of Partners in Project Green.
Businesses are the focus of the majority of ecoopportunities that have thus far been prioritized
(see top ten opportunities in Section 3). Partners in
Project Green will engage businesses to inform
and even lead some of the action plans for 		
implementation, as part of business-led, projectspecific task forces.
The Partners in Project Green website will be 		
designed and managed to best accommodate
and reflect business needs. Businesses have 		
overwhelmingly asked Partners in Project Green
to play the “one-window information source” 		
role and this website will provide the majority of this
information.
The Partners in Project Green will play an ongoing
regulator–business liaison function, working 		
directly with businesses to help them navigate
municipal (and other) regulatory frameworks.

While the aforementioned departments have been
prioritized for municipal liaison, Partners in Project Green
will seek to develop partnerships with municipal staff in all
departments. The following table outlines which municipal
departments have the expertise and knowledge required to
support certain Partners in Project Green programs and
services.

Municipal Engagement
Partners in Project Green will involve the partner
municipalities, through implementation of its programs
and services, in the following ways:
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		
		

Partners in Project Green will also reach zone businesses by
delivering ongoing education and outreach programs (e.g.,
workshops, tours, educational materials, etc.) and through
traditional public relations tools and strategies. For more
detail on how Partners in Project Green will communicate
to businesses, see the implementation section on marketing
and communications.
4.3.2 Municipal staff

Partners in Project Green will be working with staff
responsible for contributing to, and maintaining, a
community’s quality of life and liveability, with a primary
focus on staff that are responsible for addressing the
GENERAL SECTORS

Food Processors
Transport and Logistics
Auto supply chain
Airport/related

PROPERTY OWNERSHIP

Partners in Project Green will play an ongoing
regulator–business liaison role, working directly
with municipalities to increase their knowledge
and understanding of innovations in industrial
development; business best practices; progressive
policy frameworks, etc. In addition, Partners in
Project Green will act as a liaison between municipal
and provincial staff regarding broader regulations.
Specific eco-opportunities have been identified
that speak directly to municipal staff, 			
namely: municipal eco-industrial development
policy harmonization; business park sustainabilit
benchmarking; green business retention and
attraction strategy. Municipalities will have direct
involvement in Partners in Project Green moving

EMPLOYMENT

Owner operated
Small (1–10)
Lessee/multi-tenant
Medium (10–100)
Land owner
Large (>100)
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BUILDING TYPE/SIZE

Strip mall
Individual industrial
Shared industrial
Office
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•
		
		
		
		
		
		

The Steering Committee is mandated to:

forward with these opportunities.
The Partners in Project Green website will have
sections that are dedicated to the municipal audience,
who also suggested that Partners in Project Green be
a “one-window” information source for items 		
including: green building incentives; municipal best
practices; tools for preparing a triple-bottom-line
business case, etc.

•
		
		
•
		

The Steering Committee has a responsibility to:

Partners in Project Green will also reach municipal staff by
delivering ongoing education and outreach programs (e.g.,
workshops, tours, educational materials, etc.) and through
traditional public relations, tools and strategies. For more
details on how Partners in Project Green will communicate
to municipalities, see the implementation section on
marketing and communications.

4.4
		

Assist businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone to
improve their financial and environmental 		
performance; and,
Retain and attract green investment in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone.

•
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
•
		

Governance and administrative 			
infrastructure

4.4.1 Partners in Project Green
Steering Committee

On July 28, 2008, the TRCA Board authorized the creation
of the Partners in Project Green: A Pearson
Eco-Business Zone Steering Committee (Steering
Committee). The Terms of Reference (TOR) for the
Steering Committee are summarized in this section with
the approved version found in Appendix G. The Steering
Committee’s mandate, role and reporting structure will be
reviewed after two years.

Oversee the development, implementation and 		
management of the Partners in Project Green 		
Business Plan.
Facilitate, initiate and direct resources to project
teams to implement projects and programs identified
through stakeholder consultation. This may include
requesting that TRCA staff develop and implement
projects and programs.
Champion green economic development and 		
infrastructure investments in the Pearson Eco-		
Business Zone.
Provide a regional business perspective in the areas
of federal, provincial and municipal policy and
program development as it pertains
to green economic development.
Publish an annual report, undertake regular 		
stakeholder consultation, and commit to an ongoing
process to review, evaluate and improve Partners in
Project Green programs and projects.
Provide status reports twice yearly to the TRCA
Board, and as requested to municipal councils and

PARTNERS IN PROJECT GREEN PROGRAM/				
PROJECT EXAMPLES

KEY MUNICIPAL DEPT.

Partnering on pilot projects and/or feasibility studies.
		

Planning
Public Works/Engineering

Municipal eco-development policy templates.
		
		

Planning
Public Works/Engineering
Economic Development

Modifying standards to support green infrastructure
/green industrial subdivision designs.

Planning
Public Works/Engineering

Encouraging innovative and progressive/green business
practices (operations.)
		

Planning
Public Works/Engineering
Economic Development

Profiling eco-business sectors and projects.

Economic Development
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		 the GTAA Board.
		 The Steering Committee will meet at least four times
		 per year.

TRCA: The TRCA will assign staff to liaise with the
Steering Committee and manage delivery of programs
and services. They will be responsible for signing all
contracts, Memorandum of understanding, and other legal
documents, as endorsed by the Steering Committee.

The majority of the Steering Committee will be comprised
of businesses from within the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone, with a total of 27 voting members, with 75 per cent
representing business community and the remainder
representing government. The terms of reference lists the
composition as:
•
		
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		

Businesses: The Steering Committee’s business members
should represent a good cross-section of Pearson EcoBusiness Zone businesses, and vary in sector, size and
location. Business members may also come from an
industry association with significant membership in the
area. It would be ideal to also always have a business that
represents GTAA businesses, preferably a business located
within GTAA lands, but this could also be a business that
is directly airport-related, e.g., airline catering. At least one
of the business members should represent land owners.
Business members are responsible for bringing not just
their perspective, but the perspective of businesses in the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone within their sector, geographic
area or scale.

Business Community – a minimum of 17 		
members drawn from the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone and representative of the business community.
These representatives will have a keen interest in the
development, promotion and greening of the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone. One of these members will 		
include the GTAA.
Business Organizations – up to three members
will be business organizations with members within
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Municipalities – a council member from each of
the Region of Peel, City of Toronto, City of Brampton
and City of Mississauga will be represented.
Federal and Provincial Governments – one staff
will be appointed from both the federal and 		
provincial governments.
TRCA – the Chair of the Authority or other 		
designated Authority member or staff (CAO).

Government :The Council members will be responsible for
bringing the perspective of each of their municipalities to
Steering Committee Model:
South East England Economic Development
Agency (SEEDA)
The South East England Economic Development Agency
Sustainable Business Steering Group initially appointed four
action teams to deliver strategic projects. The teams meet as
and when required and are responsible for:

Steering Committee members will be appointed for
two-year terms and can serve up to a maximum of two
terms. Initially, business representatives will be appointed
based on their expressed interest and ability to commit
the required time and/or expertise. The remaining groups
will be asked to appoint representatives. Where there
are more potential appointees than positions, the GTAA,
Region of Peel and TRCA staff will review the appointees’
qualifications and make a recommendation to the TRCA
Board.

•
•
•
•

Producing an action plan for their project.
Working with SEEDA to implement the action plan.
Monitoring progress against the action plan.
Reporting on progress to the Steering Group.

The first four action teams were assigned: 1) Co-ordination
and Capacity – mechanisms for co-ordinating the region’s
sustainable business activity more effectively; 2) e-generation
and Menu of Opportunities – developing an online regional
portal for information about all aspects of sustainable
business; 3) Marketing and public relations – raising
awareness and understanding of the benefits of being a
sustainable business; and, 4) Performance Indicators and
Monitoring – establishing effective processes for monitoring
progress against strategy targets. In addition, the Steering
Group will form additional time-limited action groups to
implement specific regional collaboration opportunities or
the implementation of new environmental support programs.

Once the Steering Committee has been formed, its
members will appoint a Chair and Vice-Chair.

Steering Committee Roles and
Responsibilities
Committee members will be expected to act as advocates
at various events (e.g. visibility at key events and speaking
engagements) and participate in or provide members for
project teams.
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Project teams

Partners in Project Green, and to ensure that information
about Partners in Project Green is delivered to the
appropriate municipal department. In addition, each
municipality will be asked to designate a staff person from
its economic development department to liaise with the
Steering Committee, assisting their council member and
TRCA staff. It is hoped that the provincial and federal
representatives will make their best efforts to not just
liaise with their own departments, but will also help to
connect Partners in Project Green to other departments as
necessary.

As illustrated in Figure 24, the Steering Committee will
establish ‘action-oriented’ project teams, comprising
of some Steering Committee members, as well as other
volunteers from businesses, government, and NGOs. This
provides an additional route for businesses, as well as local
municipal staff to be involved, yet focused on a specific
interest. Each project team will have its own specific work
plan. The Steering Committee will allocate resources to
project teams to deliver their work plans.

Project Team Model: Leduc-Nisku Economic Development Authority (EDA)
businesses and other stakeholders participate to implement
projects and initiatives. For example:

The Leduc-Nisku Economic Development Authority is an
award-winning partnership between the City of Leduc and
Leduc County, marketing products, services and technologies
of eight partnering municipalities and 2,600 companies in
Alberta’s International Region. The EDA’s mandate is to
“encourage the sustainable development of economic wealth
within Alberta’s International Region and Alberta’s Capital
Region”. This includes providing a ‘one-stop’ shop for business
interests; advocating for infrastructure improvements; and
promoting smart growth and environmentally sensitive
development. The Leduc-Nisku model is world-famous for its
business involvement and leadership.

•

•

The EDA comprises several volunteer teams on which

The Business Attraction Team is developing an
online, GIS-based regional land inventory to 		
showcase current industrial, commercial 		
and residential land available in the region.
The Transportation Team’s goal is to address the
issue of public transportation in order to attract		
employees to the region.The team has already 		
delivered a transportation needs survey to regional
businesses and, incorporating its results, are 		
preparing a business plan and applying for
grant funding.

Figure 24: Composition of the Partners in Project Green Steering Committee and relation to TRCA
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4.5
		

Financial considerations and
funding models

address liability management, including under which
circumstances a new arrangement, or altered partner role
or structure may be required.

Partners in Project Green must be financially sustainable,
although that does not necessarily mean financially
independent. In the short term, Partners in Project Green
will be funded by its municipal partners and the GTAA,
with additional funding being procured from both private
and public sources for individual programs and projects.

4.5.1 Possible revenue sources

Partners in Project Green will receive revenues meant to
support either its general operation or the delivery of a
specific program or service. How Partners in Project Green
allocates revenues will depend on the project and the
contributor. Potential revenue sources are described below:

Over time, funding for Partners in Project Green will
come increasingly from businesses, as donations or feefor-service/product, from various provincial and federal
agencies and from revenue-generating programs, such as
carbon trading, royalties and fees-for-service. This change
in funding composition is represented in Figure 25.

Municipal levies
This is one of the current revenue streams for TRCA. The
TRCA may, with permission from its partners, direct
municipal levies to Partners in Project Green or specifically
to a Partners in Project Green initiative.
The South East England Development Agency (SEEDA)
and its partners have come together to create a vision for
sustainable businesses in the region. Led by the South
East Sustainable Business Steering Group which reports to
the SEEDA Board, this initiative comprises a model that
is very similar to that which Partners in Project Green
could develop. The SEEDA is contributing to funding the
implementation of this strategy. Other resources will include
partners who will continue to be encouraged to provide
additional funding and in-kind support; collaborative
regional funding bids, e.g., to European Union programs;
and sponsorship from large companies either through cash,
in-kind donations or secondments.

Figure 25: Partners in Project Green funding over time
One of the first responsibilities of the Partners in
Project Green Steering Committee will be to develop a
business plan for Partners in Project Green and consider
all opportunities to promote the long-term financial
sustainability of the initiative.
The TRCA will allocate funds to deliver Partners in Project
Green programs and services. The Partners in Project Green
budget will be prepared by the Steering Committee, and will
be presented to the TRCA Board for approval, as will the
Partners in Project Green annual reports.

GTAA Contribution
The GTAA has already made a long-term funding
commitment to Partners in Project Green.

Member fees
Generally, membership fees are associated with direct
organizational benefits, such as access to privileged
information or discounts on event registration fees. Because
Partners in Project Green will be involving businesses and
governments that may vary vastly in size and may have
very different reasons for wanting to support it, it may be
difficult to fairly determine member fees. Similar initiatives,
such as those led by Devens Eco-Enterprise Center in
Massachusetts and the Burnside Eco-Efficiency Centre,
have not relied on membership fees for significant revenue.

It should be noted that the Steering Committee structure
creates a liability chain for the TRCA Board. Therefore,
alternative structures, such as private-sector-led joint
ventures or limited partnerships, might be required to
allow Partners in Project Green to champion capitalintensive or higher-risk projects. The business plan should
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attractive to granting agencies, since the grants might
help to achieve benefits on a wider scale. For example, this
approach helped the East Bay Green Corridor (Bay Area,
CA) secure hosting a new Department of Energy biofuel
research center.

The current business model assumes that if the Steering
Committee decides to charge membership fees, they do not
comprise a significant revenue stream.

Government contributions
Many of the objectives of Partners in Project Green are
very similar to those of provincial or federal government
agencies. For example, the Ontario Ministry of Food,
Agriculture and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) and Partners
in Project Green would like to help local food processing
businesses reduce their operating costs and environmental
impact. Depending on their mandate, government agencies
may wish to contribute financially to Partners in Project
Green in general, or to a specific initiative, to help advance
their objectives.

Fee-for-services

Corporate sponsorship

Royalties

Sponsorships, unlike donations which have little to no
expected return, provide tangible benefits for the sponsor.
A corporation may sponsor programs or an organization
not directly linked to its normal operations by providing
financial support. In return, the corporation gains
marketing and communications benefits, and may also gain
knowledge relevant to its operations. Corporations that
sponsor Partners in Project Green might gain:

One advantage of Partners in Project Green is that it will
work directly with businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone. This relationship may provide it the opportunity to
derive royalties on specific projects, such as the development
of district energy or by-product reutilization projects. For
example, if a private sector organization funded the capital
of a district energy project, Partners in Project Green could
receive a royalty for signing up businesses to the system.

•
		
		
•
•
		
•
		

Sale of Aggregated Carbon Credits

Partners in Project Green may provide value to businesses
through fee-for-services to generate revenue to support
activities in service arrangements. For example, if 20
businesses wish to commission a feasibility study regarding
the same technology, Partners in Project Green may be able
to charge these businesses a fee in return for developing and
administering a single research/consulting contract for the
feasibility study.

Credit towards corporate social responsibility or
equivalent corporate objectives (typically larger
firms);
A significant marketing advantage;
A stake and/or a say in the decision making/		
prioritization of projects; and,
Other tangible benefits from Partners in Project
Green.

There are many small and medium-sized businesses within
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. These businesses are
unlikely to have the time, and in many cases, the technical
resources to verify and find buyers for any carbon credits
they create by reducing energy consumption or switching to
renewable energy. Therefore, there could be an opportunity
for Partners in Project Green to aggregate and sell these
carbon credits on behalf of these businesses. Depending
on the source and scale of the credits, revenues might be
wholly or partially retained by Partners in Project Green to
continue to support greenhouse gas-reducing initiatives.

The ability of Partners in Project Green to attract
funding and/or sponsorships will depend on it delivering
measurable results and offering transparent reporting.

Grants

When preparing its business plan, the Steering Committee
should explore whether Partners in Project Green can build
the capacity to directly aggregate and broker carbon credits,
or should partner with an existing third-party, collecting
a ‘finder’s fee’ for bringing carbon-reducing projects to the
attention of the third party. Some large companies within
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone might even be carbon credit
buyers. Partners in Project Green would offer great value if

Government agencies and private, non-profit foundations
may provide non-repayable financial support, or grants.
Grants are usually awarded based on well-defined criteria,
and often have set application procedures. There are an
increasing number of grants available to organizations
that are working towards sustainability. In many cases, an
initiative with many collaborating participants are more
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it could match carbon credit buyers and sellers right within
the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

4.6 Next steps
Through the TRCA, Partners in Project Green will
continue to engage businesses, and to adaptively manage
the overall business model and specific project plans to suit
their needs. The TRCA has already held multiple business
workshops and one-on-one interviews, and so has already
identified some business leaders keen to participate in
future Partners in Project Green initiatives.
1.

2.

Write up agreements/MOUs with relevant 		
stakeholders agreeing to participate (e.g. letters of
intent).
Form the Steering Committee.
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3.

Business planning: Identify priority projects/		
programs and budget accordingly. Submit to 		
TRCA Board for approval.

4.

Form business implementation task forces.

5.

Form partnerships with other relevant 			
stakeholders.

6.

Start with implementation of the “low-hanging 		
fruit” or those opportunities that are low-cost
and high interest, and will therefore achieve 		
quick, measurable wins for Partners in Project 		
Green.

7.

Begin scoping the longer term, more capital intensive,
special projects.

Section 5
Section 5: Implementation – Marketing and communications
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5.

Implementation – Marketing and communications

5.1 Overview/scope

The results of the knowledge and attitudes survey19 showed
that many businesses in the study area are affiliated with
another business association, e.g., Boards of Trade or
sector-specific industry associations (see Figure 26, on the
following page). Partnerships with these and similar types
of organizations should be leveraged for communicating
Partners in Project Green programs and benefits. Since
Partners in Project Green is a brand-new entity, it will take
time to develop the trust of the business community. By
working through organizations that are already respected
and teaching them how to deliver a common message
around sustainability, Partners in Project Green will be
able to reach a much larger audience faster than if they were
working alone.

The marketing and communications plan falls directly out
of the business model. If the business model is the engine of
the Partners in Project Green strategy, then the marketing
and communications plan is the road map to get it there.
A good communications plan will identify the tools, the
time frames and the people that Partners in Project Green
will have to reach in order to achieve their organizational
objectives.
This section outlines the overall communications objectives
for the first year of Partners in Project Green, including the
communications tools and suggested collateral materials
that may be required to achieve those objectives. In
addition, this section provides direction on key messages
that should be communicated to partners and other
stakeholders, in order to deliver a consistent message about
Partners in Project Green
and what it is trying to achieve.

Ultimately, Partners in Project Green: An Eco-Business
Zone will become a brand for coordinated green business
activity that is desirable by businesses in the community;
distinctive from other eco-business programs that already
exist; and trusted and recognizable over the long term.

The GTAA and the TRCA have already begun work
on Partners in Project Green branding, so this aspect
of marketing and communications is not addressed
here, except to provide direction on the wording of
promotional materials that relate to green business and
eco-development–topics that are still relatively new and not
well understood in the general public. Once the Steering
Committee develops a full business plan, it should extract
and refine this plan to create a stand-alone, more robust
document.

5.1.2

5.1.1 Key strategies

1.
		
2.
		
		
3.
		
		

Communication objectives

In the early stages, it is important for Partners in
Project Green to set communications objectives to guide
marketing and communications. Suggested qualitative
communications objectives for the first year of Partners
in Project Green operations are listed below. These can be
revisited/refined as Partners in Project Green programs and
projects unfold. (Quantitative targets for Partners in Project
Green communications can be found in section 5.6.)

The key strategy for marketing and communicating
Partners in Project Green will be to create a network
of sustainability leaders and help them to spread the
Partners in Project Green eco-business message. Partners in
Project Green will develop marketing and communication
tools and collateral materials; however, the more that
this message is delivered by Pearson Eco-Business Zone
members, the better. Partners in Project Green will augment
this strategy through traditional public relations, as well
as education and outreach, to build trust and knowledge
of who Partners in Project Green is and what Partners in
Project Green can do.

Create enhanced awareness of Partners in 		
Project Green in the eco-business zone.
Create enhanced awareness of the importance
of sustainable business activity from an economic,
social and environmental standpoint.
Establish strong relations with all levels
of government so as to allow for projects to be 		
implemented quickly and efficiently.

The first two objectives could be evaluated by re-issuing the
knowledge and attitudes survey annually and analyzing
data to see if there is an increase in familiarity with green
business/eco-development terms and strategies and in
familiarity with Partners in Project Green.

Project Green will have to re-issue the survey annually to get a more ac
curate picture of Partners in Project Green program effectiveness and
eco-business awareness in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

19
While the survey response rate was low (180 responses out of more than
5,000 businesses), these results can be extrapolated to provide a rough
perspective of knowledge and attitudes in the study area. Partners in
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5.2.2

Municipal staff

As described in the business model, Partners in Project
Green will be targeting municipal staff responsible for
planning, design and development approvals, longrange planning and growth management, and economic
development. The following table lists the specific municipal
departments that will be a focus for Partners in Project
Green marketing and communications.
5.2.3

Figure 26: Business membership in industry associations

Strength in numbers: In the knowledge and attitudes
survey, many businesses reported that they chose not to
pursue eco-initiatives because they did not have enough
resources (time and money). This trend is supported by a
number of other eco-industrial studies and business surveys
20
. This speaks to the need for a coordinating body, like
Partners in Project Green, to broker the implementation of
eco-initiatives among groups of businesses. This approach
will:

The third objective, while difficult to measure, will be
reflected in the number of governmental partners on board
for different projects, as well as participating on the Steering
Committee and/or individual project task forces.

5.2

Market overview

The Partners in Project Green communications “market” is
the same subset of businesses and stakeholders as outlined
in the business model section on “customers.” The two
primary market segments are businesses whose facilities are
located in the area and the partner municipal staff.

•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		
		

5.2.1 Pearson Eco-Business Zone 		
businesses

With such a large business customer base, several market
segments, or subgroups, emerge. As with its programs and
services, it will also be important for Partners in Project Green
to adapt and/or customize its marketing and communications
mechanisms to accommodate these unique groups.
Further, there are several business “types” or sectors that
exist in the study area, including: manufacturers; wholesalers;
services providers; office/professionals; distributors; waste
management; utilities, etc. Some Partners in Project Green
projects will target a specific sector or will be broader in scope.
In any case, communications about these initiatives will have
to speak to a diverse audience.
GENERAL ‘THEMES’

Market demand

Reduce the need for businesses to do much of the
legwork (e.g., feasibility studies; research; 		
negotiations with suppliers etc.)
Increase the potential for volume discounts
from suppliers or service providers (e.g., multiple
businesses that want to buy solar water heaters.)
Increase the attractiveness of green building or ecoefficiency projects to outside funders. The
projects of a group of businesses working together to
achieve even greater (GHG emissions;
wastewater; etc.) reductions in resource consumption
is far more attractive than an individual facility
doing it alone.

Regulatory alignment: During workshops and focus
groups, several businesses raised the issue of difficulty
navigating regulatory requirements and standards, as well
as aligning regulations with business best practices. In some
cases, the “bar was raised too high,” making it impossible
for businesses to achieve innovation; while in other cases

PROPERTY

EMPLOYMENT

BUILDING TYPE/SIZE

OWNERSHIP

Food processors
Owner-operated
Small (1–10)
Transport and logistics
Lessee/multi-tenant
Medium (10–100)
Auto supply chain
Land owner
Large (>100)
Airport-related			
20

LeBreton (2003)
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‘Strip mall’
Individual industrial
Shared industrial
Office

frameworks that support eco-industrial development.
Partners in Project Green can also provide information
on sector-specific industry best practices that will
enable municipalities to write policy that reflects these
advancements in technology and building design etc., as
well as incorporate flexibility into the regulation(s).

the “bar was far too low,” providing little to no incentive for
innovation.
Understanding municipal and industry best practices:
Municipalities expressed a need for information to better
enable them to align development and other policies with
current industry best practices. Partners in Project Green
can compile examples of innovative municipal policy

Table 15: Municipal departments for Partners in Project Green marketing and communications focus
MUNICIPAL		
PARTNER

DEPARTMENTS

Region of Peel

Environment, Transportation and Planning Services
• Water; Waste Water; Transportation; Transportation Planning; Waste Management;
		 Planning Policy and Research; Development Planning
City of Mississauga
Planning and Building
		
• Administration and Technology ; Mechanical Engineering and Inspections;
			 Customer Services and Zoning; Building Engineering and Inspections;
			 Policy Planning; Development and Design
Transportation and Works
• Transit; Business Licensing; Transportation and Infrastructure Planning;
			 Engineering and Works
City Manager’s Office
		
• Economic Development Office; Mississauga Business Enterprise Centre
City of Brampton
Planning, Design, and Development
		
• Community Design, Parks, Planning and Development; Planning and Land 		
			 Development Services; Engineering and Development Services; Building; Business
			 Services; Heritage.
Works and Transportation
		
• Engineering and Construction; Maintenance and Operations; Fleet Services; Transit
Economic Development and Communications
		
• Economic Development; Small Business Support
City of Toronto
City Planning
		
• Community Planning; Policy and Research; Urban Design; Transportation Planning;
			 Zoning Bylaw and Environmental Planning
Toronto Water
		
• Water Treatment and Supply, Wastewater Treatment, Water Infrastructure Management
Economic Development, Culture and Tourism
		
• Business Development and Retention; Business Improvement Areas; Employment Area
			 Revitalization; Key sector partnerships; Special projects
Toronto Environment Office
		
• Climate change, clean air and sustainable energy programs and initiatives
Transportation Services
		
• Road right-of-way standards
Municipal Licensing and Standards
		
•
Business licensing – business data
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5.3

Key messages

business size. For example, most small businesses are not
issuing corporate sustainability reports, while many larger
corporations are. Therefore, larger corporations tend to
be familiar with expressions like “triple bottom line” and
“corporate social responsibility.” More discussion around
terms to use/avoid is found in Section 5.3.4. For example, as
shown in Figure 27, larger companies are far more likely to
issue Corporate Social Responsibility reports.
Diversity is also seen in businesses’ motivations for
implementing green initiatives, and Partners in Project
Green should understand and adapt its communications
to reflect this. The knowledge and attitudes survey
asked, “What are your company’s main motivations for
participating in ‘green’ or ‘eco’ initiatives?” Figure 28 shows
the results.

Key messages are critical to ensuring that the value of
Partners in Project Green is communicated consistently
and effectively. The following principles should be applied
when Partners in Project Green is developing key messages.
5.3.1

Principles for developing
key messages

Translate competitive advantages: In developing key
messages, Partners in Project Green should ask itself,
“How does Partners in Project Green’s competitive
advantage translate into a unique, relevant and appealing
benefit to its customers?” In other words, from the
customer’s perspective, the key messages should answer
the question:

Businesses appear to be motivated by multiple factors. On
the one hand, this offers Partners in Project Green more
angles from which to secure support. On the other hand,

“What’s in it for me?”
One of the unique competitive advantages of Partners
in Project Green is the ability to bring together multiple
partners to get eco-development or eco-industrial
networking projects moving forward expediently and
efficiently. For business customers, this might translate into
an opportunity to “get my green ideas implemented more
cost effectively than if I had done it on my own.”
Audience-specific language: In general, Partners in Project
Green should use the language of business owners. The
tone, manner/personality of communications should
appeal to the business person by explicitly explaining
how programs or initiatives will save or make money
for businesses. Communications should be to the point,
emphasize economic benefits, and use non-academic
phrasing and vocabulary.

Figure 27: Corporate environmental reporting, by company
size (classified by annual gross revenues)
it makes communications more challenging, as there is
no single factor clearly motivating business. Nearly 80 per
cent of respondents indicated they were motivated by a
corporate culture that embedded environmental awareness.

Key messages for municipal staff and other government
stakeholders require a similar, but distinct, focus. For
example, saving money could be an important benefit to
municipalities, but more from the perspective of reduced
infrastructure capital and operating costs. Municipal
audiences are also likely to be more receptive to benefits as
they affect municipal goals and objectives that have been
formalized in community-wide strategies and plans.

The other motivations were all chosen by more than
50 per cent of respondents. These motivations could all be
promoted as possible benefits of Partners in Project Green
programs and projects.

Reflect audience diversity: The diverse Partners in Project
Green audience, as outlined in the market overview, could
impact how key messages are developed and delivered.
For example, familiarity with green business and ecodevelopment terms can be directly correlated with

5.3.2

The Key Message document

The Key Message Document acts as a quick reference to
ensure that communications from Partners in Project
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Green consistently support the same goals. It contains
all of the messages that are important to telling the story
of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, for example, it is the
story of a progressive and ground-breaking initative that
is implementing sustainable industrial development and
operations. Because Partners in Project Green is delivering
its programs through multiple partners and channels,
having a single message becomes critical to avoiding
customer confusion and misunderstanding.

building approach to delivering programs, services and
projects. Partners in Project Green coordinates and facilitates
green building, eco-efficiency and other eco-business
programs to serve the business community.

For the purposes of this plan, we have organized suggested
key messages into the three-second “elevator pitch;” a 30second “elevator pitch”; and a “leave behind” pitch. A key
message document should include all three-message lengths

		
•

For zone businesses, this means:
•
		

		
•
		
		

Reduced operating costs: By finding new uses for byproducts, businesses will reduce disposal 		
costs; green building retrofits will reduce buildings’
energy demands and costs.
Employee retention: Better working environments
and comfort; improved access to diverse
commute options; improved productivity and
satisfaction.
Easier regulatory navigation: Partners in Project
Green will facilitate business-to-regulator 		
communications; liaise with regulators to better
align regulations with business best practices.

For municipalities, this means:
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
		

Green development awareness at the staff
level: Partners in Project Green will educate staff
about green industrial development strategies.
Development, attraction, and retention of
progressive and sustainable business activity.
Employment areas that are attractive, competitive,
cost-saving (e.g., reduced servicing costs), 		
and showcase recent advances in sustainability.

Figure 28: Businesses’ motivation to participate in ecoinitiatives (survey results)
and be distributed to Partners in Project Green partners
so that they can market/communicate Partners in Project
Green in a consistent manner.
The three-second elevator pitch should answer the
questions: Who is Partners in Project Green? What are the
objectives of Partners in Project Green? It can be developed
simply by adapting the Partners in Project Green value
proposition, for example:

It is difficult to convey all of the advantages of Partners in
Project Green in a ‘sound bite’, and it is important that all
participants and partners have complete information, in
case they want to delve deeper in their own reporting or
storywriting. The leave behind pitch, typically two pages,
can be used to feed into media releases and other written
materials about Partners in Project Green. It provides still
more detail on the benefits and activities of Partners in
Project Green.

Partners in Project Green will create North America’s largest
eco-business zone by delivering eco-business programs,
services and projects with its industrial and municipal
partners.

A key message document should include all three message
lengths and be distributed to Partners in Project Green
partners so that they can market/communicate Partners in
Project Green in a consistent manner.

The 30-second pitch should answer the same questions
but in slightly more detail. This message can include pitch
points for the different customers of Partners in Project, for
example:

Key messages:
What is an “eco-business”?
Partners in Project Green might consider providing a
definition of “eco-business” in terms that are straight

Partners in Project Green offers a unique partnership81
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forward and understandable to the majority of businesses.
The following definition of a “sustainable business” is
provided in the South East England Development Agency’s
Sustainable Business Strategy (2006):

messages provided in the previous section in describing
the benefits most appreciated by zone businesses versus
municipal staff.
5.3.4 Terms to use/avoid

“A sustainable business is a successful and 		
profitable business. It is one that continuously
improves its productivity by taking action on the 		
economic, social and environmental impacts
of its business. That means a sustainable business
takes a sustainable approach to what it
produces, how it buys and sells, how it affects the 		
environment, where it invests, how it recruits,
trains and develops its own people, how it engages
with the community in which it operates and
how it respects the rights of people.”

In developing key messages, it is important to know the
audience’s familiarity (or lack thereof) with specific terms.
In this case, we used the knowledge and attitudes survey to
determine the community’s familiarity with green business
and eco-development-related terms and strategies. As
expected, large companies more frequently reported (70 per
cent or 116 out of 166 respondents) a “strong familiarity”
with these terms, illustrated by Figure 29.
Familiarity with individual terms provided interesting
results that could be incorporated into Partners in Project
Green marketing and communications. As illustrated in
Table 17, there are groups of terms that respondents found
“strongly familiar,” “very familiar,” “somewhat familiar”
and “not familiar.” (Top five for each category shown.)

5.3.3 Key messages per audience

As introduced in the previous section, key messages need
to reflect the needs and motivations of different audiences.
This is especially true when one describes the benefits of
greening business. Table 16 expands on the suggested key

It should be recognized, however, that the response rate

Table 16: Overview of key message points per audience
		ZONE BUSINESSES

MUNICIPALITIES

Environment
•
Reduce raw material and
•
		
disposal costs, increase efficiency		
•
Make innovation more feasible
•
		
(e.g., green buildings, green
•
		
infrastructure, pilot projects, etc.)		
			
•

Reduced community greenhouse gas
emissions
Improved air quality
Meet goals and targets in
our community energy plan
More efficient land use

Economic
•
Increased return on private
•
		
investments
•
•
Improved employee retention		
•
Maximize competitiveness and
•
		
profitability 		
•
Access grants, financing and
•
		
technical support
•
				
				

Increased return on public investments
Attract and retain innovative,
competitive businesses
Reduce infrastructure capital
(replacement) and operating costs
Improved employee retention
Maximize competitiveness and
profitability of industrial areas/
business parks

Social
•
		
		
•
		
		

Meet job creation, environmental, and
quality-of-life objectives simultaneously
Improved environmental and
human health

Support innovative projects you
•
don’t have time, money, or expertise 		
to do on your own
•
Better relationship with other 		
businesses, local government and
the community
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for each of these categories differed substantially, with few
respondents indicating they were “strongly familiar” (14
per cent) with select terms, and a relatively large number
of respondents (57 per cent) indicating they were “not
familiar” with select terms. Partners in Project Green
should avoid using words in Group 4.

it delivers, including education and outreach, as well as
through traditional public relations means. This section
describes these communications channels.

5.4
		

Partners in Project Green will communicate to businesses
and municipal staff through its operations and projects
in the following ways. For more detail on how Partners in
Project Green might interact with its audiences through
this channel, review the eco-opportunities outlined in
Section 3.

5.4.1

Marketing and communications 		
delivery

Partners in Project Green will communicate to its audiences
through its general operations and specific projects that

Partners in Project Green 		
operations and projects

Figure 29: Companies reporting “strong familiarity” with eco-business terms, by size
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Table 17: Businesses’ familiarity with eco-terms
Group 1:

Group 2:

“Strongly familiar”
•
•
•
•
•

Pollution prevention
Alternative energy
Sustainable energy
Renewable energy
Corporate social
responsibility

Group 3:

“Very familiar”

Group 4:

“Somewhat familiar”

• Greenhouse gas
emission
• Alternative energy
• Renewable energy
• Corporate social
Responsibility
• Pollution prevention

• TRCA
• Corporate social
responsibility
• Green procurement
• Alternative energy
• Green buildings

“Not familiar”
•
•
•
•
•

Pervious parking
Stormwater swales
Heat exchange 		
networks
Native landscaping
Eco-industrial park

Businesses

Municipal staff

Steering
Committee
‘Ambassadors’

• Businesses will be engaged to
participate on the Partners in 			
Project Green Steering Committee 		
(Section 4.4.1) and will 				
thereby have direct input, and 			
some decision-making authority, 		
for the future directions of Partners 		
in Project Green.

• Municipal staff will be engaged to participate
on the Partners in Project Green Steering 		
Committee. Local government positions, 		
however, will be far fewer than for local 		
businesses.

Eco
opportunity
delivery
(initiatives and
projects)

• Businesses are the focus of the majority 		
of eco-opportunities that have thus far been
prioritized (see top 10 opportunities in 		
Section 3). Partners in Project Green will 		
engage businesses to inform and even lead
some of the action plans for implementation,
as part of business-led, project-specific task
forces.

• There are eco-opportunities that speak 		
directly to municipal staff, namely: municipal
eco-industrial development policy templates;
business park sustainability benchmarking;
green business retention and attraction 		
strategy. Municipalities will have direct 		
involvement as Partners in Project Green 		
moves forward with these opportunities.

Website

• The Partners in Project Green website 		
will be designed and managed to best 		
accommodate and reflect business needs.
Businesses have overwhelmingly asked 		
Partners in Project Green to play the 		
“one-window information source” role and
this website will provide the majority of this
information.

• The Partners in Project Green website will
have sections dedicated to the municipal 		
audience, who also suggested that Partners
in Project Green be a ‘one’window’ 		
information source for items including: green
building incentives; municipal best practices;
tools for preparing a triple-bottom-line 		
business case, etc.

Business
/regulatory
liaison

• The Partners in Project Green will play an
ongoing regulator–business liaison 		
function, working directly with businesses
to help them navigate municipal (and other)
regulatory frameworks.

• The Partners in Project Green will play 		
an ongoing regulator–business liaison 		
role, working directly with municipalities to
increase their knowledge and understanding
of innovations in industrial development; 		
business best practices; progressive policy 		
frameworks; etc. In addition, Partners in 		
Project Green will act as a liaison between
municipal and Ministry of the Environment
(MOE) staff regarding provincial regulations.
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• Press releases
		 - Partners in Project Green will prepare an annual
			 media release schedule that represents 		
			 anticipated news of both Partners in Project Green
			 and its partners, and offers “triggers” for
			 issuing media releases. For example public 		
			 relations triggers could include: the first 		
			 collaborative purchase of LED lights by a group to
			 of zone businesses; or the first zone business
			 become a member of the Smart Commute
			 program, etc.
• Success stories (“Wall of Fame”)
		 - As outlined in Section 2, Partners in Project Green
			 has already documented several green 		
			 business or eco-development success stories from
			 within the study area. These stories have 		
			 been promoted at several Partners in Project
			 Green events to-date and, in fact, directly led
			 to the preliminary list of potential Steering 		
			 Committee members. These stories will be
			 published on the Partners in Project Green 		
			 website.

5.4.2 Education and outreach 			
programming

Partners in Project Green will deliver ongoing education
and outreach programs to the business community and
municipal staff, including: subject and audience-specific
workshops; business networking activities and events;
sustainability tours; and development of a resource-rich and
up-to-date website for both businesses and municipal staff
(more detail is found in Section 3.14).
5.4.3 Traditional public relations

Partners in Project Green will employ public relations
campaigns to ensure a consistent and positive message
is heard throughout the Pearson Eco-Business Zone and
beyond. The following public relations tools will likely be
used:
• Awards
		 - Particularly awards in the sustainability/green
			 business field. Partners in Project Green will flag
			 upcoming deadlines and application requirements.
		 - Use awards to create trust and believability in what
			 Partners in Project Green is trying to achieve.
• Editors and analysts
		 - Partners in Project Green will track those editors
			 and analysts nation-wide who follow 		
			 sustainability/green business issues.
		 - Send appropriate material to the list – the objective
			 is to make Partners in Project Green
			 staff well-quoted in articles and in news briefs,
			 effectively building the name of Partners in Project
			 Green among the experts in the field.
• Speaker placement
		 - Partners in Project Green staff should be available
			 to speak on the topic of business and 		
			 sustainability for the various Boards of Trade and
			 Chambers of Commerce and other industrial
			 associations.
		 - Partners in Project Green should dedicate its
			 executive director (or equivalent) to be available
			 as a guest speaker for corporations.
• Story placement
		 - Partners in Project Green should create a media
			 calendar of upcoming stories to be published in
			 relevant journals, newspapers, TV shows, etc. The
			 media calendar should prioritize national 		
			 publications.
		 - Send appropriate pitch materials to the editors for
			 consideration.

5.5

Tools and collateral materials

In addition to traditional promotional/collateral materials,
a large component of the communications from Partners in
Project Green will be via its educational tools and resources.
The effectiveness and applicability of which, to both
businesses and municipal staff, will be a direct reflection of
Partners in Project Green.
5.5.1

Educational materials and tools

“Partners in Project Green’s website should be home to a
‘municipal toolbox’ on industrial green buildings.”
-Municipal staff workshop participant
A much-repeated request from the business community and
municipal staff is that Partners in Project Green becomes
a ‘one-window’ source for information for green business
and eco-development information, tools and templates.
Much of this information will be developed by Partners
in Project Green and placed on the Partners in Project
Green website, while some tools will have to be developed
by third parties, in concert with Partners in Project Green
stakeholders and partners.
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ZONE BUSINESSES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MUNICIPALITIES

•

Progressive municipal policy case study
compilation, e.g., policies that support/		
encourage industrial infill, intensification and 		
energy efficiency building retrofits.
• Information on:
How to build flexibility into regulations.
How to create and implement green 		
		
development incentives.
Life-cycle analysis or business case 			
		
development tools for decision-making.
• Pre-approved green design professionals ‘roster’
• Handouts describing sector-specific
best practices and innovations.

Green business best practices and case
study compilation.
Pre-approved green design professionals ‘roster’
Listing of green products or technologies that are
already produced in the Zone.
Sustainability presentation templates for delivery to
CEOs/senior management.
Regulatory reference tool.
Green funding sources library.
Web-based virtual map of the Zone, for example,
using a GIS overlay with Google search function.

It is recommended that Partners in Project Green prioritize
three – five tools for the first year. Those highlighted in the
above table might be a good starting point.

• Corporate presentation
		 - Rationale: A presentation that is a template for
			 individual presentations that Partners in Project
				Green will make.
		 - Message: Should show positioning statement,
			 structure and short history (founding partners),
			 what we do, how programs are delivered, how
			 programs are measured and future activities.
			 Modules can be added depending on the audience,
			 case studies, proposed program or services.

5.5.2 Promotional (collateral) materials

Printed folders for material such as:
• Backgrounders on Partners in Project Green 		
		 staff and leaders:
		 - Rationale: One-page brief on the key executives in
			 Partners in Project Green. Briefs should be
			 available online with headshots. Brief should
			 contain information on expertise and experience.
			 Brief should also contain a list of topics that the
			 executive has experience speaking to or can be
			 quoted. The brief will be used in proposal writing,
			 promoting Partners in Project Green leaders as
			 speakers and for the media.

• Business cards with statement of vision
		 on the back
		 - Rationale: A business card is the most basic and
			 heavily used communication vehicle. Placing
			 a good description of what Partners in Project
			 Green does on the back provides a quick tool to
			 introduce the organization
			 in non-formal settings.
		 - Message: The card should contain either the 		
			 positioning statement or a short bullet list of the
			 ways that Partners in Project Green can help clients.

• Corporate brochure
		 - Rationale: A brochure to be used to show overall
			 capabilities of Partners in Project Green, where
			 it is going and a bit of history. Its design should
			 resemble the web site and support it. It should be
			 no longer than four pages in length. ALL printed
			 materials should be produced on environmentally
			 friendly materials and methods.
		 - Message: Brochure should have content that 		
			 appeals to its two target markets (municipalities
			 and businesses) and to executive and staff in the
			 markets. It should be written at a Grade 9 level
			 and should clearly indicate how people can 		
			 participate with Partners in Project Green.

• One-page flyer on each of Partners in Project 		
		 Green’s major projects
		 - Rationale: The one-page flier amounts to a case
			 study. Case studies are generally used to solicit
			 clients in a similar field. The can also be used to
			 help the media to write more informed stories. The
			 case study should be mimicked on the website.
		 - Message: The message on the case study is designed
			 to build trust. What the project is, how we 		
			 responded, the result and any rewards (can be
			 quotes/testimonials from clients).
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• Volunteer/membership/donation forms
		 - Rationale: These are general forms that allow
			 people to volunteer, become a member or donate
			 funds. The donation form should explain the
			 organizations policies (transparency, privacy).
		 - The membership form should clearly show the
			 various levels, the terms (yearly, life), benefits and
			 policies (transparency, privacy).
		 - The volunteer form should show policies 		
			 (transparency, privacy, code of volunteer
			 conduct, terms).

			
			
			
			
			
		 			

businesses, and the media to find the information
most relevant to them. Language used on the website
should be simple and direct. Terminology should
reflect the findings of the knowledge and 		
attitudes survey.
Partners in Project Green has already developed a
website, which will continue to evolve.

5.6
		

Marketing and communications 		
targets

As part of its business planning, it is recommended
that the Steering Committee establish marketing and
communications targets. For example, for the goal to
“Increase awareness of Partners in Project Green,” sample
targets are:

• Annual report
- Rationale: A modest annual report should be
			 prepared. Design of the piece should be started six
			 months prior to the first year closing so that it
			 can coordinate with end-of-the-year financials. The
			 annual report should clearly show how funds were
			 spent and report on either a triple bottom
			 line, or other accepted principle for representing
			 the social, economic and environmental progress
			 of Partners in Project Green. The annual report will
			 be used as a limited direct mail piece to key 		
			 influencers and supporters among the target 		
			 market to reinforce the direction of Partners in
			 Project Green.
		 - Message: The tone of the report should be modest
			 but firm in the acknowledgement of successes
			 that have taken place. The report should include a
			 forward-looking statement from the Chair and
			 co-Chair of the Steering Committee. Writing
			 should be at a Grade 9 level and include clear
			 talking points that partners can incorporate into
			 their own reports. The piece should include
			 testimonials from partners that emphasize the
			 facilitative nature of the relationship.

•
•
		
		
•
•
•
		
•

Number of event attendees;
Number of businesses reporting they are ‘strongly
familiar’ with terms in the knowledge and
attitudes survey;
Number of articles published in major publications;
Number of awards;
Number of speaking engagements for Steering
Committee members; and/or,
Number of events.

5.7

Next steps

Due to the enthusiasm already created around Partners in
Project Green, the TRCA has already launched marketing
and communications efforts. Therefore, the development of
key message documents, website content, and other collateral
materials is likely to be an adaptive and repetitive process.
Generally, the following actions should be taken between now
and the end of 2008:

• Website–www.partnersinprojectgreen.com
		 - Rationale: The Internet is now the first, and often
			 only, source of information in the workplace and
			 in the public. Therefore, it is important that
			 Partners in Project Green have an Internet 		
			 presence. Furthermore, both government and
			 business representatives have asked that Partners
			 in Project Green offer one-window access to 		
			 information on a variety of topics; a website is
			 one of the most effective means of providing this
			 service.
		 - Message: The website should be easy to navigate
			 and should make it easy for municipal staff, 		

•
•
•
		
•
		
•
		
		
•
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Develop Key Message document.
Launch project website (complete).
Revisit and refine Knowledge and Attitudes survey
for re-issuing on an annual basis.
Organize one event, like social networking that can
be announced at October launch.
During business planning, the Steering Committee
should revisit and refine the marketing and 		
communications plan, including developing targets.
Develop collateral materials.

Section 6
Section 6: Implementation - Programs and service delivery
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6. Implementation - Programs and service delivery
6.1
		

This section provides a general framework for how the
prioritized Partners in Project Green programs can be
defined, set in motion, monitored and adapted. Figure
30 provides a visual representation of the framework. It
should be noted that the district energy system opportunity
(Section 6.3.3) cannot follow this framework for reasons to
be explained in that section.

Implementation and monitoring 			
framework

Through consultation with the private and public sectors,
Partners in Project Green has identified a number of initial
initiatives for implementation. These initiatives range from
large projects, such as the development of a food wastereutilization network, to programs for assisting businesses
green their parking lots.
Scope project

Before establishing a project team, the Steering Committee will need to have a general
definition and estimated costs of the project, as well as some idea who best to approach
outside of the Steering Committee to be on the project team. It would also be helpful if the
Steering Committee created a starting point for the project team by giving high level
consideration to the potential work plan, drivers and barriers, options, and implementation
plan. That way, it will be easier to secure the right mix of representation and expertise for
the project team.

Establish
project team

The Steering Committee will establish project teams, some of its members comprised of
plus interested volunteers from businesses, business organizations, government and
non-government organizations who offer expertise that is relevant to the project. Each
opportunity area will likely have its own project team. Project teams will appoint/elect a
project team Chair. In addition to managing the project teams, such as presiding over
meetings, the Chair will act as the main liaison with the Steering Committee. The Project
team Chair will also be the primary spokesperson for the project team at public and
official functions.

		
		
		
		
		
		

		
		
		
		
		
		

		
•
			

Goal: what one hopes to accomplish. For example reduce energy use and GHG emissions in
Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

		
•
			

Indicator: What will be measured to show if the goal has been met. For example total
electricity consumed by businesses each year.

		

Baseline: The starting value of the indicator. For example 5.8 MWh (see Table 5).

•

		
•
			
			

Target/Objective: What value the indicator is expected to have at a defined point
in the future. For example By 2015, total electricity consumed by businesses will be
reduced by 10 per cent to 5.2 MW

		
•
			
			

Performance Measure: The actual measure of the indicator in the target year.
for example in 2015, businesses actually consumed 4.9 megawatts of electricity,
indicating that the target was met.

Establish work
plan and
terms of
reference

		
		

Each project team will be required to develop a work plan and terms of reference, which
must be reviewed and approved by the Steering Committee. The work plan should of
clearly present goals, targets and indicators, which may be refined as the Project
progresses. Where possible, the targets should link back to overall Partners in Project
Green targets set forth in the future business plan. The project work plan should
be structured according to this implementation framework.
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Figure 30: Program implementation and monitoring framework
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It is recommended that before delving too deep into a work plan, the project teams take
some time to define their vision.

Establish
baseline

		
		
		

To measure future success, the project team will need to know from it started; the project
should have a baseline. The baseline should be the current values for the Project
Indicators. Evaluating the baseline might require the completion of primary research; the
use of custom spreadsheets and database calculations; or the completion of surveys/
interviews with relevant businesses.

		
		
		
		

As has been shown in this study, project teams will likely find that data they thought might
be available to help them determine their baseline and measure success might not be
available. Project teams may need to adapt project targets and indicators during this stage
to reflect a realistic availability of data.

Complete
preliminary
research

Project team members may bring sufficient expertise and knowledge to allow the project
team to determine how the Project will be implemented and how much it will cost. If not,
additional research may be required. For example, if the project involves designing an
educational program, the research might focus on collecting lessons learned from other
similar programs. Or, if the project involves helping businesses adapt a new type of
technology, then the research might include a review of case studies and requests for
information from suppliers. The research might also include a literature review. Information
gathered at this point should be incorporated in the project implementation plan.

Identify drivers
and barriers

Drivers are conditions that can facilitate implementation of the program; barriers can
impede its implementation. Identifying drivers and barriers early in the process can be
used to best plan how the program is executed. The project team should develop
strategies to exploit drivers, and to remove barriers. For example, if capital cost is a barrier,
the project team might develop a strategy to seek grants to offset costs.

Assess the
feasibility of
options/evaluate
scenarios

At this point, the project could likely unfold in a number of ways, depending on the success
of the strategies to address drivers and barriers. The project team must evaluate the
feasibility of these options or evaluate the possible scenarios, to determine the best and
most likely path forward. The evaluations should consider the following aspects of the
project:

		
		
		
		
		

		
		
		

		

		
		
		
		
		
			
			
		
		
Revisit targets

		
		
		
		
		

Economics: capital, operating, direct, indirect, individual versus group
Technical
Political and regulatory: policy (mis-)alignment
Ecological: impact to natural heritage systems, air, water, soil, waste generation
Social: How does this fit with the cultures of participating businesses? Does this
make the Pearson Eco-Business Zone a better place to work? Does this help the
businesses give back to the community?

During this stage, the project team may find that additional research or consultation
is required.
Based on the information now available, the project team may find that its earlier targets
were too aggressive or too modest. It might also have discovered that it cannot measure
targets as it had hoped. Therefore, the initial targets, and associated results, permit
evaluation of the program’s progress over time; each indicator should have a quantifiable
target that represents attainment of that program objective. Targets values are also often
tied to target dates.
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Create an
implementation
plan

The project team will incorporate the information gathered to date into a project
Implementation Plan. The plan should include some form of schedule, with actions and
milestones, and a monitoring plan.

Implement the
project

The implementation plan can now be put into action. Execute the plan, adhering to its
terms and schedule as much as possible.

Monitor
progress

		
		

The implementation plan will include a monitoring schedule that will measure program
progress by comparing ongoing results with baseline data and targets. Measure indicators
in accordance with the schedule defined in the implementation plan. Summarize and
report measured progress as defined in the implementation plan.

Adaptively
manage and
refine the project

As the program proceeds and progress is measured, opportunities to adapt the process to
enhance its effectiveness or ease of implementation should be highlighted. The
implementation plan may be adjusted accordingly.

6.2

General implementation schedule

project teams can be established. The scoping of three
projects has been presented in this section as an example:

During its business planning, the Steering Committee
will establish the timing and resource needs to implement
projects associated with the opportunities presented in
Section 3. Project teams will likely further refine project
timing and resource needs.

1.
2.
3.

The project scoping will help project teams to develop work
plans.

Based on stakeholder consultation, a number of priority
projects have already been identified. Possible timing to
implement these projects is presented in Table 18.

6.3
		

Enviro-roof Technologies Purchasing Block
Food Processors Waste Reutilization Project(s)
District Energy System Feasibility Study

6.3.1

Project scoping – Examples
for three projects

Enviro-Roof Technologies 		
Purchasing Block

Introduction

As discussed in Section 6.1, the Steering Committee,
assisted by TRCA staff, will need to scope projects so that

Businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone are interested
in sustainable roof technologies, including but not limited

Table 18: Possible timing for projects already identified
Project team

Associated project

Eco-efficiency Team

One-window Ecoefficiency Program

There were a large number of businesses who
requested that Partners in Project Green
consolidate existing programs and make it
easy for businesses to undertake eco-efficiency
measures.

Resource Re-utilization
Team

Food Waste
Re-utilization

Resource re-utilization opportunities received
the largest amount of support from both the
public and private sectors. The large number
of food processors provides a good foundation
for waste-to-energy opportunities, while the
large and diversity of businesses may provide a
good foundation for a regional waste exchange
program.

General Waste
Exchange

Rationale
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Timeline
Implementation in 2008

Project team – fall of
2008. First re-utilization
begins – 2009. Begin
waste-to-energy facility
construction –2010.
Project team – fall of 2008.
Implementation – two to
three years.

Project team

Associated project

Rationale

Timeline

Coordinated Green
Building Retrofit
Team

Energy Performance
Contacting w/Clinton
Climate Initiative

With 75 per cent of the study area being leased
businesses, the ESCO model could provide the
right impetus for realizing large change across the
study area. Two large landholders have indicated
their interest in this approach and could be used as
a model.

Project team – fall of
2008. First assessment
partnership w/large
landholder in spring 2009,
with implementation by
the end of 2009.

GTAA Tenant Program

The GTAA has indicated its interest in developing
a tenant program to assist them in greening their
operations.

Project team – spring
2009.

Green Purchasing
Block Team

Enviro-roof Technologies

There is interest among stakeholders in the
development of a purchasing block to drive down
procurement costs.

Project team – spring
2009. Roof procurement
project developed and
implemented by end of
2010.

Transportation Team

Food Processor
Commuting Initiative

Food processors were the most vocal in
investigating commuter options for their
employees. This project would look to
develop commuter options that could
be adopted by this sector and expanded
to others.

Project team – fall
2008. Implementation–
2009/2010.

District Energy Team

Airport Vicinity DES

There is already a project team being developed
by the private sector to look at this opportunity.
Partners in Project Green could play a role in this
process and bring the value of its relationships to
the initiative.

Project team – fall 2008 –
Implementation three to
four years.

Business Park
Benchmarking Team

Business Park
Benchmarking Pilot

There is interest in both the public and private
sectors in the development of sustainability
benchmarking indicators for business parks.

Project team – spring
2009. Pilot completed –
Spring 2010.

Green Business Team

Green job Retention and
Attraction Strategy

All three municipal economic development
departments are interested in harmonizing a green
business retention and attraction strategy.

Project team – fall 2008.
Completed – fall 2009.

Partners in Project Green has received funding to
develop a green job corps to connect local youth to
green economy jobs.
		
Interest among businesses to engage employees in
planting programs and enhance forest cover in the
area.

Project team – spring
2009. Implementation –
2010.

The area has vast expanses of impervious surfaces
and businesses interested in improve their sites
through green parking lot and native-landscaping
opportunities.

Project team – fall 2008.
Implementation – already
underway.

Green Job Corp
Green Site Team

Employment Land
Planting Program
Green Parking Lot
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to: green roofs; photovoltaic (PV) electricity generation;
solar water heaters.

Industry associations/building owners groups
• Collect feedback with respect to technology interest
		 from members. Forward sector issues and 		
		 specifics to TRCA.

Almost 90 per cent of respondents to the knowledge and
attitudes survey indicated they would like assistance in
reducing energy use (dollars spent) to heat, cool, and light
building(s). 60 per cent were interested in using renewable
energy sources and 50 per cent were interested in increasing
their company’s use of green products and services. EnviroRoof technologies meet all of these requirements.

Green technology research, government and nongovernment organizations
• Provide industry expertise; benchmarks.
Businesses
• Commit to the purchasing block.
• Commit to implementing the technologies, and to
		 liaising with non-project team businesses to help
		 them participate in the project and implement the
		 technologies.

As shown in Figure 31, there is an enormous amount of
roof space available in Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Data
available so far indicates there could be 2,000 hectares of
roof space available (assuming it’s roughly equivalent to the
total building footprint).

Preliminary research

Potential project team roles and responsibilities
The Steering Committee should approach the following as
potential project team members:
•
		
•
•
•
•
		
•
		

Bentall and other significant property owners, on
whose roofs these technologies might be installed;
Green Roofs for Healthy Cities;
Canadian Solar Industries Association;
NRCan Office of Energy Efficiency;
Businesses that expressed interest in this idea at the
implementation workshop; and,
Local technology providers, as long as there is no
conflict of interest with respect to implementation.

Photovoltaic panels
Photovoltaic (PV) solar cells within a “solar panel”
convert sunlight into electricity. More and more PV
installations are installed on buildings that are connected
to the electricity grid. During the day, power is used from
PV, and at night power is used from the electricity grid.
Photovoltaic electricity generated in excess of the building’s
requirements can be sold to the grid.

The project team’s roles and responsibilities might be as
follows:
General (‘in-team’, contracted, and/or with assistance
from TRCA staff)
• Research and consolidate a list of feasible technology
		 options.
• Research case studies (within and outside of study
		 area), gather information on technology and supplier
		 options, and share with businesses.
• Survey and/or get feedback from businesses/industry
		 associations on interest in the technology options
		 and solicit their feedback for additional options.
• Facilitate partnerships between businesses.
• Support development of contract between supplier/
		 installation contractor and businesses, including
		 negotiating group pricing.

Solar water
heaters
Solar water heating
is the most widely
used solar thermal
system for domestic,
industrial and
commercial sectors.
By reducing the
amount of heat that
must be provided by conventional water-heating, solar
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water-heating systems directly substitute renewable energy
for conventional energy, reducing the use of electricity or
natural gas by as much as 80 per cent.

•
		
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		

Reflective roofs
Most convention roofs absorb solar radiation, contributing
significantly to summer cooling loads for buildings.
Incorporating reflective roofing technologies returns
much of this solar energy back to the atmosphere rather
than transferring it into the building, thus reducing the
building’s cooling costs. Specialized reflective roofing
materials are available in many forms: metal panels, singleply membranes, cold-applied coatings, shingles and tiles.

There may be more than one acceptable technology;
implementation may occur in parallel and will
have to be managed accordingly. For technologies
where custom evaluation of each business is 		
required, consider a phased approach that allows
businesses to opt-out if it appears the technology will
not be viable.
The project team may have to develop terms of 		
reference for evaluation, design, installation and/or
monitoring, and solicit quotations or proposals as

Green roofs
A green roof is a roof of a building that is partially or
completely covered with vegetation and soil, or a growing
medium, planted over a waterproofing membrane.
Green roofs offer the following benefits:
•
		
•
		
•
•
•
•
		
		

Chicago City Hall Green Roof
(38,000 ft 2)

Retain rainfall to reduce runoff by more 		
than 60 per cent.
Insulate buildings (reducing energy demand
and costs).
Potential to reduce the urban heat island effect 21.
Filter air pollutants.
Provide habitat.
Increase life span of roofs by protecting roof 		
components from UV rays and temperature 		
fluctuations.

Potential revenues and costs
Bayer Inc. Toronto Retrofit Green Roof (8,000 ft 2)

Coordinating this opportunity would require a considerable
amount of human resources to get businesses’ commitment
and ensure the effective implementation of the purchasing
blocks. There are no foreseeable other costs. This
opportunity would generate savings, but no revenues.
Considerations for implementation
•
		
		
		
		

The implementation plan will likely involve 		
developing group purchase agreements with suppliers
and installation contractors. There should be a 		
schedule with milestones, and a monitoring and
reporting plan.

21
The urban heat island effect is a phenomenon describing urban and
suburban temperatures that are 1 to 6°C hotter than nearby rural areas.
Heat islands form as cities replace natural land cover with pavement,
buildings and other infrastructure (US EPA).

Natty Boh Brewery Re-development Retrofit
Green Roof (12,000 ft 2)
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Figure 31: Estimated rooftop area (Equal to building
footprints) in Mississauga that could be utilized
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•
		
		
		
		

appropriate. In particular, it will be important for
business members of the project team to shape the
terms of reference for these processes. On the 		
other hand, some simple technologies might be able
to be implemented almost immediately.
Businesses should commit to allowing Partners in
Project Green to take and publish photos of their
buildings during and after installation of the enviroroof technologies so that success can be 		
communicated effectively.

		 • Refine the example scope presented.
		 • ‘Pitch’ the concept to potential project team 		
			 members.
		 • Form a project team.
2. Project team will:
		 • Develop a work plan, as per the implementation
			 framework in Section 6.1 and scope started by
			 TRCA staff and the Steering Committee
6.3.2 Food Processor Waste
		
Reutilization Project(s)

Next steps

Introduction

1. Steering Committee, with assistance from TRCA
		 staff will:

Given the large presence and leadership demonstrated
by the local food industry, we recommend that this
opportunity focus on waste reutilization options involving
this sector. Food waste that goes to landfill or “down the
drain” represents lost economic value. Figure 32 shows
businesses within the study area involved in food
preparation and/or processing, such as:

Phased commitment approach – green roof
retrofit example
Although this example is provided for a green roof retrofit
program, a similar phased commitment approach could be
employed for any of the Enviro-roof technologies identified
for implementation.

•
•
•
•

Partners in Project Green identifies and works with
interested businesses to develop an RFP that requests
service providers to submit a proposal that would provide
cost savings for group purchasing of the following
services:

Meat processing
Beverage bottling
Bakeries
Restaurants

•
•
•
•

Catering
Dairy product processing
Breweries
Other Food transformation

Ecological Wastewater Treatment uses natural
processes (such as plant filtering) to break down
organic compounds in wastewater.

• Preliminary building assessment that evaluates
			 each structure’s ability to support the green roof
		 infrastructure, estimates the expected annual 		
			 energy savings, and provides a simple pay-back
				
period for the project.
• Detailed design and costing for businesses interested
		 in participating beyond the preliminary
		 assessment/design phase.
• Purchase and installation for businesses interested in
		 retrofitting their buildings with green roofs

Potential project team roles
responsibilities
The Steering Committee should seek members from the
following organizations for the project team:
• Food, including beverage, processors who have
		 already participated in Partners in Project Green
		 workshops;
• Other food processors and food–related- 		
		 industries in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone;
• Alliance of Ontario Food Processors and other
		 industry associations;
• Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
		 Affairs (OMAFRA);
• Engineering departments of local academic 		
		 institutions;
• Major waste haulers, such as BFI (which sent 		
		 representatives to a Partners in Project Green 		
		 workshop);
• Utility operations or the Utility Commission; and,

The contract for providing the group service contract would
be awarded for the best proposal.
An interested business commits to investing in a preliminary
green roof assessment. If the structure is unsuitable, or the
pay-back period is too long, the business could opt out of
proceeding to the detailed design phase. If the assessment
results are favourable, the business could proceed to detailed
design/costing, committing to pay for the services as defined
through the group service contract. Similarly, the business
could opt out of the process following detailed design/costing.
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Figure 32: Food processors – potential food waste generators (other food-related businesses not shown)
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•

Food-related businesses
• Provide information on their waste generation.

Municipal economic development staff.

General (‘in-team’, contracted, and/or with assistance from
TRCA staff)
• Coordinate efforts to gather waste generation 		
		 information.
• Research and gather information on waste 		
		 processing options, and share with businesses.
• Facilitate partnerships between businesses.
• Research funding options.
• Working with waste generators, develop terms of
		 reference for and manage feasibility studies for
		 prioritized projects.
• Support regulatory liaison.
		 Industry associations
• Collect data and feedback from members. Forward
		 sector issues and specifics to the TRCA.
• Publicize local waste reutilization projects to 		
		 encourage participation of new businesses.

Waste-hauler businesses
• Engage to gather data and play role in development.
Utilities
• Local distribution and operation options.
• Advice regarding regulatory process.
Municipal economic development staff
• Support initiatives to attract food waste processors.

Preliminary research
In addition to direct waste-to-feed synergies in which a
waste food stream is used directly in another process (e.g.,
bones from meat processing plant could be used in broth
production), there are a number of existing technologies

Table 19: Example indicators and source of baseline information for enviro-roof project

Different
green
roof
criteria

POSSIBLE INDICATOR

BASELINE

Number of green roofs

There is a partial green roof at the FESTI building at GTAA, and a
9,000ft 2 green roof at Bayer Inc. Based on known data, these are the
only green roofs in the study area to-date.

Per cent of total roof area that is
‘green’

Assuming total building footprint directly translates into total roof
area, there is approx 1,900 hectares of roof space in the study area.
(Brampton: 600; Mississauga: 1000; Toronto: 300.)

Number of solar PV installations

There are none known. The target could be three in year one, 10 in
year two.

Number of solar water heating
Installations

As above.

Tonnes eCO2 per year from
participating businesses

Each business would have to submit its energy consumption to the
project team.

Dollars spent on natural gas per year

As above. Targets could be set based on general reported technology
performance, e.g., 80 per cent reduction in natural gas consumption
for solar hot-water heating.
		
Could be a high level, general target such as one ‘group buy’ of an
enviro-roof technology in the first year; or more ambitious/specific,
like 20 new enviro-roof technologies installed in the next two years.

Number of technologies
implemented through the project.
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designed to take advantage of the nutrient or energetic
content of food waste:
•
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		
		

Energy generation–biofuels (biodiesel, ethanol),
electricity from biogas (produced by pyrolisis or 		
fermentation) or heat transfer from wastewater.
Ecological Wastewater Treatment uses natural
processes (such as plant filtering) to break down 		
organic compounds in wastewater.
Nutrient utilization–composting, farm feed, 			
aquaculture (wastewater from ecological treatment 		
facilities used as nutrient source), land fertilizer 		
(biosolids from wastewater), Partners in Project 		
Green can act as a catalyst to merge “waste” streams
within the study area into feedstock for processes that
will benefit businesses collectively.

Possible indicators and known
baseline and target information
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		

Possible indicators: tonnes of material disposed of in
landfill; tonnes of BOD in food-related wastewater; 		
number of by-products or wastes being re-utilized; 		
dollars in savings to businesses; number of
food-related businesses re-utilizing their wastes.
A food waste inventory is required. It should include
information such as waste source, content, quality, 		
quantity, availability, cost (if any) and location for 		
both solid waste and wastewater. This will be
important to create a baseline and set targets.

Drivers and barriers
Drivers
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
		
		
		

There appears to be an abundance of food waste 		
within the study area, for example one facility alone
produces more than 150,000 tonnes of food waste per
year, enough waste to generate over 2.5 megawatts of
electricity.
Storm Fisher Bio-Gas and Yield are two firms 			
developing biogas-based renewable energy
installations in the region.
Toronto Pearson has flight-related food waste for 		
which they are interested in eco-solutions.
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency requires 		
businesses selling food waste as farm feed to be 		
registered. “Giving” their waste as feedstock to an
energy generation plant could be advantageous to 		
some businesses.

Barriers
•
		
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		

There is a perception that waste has no value and 		
is only a problem and by extension, by-product
quality is not acceptable. This can be addressed 		
through education, sharing of case studies, and 		
emphasis on the potential economic and
environmental benefits.
Some food waste is already diverted to agricultural 		
uses, which decreases the volume available for 			
energy generation projects. A cost-benefit analysis 		
will help to determine highest and best use for food
waste, and show if other uses are more attractive.
Some reuse technologies have specific quality 			
requirements regarding feedstock content and 			
quality. 			

While this might delay implementation, research
partnerships and sound feasibility studies will help to 		
determine what is necessary to ensure feedstock quality.
First eco-industrial shrimp farm in Europe
In the Port of Rotterdam, a high degree of synergy has
resulted in efficient, low-cost operations for all companies.
For example the Happy Shrimp Farm captures waste heat
from local industry to run aquaculture ponds.

Potential revenues and costs
Other than direct use of the material as feedstock in
existing operations, developing the infrastructure to use
food waste would likely represent major capital costs,
whether for a composting facility or a mobile composting
plant; an energy generation plant; piping and heat
exchangers for heat transfer, etc.
Some projects will create benefits to participating
businesses with indirect monetary value, e.g., convenience,
cheaper feedstock, free make-up energy source. Others,
such as biofuels, would produce goods with market value
available to any interested business or individual. Transfer
of biogas-generated electricity to the provincial grid would
also bring in revenues. Who will collect those revenues
depends on the infrastructure funding scheme (Was the
project financed by the end user, waste generator or by an
intermediate party?) and the arrangements with feedstock
suppliers (e.g., they get paid for their material or the waste
disposal solution is enough compensation.
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Considerations for implementation
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
•
•
•
		
•
		
		
•
		

Complete a preliminary feasibility assessment that 		
analyzes the information gathered to identify and 		
prioritize possible food waste reutilization projects.
Conduct feasibility studies and business plans for 		
prioritized projects that, through the preliminary 		
assessment, appear viable.
Prioritize projects for implementation based on the 		
results of the feasibility studies/business plans.
Develop implementation plans for each project.
Include a schedule, milestones and monitoring plan.
Progress monitoring
Evaluate performance as per evaluation criteria set in
the plan.
Adjust the plan if and when information becomes 		
available that could improve plan implementation or
outcome.
Promote success stories as part of marketing and 		
communications.

Next steps
1. Steering Committee, with assistance from TRCA
staff will:
• Refine the example scope presented.
• ‘Pitch’ the Project to targeted potential project team 		
		 members.
• Form a project team.
2. Project team:
• Develop a work plan, as per the Implementation 		
		 Framework in Section 6.1 and scope started by TRCA
		 staff and the Steering Committee.
6.3.3 District Energy System Feasibility
Study

Introduction
Within or near the boundary of the study area, five existing
or proposed electricity and/or co-generation (combined
electricity and heat) facilities have been identified that
could potentially provide sources of industrial waste heat
to support district energy systems. Facility details are
provided in Appendix H.
The discussion that follows will focus on components
for evaluating the economic viability of using the GTAA
(117 megawatts), Mississauga TransAlta (108 megawatts)

and Magellan Aerospace Cogeneration Plants as energy
producers for district energy systems and possible steps for
implementing viable projects. The process described could
also be applied to the remaining three facilities or, with
some modification, to other sources of waste heat within or
near the study area.
Benefits of using the GTAA, Mississauga TransAlta and
Magellan Aerospace Cogeneration Plants as heat sources
for district energy include:
•
		
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
•
		
•
		
		

Centralized energy generation allows for 		
implementation of cleaner, more sophisticated,
and energy-efficient technologies as well
as fuel purchasing that can take advantage of 		
economies of scale;
Significantly more efficient energy usage reduces
atmospheric pollution associated with global 		
warming and public health issues;
More revenue spent on energy remains within the
community and local jobs are created;
The energy producer creates an additional revenue
stream that is otherwise wasted; and,
Owners/operators of consumer buildings can often
reduce resources (e.g., labour, space) currently 		
allocated to energy generation equipment.

The decision to proceed with using any of the existing
cogeneration plants as an energy source for a district energy
system will depend largely on the economic viability of
the project. The process of determining economic viability
involves a minimum of two steps: a detailed feasibility
study, followed by a business plan.
In many cases, a pre-feasibility study can also prove
beneficial. The purpose for each of these components
is described in Appendix H.

Potential project team roles and
responsibilities
The Steering Committee may want to approach the
following organizations for Project Team members:
•
•
		
•
•
•
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Energy producers (GTAA and TransAlta)
Local distribution companies (Enersource, Hydro
One Brampton and Toronto Hydro)
Ontario Power Authority
Municipal government (City of Mississauga)
Facilities management companies
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		 (e.g., SNC-Lavalin ProFac)
• Energy consultants
• Engineering/construction companies

able to be conventionally financed–money is borrowed
to pay for capital costs on the basis of projected revenues.
The municipality in which the district energy system is
located may be able to work with the project team to seek
Federation of Canadian Municipalities Green Municipal
Funding or to allocate some funding from the New Deal
for Cities and Communities (Gas Tax Revenue Sharing).
In addition, the Ontario Power Authority Clean Energy
Standard Offer Program may also provide direct and
indirect support. The project team, and/or ultimate
District Energy Corporation, may be able to use Carbon
Offset Credits, associated with increased efficiencies and
possible renewable fuel source, to finance the project. And,
of course, any party might bring land to the table as a
financial contribution to the project.

Preliminary research
Figure 33, Figure 34 and Figure 35 contain enlargements of
those presented in Section 3.8, focusing on the generating
facilities nearest the airport. Estimated energy demand is
based on sector-specific Natural Resources Canada energy
intensity factors for space heating, space cooling and
domestic hot-water requirements.

Possible indicators and known
baseline information

Considerations for implementation

The primary goal of a district energy system will be to
more efficiently heat and/or cool buildings. Therefore, some
potential indicators could be:
•
		
•
•
		
		
		
		

•
		
		
		
•
		
		
		
		
		

Area of buildings in Pearson Eco-Business Zone
heated and/or cooled using district energy;
Dollars saved in business energy costs and
Tonnes eCO2 emitting by buildings (before and
after connection to the district energy system)
Another more physical indicator might be of district
energy pipe infrastructure in Pearson Eco-Business
Zone

Many options are available for Partners in Project
Green to move the GTAA, TransAlta and Magellan
Aerospace district energy system feasibility and
implementation initiative forward.
How this process unfolds, and which participants
assume which roles/responsibilities will depend on
the outcome of early dialogue amongst potential
participants (existing energy generators - (GTAA,
TransAlta and Magellan) the City of Mississauga,
and Partners in Project Green).

One implementation option is detailed in Appendix H,
District Energy System: Idea through to Operation.
This example is summarized as follows:

Accurate baseline information for energy consumption in
buildings near the current and known proposed district
energy systems is not known. This data gap will have to
be addressed to support business case calculations and
ultimate performance measurement.

Potential revenues and costs
This project is likely to involve significant feasibility study,
design, approvals and capital costs to implement. Most of
these costs will likely be third-party. There may also be land
costs.

Project funding through
carbon offsets

1.
		
		
2.
		
		
		
3.
		
		

Define TRCA’s and Partners in Project Green’s
vision, objectives and roles for the district energy
initiative.
Initiate dialogue with existing energy producers
(GTAA and TransAlta) to determine if excess
heat, suitable for use in a district energy system,
is available.
If so, gauge the energy producers’ interest in 		
ownership and/or operation of a district energy
system.

4. If energy is available but the producer is not
		 interested in ownership/operation, Partners
		 in Project Green could commission a pre-		
		 feasibility study and/or detailed feasibility 		
		 study to build a business case for the
		 district energy system and recommend

Energy efficiencies inherent in district energy systems
could be eligible for generating carbon offset credits. As
part of the feasibility study, projects should be evaluated
for their carbon offset credit potential as a possible source
of project funding. A district energy system should be

		 an ownership/operation model (five municipal
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Figure 33: Pearson electricity generating facilities and space heating demand
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Figure 34: Pearson electricity generating facilities and space cooling demand
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Figure 35: Pearson electricity-generating facilities and water-heating demand
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Figure 36: Example district energy implementation framework – Part 1
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5.
		
		
		

government/private sector ownership/operation
options are detailed in Appendix H.
Once the best ownership/operation model has 		
been selected, Partners in Project Green could
transfer project execution (system design, build and
operation) to the City of Mississauga or continue to

		
		
6.
		

manage implementation if Mississauga does not
wish to (in the case of a purely private-sector 		
endeavour).
Possible frameworks for implementation have been
provided in Figure 36 and Figure 37.

Figure 37: Example district energy implementation framework – Part 2
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Introduction
1.1

Overview

To ensure that Partners in Project Green delivers programs and services that are relevant to the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone, it is important to understand the businesses operating within the
area. In particular, information about businesses can help to answer questions such as:
•
•

What do we know about businesses in general that might inform the eco-opportunities
identified, calculate high-level business cases and assist project teams identify potential
partners?
What quantitative information is available that will help the Steering Committee and
project teams establish goals and select performance indicators that can be measured
regularly (e.g., a starting baseline, followed by annual updates)?

To understand businesses, the following characteristics of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone were
examined:
-

General land use and development
Greenspace/open space
Lot development practices
Infrastructure I: Transportation
Business typology
Economic activity
Environmental stewardship
Infrastructure II: Water, wastewater, stormwater
Infrastructure III: Energy

By taking into account the planning that went into the
area, local infrastructure, the types of businesses and their
resource consumption, a complete picture of the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone begins to emerge.
With this information the Steering Committee and project
teams will be better able to make sound decisions and
measure the success of individual projects and the
initiative as whole. Partners in Project Green will have a
better reputation if, over time, it can report out on the
success of individual projects and demonstrate how the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone has advanced towards
sustainability.

1.2

How do goals relate to targets?









Goal: What one hopes to
accomplish (e.g., reduce energy
use and ghg emissions in Pearson
Eco-Business Zone).
Indicator: What will be measured
to show if the goal has been met
(e.g., total electricity consumed
by businesses each year).
Baseline: The starting value of the
indicator (e.g., 5.8 MWh).
Target / Objective: What value
the indicator is expected to have
at a defined point in the future
(e.g., by 2015, total electricity
consumed by businesses will be
reduced by 10% to 5.2 MW).
Performance Measure: The
actual measure of the indicator
in the target year (e.g., in 2015,
businesses actually consumed 4.9
MWh of electricity, indicating
that the target was met).

Appendix structure

Each category opens with a brief explanation of what information in that category might say
about the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Then, high level, possible goals are presented. As part of the implementation of Partners in
Project Green, the Steering Committee and project teams will likely work with a wide variety of

1

stakeholders to refine and expand the gaols, indicators and targets for each of their specific
projects. The goals and targets provided are presented here to start those discussions.
Lastly, available related data is presented. This data is presented in tabular and graphic form.
As discussed above, the data will be helpful to the Steering Committee and project teams in
establishing goals and targets for their initiatives. Should the reader be interested, supplemental
information regarding data sources and manipulation is presented in yellow text boxes.

2

2.

General Land Use and Development

2.1

Introduction

To be competitive, the Pearson Eco-Business Zone will need to support efficient and wise use of
the available land supply. Land use planning and development activity affects the costs and
efficiency of transportation, infrastructure, buildings, service provision and community amenities
in the region – as such, it is one of the most important functions of a municipal government. For
the private sector, good land use planning can mean the difference between a break-even
and a profitable development (e.g., by supporting an efficient transportation network). Land
use decisions can also have a crucial impact (positive or negative) on the health of ecological
systems.
It is important to understand which land uses are represented, as this establishes the types of uses
that are envisioned, and permitted, in a given region such as the study area. Municipal land use
designations generally establish where industry, offices and commercial activity are allowed to
locate, while municipal zoning regulations provide more detailed requirements, such as
controlling the particular types of industry, commercial and other activities that are allowed.
Ideally, there should be a strategic mix of land uses that support manufacturing and industrial
jobs, while still allowing employees to access services and amenities like doctors, daycares, food
and recreation near their places of work, without the need for extensive travel.
Given that the Pearson Eco-Business Zone contains three municipal jurisdictions, plus Toronto
Pearson, some amalgamation of information is helpful to create the big picture perspective of
development practices in the area. On the other hand, comparison of land use practices within
the different municipal areas can help to identify best practices that might be adopted
elsewhere within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
This section provides information on land use and zoning designations; land use efficiency; and
business park development. The information presented in this section can be helpful in keeping
track of economic growth, and provide the municipal partners and the Partners in Project Green
Steering Committee with a starting point for considering how land use issues may impact current
and future business activity in the study area.

2.2

Possible goals

Possible land use goals for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone include:
Land availability – Ensure the availability of high quality and appropriately zoned lands, which
supports orderly development and ensures the viability of continued business activity. For the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone, this means continued availability of lands for manufacturing and
airport-related industries. Good land use planning also seeks to manage transportation in a
manner that reduces congestion and minimizes disruption to the surrounding area.
Walk-ability – Improve employees’ ability to access their workplaces, services, and other
amenities, by walking. Efficient land use planning enables clusters of various activities and uses
that are located within walking distance. This allows the local workforce easy access to nearby
shops, services and other amenities, such as the natural areas TRCA and its partners have been
restoring, without the need to drive or travel long distances.
3

Local Identity – Create a distinct identity for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, which reflects and
promotes the area’s attention to efficient land use planning and other sustainability efforts.

2.3
2.3.1

Available related data
General land use

Figure 1 shows the present land use designations, as defined in each of the municipal partners
Official Plans.
Land use designations were provided, in part, in GIS format by the GTAA and partner
municipalities. Figure 1 is an amalgamation of digital data and information digitized from Official
Plans. Data was generally not altered from its original state, so some data gaps still exist.

4

Figure 1: Municipal Official Plan designations
Table 1 and Table 2 show a breakdown of parcel area within each land use designation,
including airport land uses. The tables illustrate the industrial character of the study area. This has
implications for issues such as accessibility, for instance: how to balance heavy truck traffic while
making it easier for pedestrians, cyclists and smaller vehicles, like carpooling/sharing? Or, are
there assets that can be leveraged, for instance, by providing additional open space linkages
via utility corridors?

5

Parcel scale land use data: The original land use data could not be compared across the study
area; Mississauga data excluded roadways while Toronto and Brampton data included most
roadways. In order to standardize the data, all minor roads were removed by assigning land use
values to municipal parcels over the entire study area; these land use parcel areas were used
for calculations.
Gaps in municipal parcel information were filled with TRCA parcel information, and parcels
overlapping the study area were cropped. When parcels were crossed by two different land
uses, they were assigned the land use covering the majority area of the parcel. There are two
notable exceptions to this: the first exception is an area of Brampton indicated in red on Figure 1,
which was changed from Open Space to Industrial because the orthophotos clearly indicated
that it was a developed area; the second exception is the airport, where the large parcel size
made it impossible to assign just a single land use. In this area, the Toronto Pearson land use
boundaries were used instead of the parcel boundaries.
Table 1 and Table 2 use the Land Use Parcels area, and not the original Land Use Data area.
They exclude all areas classified by TRCA data as roads. Therefore, the total parcel area in Table
1 is not equal to the total study area.
Table 1: Parcel area per land use
Area (ha)
3,146
Industrial
2,666
Commercial
100
Greenspace/open Space
133
Utility
ND
Other (incl. everything else)
247
Mississauga
3,789
Industrial
3,194
Commercial
139
Greenspace/open Space
375
Utility
13
Other (incl. everything else)
68
Toronto
1,310
Industrial
1,239
Commercial
ND
Greenspace/open Space
66
Utility
ND
Other (incl. everything else)
5
Toronto Pearson
1812
Airfield
991
Terminal facilities
211
Env. Protection Area
190
Other development
420
Total study area parcel
10,057
Land Use
Brampton

ND - no land use designation did not exist or did not fall within a parcel
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% of Eco-Business Zone
31%
27%
1%
1%
ND
2%
38%
32%
1%
4%
0%
1%
13%
12%
ND
1%
ND
0%
18%
10%
2%
2%
4%

Table 2: Total parcel area per land use
Land Use
Airport
Commercial1
Industrial
Greenspace/open Space2
Other (incl. everything else, but not open space)
Utility

2.3.2

Area (ha)
1,622
239
7,099
764
320
13

Zoning

Zoning is one of the primary means by which municipalities implement the land use policies set
out in their Official Plans, by specifying the type, character and form of development. Zoning is a
key tool for promoting, or inhibiting, green development – for instance, by specifying allowable
densities, separation from other uses, space devoted to parking, amount of landscaping, etc.
Figure 2 provides a simplified zoning map of the study area. The map only shows industrial and
utility-related zoning designations. This stresses the areas that are relevant to the project, while
other zoning designations such as residential, agricultural land, etc., simply appear on the map
as white space.
Zoning data was provided in GIS files from municipal partners. In addition, TRCA provided some
zoning data in tabular form, provided to it by the local office of a national commercial real
estate firm. That data was used to fill gaps in the municipal data where possible. Each
municipality had multiple zoning designations that varied from municipality to municipality. The
zoning data was amalgamated and categorized to best represent only industrial and
employment designations. This categorization is the basis of the colour-coding in Figure 2.

1

2

Toronto’s land use designations are very generalized and did not include a commercial category.
Total open space/natural area includes Toronto Pearson’s Environmental Protection Area.
7

Figure 2: Zoning designations (by municipality)
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2.3.3

Land use – Business parks

Often, businesses are grouped together in individual business parks. Some municipalities have
specific staff members allocated to help administer one or more of these areas, while others do
not (e.g., could be addressed, if at all, through a business-led association, economic
development agencies, etc). As a result, there is generally a wide variety of discrete units (each
business park/employment area, associated municipal or private-sector contacts) that must be
considered when investigating potential eco-opportunities.
Business park information is also helpful for identifying and leveraging geographically distinct
units for future marketing, branding and business attraction and retention initiatives. Business
parks within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone are shown in Figure 3.
Business park boundaries were defined by each municipality in PDF documents and were
amalgamated into a GIS layer of 23 business parks. For the purposes of this report, industrial
park, business park and employment area have the same meaning.

Figure 3: Business parks
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2.3.4

Land use efficiency

Land use efficiency concerns itself with the amount of land required to support growth and
development. In the context of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, we are interested in seeing the
least amount of land used in order to allow for the greatest amount of employment activity to
occur. Ideally, land should be used efficiently to: increase employment densities; reduce travel
requirements; avoid impacting ecological systems; and to maximize infrastructure investments,
allowing more intensive use of existing infrastructure before servicing new lands.
Land use efficiency can be measured by looking at the amount of developed lands that
contain buildings. Although many industrial operations do use land for shipping and receiving
staging areas and outdoor equipment storage, the amount of capital invested in buildings,
represented by the size of those buildings, provides some indication of how efficiently businesses
are using the lands they own. Generally, the greater the amount of building accommodated
within a given site, the more efficiently that site is being used.
Table 3 and Table 4 summarize land use efficiencies in the study area.
Land use efficiency = Total building footprint/total parcel area

Aggregated measurement over a specified region or jurisdiction (e.g., business park or
municipality).
Table 3: Land use efficiency per business park
Business Park
Land Use Efficiency
Brampton
401 @ Steeles Business Park
27%
401 Industrial Corridor
27%
Airport 407 Business Campus
33%
Bramalea Business Park I
35%
Bramalea Business Park II
26%
Brampton Industrial Park Goreway
33%
Crossroads Business Centre
40%
Delta Park
30%
Gates of Brampton Business Park
26%
Goreway and Hwy. 7 Business Park
24%
Gorewood Business Park
21%
Humberwest Industrial Park
2%
Midair Court Industrial Park
32%
Orenda and East Drive
29%
Orion Gate Business Park
31%
Queensgate West
9%
West Park Development
27%
Westcreek Business Centre
14%
Mississauga
Airport
15%
Gateway
23%
Northeast
26%
Toronto Pearson
5%
10

Toronto
Rexdale Employment Area

City
Brampton
Mississauga (incl. airport)
Mississauga (excl. airport)
Toronto
Study area

22%

Table 4: Land use efficiency per jurisdiction
Land use efficiency
Bldg footprint (ha)
20%
642
18%
1,018
25%
934
22%
294
19%
1,954

Parcel area (ha)
3,146
5,601
3,789
1,310
10,057

Figure 4, Figure 5 and Figure 6 give a snapshot of building footprints in the study area. This
complements the tables above, and gives a visual sense of how land is being used.
Building footprints were provided in GIS format by GTAA and the municipalities.

Figure 4: Map showing building footprints - Area within Mississauga
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Figure 5: Map showing building footprints - Area within Brampton

Figure 6: Map showing building footprints - Area within Toronto
12

Figure 7: shows close-up views of two areas within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone to illustrate
different land use efficiencies: sparse vs. dense. These areas were identified through air-photo
analysis.

Figure 7: Examples of sparsely developed lands (left)
vs. lands with much more intensive land use (right)3

2.4

Targets

Increasing the amount of built space within the available lots is an effective means of increasing land
use intensity and employment densities. In workshop meetings, businesses and other participants
expressed support for increased land use intensity. The following target is proposed to meet this interest:
-

Increase employment density to align with the Provincial Growth Plan (to be confirmed
after completion and approval of Peel Region Official Plan Review).

Figure 7: is not meant to be interpreted as a location-specific analysis of existing land use, since what is represented on
the ground may still represent certain aspects of efficient land use practices (e.g., good road to lot ratios). It is a visual
example of what more and less densely developed areas could look like.

3
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3.

Greenspace/Open Space

3.1

Introduction

Greenspace and open space provide key ecological functions and add aesthetic value to the
landscape and development. These areas are important for preserving wildlife habitat, and
trees, shrubs, plants and grasses play a major role in removing pollutants from the air, absorbing
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and filtering precipitation before it returns to local aquatic
systems. These areas also provide opportunities to integrate multi-purpose infrastructure, for
instance, greenspaces can compliment a site’s stormwater management system by providing
onsite infiltration of stormwater runoff.
The status of the natural heritage system in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone is degraded, with the
existing system having poor connectivity, featuring small forest patches that are heavily
influenced by the surrounding urban areas. Yet the Pearson Eco-Business Zone does feature
approximately 1,000 hectares of natural cover, with the potential for expansion to 1,230
hectares4.
Several of the terrestrial systems have already been targeted for restoration and on-going
monitoring and maintenance through the GTAA Living City Project (2006) undertaken by the
GTAA and TRCA. This calls attention to the need for balancing the long-term support of
ecological features with the continued development of industrial lands. Such efforts begin with a
clear understanding of where the existing ecological features are located and how greenspace
systems are distributed throughout the study area.
This section identifies some key elements of open space and how these are integral and add
value to the study area. It also provides information on the geographic distribution of
greenspace; the proximity of businesses to greenspaces; and the current state of trails and paths
in the study area. These broad regional ‘snapshots’ such as access to parks and greenspace,
are often used as a ‘quality of life indicator’. Investors often look to locate their business in an
area with a high quality of life, as it can help them to attract and retain employees.

3.2

Possible goals

Ecological habitat
Maintain and expand ecological habitat and ecosystem integrity.
Recreation
Provide for active (e.g., requires facilities other than walking trails, such as soccer, baseball, etc.)
and passive (e.g., non-consumptive uses, such as wildlife viewing, photography, hiking, nature
study, etc.) recreational amenities to workers in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Identity
Create a distinct identity for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone that clearly sets it apart from other
industrial and business areas within the GTA as an area that takes deliberate measures to retain
and expand the amount of greenspace.

4 Existing natural cover comprises riparian areas and existing natural cover. Potential expansion areas
include Candidate Restoration Sites (TNHR). The areas were calculated based on data contained in TRCA
GIS files.
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Natural area restoration
Pursue overall expansion and restoration of existing natural habitat patches and promote forest
interior conditions5.
Reduce impacts
Reduce and/or mitigate development impacts, especially on sensitive species.

3.3

Available related data

3.3.1

Location of greenspace

Figure 8 shows greenspace in the study area. The greenspace shown includes different types of
open space, natural areas, habitat and other environmentally sensitive lands, whose function,
and integrity must be preserved to ensure that the Pearson Eco-Business Zone is ecologically
sustainable. Stormwater management ponds were also included, as they do provide some
habitat, and can act as an amenity for nearby employees.
Greenspace data was obtained from a number of different sources:
TRCA: Riparian habitat; Habitat Improvement Plan sites; Terrestrial Natural Heritage System
Strategy; stormwater management ponds (SWM).
Brampton: Municipal parks; and land use (natural areas).
Mississauga: Municipal parks; and land use (greenbelt or open space).
GTAA: Land use (airport environmental protection area).
Toronto: Land use (natural areas); and zoning (open space)*.
Greenspace was calculated to include open space, natural areas, habitat and all other sources
of open space.
*Toronto open space zoning was used in place of Toronto open space land use because the
orthophoto clearly indicated that the zoning boundary for this particular area was more
accurate.

5 Forest interior calculations are used to assess the degree of interior forest habitat, e.g., the amount of forest habitat that
is greater than 100 metres from the edge of the forest patch, using 100-metre increments. (GTAA Living City Project,
Etobicoke Creek Terrestrial System, TRCA, 2006.)
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Figure 8: Greenspace, natural areas and SWM facilities

3.3.2

Proximity to greenspace

Access to greenspace adds value to employment areas, as it provides desirable amenities for
workers – for instance, areas to have lunch or access for recreation. Greenspace near places of
employment also reduces the need to travel by vehicle to reach such amenities. Average
employee distance to greenspace (defined below) can be used as a metric for evaluating how
close employees are to these amenities.
Figure 9 illustrates the average distance to greenspace, calculated for employees in each
business park. Table 5 summarizes by city the median distance of businesses to greenspace.
Table 6 shows the total number of employees within walking distance of greenspace. The figure
and tables are purely indications of distance to greenspace and do not account for other
factors that influence travel to and use of greenspaces, such as: access to direct walking routes;
presence of heavy truck traffic or other undesirable activities along the way; capacity of
greenspace to accommodate public use (e.g., private lands, environmentally sensitive areas,
etc.).
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Employees per business: Data was provided by municipal partners and a third-party, purchased
database. Where employment data was provided as a range, the middle value of the range
was assigned.
Distance to greenspace (by business): The straight-line distance from each address point to the
nearest greenspace area. Address points were placed near the centre of their respective
parcels. All address points were included in the analysis.
Total employee distance to greenspace (by business) = (Distance to greenspace) x (# of
employees in that business).
Only those businesses that linked by address to the GIS points could be included in any
employee/distance analysis.
Average distance per employee to greenspace (by business park): The sum of the total
employee distance to greenspace values for every business in a particular business park divided
by the total number of employees in that business park.
Median distance of businesses to greenspace (by municipality): The median value of all the
Distance to greenspace values in each municipality.

Table 5: Median distance of businesses to
greenspace (m) (by city)
Municipality
Distance (m)
Brampton
117
Mississauga
291
Toronto
1260

Table 6: Number of Employees in walking
distance to greenspace
Municipality
# of employees
Within 400m
178,000
Within 800m
78,000
Not in walking distance
46,000

Figure 9: Average distance of employees to
greenspace6 (by business park)

6

Only those companies for which employment data was available were included in the calculation.
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Number of employees in walking distance to greenspace: Total employees per business of all
businesses within a 400 metre or 800 metre distance to greenspace.

3.3.3

Trails and paths

Access to paths and trails enhances the potential for using alternative forms of transportation to
reach workplaces, including jogging and cycling. They also provide potential habitat linkages,
as well as amenity value to workers in terms of access to recreation areas before/after work, or
during breaks. In some cases, land set aside for utility use can also fulfill some of these functions.
The presence of greenspace nearby (e.g., within a walkable area) may not necessarily indicate
an immediate amenity or ecological value. These spaces may be subject to fragmentation,
development impacts and poor habitat characteristics. They may also be difficult to reach
directly by foot (e.g., crossing major highways), be located on or through private property, or be
subject to undesirable effects from nearby activity (e.g., heavy truck passage, dust, etc.). As a
result, attention is required to both the overall quantity and availability of greenspace, the
means of access, and the character and nature of how these assets are managed.
Figure 10 shows the location of different types of paths and trails in the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone.
Pathways (trails): Trail information was limited - Brampton was the only municipality to provide
digital GIS trail data. Mississauga trail information was taken from existing PDF documents. Trail
information supplied by Toronto indicated that there were no official trails within the study
boundary. Bicycle routes are not included.

Figure 10: Pathways (trails) in Brampton and Mississauga
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3.4

Targets

The presence of greenspace nearby within a walkable area may not necessarily indicate an
immediate amenity or ecological value. These spaces may be subject to fragmentation,
development impacts and poor habitat characteristics. They may also be difficult to attain
directly by foot (e.g., crossing major highways), be located on or through private property, or be
subject to undesirable effects from nearby activity (e.g., heavy truck passage, dust, etc.). As a
result, attention is required to both the overall quantity and availability of greenspace, the
means of access, and the character and nature of how these assets are managed. The
following targets have been set to meet this interest:
-

-

Implement all TRCA-identified restoration sites by 2015.
Increase the number of private-sector partnerships for natural heritage and open space
stewardship to 25 companies per year over the next three years, increasing by 10 per cent
a year thereafter.
No net loss of natural heritage areas/features.
Increase riparian vegetation to a minimum of 75 per cent through the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone by 2015.
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4.

Lot Development Practices

4.1

Introduction

What is happening at the lot-scale reflects current zoning requirements, as well as private-sector
development approaches. Lot development practices can have a significant impact on
resources, infrastructure, transportation and local ecology. Applying sustainable design
principles to both building and site design is important to supporting better development
practices, such as reduced impervious land cover, increased building coverage and increased
greenspace.
From a sustainability standpoint, efficient lot development should aim to strike a balance
between maximizing development and activity per hectare (e.g., employment density), thereby
reducing sprawl and travel distances, while increasing land use efficiency, with the objective of
protecting ecological features.. Industrial areas also tend to have higher impervious cover than
other regions in a municipality, which ends up increasing the load on stormwater management
infrastructure. This speaks to the need to balance more intensive land use as described in other
sections of the report, while striving to reduce impermeable cover to maintain functional and
attractive open spaces.
This section reviews some elements of good land use planning practices, as they apply to the
lot-level. Although similar to the land use analyses presented above in Section 2, the information
in this section takes a closer look at the actual form and shape of buildings within individual
parcels, as opposed to within the general land uses. This information is useful in understanding if
public and private-sector efforts are bringing about the most effective uses of available lands,
which supports partner municipality planning objectives, as well as the overall interest in efficient
resource use. This section addresses the following lot development practices: green buildings;
building coverage; parking and impervious cover; and vacant or underused lots.

4.2

Possible goals

Green site design
Implement green site design practices (e.g., passive solar orientation, providing pedestrian
access, efficient site use, and reducing development footprint) for parcel layout and
development.
Green buildings
Encourage new development and renovations to existing facilities to meet green building
standards, similar to the Toronto Green Development Standard, or green building rating systems
such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED™), Green Globes™ or BOMA Go
Green™.
Building coverage
Encourage businesses to achieve more within the same lot size. Overtime, parcels should be
used more intensely, which can be reflected through higher building coverage.
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4.3
4.3.1

Available related data
Green buildings

Green building directly supports good lot development practices by making the best use of
available lands to achieve multiple benefits. For instance, green buildings typically take
advantage of a site to provide access to passive solar opportunities or seek out prospects for
resource and infrastructure reductions, all of which can lower building maintenance costs,
create/preserve greenspace, as well as reduce burdens on public infrastructure.
There are several green building standards and rating systems that might be applicable to the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone, such as LEED™7, Green Globes™ or BOMA Go Green™. Identifying
the number of existing green buildings establishes a gauge of green building activity in the study
area that can be used to measure future progress.
There are three known LEED™ certified green buildings within the study area, as shown in Figure
11: Canada Masonry Centre, the Hershey Canada building, and Toronto Pearson’s Fire and
Emergency Services Training Institute. In addition, the Hilton Garden Hotel, which is just beyond
the south-west corner of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, is also LEED™ certified.
Green Buildings Data: Data identifying green buildings was limited. In the future, a survey of
businesses might be required to gather this information, as well as to flag businesses that have
installed a particular green building technology (e.g., solar walls, etc.). In addition, Toronto staff
might be able to provide the names and addresses of businesses that have met their Green
Development Standard. The Canada Green Building Council does publish an inventory of
LEED™ certified buildings, which was used to create Figure 11.

7 LEED™ is an internationally recognized standard developed by the US Green Building Council for
sustainable building construction. It is a points-based system that rates development as certified, silver,
gold or platinum.
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Figure 11: LEED™ certified green buildings

4.3.2

Building coverage

Building coverage (e.g., portion of the lot that is covered by the building) quantifies how
intensively an individual parcel is developed and reflects both current zoning requirements and
different private-sector development approaches.
Building coverage is a useful metric for identifying patterns of high- and low-intensity
development, each of which can present unique opportunities. For example,
areas/owners/sectors with significant building coverage could present an opportunity to
leverage significant roof space which can be used for installation of green technologies such as
solar hot-water systems and photovoltaic electricity generation panels. Conversely, low
coverage in municipal areas may present opportunities for locating green infrastructure to serve
the employment and/or surrounding areas.
Low building coverage could also indicate underused real estate and signal opportunities for
infill, or for adjusting zoning regulations to support higher coverage (if appropriate). Infill
development can generate additional financial benefits for existing landowners through the
22

subdivision and sale of some of their property, or by increasing a single piece of property’s value.
Figure 12 shows building coverage within the study area.
Building coverage (per parcel) = (Building footprint) / (Parcel area)
This provides the characteristic of an individual parcel. Building footprints used in the calculation
were provided by the GTAA and the municipalities. For the purposes of calculating building
coverage, buildings that overlapped two or more parcels were split on the parcel boundary.

Figure 12: Building coverage
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A more detailed analysis is presented in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9, showing lot development
practices per business type, industry sector and zoning, respectively.
Building footprint and building coverage per business type: Building footprint and parcel areas were
derived from GIS data provided by municipalities, GTAA and TRCA. Business type information was derived
from tabular business data. Only those businesses that linked by address between the GIS information and
the business list were used in the analyses.

Table 7: Building footprint and building coverage (by business type)
Business Type8

Mean bldg
footprint (m2)

Median bldg
footprint (m2)

Mean bldg
coverage (%)

Median bldg
coverage (%)

Accommodation/ food services/restaurants
Agriculture/forestry/fishing/hunting
Association
Construction
Contractor
Distributor
Manufacturer
Municipality
Outdoor entertainment
Printing
Repair/service
Retail
Services
Transportation and warehousing
Unknown
Utility
Waste management
Wholesaler

10,900
3,500
2,400
1,900
3,800
7,900
5,600
9,000
3,400
4,300
7,500
4,400
6,900
19,500
19,000
12,900
26,300
5,200

1,900
3,500
1,700
1,100
1,400
3,500
3,200
9,000
3,400
2,400
900
1,600
1,800
5,000
2,100
1,200
3,700
2,800

26%
52%
25%
30%
32%
39%
41%
17%
32%
44%
30%
31%
33%
36%
39%
26%
24%
41%

22%
52%
26%
33%
34%
40%
41%
17%
32%
42%
30%
29%
31%
37%
40%
23%
24%
41%

Table 8: Building footprint and building coverage (by industry sector)
Mean bldg
Median bldg
Mean bldg
Median bldg
Industry Theme
footprint (m2)
footprint (m2)
coverage (%)
coverage (%)
Automotive supply chain
3,900
1,700
36%
37%
Food processing
5,700
4,700
43%
41%
Plastics
6,400
4,100
43%
43%
Transportation and logistics
19,500
5,100
36%
38%
Table 9: Building footprint and building coverage (by zoning)
Mean bldg
Median bldg
Mean bldg
Zoning (simplified)
footprint (m2)
footprint (m2)
coverage (%)
Agricultural
280
80
10
Airport
2,590
40
9
Commercial
1,830
640
25
Development*
120
110
9
8

Median bldg
coverage (%)
3
3
24
7

The business type was assigned based on one or more of the following factors: NAICS code; qualitative business
description; business name.
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Floodplain**
Industrial
Institutional
Open space
Public ownership/utilities
Residential
Unknown
Utility

70
3,390
890
850
920
240
910
510

70
1,680
70
50
20
130
30
130

6
35
9
6
13
25
12
8

6
37
3
0
6
26
6
5

*Mississauga only **Brampton only

4.3.3

Lot ownership

Owners of large amounts of property can potentially have great influence on development in
an area because of their proportionally greater share of land holdings. Table 10 presents the
major property owners in Brampton/Mississauga, as well as the building footprint and building
coverage data for lands that they own.
Major property owners: Brampton and Mississauga provided building footprint and property
ownership information for many of their businesses. Total building footprint owned was
calculated for each business in the data set. The top five total footprint-owned businesses were
designated `major property owners` for the analysis below. Property managers were not
included as property owners. Only buildings/parcels which linked to the ownership table were
included in the analysis.
Table 10: Building footprint and building coverage for major owners
Total building
Mean bldg
Median bldg
Mean bldg
Owner
footprint owned
2)
2)
footprint
(m
footprint
(m
coverage
(%)
(m2)
ORLANDO
1,049,900
7,142
3,932
39
CORP/ORION PROP
GREATER TORONTO
582,100
3,016
33
3
AIRPORTS
BCIMC REALTY
238,000
5,536
4,609
43
THE GREAT WEST
223,700
8,603
6,810
41
LIFE ASSURANCE CO
2725312 CANADA INC
177,800
4,233
3,502
44

4.3.4

Median bldg
coverage (%)
40
3
45
43
45

Parking and impervious cover

Lot development results in the creation of impervious surfaces: surfaces that prevent the flow of
precipitation back into the ground, thus replenishing the groundwater table. Examples include
paved areas (roads and parking lots) and rooftops. Stormwater flowing across impervious
surfaces can pick up contaminants such as engine oil and other pollutants as it makes its way to
storm sewers. It can also be difficult to manage the flow rates, and ultimate discharge rates of
stormwater flowing across impervious surfaces. Good development practices should make
efforts to reduce impervious cover where infiltration is not problematic. Opportunities for
reducing impervious cover include covering roofs with green (vegetated) roofs, using porous
pavers in parking areas or bioswales.
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Where infiltration is not desirable, impervious surfaces provide an opportunity for collecting
stormwater that could be used by industries to displace potable water for non-potable
applications.
Table 11 and Figure 13 illustrate the impervious cover in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. With
regards to parking areas, a conservative estimate using an industry standard – four spots per
1,000 square feet of building space, as per the National Association of Industrial and Office
Properties (NAIOP) - yielded an estimate of 800,000 parking spaces, or 1,310 hectares in the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone9. This is part of, and not in addition to, the estimates for total
impervious cover in Figure 13 and Table 11 below.
Impervious cover refers to the percentage of land area that cannot be penetrated by water
due to development (e.g., roadways, conventional roofs).
Impervious calculations: The TRCA provided tabular impervious values and corresponding land
use classifications. These were manually applied to municipal land use GIS layers to calculate
impervious areas for the three municipalities.
Toronto Pearson impervious areas were digitized and calculated from the Pearson Master
Stormwater Implementation Plan, as by the GTAA.
Because the impervious areas were based on land use values, it was essential that the land use
information was accurate and uniform across the entire study area. Major roads and areas
without a land use classifications, shown in white in Figure 13, were excluded from the
calculation; however, Toronto and Brampton land use data included minor roads, while
Mississauga data did not. In order to make the analysis uniform and include all minor roads,
Mississauga roads were measured, their area was added to the land use data, and they were
assigned a land use value in proportion to the surrounding values. For example, if 60 per cent of
Mississauga was industrial area, then 60 per cent of the roadways were classified as industrial.
This addition allowed better comparison of impervious areas in the three municipalities and was
based on the assumption that TRCA impervious factors included minor roadways. The exclusion
of major highways from these analyses results in slightly lower impervious values than would
otherwise be calculated.

Brampton
Mississauga
Toronto Pearson
Toronto
Total

Table 11: Impervious cover in study area
Total Area* (ha)
Total Impervious Area (ha)
3,156
2,425
4,282
3,333
1,863
1,203
1,603
1,408
10,904
8,369

Impervious %
77%
78%
65%
88%
77%

*based on land use data

9

Initial parking area estimates were calculated based on building footprints, land uses, building types, and parking
requirements as prescribed in all three municipal zoning bylaws. This method yielded an extremely high estimate (nearly
two million parking spots, representing 3,000 hectares) that was not deemed reliable.
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Figure 13: Impervious surface values in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone

4.3.5

Vacant or unused lots

Vacant or unused lots can indicate potential infill/(re-)development opportunities. Infill
opportunities increase employment density which makes better use of existing infrastructure
investments and makes transit a more viable transportation option. Higher-density development
also supports eco-industrial networking opportunities, such as the potential for shared spaces
and logistics, and improved capacity for green infrastructure projects, such as district energy
systems.
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Identification of vacant lots can highlight opportunities for infill development before looking to
develop new greenfield sites. Table 12, derived from air photo analysis, lists examples of parcels
with no buildings or visually discernable usage (vacant/unused lots). The table is not a complete
analysis of the study area; it demonstrates how this type of analysis can be helpful in identifying
parcels that might support infill development.
Vacant lots: Taken to be those on which there is no development, based on a review of air
photos, or there doesn’t appear to be a business currently operating, based on business lists
provided by the municipalities.

Address
241 DERRY RD E
30 TOPFLIGHT DR
22 STAFFORD DR
5400 EXPLORER DR
4980 TAHOE BLVD
1213 EGLINTON AVE E
110 QUEENS PLATE DR
175 NUGGETT CRT

4.4

Table 12: Examples of vacant and unused lots
Parcel area
Land use
Zoning
(m2)
7,210
BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT
DEVELOPMENT
7,300
BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT
E2-28 EMPLOYMENT
18,330
BUSINESS CORRIDOR
M2 INDUSTRIAL
43,660
BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT
E1 EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL COMMERCIAL/
38,550
C3-39 COMMERCIAL/ E2-40
BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT
GENERAL COMMERCIAL/
70,060
C3-1 COMMERCIAL/ E2-19
BUSINESS EMPLOYMENT
18,890
EMPLOYMENT AREAS
CPP PLANNED COMMERCIAL
9,980
INDUSTRIAL
M3A INDUSTRIAL

Targets

There are already three green buildings within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, as well as a fourth
just beyond the area. The focus group participants expressed an interest in increasing green
development practices in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Based on this feedback, and
considering the Toronto Green Development Standard, the following targets have been set:
-

Increase the number of new green buildings in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone by 300 per
cent by 2015.
Ten per cent of the existing building area in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone will be green
retrofitted by 2015.
Twenty per cent of impervious parking area to be converted to feature onsite SWM
controls by 2015.
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5.

Infrastructure I: Transportation

5.1

Introduction

Transportation infrastructure consumes an enormous amount of land for roads, parking,
shipping/receiving, maintenance and related uses. It is also often an issue that draws most
complaints from industrial park businesses, as they depend on an efficient transportation
network to move and receive goods. As such, the safe and efficient movement of goods and
people is a paramount concern in industrial areas, and should be reflected through integrated
land use and transportation planning principles that prioritize efficient (e.g., compact)
development practices that reduce the need for travel, and provide access to a variety of
transportation options.
This section examines some of the larger transportation issues associated specifically with
industrial areas. Access to transportation networks is crucial to competitive industrial activity by
providing opportunities to consider for moving goods by rail to reduce GHGs from truck travel,
and for moving people more efficiently through transit or alternative means. This section draws
attention to some of the high-level transportation considerations for the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone. This information is useful not only in planning efficient industrial areas, but can also help
develop a better understanding of potential eco-opportunities (e.g., shared purchasing blocks
for alternative fuels). This section touches on transportation-related business types; road and rail
networks; and access to transit.
This section can help the Partners in Project Green Steering Committee set the initial direction for
future tracking of transportation-related information, and changes in levels of road, rail and
transit services in the study area.
It should be noted that the largest sector in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone is the transportation
and logistics sector. Additional information regarding that sector may be found in Section 6.

5.2

Possible goals

Congestion
Reduce congestion generally to and from the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, as well as within the
internal activity of the area.
Efficient goods movement
Increase goods movement efficiency while maintaining an equal emphasis on safe travel for
people, including worker vehicle traffic, pedestrians and bicycles.
Reduce road area
Minimize the amount of developable area lost to paved surfaces and road right-of-ways.
Reduce fossil fuel consumption
Reduce fossil fuel consumption and GHG emissions, especially associated with movement of
goods, with regard to both shipping activity, and transportation business operations.
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Increase transportation choice
Increase access to and number of multi-modal choices for moving people (car, carpooling/
car sharing, bus, train, bike, walking) to/from places of employment, and within the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone.

5.3
5.3.1

Available related data
Transportation-related businesses

Transportation and logistics is an important sector to consider in industrial areas, since it has a
major impact on adjacent business activities, site and road design, traffic, GHG emissions and
the safety of other transportation options. This diverse sector underpins all economic activity in
the study area and the GTA as a whole, and includes activity related to infrastructure
investments (roads, rail, etc), freight movement, passenger transportation and business
operations (supply chains).
Figure 14 shows parcels identified that contain one or more businesses related to transportation
and logistics (note: highlighted parcels are not necessarily exclusively used for transportation
and logistics). It provides a general distribution of the sector across the study area.
Transportation and logistics: Includes business types based on NAICS codes, or business
descriptions which were flagged as transportation-related (e.g. fuel suppliers, transportationdependent warehouse/distribution, equipment manufacturing, repair, freight companies, etc.).

Figure 14: Transportation and related businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
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5.3.2

Transportation networks

Industrial businesses rely on trucking and an efficient road network to move goods in and out of
the region – access to transportation networks (road, rail, air and multi-modal facilities) are one
of the critical factors to consider for industrial activity. It is also important to consider safety issues
(both for pedestrians and small vehicles) related to heavy truck traffic.
In addition to moving people and goods, roads can play an important role in stormwater
management, utility servicing, and active employee lifestyles. Figure 15 shows the existing road
network in the study area.
Transportation data: Digital GIS data for roads, railways, and trails were provided by TRCA and all
three municipalities (except for Mississauga trails, which were provided in PDF form). The Toronto
Pearson roads were provided by the GTAA.

Figure 15: Transportation networks
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5.3.3

Access to transit

Distance of businesses to transit stops indicates, on a high level, the relative accessibility in terms
of walking times for the workforce to reach transit services. Best practices in transit and land use
planning suggests that services should ideally be located within a five-minute walk, or
approximately 400 metres10 to make it a realistic option. This directly impacts employee decisions
to use transit. However, a number of factors above and beyond walking times also impact
decisions on using transit, such as levels of service; perceptions of safety; weather; and actual
walking distance may be different than as the crow flies (e.g., due to obstacles, lack of
pedestrian facilities, uninviting public streetscapes, etc.).
This speaks to the need to consider access to transit in tandem with good land use planning
principles discussed in earlier sections (e.g., site design, high employee density, high-quality
landscaping and greenspaces, etc.).
Figure 16 shows parcels that are within walking distance to transit stops. Brampton transit stops
extended into Mississauga and, as a result, some Mississauga parcels are shown; however, these
Mississauga businesses are not included in the calculations mentioned later in this section - only
Toronto and Brampton businesses are included.
Walking distance: This analysis is defined as 400 metres in five-minute and 800 metres in 10
minutes11. Tabular calculations of walking distance (based on “as the crow flies”, not on road
network) use the five-minute (400 metres) measurement.
Transit stops: Provided as point features by Brampton and Toronto.
Transit routes: Were not used in this analysis, but were provided by Mississauga. A review of
transit routes in Mississauga suggested that the coverage of parcels within walking distance of
transit stops would be similar to the other two municipalities.

If community services are to be used regularly using non-motorized forms of transport, they need to be
within a 400-metre radius, or approximately five-minutes walking time. [Atash F. Redesigning suburbia for
walking and transit: Emerging concepts. Journal of Urban Planning and Development.1994;120:48-57.]
11 Atash F. Redesigning suburbia for walking and transit: Emerging concepts. Journal of Urban Planning and
Development.1994;120:48-57
10
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Figure 16: Distance to bus stops for Brampton and Toronto businesses

5.3.4

Commuting practices

The Metrolinx Smart Commute initiative promotes transportation alternatives to single-occupant
vehicle trips, and offers carpooling support services (web-based matching software,
promotional materials, etc.). Smart Commute targets high-density employment areas as they
can provide a sufficient pool of people for implementing services and projects (e.g., carpooling
networks). Identifying those employment clusters and large employers can form the basis to
recruit non-participating companies that meet Metrolinx target criteria (e.g., greater than 400
employees). Also, smaller companies can be encouraged to combine their ridership into new
Smart Commute memberships or to join participating businesses. New carpooling initiatives
(especially for smaller companies) outside the Smart Commute program can also be
considered.
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Error! Reference source not found. shows the location of current Smart Commute members,
along with large businesses that could be potential members. Smart Commute usually targets
businesses having over 400 employees. Error! Reference source not found. identifies clusters of
smaller businesses that together could provide as many employees as a larger business.
Smart Commute members: Smart Commute provided (through TRCA) a list of businesses officially
registered within a local Smart Commute program (http://www.smartcommute.ca/). Only
businesses that had employment information and that successfully linked to the GIS address
points were used in generating Error! Reference source not found..

Figure 17: Current Smart Commute members and neighbouring
businesses

5.4

Targets

Transportation issues permeated every discussion as part of the development of Partners in
Project Green. As such, Partners in Project Green should work with industry associations and
Metrolinx to realize the following targets:
-

Increase by 50 per cent the number of employees participating in Smart Commute
34

-

initiatives by 2015.
Initiate a research organization to develop and share better information on goods
movement.
Reduce GHG emissions from freight to be six per cent below 1990 levels by 2014, 15 per cent
below 1990 levels by 2020.
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6.

Business Typology

6.1

Introduction

This section presents data characterising businesses by type, industry theme, size and building
occupancy. These classifications form the basis for all additional business analyses included in
this document. Business activity analysis also informs considerations for business networking
initiatives, communication and outreach strategies, and program prioritisation within the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone.

6.2

Possible goals

Economic diversity
The Pearson Eco-Business Zone should support a diversity of business types and sizes. Not only
does this lead to more economic resiliency, and support a greater variety of jobs, but it also
increases the likelihood of by-product synergies.
Manufacturing jobs
One likely goal is to maintain and increase manufacturing jobs. Any effort to improve the viability
of manufacturing businesses helps them to retain jobs. Efforts to attract ‘clean’ manufacturing
should increase the number of manufacturing jobs; while assisting the existing sectors to become
the greenest in their class globally can help in retaining and attracting new jobs in those sectors.
Land use planning that protects manufacturing and encourages more intensive, efficient land
use will also help to protect manufacturing jobs.
Eco-business
A key goal for Partners in Project Green will be to increase eco-business activity in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone. This will involve ‘greening’ the practices at existing businesses, as well as
attracting new, eco-friendly businesses.
Strengthen target sectors
Increase the number of companies in those sectors specifically targeted by a Partners in Project
Green program or service (e.g., food processors, which will be targeted for improved efficiency
and waste reutilization).

6.3
6.3.1

Available related data
Business types

Business type refers to the main type of activity undertaken by the business. For example, a food
processor and a plastic product manufacturer would be classified under “manufacturing.”
Categorizing businesses in this way can identify groups that can be targeted for Partners in
Project Green initiatives. For example, businesses classified under manufacturing might become
targets for process energy efficiency initiatives.
A variety of business types within an area maximizes opportunities for inter-business relationships,
including exchanges of services and goods (e.g., finding new clients, suppliers or service
providers, and forming associations). For example, a car-parts manufacturer can benefit from a
local business community that can provide financial services, clients to whom they can sell their
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products and restaurants where their employees can have lunch.
breakdown of businesses types in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

Table 13 details the

Business type: Because information about business type came from many different sources, a
business type was manually assigned to each business, based on the company name and
available information (e.g., a NAICS code). Below is a description of each business type
category:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodation/food services/restaurants: Establishments involved in preparing food or
providing accommodation services, such as hotels, catering and cafes.
Agriculture/forestry/fishing/hunting: Businesses involved in farming, nurseries, logging, fishing,
and hunting.
Association: Associations, not-for-profit organizations, religious groups.
Construction: Activities involving construction materials.
Contracting: Businesses offering services related to construction activities, such as
electricians and plumbers.
Distribution: Businesses involved in one or more steps in the distribution of goods, such as
warehousing, logistics, and wholesaling.
Manufacturing: Businesses involved in fabricating goods.
Municipality: Municipal government.
Outdoor entertainment: Large outdoor operations such as golf courses and race tracks.
Printing: Commercial printing.
Repair/service: Activities involving repair, cleaning and servicing.
Resource extraction: Mining.
Retail: Businesses involved in the sale of merchandise in small quantity to the general public.
Services: Business operations in an office-like setting, such as professional services
(engineering, financial, medical, etc.).
Transportation and warehousing: Movement and storage of goods to be used by another
party.
Utility: Businesses involved in generating or distributing power, communications or water.
Waste management: Businesses involved in collecting, sorting or disposing of waste,
including recycling facilities.
Wholesale: Businesses involved in wholesale activities, usually in larger building spaces than
retail.
Table 13: Business type distribution within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
Business type
# businesses
Accommodation/food services/restaurants
400
Agriculture/forestry/fishing/hunting

5

Association

113

Construction

350

Contractor

207

Distribution

675

Manufacturing

2,905

Municipality

4

Outdoor entertainment

16

Printing

94

Repair/service

974

Resource extraction

2
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Business type

# businesses
1,274

Retail

6.3.2

Services

3,068

Transportation and warehousing

1,029

Utility

26

Waste management

43

Wholesale

1,122

Unknown
TOTAL

192
12,500

Industry themes

A business community can also be represented by industry themes: sectors in which many
businesses focus on common products or services (e.g., plastics, information technology,
environmental technologies, etc.). Information derived from the analysis of industry theme
distributions will be important in developing and implementing Partners in Project Green
programs.
Table 14 summarises business representation in significant industry themes in the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone.
Industry theme: Refers to specific business activity sectors selected as significant in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone through background research and business list analysis. A theme can be
represented by different business types. Business and product description, NAICS and SIC codes
and business names were used to assign industry theme. Below is a description of each industry
theme:
•
•
•

Automotive supply chain: Businesses involved in operations related to motor vehicles, from
parts manufacturing to vehicle sales and metal recycling.
Food processing: Food manufacturers and farms.
Plastics: Businesses selling, producing, disposing plastic products or components. The plastics
category is not mutually exclusive of other industry themes. For example, a plastic motor
vehicle part manufacturer would be identified in both the plastics and automotive supply
chain themes.
Table 14: Industry theme representation within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
Industry Theme
# Businesses
Automotive Supply Chain
1143
Food Processing
146
Hotels
19
Plastics
353

6.3.3

Multi-tenant building occupancy

In theory, multi-tenant buildings are conducive to social networking (neighbour interactions),
reducing space needs by sharing facilities (e.g., meeting rooms, kitchen, etc.), and small-scale
by-product synergies. A high concentration of shared facilities could warrant providing
information to these businesses on ways to increase their resource use efficiency by revisiting
interactions with their neighbours (e.g., sourcing joint recycling services or forming a joint team to
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coordinate a lighting retrofit).
shown in Figure 18.

Parcels with businesses operating in multi-tenant facilities are

Multi-tenant buildings: Addresses for which there is more than one business listed in the project
dataset and linking with the GIS shape file. Parcels can have a number of multi- or single-tenant
buildings.

Figure 18: Parcels with multi-tenant buildings

6.4

Targets

Given the diversity and scale of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone the retention of existing
businesses through green initiatives should be an important focus of Partners in Project Green;
furthermore, the transformation of key sectors into the greenest in their class globally can act as
a tool for not only retaining employers, but also attracting new investment attracted to the eco39

friendly business climate in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
following targets have been set:
-

-

With these issues in mind, the

Develop and implement a Green Business Retention and Attraction Strategy for the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone that takes into account both existing sectors and the cleantechnology sector.
Work with the following key sectors: automotive supply chain, transportation and logistics,
food processing, plastics, and airport related, to transform them into the greenest in their
class globally.
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7.

Economic Activity

7.1

Introduction

Industrial and employment lands are significant contributors to a region’s economic prosperity.
The local direct and indirect impact from businesses’ revenues provides an incentive for all levels
of government to support their growth. Partners in Project Green will be striving to increase
revenues and jobs within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, so it is important to try to understand
the current revenue and job situation.
In addition, an understanding the financial scale and resources of businesses should inform the
planning and delivery of Partners in Project Green initiatives. The size of a business, measured by
its revenues and its number of employees, should be considered in developing and
implementing Partners in Project Green programs, as demonstrated in the following examples:
•

The magnitude and distribution of the workforce in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone can
affect how projects are communicated and delivered. Sometimes, although small
companies may represent the majority of businesses in an area, they may only provide a
relatively smaller percentage of the total workforce, while a few large businesses provide
the majority of the region’s employment.

•

In terms of business size (number of employees per business), large businesses are often
seen as having greater power and potential involvement in environmental initiatives,
even in smaller numbers.

•

Small businesses often have different concerns and decision-making processes, and may
have less access to capital. Partners in Project Green activities will need to consider this.
Small businesses are much less likely to have in-house environmental staff or in-house
energy managers, and may also be less able to spare staff to participate in events,
meetings or interviews. However, this could mean that Partners in Project Green could
offer valuable services to these businesses by acting as a shared environmental
manager.

•

From an eco-industrial perspective, diversity in business sizes is advantageous, as synergy
opportunities could arise between small and large businesses that might not be possible
if all the businesses were large. The diversity also supports economic resiliency, where a
balance is maintained between members who thrive, while others might be addressing
economic challenges.

This section presents information regarding the economic performance of businesses in Pearson
Eco-Business Zone, including revenues and job creation. Where possible, this information is
presented by business type to allow for Partners in Project Green to compare and perhaps
focus on particular groups of businesses.
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7.2

Possible goals

Number of jobs
Increase the overall number jobs provided in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone to enhance the
productivity of the area.
Green jobs
Increase the number of jobs in eco-industries, whose main operations produce goods or provide
services that improve the environmental performance of their customers (e.g., renewable
energy, green technologies, alternative transportation manufacturing, etc.).
Increase the number of jobs in eco-businesses, businesses that adopt green practices in the
design and operation of their facilities (e.g., green building, joint purchasing or logistics, green
fleets, etc.).
Jobs supporting by-product pynergy
By-products (e.g., waste, off-cuts, etc.) often require some sort of aggregation or treatment
before they can be used as feedstocks by another business. Some companies perform this work
by redistributing or transforming waste products into resources useable by other businesses. The
goal is to increase the number of jobs provided by such businesses.
Airport-related employment
The GTAA is a major employer in the region, and provides direct and indirect employment
opportunities within their operations and with associated businesses. The goal is to increase the
amount of airport-related employment.
Business revenue
Increase overall revenue from businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Revenues might be
increased by reducing operating costs, (e.g., from conservation efforts, embracing renewable
energy or by establishing new by-product synergies). Partners in Project Green marketing and
communications efforts will also help indirectly to strengthen business performance by raising
their profile and perhaps facilitating new customers who appreciate that the business is located
in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

7.3
7.3.1

Available related data
Overall employment and job density profile

Table 15 presents the employment profile across the Pearson Eco-Business Zone by municipality.
Estimated number of jobs: Brampton provided actual employment numbers, while Toronto and
Mississauga provided data in ranges. In some cases, a third-party purchased data source was
used to fill gaps; that data provided actual employment numbers. The Toronto breakdown was
used to create a common dataset. When original ranges would not fit completely within any
single Toronto range, they were assigned the Toronto range with the largest overlap (e.g., 20-49
was assigned 20-39, and 50-99 was assigned 70-99). “Estimated number of jobs” for each
business was then defined as the median of its assigned range. The estimated number of jobs
were calculated for each city. Given the level of manipulation required, all estimates have been
rounded to the nearest thousand to reflect the rough nature of the estimate.
Averaged estimated business size = Mean of estimated number of jobs across all businesses in
that city
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Table 15: Employment within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone (by city)
Average Estimated
Estimated #
# Businesses with
Total #
City
Business Size
Jobs
employment data
Businesses
(# jobs/business)
Brampton
116,000
26
4,495
4,665
Mississauga
186,000
30
6,172
6,369
Toronto
53,000
37
1,462
1,466
Total Study Area
355,000
29
12,129
12,500
Figure 19 illustrates the distributions of employment and number of businesses among business
size categories.

90%

Percentage of Total

80%

% of Total # of Businesses

70%
% of Total Workforce

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
0-19

20-39

40-69

70-99

100-299 300-499 500-999 1000+

Business Size (# of Employees)
Figure 19: Distributions business size, based on number of employees
Job density (number of employees per unit area) is an indicator that is often used by economic
development agencies to create economic targets. Greater job density yields more efficient
use of infrastructure, especially public transit and local services. Areas with high job density might
be targeted for programs such as carpooling. It might also be easier to support social
networking in these areas. Figure 20 provides a visual image of employment distribution across
the area.
Geographic distribution of employees: Estimated number of employees was summed by
address.
Parcel data: Businesses with employment data were linked to the GIS parcel information using
address points. Total numbers of employees for each parcel (parcel employment) were
calculated by summing employment data for businesses on each parcel.
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Figure 20: Geographic distribution of employees
Table 16 presents parcel and overall employment densities for each city’s portion of the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone.
Averaged employment per parcel = average of parcel employment data
Employment density = [(sum of parcel employment numbers) / (sum of parcel areas)] for those
businesses with employment and parcel data
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Table 16: Employment density within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone (by city)
Averaged
Employment
No. parcels with No. businesses with
Total no.
City
employment per
density (no.
employment
employment and
businesses
parcel (no. jobs)
jobs/ha)
data
parcel data
Brampton
96
45
788
827
4,665
Mississauga
94
49
1,847
2,317
6,369
Toronto
98
59
546
657
1,466
Total Study Area
95
49
3,181
3,801
12,500

7.3.2

Employment profile by business type

In addition to knowing the number of jobs provided in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, it is also
important to understand which activities, sectors and business types provide employment. This
information can provide direction for Partners in Project Green program development and
implementation.
Business type and industry themes
Table 17 and Table 18 present estimated employment provided by business type and industry
theme, respectively.
Table 17: Employment by business type
Estimated no.
No. businesses with
Total no.
Business type
jobs
employment data
businesses
Accommodation/food services/restaurants
11,865
386
400
Agriculture/forestry/fishing/hunting
220
5
5
Association
2,215
111
113
Construction
9,005
348
350
Contracting
3,225
199
207
Distribution
19,960
669
675
Manufacturing
105,855
2,844
2,905
Municipality
1,060
3
4
Outdoor entertainment
1,580
16
16
Printing
3,420
94
94
Repair/service
15,170
949
974
Resource extraction
65
2
2
Retail
29,945
1,232
1,274
Services
80,560
2,969
3,068
Transportation and warehousing
40,105
983
1,029
Unknown
4,275
167
192
Utility
805
20
26
Waste management
1,385
41
43
Wholesale
25,105
1,091
1,122
Table 18: Employment by industry theme
No. businesses with
Industry theme
Estimated no. jobs
employment data
Automotive Supply Chain
30,100
1,118
Food Processing
10,200
142
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Total no.
businesses
1,143
146

Plastics

13,700

286

353

Airport-related employment
Toronto Pearson is one of the most important economic drivers in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Toronto Pearson supports employment in a number of industries, from airline catering to air
cargo to aircraft maintenance. Table 19 presents airport-related employment provided by
different business types.
Airport-related business: Businesses either located on airport land (Toronto Pearson) or those
related to the airport operations, airplane manufacturing, flight servicing, in-flight catering,
airlines, etc.
Table 19: Airport-related jobs (by business type)
No. businesses
Estimated no.
Business type
with employment
employees
data
Accommodation/food services/restaurants
3,905
23
Association
340
13
Construction
90
7
Contractor
80
6
Distributor
980
39
Manufacturer
6,580
79
Printing
40
4
Repair/service
680
22
Retail
2,035
35
Services
17,270
256
Transportation and warehousing
6210
139
Unknown
40
2
Utility
0
0
Waste management
0
0
Wholesaler
1930
43
Total
40,180
668

7.3.3

Total no.
businesses
23
13
7
6
39
79
4
26
37
269
157
12
2
1
43
718

Employment profile by zoning

Land use designations and related zoning requirements determine what type of business can
operate at a particular site and, to a great extent, how that business is built. These policies can
influence employment densities. Although commercial job densities are often higher than
industrial ones, industrial land uses tend to return greater revenues to local governments and
provide a greater indirect economic impact.
Table 20 presents the estimated total employment, as well as average and median business size
(based on the number of jobs), for each of the high-level zoning designations in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone.
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Table 20: Total employment and average business size per zoning
Averaged estimated
Median estimated
Zoning
Estimated no.
No. businesses with
business size
business size
(simplified)
employees
employment data
(no. jobs/business) (no. jobs/business)
AGRICULTURAL
200
10
10
20
AIRPORT
5,480
65
10
84
COMMERCIAL

Total no.
businesses
21
125

16,280

23

10

701

719

70

23

30

3

3

284,100

32

10

8,875

9,072

INSTITUTIONAL

40

20

20

2

2

OPEN SPACE

990

165

10

6

7

RESIDENTIAL

80

10

10

8

8

48,245

20

10

2,420

2,533

335

34

20

10

10

DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIAL

UNKNOWN
UTILITY

Table 21 presents employment densities, on a legal parcel and a developed hectare basis, for
each of the overall `by zoning` designations in the area.

Zoning
(simplified)
AGRICULTURAL

Table 21: Employment density by zoning
Averaged
Employment
No. businesses with
No. businesses with
employment per
density (no.
employment and
employment data
parcel (no. jobs)
jobs/ha)
parcel data
67
26
3
3

AIRPORT

Total no.
businesses
21

1,096

5

5

11

125

COMMERCIAL

110

51

136

164

719

INDUSTRIAL

93

60

3,012

3,596

9,075

INSTITUTIONAL

20

5

2

2

2

OPEN SPACE

84

4

4

4

7

RESIDENTIAL

14

3

8

10

8

UNKNOWN

128

0

9

9

2,533

UTILITY

40

3

2

2

10

7.3.4

Employment profile by business park

Table 22 presents the distribution of employment per business park, as well as those jobs at
airport-related businesses located within that business park.

Business Parks
Not in a business park
401 @ Steeles Business Park
401 Industrial Corridor
Airport
Airport 407 Business Campus

Table 22: Employment in business parks
Total
Airport-related
No. business with
estimated no.
estimated no.
employment data
employees
employees
555
54,360
2,770

Total no. businesses

7,865

0

483

498

24,225

450

870

911

25,370

25,370

438

443

685

685

4

4

47

2,896

Business Parks

Total
estimated no.
employees

Airport-related
estimated no.
employees
0

No. business with
employment data

Total no. businesses

202

210

Bramalea Business Park I

12,260

Bramalea Business Park II
Brampton Industrial Park Goreway

4,020

0

57

59

2,370

200

53

58

1,125

0

16

16

58

58

Crossroads Business Centre
Delta Park

1,585

30

Gates of Brampton Business Park

1,140

55

28

29

Gateway

27,805

205

740

753

Goreway and Hwy. 7 Business Park

1,300

10

39

40

Gorewood Business Park

690

0

6

6

Humberwest Industrial Park
Midair Court Industrial Park

990

0

4

5

1,215

0

5

5

123,685

10,420

4,728

4,867

Orenda and East Drive

6,495

55

102

106

Orion Gate Business Park

2,440

55

43

45

715

0

5

5

53,420

1,890

1,462

1,465

200

200

1

6

680

0

12

12

1,180

0

3

3

Northeast

Queensgate West
Rexdale Employment Area
Toronto Pearson
West Park Development
Westcreek Business Centre

7.3.5

Business revenues

Table 23 summarizes estimated annual revenues for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Total estimated revenues: Revenue data was available from both municipal and private
sources, and was often provided as a range. Revenue data was available for only 1,541 out of
the 12,500 businesses identified in the study area. Where revenue was provided as a range, the
estimated revenue for that business was assumed to be the mid-point of that range.
Total estimated revenues = (Number of businesses in a given range) X (median of that range)
(Businesses with revenues > $100 Million were assigned a revenue $100 Million)
Table 23: Annual revenues for Partners in Project Green businesses
Total estimated revenues from
No. businesses
Revenue categories
businesses in the category
for which there
($M)
was data
A-Under $1 million
482
964
B-$1-5 million

975

325

C-$5-10 million

990

132

D-$10-25 million

1,295

74

E-$25-50 million

900

24

48

Total estimated revenues from
businesses in the category
($M)

No. businesses
for which there
was data

F-$50-75 million

500

8

G-$75-100 million

87.5

1

H-Over $100 million

1,300

13

Revenue categories

Total

$ 6,529.5

1,541

-

10,959

Unknown

7.4

Targets

With regards to enhancing employment activity in the region, it is often difficult to relate success
back to a particular action by a single municipality or company. Focus group participants
expressed an interest in green jobs and enhancing the overall strength of the employment lands.
Based on this feedback, the following target is proposed:
-

-

Develop and implement a Green Business Retention and Attraction Strategy for the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone that takes into account both existing sectors and the cleantechnology sector.
Work with the following key sectors: automotive supply chain, transportation and logistics,
food processing, plastics and airport related; to transform them into the greenest in their
class globally.
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8.

Environmental Stewardship

8.1

Introduction

In the context of climate change and natural resources depletion, everyone (including business)
needs to minimize their environmental impacts at the global and local scales. Good business
environmental performance is important to enhancing sustainability in the region. ‘Greening’
existing businesses has implications for land use planning and design, as well as infrastructure,
transportation and other considerations of business operations and impacts. For example,
bylaws may need to be amended to allow innovative green site layouts to improve land use
efficiency. As an incentive for greening operations, municipalities and businesses that use less
energy, water and other resources have strong opportunities to reduce costs; businesses that
collaborate can also save costs via shared resources, such as coordinated purchasing, joint
logistics, shared services and amenities (e.g., training, outdoor spaces). This collaboration often
leads to reduced environmental impacts.
It is important to be aware of existing projects, business involvement level, and conditions that
define a region’s position toward environmental stewardship. Bolstering efforts towards reducing
environmental impacts can take a significantly different form depending on whether businesses
are already actively engaged or only barely aware of environmental issues. Leveraging existing
successful green projects to draw on the experience gained and showcase benefits of solutions
used can support the implementation of future projects and foster business participation.
A snapshot of environmental business activity and potential related indicators is presented in this
section, covering participation in green initiatives, ISO certification, availability of alternative
fuels, Smart Commute, and waste/by-product re-use.

8.2

Possible goals

Green jobs
Increase the number of jobs in eco-industries, whose main operations produce goods or provide
services that improve the environmental performance of their customers (e.g., renewable
energy, green technologies, alternative transportation manufacturing, etc.).
Increase the number of jobs in eco-businesses, businesses that adopt green practices in the
design and operation of their facilities (e.g., green building, joint purchasing or logistics, green
fleets, etc.).
Corporate governance
Increase the number of businesses that have entrenched environmental stewardship through
certifications such as ISO 14001.
Greening business
Increase efforts to make sectors located in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone the ‘best in class’
globally for the implementation of green measures that improve environmental performance.
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Eco-businesses
Attract new eco/green industries to the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, such as businesses involved
in producing, installing or selling renewable energy and green technologies.
By-product re-use
Business activity by-products (e.g., waste materials, scraps from production lines, etc.) often
require some sort of aggregation and/or treatment before they can be used as a feedstock by
another business. Some companies, known as scavenger/decomposer businesses, perform this
work by redistributing or transforming waste products into resources useable by other businesses.
The goal is to increase the number of these businesses.

8.3
8.3.1

Available related data
Eco-businesses

Some businesses are already involved in official environmental programs or are implementing
their own projects to reduce environmental impacts. Partners in Project Green will deliver
programs and services designed to increase the number of eco-businesses. For example,
businesses that have participated in the Eco-Efficiency Audit/Implementation Program will be
able to claim that they have implemented green practices.
Figure 21 illustrates the locations of eco-businesses currently identified in the study area.
Eco-businesses in this analysis are defined as businesses that are:
•
•
•

Participating in Smart Commute (Metrolinx) or Green Parking Lot (TRCA) programs;
Identified in the Partners in Project Green Best Practices database
(http://www.partnersinprojectgreen.com); or
Implementing green practices as defined through the April 2008 Knowledge and Attitude
Survey.
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Figure 21: Locations of eco-businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone

8.3.2

ISO certification

Certification from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is a means of
identifying businesses which have achieved a level of standardisation in various aspects of their
operations. The 14000 series focuses on environmental management systems and its rigorous
nature ensures that certified businesses meet high green operational standards. Certification in
other ISO series might also lead to resource efficiency practices (e.g., waste minimization) that
could translate to greener practices.
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Table 24 summarises ISO certifications among businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
ISO-certified business: Businesses with at least one ISO certification, as provided by Scott’s
Directories. This includes the Environmental Management Systems (14000 series) and Quality
Management Systems (9000 series) certifications, and other ISO standards.
Table 24: ISO certifications
ISO certification

8.3.3

No. businesses certified

9000 series

213

14000 series

9

Other

15

Total # Certifications

237

# ISO-Certified Businesses

214

Waste/by-product re-use

Research has shown that businesses in ‘re’-sectors12, such as repair, remanufacture, recycling,
reprocessing, or rental, contribute greatly to the success of individual company recycling or
business-to-business by-product synergies. These businesses act just like scavengers and
decomposers in a natural ecosystem, breaking materials down so that they can be re-used
elsewhere in the food chain. Figure 22 shows locations of ‘scavenger and decomposer’
businesses identified in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Businesses that facilitate by-product utilization: Identification of businesses was based on
business type and description information13. Example keywords were recycling, reprocessing,
retreading, rental (except cars only and space), repair and waste management.
For the purpose of the image presented below, if a property had at least one scavengerdecomposer business, the entire parcel is flagged on the map.

12 Cote, Raymond P., and Theresa Smolenaars. 1997. Supporting Pillars for Industrial Ecosystems. Journal of Cleaner
Production 5 (1-2): 67-74.
13 Based on Supporting Pillars for Industrial Ecosystems, Cote and Smolenaars, 1997
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Figure 22: Parcels with scavenger and decomposer businesses

8.4

Targets

The Toronto Climate Change, Clean Air and Sustainable Energy Action Plan calls for the
’greening’ of 10 per cent of all industrial lands. Partners in Project Green targets can help the
advance green activity in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone to support this goal. Participants at the
feedback workshop indicated there was support for greening overall business activity, which
could be pursued through the following targets:
-

Ten per cent of the existing building area in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone will be green
retrofitted by 2015.
Increase ISO-certified 14000 businesses by 25 per cent by 2015.
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9.

Infrastructure II: Water, Wastewater, Stormwater

9.1

Introduction

Although water represents a relatively low cost for most businesses, increasing pressures on water
supply and projected price increases will motivate better water management. To municipalities,
the provision of water and sanitary sewer infrastructure does represent a significant cost.
Industrial growth is often constrained by local limitations in water and sanitary sewer
infrastructure. In addition, industrial operations are generally responsible for significant volume
and contaminant loads at local wastewater treatment plants. Therefore, it will make sense for
Partners in Project Green to help businesses reduce water consumption, use water wisely,
reduce wastewater, and improve wastewater quality. A well-managed demand minimizes
pressure on the infrastructure and delays future costly expansion projects.
Effective stormwater management preserves the environment and prevents damage to built
structures. Stormwater management infrastructure can take various forms including natural (e.g.,
ponds and wetlands), man-made (e.g., engineered swales, culverts, underground pipes and
reservoirs), passive (e.g., site grading and pervious surfaces) and active (e.g., pumping station
and treatment facilities).
Data associated with water, wastewater and stormwater infrastructure, as well as businesses’
water consumption and wastewater generation is presented in this section.

9.2

Possible goals

Return on investments
Maximize the value from infrastructure investments by supporting green infrastructure projects
that accomplish multiple objectives at once (e.g., streets that support stormwater management
and ecological habitat; utility rights of way that support wastewater treatment and pedestrian
trails).
Water use
Reduce water consumption by right-sizing infrastructure and providing infrastructure options that
reduce water requirements in building and process operations. Support uses, designs and
technologies that rely on non-potable water use, including reclaimed wastewater and
stormwater.
Stormwater management
Manage stormwater naturally and implement source controls.
Wastewater generation
Improve wastewater quality and reduce wastewater quantity.
Energy use and GHGs
Reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions from efforts needed to heat, treat and move
water and wastewater.
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9.3
9.3.1

Available related data
Infrastructure

Figure 23 shows the location of wastewater and potable water lines and related facilities in
Brampton and Mississauga.
Water and wastewater servicing infrastructure: Given the size of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone,
maps are drawn at a scale of about 1:83,000. This is quite a small scale to show regional details
such as local sewer lines which can appear very ‘busy’. The regional data provided the best
overview of the main sewer and water lines; hence the information provided by the Region of
Peel was used in figures and analysis. This was supplemented with GTAA data on the airport
lands, which is slightly more detailed.

Figure 23: Water and wastewater servicing infrastructure14
14

Includes GTAA district energy lines. Data for Toronto was not available.
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Figure 24 illustrates the location of some stormwater management features in the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone, including existing ponds and pond retrofit opportunities as identified in the GTAA
Living City Project (2006)15.
Stormwater management infrastructure: Existing stormwater management (SWM) ponds and
SWM retrofit opportunities were identified in the GTAA Living City Project Stormwater
Management section (2006). These locations were received digitally from the GTAA.

Figure 24: Stormwater facilities and retrofit opportunities

15

GTAA Living City Project – Etobicoke Creek: Stormwater Management, Map #3, TRCA, 2006
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9.3.2

Water consumption

Water consumption in business operations vary from basic kitchen/washroom usage to large
water-intensive processes. Knowing where and how water is used can highlight opportunities for
efficiencies which can reduce environmental impacts by lowering demand on treatment and
distribution infrastructure. Reduced water usage can also have significant positive financial
impacts in large business operations or within an industrial area (e.g., reduced potable water
consumption fees). The total water consumed annually by businesses with matching water
consumption data in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone is summarized in 25.
Water consumption: Data was provided by the Region of Peel, the City of Toronto and the
GTAA. Data records were matched to the project business list by business name and address.
Only water consumption data that could be matched to businesses in the project list were
included in this analysis. Many consumption records could not be matched to businesses for
reasons described below:
•
•

•

•

Spelling discrepancies in business names between water records and the project list were
adjusted manually as feasible, although some unmatched records remained due to the
large size of the data sets and the project scope.
Since water billing usually goes to the building owner, it was not always possible to assign a
water record to a business from the project list. When the business names did not match
between water records and the business list for a particular address, in Peel the water record
was assigned to the business at that address, while in Toronto (due to a later analysis) only
water records with number (e.g., 1004801 ONTARIO INC.) or investment/realtor (e.g., SUMMIT
REIT) were assigned to the business at that address.
When only one water record was available for a multi-tenant facility, it was not assigned to
any one business or split. When multiple water records were provided for one address, they
were summed as the total water consumption for that address/business. Peel’s and Toronto’s
2006 data was used for the calculations. GTAA data (2007) was used when no Peel/Toronto
record existed for a business/address.
Graphically, if there are many businesses on one address (e.g., different suites at the same
address), their data is summed. If two businesses share a parcel, but have separate street
addresses, their information is showed separately.
Table 25: Annual water consumption for businesses with matching water data (by city)
No. businesses
Total water
Average water
Median water
Total no.
City
with matching
consumption (m3)
consumption (m3)
consumption (m3)
businesses
water data
Brampton
5,338,850
10,963
1,660
487
4,665
Mississauga
83,681,836
66,256
1,150
1,263
6,369
Toronto
19,542,000
51,836
891
377
1,466
Total Study
108,562,686
51,040
1,200
2,127
12,500
Area
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Figure 25 shows the geographic distribution of water consumption for the matching data set.

Figure 25: Annual water consumption for businesses with matching water
data (by address)
Table 26, Table 27, and Table 28 present water consumption profiles for businesses with matching
data records categorized by business type, industry theme and business park, respectively.
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Table 26: Annual water consumption for businesses with matching water data
No.
Total water
Average water
Median water
businesses
Total no.
Business type
consumption
consumption
consumption
with
matching
businesses
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
water data
Accommodation/food
779,738
16,245
9,290
48
400
i
/
11,273
5,637
5,637
2
5
Agriculture/forestry/fishing/hunting
21,451
2,145
2,100
10
113
Association
87,896
1,293
471
68
350
Construction
7,430
1,238
545
6
207
Contractor
315,329
2,426
1,090
130
675
Distributor
26,298,747
32,588
1,740
807
2,905
Manufacturer
1,962
--1
4
Municipality
1,259,855
--1
16
Outdoor entertainment
74,030
6,730
2,800
11
94
Printing
384,007
4,129
460
93
974
Repair/service
---0
2
Resource extraction
1,095,101
8,903
1,359
123
1,274
Retail
1,357,529
6,088
1,130
223
3,069
Services
35,889,366
186,924
1,747
192
1,029
Transportation and warehousing
19,888,310
116,306
540
171
192
Unknown
20,230,689
1,839,154
2,503
11
26
Utility
146,591
9,773
1,150
15
43
Waste management
713,382
3,318
680
215
1,122
Wholesaler
Table 27: Annual water consumption for businesses (by industry theme)
No.
Total water
Average water
Median water
businesses
Total no.
Industry theme
consumption
consumption
consumption
with
matching
businesses
(m3)
(m3)
(m3)
water data
1,804,638
7,161
930
252
1,143
Automotive Supply Chain
6,797,367
115,210
7,270
59
146
Food Processing
898,285
7,744
2,405
117
343
Plastics
Table 28: Annual water consumption (by business park)
Business park
Not in a business park
401 @ Steeles Business Park
401 Industrial Corridor
Airport
Airport 407 Business Campus
Bramalea Business Park I
Bramalea Business Park II
Brampton Industrial Park
Goreway

Total water
consumption
(m3)

Average water
consumption
(m3)

Median water
consumption
(m3)

74,545,202

1,146,849

1,700

No.
businesses
with matching
water data
66

287,990

4,363

1,015

66

498

1,588,400

9,569

1,175

167

911

218,550

5,751

2,790

38

443

--

--

--

0

4

1,151,290

16,215

1,690

71

210

30,950

3,869

4,560

8

59

70,990

7,099

4,365

10

58
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Total no.
businesses
2,896

Crossroads Business Centre
Delta Park
Gates of Brampton Business Park
Gateway
Goreway and Hwy. 7 Business
Park
Gorewood Business Park
Humberwest Industrial Park
Midair Court Industrial Park
Northeast
Orenda and East Drive
Orion Gate Business Park
Queensgate West
Rexdale Employment Area
Toronto Pearson
West Park Development
Westcreek Business Centre

9.3.3

14,780

0

0

1

16

15,470

1,031

740

16

58

17,700

1,609

780

11

29

784,200

3,424

1,000

232

753

186,750

10,985

2,460

17

40

46,800

15,600

16,100

3

6

34,170

0

0

1

5

37,670

7,534

8,110

5

5

8,285,234

8,429

1,110

993

4,867

949,830

23,746

4,795

40

106

34,990

2,333

1,960

15

45

4,320

0

0

1

5

19,542,000

51,836

891

378

1,465

--

--

--

0

6

9,910

3,303

3,500

3

12

705,490

352,745

352,745

2

3

Wastewater generation and re-use

Understanding the sources and quantities of wastewater generation can highlight areas/sectors
that can be targeted for to reduce generation. It can also be used to identify opportunities for
wastewater reuse. Data related to these concepts are discussed below.
Wastewater generation
The Region of Peel bills businesses in Brampton and Mississauga for wastewater treatment
assuming that wastewater generation is equal to the amount of potable water consumed.
Businesses can appeal the Sewer Use Bylaw to request reduced service charges after providing
evidence that their wastewater generation is less than their water consumption (e.g., food
processors using water as an ingredient for their end products). Figure 26 shows the geographic
distribution of wastewater generation for the matching data set.
Wastewater generation: The Region of Peel bills businesses in Brampton and Mississauga for
wastewater treatment assuming that wastewater generation is equal to the amount of potable
water consumed. Businesses can appeal the sewer-use bylaw to request reduced service
charges after providing evidence that their wastewater generation is less than their water
consumption (e.g., food processors using water as an ingredient for their end products).
Wastewater data (mostly default values as water consumption, plus adjusted numbers for
companies that successfully appealed the sewer-use bylaw) was provided by the Region of Peel
in the same package as the water consumption data. Wastewater generation data provided
below for Brampton and Mississauga therefore represents only those businesses that matched
businesses in the project list. Wastewater generation from GTAA facilities was assumed equal to
potable water consumption. No wastewater data was provided by Toronto Water.
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Figure 26: Approximate wastewater generation in Brampton and Mississauga
Wastewater re-use
Water is often an underutilized resource. Increasingly, its value is being recognized as
technologies and related policies enter main-stream options. Wastewater cascading is a way to
re-use effluent from one business into another business’ operations, thereby reducing the needs
for municipality-treated potable water.
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Ecological wastewater treatment processes use no chemicals and are well suited for distributed
treatment facilities requiring primarily BOD (biochemical oxygen demand) breakdown (e.g., no
heavy metals, solvents). For that reason, businesses in sectors with BOD as the main effluent
pollutant are potential participants in wastewater cascading. On the receiving side of the reuse
process, a wide array of sectors can make use of non-potable water in their operations, the
main exception being food-related industries. Figure 27 shows businesses with wastewater likely
amenable for wastewater cascading.
Eco-treatable wastewater is generated by businesses from sectors having BOD as their main
contaminant. Those sectors were identified from research and the corresponding businesses
were flagged.
Figure 27 used wastewater generation data as previously defined. Businesses for which no
wastewater generation data was available but in sectors identified for eco-treatable
wastewater are shown on the map as a blue dot (no generation intensity information).

Figure 27: Businesses with potentially ‘eco-treatable’ wastewater
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9.4

Targets

The focus group participants expressed an interest in water conservation and efficiency. Based
on this feedback, the following targets from the Region of Peel and City of Toronto have been
adopted for Partners in Project Green:
-

Region of Peel (Official Plan): reduce per capita water consumption by 10 -15 per cent by
2025.
City of Toronto (Water Efficiency Plan) target reductions by 2011:
• Peak day 275 ML/d (~13%)
• Avg. annual day 150 ML/d (~11%)
• Wastewater Flows 86ML/d (~9%)
• Irrigation (ICI only) 7ML/d (~12%)
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10. Infrastructure III: Energy
10.1 Introduction
Energy supply, energy generation environmental impacts (GHG emissions and air quality), and
escalating energy costs are of paramount concern to businesses and municipalities.
Developing options for reducing energy use and enhancing the availability and quantity of
renewable energy underpins all aspects of land use and business planning.
All businesses consume energy (e.g., for heating, lighting, domestic hot water) in operating their
buildings/offices. Depending on the nature of the business, energy can also be consumed by
process equipment (e.g., cooling tower, assembly line, industrial ovens, etc.). This ‘process
energy’ consumption can often be much greater than the ‘building energy’ consumption. Due
to the unavailability of process energy consumption or benchmarking data, this analysis focuses
mainly on building energy consumption (the exception being analysis using actual data
provided by Enbridge).
Beyond the scope of this project, analysis of process energy
consumption is nonetheless very important in energy-related planning and decision-making.
Understanding current energy consumption patterns (including type, how much, where, and by
whom energy is being used) will be crucial in making energy-related decisions in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone such as developing conservation strategies. This information can also
highlight areas of high consumption that could be considered for district energy feasibility
analysis, or sectors that could benefit the most from equipment/technology retrofits. Insufficient
data was available to establish an energy baseline for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. However,
as part of Partners in Project Green implementation, completing a reliable baseline of energy
consumption will allow future evaluation of the impacts of projects. Measuring success can
validate good projects, allow adjustments, and serve as a tool in communication with
stakeholders such as businesses and funding organisations.
This section provides an overview of building energy consumption and associated costs incurred
by businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone. Both can be used to prioritise where and how
resources are used in Partners in Project Green initiatives.
This section presents estimated business energy consumption data, associated costs and
resulting GHG emissions, as well as a summary of businesses with expertise in energy projects.
This type of information can be used to inform energy efficiency and renewable energy projects
planning and delivery.

10.2 Possible goals
Fossil fuel consumption
Reduce fossil fuel consumption (e.g., natural gas, diesel, etc.). Keep up with best municipal
practices from across Canada and continue implementing action plans and initiatives to
reduce local reliance on fossil fuels.
Renewable energy
Increase the amount of renewable energy generated and purchased. Support increased use of
renewable energy through planning activities and the adoption of renewable energy
technologies in business operations.
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Energy needs
Cut total energy needs via strategies to improve energy efficiency and conservation in all areas
of activity.
Greenhouse gas emissions
Reduce GHG emissions generated by businesses in Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

10.3 Available related data
10.3.1 Energy consumption and costs
Estimated energy consumption
Actual energy consumption information for analysis was extremely limited, mainly because
energy utilities are bound to customer data privacy requirements. Currently, information on
energy consumption for individual customers can only be shared with a third party given the
expressed consent from each customer, even if data was to be presented in aggregate format,
avoiding the potential identification on any single business.
In this absence of actual consumption data, energy consumption estimates were generated
and used for analysis in this section. These estimates were based on energy intensity factors for
commercial sectors as published by Natural Resources Canada (NRCan). Although NRCan also
publishes intensity factors for industrial sectors, they refer to sectors as a whole (nationally) based
on gross domestic product and could therefore not be applied to specific businesses in the
study area. Therefore, commercial intensity factors were used to estimate the electricity, natural
gas and total energy consumed for comfort in buildings (industrial and others) and excludes
energy consumed in industrial processes within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Table 29 presents the estimated electricity, natural gas and total energy used in the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone estimated energy consumption data set.
Estimated energy consumption data set: Energy estimates were based on commercial energy
intensity factors (energy consumed per unit of floor space) for electricity, natural gas and total
energy consumption in Ontario provided on NRCan’s website.
Yearly factors for 2001 to 2005 were averaged for each relevant sector. Business types within the
project business list were matched to the most relevant NRCan sector. Energy estimate values
for each business were obtained by multiplying its building footprint by the appropriate sector
intensity factors. Thus, energy estimates could only be calculated for businesses for which
building footprint data and business type classification was available.
As floor space was assumed to equal building footprint data, consumption for multi-storey
buildings is underestimated.
Since estimates for all businesses are based on factors for commercial activities, energy
consumed by industrial processes is not included in these analyses.
“Total energy” estimates refer to consumption of electricity, natural gas and other energy
sources (e.g., coal, wind, etc.).
In graphical analysis, address points represent summed energy estimate data for all businesses
with energy data at that location.
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City
Brampton
Mississauga
Toronto
Total

Table 29: Estimated annual building energy consumption
Total electricity
Total natural gas
Total energy
No. businesses in
consumption (MWh) consumption (GJ) consumption (GJ)
data set
1,333,000
6,573,000
12,440,000
3,143
3,865,000
18,741,000
35,838,000
5,786
602,000
2,918,000
5,573,000
1,445
5,800,000 MWh
1,333,000 GJ
6,573,000 GJ
10,374

Total no.
businesses
4,665
6,369
1,466
12,500

Figure 28 provides a graphical representation of natural gas consumed for building-related uses.

Figure 28: Estimated natural gas consumption for building related uses
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Enbridge provided data on total natural gas consumed in the area by consumption range and
by postal code for 2005, 2006 and 2007. The data format and level of detail did not allow for
sector-by-sector comparison. The Enbridge figures (2005) are compared to the estimates
calculated using the NRCan factors in Table 30. However, the area covered by each dataset is
not the same since the boundary of the Pearson Eco-Business Zone bisects postal code areas, as
shown on Figure 29. Discussion on caveats of this comparison is presented in Appendix D.
Table 30: Actual and estimated natural gas consumption per postal code area
Natural gas (GJ/year)
No. of businesses
Postal
code
L4T
L4V*
L4W
L4Z
L5P*
L5S
L5T*
L6S
L6T
L6W
M9C
M9W
Total

1,575,000
2,700,000
8,500,000
1,700,000
200,000
-8,700,000
1,700,000
9,400,000
4,200,000
200,000
7,600,000

Project Green
(NRCan)
529,000
2,109,000
3,441,000
1,023,000
1,662,000
1,921,000
5,178,000
857,000
4,673,000
1,043,000
29,000
2,889,000

%
difference
-66%
-22%
-60%
-40%
731%
--40%
-50%
-50%
-75%
-86%
-62%

46,475,000

25,354,000**

-45%

Enbridge

Enbridge

Project Green

360
378
1,840
327
17
0
1,572
561
2,298
1,149
14
1,441

215
461
2,256
319
67
833
1,610
283
1,912
948
10
1,435

% difference in
business count
-40%
22%
23%
-2%
294%
-2%
-50%
-17%
-17%
-29%
0%

9,957

10,349**

4%

* Postal code area is completely included in study area, not straddling boundary.
** Postal codes for some businesses could not be identified, hence this total is lower than the previously-reported natural
gas consumption estimate for the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

Figure 29: Postal code areas in relation to the Pearson Eco-Business Zone boundary
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Table 31, Table 32 and Table 33 present the estimated total energy consumption data
(excluding industrial process energy) categorised by business type, industry theme and business
park, respectively.
Table 31: Estimated annual energy consumption for businesses in the estimated energy
consumption data set
Total energy
Average total
Median total
No.
Total no.
Business type
consumption
energy
energy
businesses in
businesses
(GJ)
consumption (GJ)
consumption (GJ)
data set
Accommodation/food
10,000
1,000
259
400
2,505,000
services/restaurants
Agriculture/forestry
3,000
1,000
5
5
14,000
/fishing/hunting
246,000
3,000
1,000
94
113
Association
628,000
2,000
1,000
305
350
Construction
330,000
2,000
1,000
158
207
Contractor
4,782,000
7,000
3,000
646
675
Distribution
13,757,000
5,000
2,000
2,739
2,905
Manufacturing
15,000
--2
4
Municipality
37,000
3,000
1,000
11
16
Outdoor entertainment
232,000
3,000
1,000
80
94
Printing
3,143,000
4,000
1,000
863
974
Repair/service
4,000
--2
2
Resource extraction
3,136,000
3,000
1,000
927
1,274
Retail
6,108,000
3,000
1,000
2,208
3,069
Services
Transportation and
12,000
3,000
955
1,029
11,867,000
warehousing
365,000
17,000
2,000
22
26
Utility
876,000
22,000
2,000
40
43
Waste management
5,807,000
5,000
2,000
1,058
1,122
Wholesale
Table 32: Estimated annual energy consumption (by industry theme)
Total energy
Average total
Median total
No. businesses
Industry theme
consumption
energy
energy
in data set
(GJ)
consumption (GJ)
consumption (GJ)
Automotive supply chain
3,699,000
3,000
1,000
1,073
865,000
6,000
3,000
137
Food processing
2,502,000
7,000
3,000
335
Plastics
Table 33: Estimated annual energy consumption (by business park)
Total energy
Average total
Median total
No.
Business park
consumption
energy
energy
businesses in
(GJ)
consumption (GJ)
consumption (GJ)
data set
3,228,000
3,000
0
1,135
Not in a business park
401 @ Steeles Business
2,000
1,000
495
771,000
Park
2,699,000
3,000
1,000
892
401 Industrial Corridor
685,000
2,000
1,000
435
Airport
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Total no.
businesses
1,143
146
343

Total no.
businesses
2,896
498
911
443

Airport 407 Business
Campus
Bramalea Business Park I
Bramalea Business Park II
Brampton Industrial Park
Goreway
Crossroads Business Centre
Delta Park
Gates of Brampton Business
Park
Gateway
Goreway and Hwy. 7
Business Park
Gorewood Business Park
Humberwest Industrial Park
Midair Court Industrial Park
Northeast
Orenda and East Drive
Orion Gate Business Park
Queensgate West
Rexdale Employment Area
Toronto Pearson
West Park Development
Westcreek Business Centre

186,000

47,000

42,000

4

4

1,880,000
819,000

9,000
16,000

5,000
5,000

208
52

210
59

462,000

8,000

1,000

58

58

204,000
163,000

15,000
3,000

6,000
2,000

14
57

16
58

162,000

6,000

4,000

29

29

4,760,000

7,000

3,000

683

753

355,000

9,000

4,000

38

40

186,000
46,000
77,000
28,512,000
679,000
312,000
34,000
5,573,000
1,824,000
113,000
121,000

31,000
0
15,000
6,000
7,000
8,000
7,000
4,000
456,000
9,000
40,000

21,000
0
15,000
2,000
4,000
4,000
5,000
1,000
378,000
7,000
11,000

6
1
5
4,658
98
37
5
1,445
4
12
3

6
5
5
4,867
106
45
5
1,465
6
12
3

Estimated energy costs
The energy consumption in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone represents a considerable expense in
business operations. The estimated costs of electricity and natural gas for businesses in the
estimated energy consumption data set are presented in Table 34.
Energy cost estimates: The electricity unit price used in cost calculations is the average of
provincial Monthly Average Weighted Prices for 2007 and 2008, available on the Independent
Electricity System Operator (IESO)’s website.
Electricity costs = (total estimated electricity consumption) x ($0.05/kWh)
The natural gas unit price used in cost calculations is based summing the different charges
included in Union Gas’s Rate M2 – Commercial / Industrial Sales.
Natural gas costs = (total estimated natural gas consumption) x ($0.37/m3)
Table 34: Estimated annual building energy costs for businesses
Energy costs
No. businesses in
Total no.
Energy source
($/year)
data set
businesses
$290,000,000
10,374
12,500
Electricity
$273,000,000
10,374
12,500
Natural gas
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10.3.2 GHG emissions
The estimate of GHG emissions (excluding those from electricity generation) produced by
businesses in the estimated energy consumption data set is presented in Table 35.
Greenhouse gas emissions were estimated using business and energy consumption estimates in
the Section 10.3.1Energy consumption and costs dataset and NRCan GHG intensity factors
(tonnes of GHG emissions per GJ of energy used). Yearly GHG factors for 2001 to 2005 were
averaged for each sector. NRCan provides factors specifically for natural gas-related emissions,
as well as factors covering emissions from all fuel sources (except electricity, which depends on
generation processes).
NRCan calculates GHG emissions in tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (t CO2 e). This method
converts emissions of non-CO2 GHGs (e.g., methane, nitrous oxide) to allow emissions from all
sources to be totalled as if they were all CO2 (the most abundant greenhouse gas). The
conversion is based on the global warming potential the specific gas has in relation to carbon
dioxide. This is a widely-used method for reporting GHG emissions.

City
Brampton
Mississauga
Toronto
Total

Table 35: Estimated annual GHG emissions (by city)
Total GHG emissions from
Total GHG emissions from
No.
natural gas consumption
all sources, except
businesses in
(t CO2 e)
electricity (t CO2 e.)
data set
212,000
402,000
3,143
605,000
1,155,000
5,786
94,000
179,000
1,445
911,000
1,736,000
10,374

Total no.
businesses
4,665
6,369
1,466
12,500

Estimated GHG emissions by business type, industry theme and business park, are presented in
Table 36, Table 37 and Table 38, respectively.
Table 36: Estimated annual GHG emissions (by business type)
Total GHG
Average GHG
Median GHG
No.
Business type
emissions
emissions (t
emissions (t
businesses
(t CO2 e)
CO2 e)
CO2 e)
in data set
Accommodation/food
300
40
259
79,000
services/restaurants
< 1,000
90
40
5
Agriculture/forestry/fishing/hunting
8,000
80
20
94
Association
21,000
70
30
305
Construction
10,000
70
30
158
Contractor
142,000
220
80
646
Distribution
467,000
170
70
2,739
Manufacturing
<
1,000
230
230
2
Municipality
1,000
110
50
11
Outdoor entertainment
7,000
90
30
80
Printing
Repair/service
99,000
110
30
863
< 1,000
60
60
2
Resource extraction
93,000
100
30
927
Retail
188,000
90
20
2,208
Services
403,000
420
90
955
Transportation and warehousing
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Total no.
businesses
400
5
113
350
207
675
2,905
4
16
94
974
2
1,274
3,069
1,029

11,000
30,000
174,000

Utility
Waste management
Wholesaling

Industry theme

520
740
160

60
60
70

22
40
1,058

Table 37: Estimated GHG emissions (by industry theme)
Total GHG
Average GHG
Median GHG
No. businesses
emissions
emissions (t
emissions (t
in data set
(t CO2 e)
CO2 e)
CO2 e)

26
43
1,122

Total no.
businesses

Automotive supply chain

119,000

110

40

1,073

1,143

Food processing

29,000

210

110

137

146

Plastics

84,000

250

100

335

343

Table 38: Estimated annual GHG emissions (by industrial park)
Total GHG
Average GHG Median GHG
No.
Business park
emissions
emissions (t
emissions (t businesses in
(t CO2 e)
CO2 e)
CO2 e)
data set
Not in a business park
104,000
90
10
1,135
401 @ Steeles Business Park
25,000
50
20
495
401 Industrial Corridor
87,000
100
20
892
Airport
21,000
50
20
435
Airport 407 Business Campus
6,000
1,570
1,410
4
Bramalea Business Park I
60,000
290
160
208
Bramalea Business Park II
27,000
520
160
52
Brampton Industrial Park Goreway
15,000
260
40
58
Crossroads Business Centre
6,000
460
180
14
Delta Park
5,000
90
50
57
Gates of Brampton Business Park
5,000
180
130
29
Gateway
151,000
220
80
683
Goreway and 7 Business Park
11,000
290
130
38
Gorewood Business Park
6,000
1,060
700
6
Humberwest Industrial Park
2,000
0
0
1
Midair Court Industrial Park
3,000
510
460
5
Northeast
923,000
200
50
4,658
Orenda and East Drive
23,000
230
130
98
Orion Gate Business Park
10,000
270
130
37
Queensgate West
1,000
220
160
5
Rexdale Employment Area
179,000
120
50
1,445
Toronto Pearson
58,000
14,470
12,260
4
West Park Development
4,000
310
200
12
Westcreek Business Centre
4,000
1,220
380
3

Total no.
businesses
2,896
498
911
443
4
210
59
58
16
58
29
753
40
6
5
5
4,867
106
45
5
1,465
6
12
3

10.3.3 Energy-related business
While planning for energy retrofits, energy-efficiency programs and renewable energy projects
within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone, it is important to be aware of resources existing in the local
business community. Energy-related knowledge, technology and expertise could be leveraged
for better efficiency and participation.
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Table 39 presents the distribution of identified energy-related businesses among business types,
while Figure 30 shows their location.
Energy-related businesses are energy utilities (including district energy facilities) and businesses
involved with natural gas, electricity, other energy sources for heat or power, refrigeration, and
heating technologies or services. They were identified in the project business list using business
description and business name information. This should not be considered an exhaustive listing,
as more in-depth research and communication with stakeholders could identify additional
businesses.
Table 39: Energy related businesses

Business type

No. businesses

Manufacturer
Wholesaler
Construction
Retail
Utility
Distributor
Repair/service
Contractor
Services
Association
Unknown
Transportation and warehousing

29
20
15
14
14
8
8
7
7
3
3
2
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Figure 30: Energy related businesses

10.3.4 Alternative fuels
One way to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is to use alternative vehicle fuels. These include
propane, biodiesel, ethanol, natural gas and hydrogen. Convenient access to retail fuelling
locations is one factor influencing the use of these products.
Error! Reference source not found. shows retail locations where alternative fuels are available.
Alternative fuel station: Retail fuel stations offering alternative fuels. Stations were located using
E3 Fleet’s Green Fuel Map (http://www.e3fleet.com/mc/page.do?sitePageId=38617).
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Figure 31: Alternative fuel stations

10.4 Targets
One of the key challenges in setting energy targets is that the current baseline is not accurate.
For these targets to be meaningful, Partners in Project Green will have to work with its partners to
develop a more accurate understanding of energy consumption.
- Develop an accurate baseline for business energy consumption in the region (energy types
and uses).
- Reduce energy consumption for building-related activities by 20 per cent by 2015.
- Ten per cent of all energy generating capacity to come from renewable energy by 2015.
- Reduce GHG emissions by six per cent below 1990 levels by 2014 and 15 per cent below
1990 levels by 2020.
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1.

Introduction

Data was provided for this report by a variety of sources. This appendix provides an overview of
sources and discusses the data in terms of limitations and issues that arose during analysis. For
discussion purposes, the data is divided into three main categories: GIS, Business and Energy. This
document is intended to supplement the discussion in Appendix A and to provide a more indepth explanation of data limitations.

2.

Map of Data Sources

A number of sources provided information related to the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Figure 1 shows how the data sets were assembled and integrated for spatial and tabular analysis.

Table 1 lists the different data sources along with the datasets they provided.

Figure 1: Map of data sources1

1 A “Unique ID” was assigned to each individual business at a distinct location (e.g. two facilities of a same business at two
addresses would get two different Unique ID’s.

Data Sources
2

GTAA
TRCA
Peel Region
Mississauga
Brampton
Toronto
Scotts Directories
CB Richard Ellis
Enbridge

Includes business names and addresses, along with varied economic data.

Wastewater

Water Use

Nat Gas Use

Electricity Use

Other GIS Layers

Spatial Address Info

Ownership

Business Lists 2

Table 1: Matrix of data providers and datasets
Data Provided

3.
3.1

Data Issues & Limitations
Geographic information system data

This section summarizes challenges and common issues with the received Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) data. It indicates general data manipulations, revisions, or exclusions that were
made during the course of analyses.

Data provisions and challenges
Data gaps

Data overlaps

Data
standardization

• Data was provided for some areas and not others. For example, bus routes
were provided for Brampton and Mississauga, but not for Toronto. While bus
stops were provided for Brampton and Toronto but not for Mississauga.
• Some individual datasets were incomplete. For example, Mississauga land
use had gaps in the south-west area, and Brampton zoning had some blank
parcels with comments indicating that the person assigning zoning could
not decide how to assign area.
• The provided parcel data was selected differently by each data provider.
It may have been clipped, selected by overlap, or selected by being
contained in comparison to the study area. This resulted in different extents
for each data set. For example, Mississauga parcels overlapping the study
area were included while Brampton parcels overlapping the study area
were excluded.
• Land use was provided digitally by Mississauga and did not include any
roads. Land use was digitized from PDF sources for Toronto and Brampton
and included minor roads.
• When GIS data was not provided, new layers were digitized from PDF
information. The scale and accuracy of this information may not be as high
as supplied digital GIS data.
• Data from different sources overlapped. For example, building footprints
overlapped between municipalities. Layers were cropped to the extent of
the municipal boundaries. Where Toronto Pearson (GTAA) buildings
overlapped municipal buildings, the Pearson buildings prevailed.
• For land use and zoning measurements, data overlapping the study area
was clipped to the study boundary and supplemented with TRCA data if
necessary.
• CAD data needed to be examined, converted, and separated in order to
get accurate calculations.
• In some cases, received data was spatially coincident. For example, in
Brampton, if there were many addresses in a single building, they would
appear as address points exactly on top of each other. In this case, points
were dispersed randomly within the parcel.
• There were overlaps or slivers between parcels or along roadways. The
data was not ‘cleaned’ in any way.
• In some cases building footprint overlapped parcel boundaries making
automated linkage between parcels and buildings difficult.
• All data was converted into shapefile or geodatabase featureclass.
• Addresses were standardized for linking between spatial and tabular
information by capitalizing letters, removing suite numbers, and formatting
road types (e.g., STREET to ST).
• Designations such as zoning categories differed between municipalities.

•

•

Address
linkages

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
Data
assumptions

•
•

•

•

Data was shown with separate legends and/or was simplified into more
general categories.
For calculations involving land used only for roads or only for parcels, TRCA
parcel fabric provided the most consistent view of the study area as it
differentiated between parcels used for roads, rail and development, and
covered the entire study area.
If data was provided at different levels of detail for the different
municipalities, the data the covered the entire study area at a single scale
was favoured for calculations. For example, sewer lines were extremely
detailed on the Pearson Airport lands, but not as detailed for Mississauga).
Address matching between the business list and the GIS information proved
challenging because there may be one or many businesses at each
address and one or many addresses at each parcel (Figure 3).
Each address (excluding suite numbers) is represented in the GIS by a point
and a parcel polygon. If there are three addresses on one parcel, there
are three points side-by-side on that parcel, and that parcel is represented
by three exactly coincident polygons – one for each address. These layers
were created if they were not provided in this format by the municipalities.
If there are many businesses at one address, such as in an office building,
they are represented by a single address point, but flagged with the
number of businesses at that address.
For representation of per business statistics such as utility usage and
employment data, information is displayed as a sum per address point not
per business and is indicated on the map as such.
Businesses that did not link by address to the GIS information are not
included in the figures showing business information. See Figure 5 for a
more detailed explanation.
The scale of the information and time constraints made it impossible to link
100 per cent of the records through manual manipulation.
The information on the maps should be viewed as incomplete due to the
high percentage of businesses that didn’t link spatially.
Municipal or GTAA data was generally assumed to be the most up-to-date
and accurate.
When determining the complete extent of open space, all areas were
included if they appeared in TRCA heritage data or municipal park layers or
were identified as open space, green space, park land, or related “green”
areas in the land use or zoning (Toronto only) layers.
In general, digital zoning and land use layers were taken at face value.
Additional by-laws or changes were not incorporated into the digital data.
The two exceptions are in Brampton:
• Some blank parcels were manually assigned zoning based on municipal
comments in order to provide better coverage.
• Upon inspection of the orthophoto, a large area of land use designated
open space was removed from the open space layer and calculations
because it was obviously developed. It was re-classified as industrial
(Figure 2).
For impervious surfaces, TRCA classifications were assigned to land use. As
mentioned above, land use data for Mississauga excluded all roadways. To
be consistent with the other municipalities in terms of impervious surface
area, minor roads (TRCA) were added to the Mississauga land use
impervious calculations. Roadways were not assigned a specific
impervious factor; rather, they were included in the surrounding land use

categories. The resulting impervious values may be artificially low. For the
Pearson Airport Lands, impervious calculations were taken directly from the
Pearson Master Stormwater Implementation Plan.
• It was assumed that Toronto bus shelters and bus stop posts together
comprised all the bus stop locations in the city.
• It was assumed that all buildings on municipally owned lands were owned
by the municipality. For the cities of Brampton and Mississauga total
building ownership was calculated using the provided municipally-owned
parcels GIS layers.

Figure 2, below, highlights the land use area in Brampton that was changed from open space to
industrial. In most cases, original data was changed as little as possible; however, this area was
very large and was clearly shown on the orthophoto as developed, so it was changed to avoid
over-estimating open space calculations in the study area.

Figure 2: Brampton land use Area incorrectly classified as open space

3.2

Business data

This section summarizes challenges and common issues with the received business data. It
indicates general data manipulations, revisions, or exclusions that were made during the course of
analyses.

Data provisions and challenges
Data gaps

Data overlaps

Data
standardization

• Economic development offices of the partner municipalities do not record
the same information, and have varying levels of detail. For example, the
City of Brampton tracks sales, building area and date of establishment in
the City, but the other partners do not.
• Scott’s Directories were used to complement the dataset but did not
include all businesses in the study area.
• Water consumption data was not available for all businesses. This may be
due to difficulty matching the utility customers’ data to the project’s
business list.
• Some business names, depending on the source, refer to the owners, others
refer to the tenant.
• Building footprints were available from municipal shapefiles, individual
businesses, the City of Brampton, CB Richard Ellis Industrial Inventory and
Scott’s Directories. GIS (shapefile) info was used as the main source: gaps
were filled with the other data sources, in the order listed above.
• Zoning information was available from shapefiles, as well as CBRE. GIS data
was used as the primary source, complemented by CBRE data.
• Peel Water provided consumption data for a few facilities at the airport.
GTAA provided consumption data for their operations. The latter source of
data was prioritized.
• Businesses operating at different addresses but sharing a common building
may each be assigned the total building footprint of that building, thus
magnifying building-related analysis, such as energy estimates.
• Potential errors or omissions in business lists may have resulted in the
representation of shared facilities when, in fact, one business actually
replaced another that moved out.
• Due to variations in the business classification between sources (e.g.
products, sector, business description, line of business) and the large
number of different NAICS codes used throughout the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone, a new trump classification was assigned was assigned to each
business (Business Type). The following information was used to determine
business type: NAICS codes, SIC codes, qualitative business descriptions
and business name.
• Address data was provided differently between sources. For easier
manipulation and analysis, address format was standardized.
• Water consumption data was sometimes provided for multiple metres
related to the same business; these were summed into one number per
business.
• Businesses sharing a common address may have artificially low building
areas for some businesses when GIS footprints were used because areas
were divided equally among businesses Non-GIS building footprint data
was not divided as it mostly related to business-specific space.
• Employment data was converted to common ranges and then to the
range mid-point for calculations.
• NAICS codes were provided with either four or six digits. The first three digits

•
•
Linkages
between
sources

•

Data
assumptions

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

were used for most analysis. SIC codes (classification system used by the
City of Toronto) were only partially converted to NAICS codes due to
challenges in matching the two systems.
Zoning categories were simplified into a common classification across
municipalities for more effective representation.
Personal contact information formats varied widely and were challenging
to integrate into a common framework.
In order to use all data in a cohesive manner and relate many attributes to
single businesses (e.g., assign water data, business type and location to
company X), businesses from one source had to be associated with records
from other sources. Business names and address were used as the common
fields to perform the matches. Because of variations in spelling and/or
format and conditions described in previous sections, a significant portion
of the matching had to be done manually instead of using automatic
queries and database capabilities. Given the large number of businesses
included in this project, it was not possible to complete manual
manipulation for all data sets.
The business list was created from the following sources: municipalities (2008
lists were considered the most up-to-date and complete), GTAA, and TRCA.
Additional businesses found in the Scott’s Directories were believed to be
obsolete.
Airport-related businesses = those located in the Toronto Pearson
International Airport and Airport Corporate business parks and those related
to the airport’s operations, aircraft manufacturing, flight servicing, catering
and airlines.
Energy-related businesses = energy utility companies and businesses
involved with hydro, gas, electricity, energy, power, refrigeration and
heating.
Eco-businesses = those identified by TRCA in their research on best
management practices, having reported green practices in the Knowledge
and Attitudes survey, or participating in the Smart Commute, Green Parking
or Green Landscaping programs.
Businesses with eco-treatable wastewater = those whose effluent were
monitored by Peel Water mainly for BOD, or those whose operations were
included in sectors likely to have effluent mostly contaminated with BOD
(based on research).
Scavengers/decomposers businesses = those whose operations involve
recycling, thrift, exchange, scrap collection/management, retreading,
reprocessing, remodelling, used materials, waste management,
rental/lease (except space and cars) or repair.
Buildings were assumed to have only one level. Data on number of levels
was only provided for some GTAA buildings.
GTAA water consumption data was only provided for 2007 and was
combined with 2006 data provided by Peel Water for annual consumption.
When duplicates were found within one municipal dataset, case-by-case
decisions were made to keep as much information as possible and select
the most relevant data.

3.3

Relationship between GIS and business data

Information was provided from both the business list (tabular business data) and from the GIS (the
mapped points for each address). The GIS points link to the business list by address.
Figure 3, below, indicates the various relationships between the businesses in the business list and
the address points in the GIS. One legal parcel can have one or many addresses and each
address can have one or many businesses.

Figure 3: Relationship between GIS address points and the business list
If the business address did not exist as both a record in the table and as a point in the GIS, the
business information could not be displayed and the GIS information could not be used in business
analysis. Similarly, if the addresses between the GIS and the business list did not match exactly,
the information could not be used. Figure 4 illustrates the address connection required in order for
the each record to be used in business analysis.
In the example below (Figure 4), only the orange shaded rows could be used for displaying
business information or analyzing GIS data for each business. The white rows do not have address
matches. This is true for all of the figures that used tabular information: only records that had an

address link could be shown on the map. It is also true for all tables that used spatial (GIS)
information: only records that had an address link could be used for calculations in the final table.

Figure 4: Business records used in GIS business analysis
Example reasons of why address points would not have a successful address link are:
• The address is residential
• The address has syntax errors
• The business list is incomplete or not up-to-date
• The address points are incomplete or not up-to-date
• The address could exist, but is not used (for example if a business is on a double lot that
was formerly two lots)
Figure 5, below, shows that about 30 per cent of GIS address points do not have an address link to
the business table. However, their distribution does not appear to follow any spatial pattern, so
we can assume that the businesses that do link are a representative sample. It is important to
keep in mind that all maps showing business data will only be showing the linking points.
The address points are randomly placed near the center of each legal parcel and do not
represent the exact location of an associated business or building.

Figure 5: GIS address points that do or do not link to business List

APPENDIX C: WORKSHOP/FOCUS GROUP MINUTES
AND FEEDBACK
Business Community Workshop – December 11th, 2007
Municipal Staff Workshop – February 8th, 2008
Food Processor Workshop – March 28th, 2008
Stakeholder Priority Setting – June 10th, 2008

Business Community Workshop – December 11th, 2007
@ The Toronto Congress Centre
1.

Workshop #1 Overview

The objectives of the first stakeholder workshop were to: Build awareness of 1) Partners in Project
Green and 2) eco-industrial activity; find champions/ambassadors (/funders) for Partners in Project
Green; fill data gaps and ground truth data; engage businesses and increase their comfort level by
demonstrating that eco-industrial activity builds off of a lot of the things businesses are already
doing; provide a way for businesses to commit now, from mailing list to more active roles, and
provide a forum for social networking.

Eco Business Zone Workshop #1:Attendees and “Wall of Fame

Attendance
In total 86 people attended the workshop, representing 31 businesses, 8 developers, in addition to
staff from the Greater Toronto Airports Authority, the Region of Peel, City of Toronto, City of
Brampton, City of Mississauga and the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority.
Documenting the Good Things Businesses are Already Doing
A Wall-of-Fame was created, by documenting case studies of green initiatives throughout the study
area. These case studies will be expanded throughout the Partners in Project Green initiative, and
will be featured on the project website as it is developed.
Visions of a “Model Green Industrial Park”
The following is a list of some of the thoughts that emerged when participants were asked what
they think it would be like to operate their business in a “model green industrial park”.
-

-

LEEDTM is the minimum standard
Wastewater neutral
Solar panels installed on multiple buildings
Hybrid trucks and cars – look at greener fleet
Wind mills on large roof surfaces;
microturbines
- More environmentally sound parking facilities
– visually appealing plus diverting water from
storm sewers.

Improved access to walking trails
Green power generation
Green buildings
More trees / green materials.
Use roof membrane for something positive
Wastewater would supply a golf course,
Waste heat generation heats nearby buildings
Buildings incorporate day light harvesting
Native / xeri landscaping
1

- Fuel purchasing blocks
- Unique ‘green’ branding

- Friendly competition between businesses to
be greener than other parts of Canada

Barriers
Perceived barriers to achieving a “model green industrial park” were described as follows:
Difficulty maintaining project momentum – keeping people on board
Lack of time and incentives
Perceived liability issues
Land use compatibility issues
Bureaucratic layers – E.g. we could do with less bureaucracy on incentives (requirements for
quantitative reporting)
A ‘disconnect’ between staff and senior management – what is corporate responsibility (these
items usually get funded)
Inability / non willingness to share information (competitiveness)
Outdated regulations
Costs of ‘going green’
Low cost of energy – no incentive to conserve
Participant Questionnaire
Of 35 participant surveys completed and returned, 27 were representatives of (non-consultant or
governmental) businesses operating in the study area. This represents more than 30% of workshop
attendees. The questionnaire revealed some important information about businesses’ priorities and
awareness, including:
20 companies would like the TRCA to help them with energy conservation / energy efficiency
initiatives;
19 companies would like the TRCA to help them with resource reductions and waste
exchanges; and,
14 companies indicated an interest in taking part in training opportunities.
Participating companies also stated their interest in helping develop and implement Partners in
Project Green, including:
17 companies stated an interest in playing a role in a steering committee;
4 companies stated an interest in becoming a potential project sponsor;
21 companies indicated an interest implementing eco-industrial initiatives; and
A majority of companies wanted to share their environmental initiatives with others in the study
area
2.

Eco-Industrial Opportunities That May Have Stakeholder Support

Based on discussions with participants at Workshop #1, and preliminary analysis of the participant
questionnaire, there were a number of eco-industrial opportunities that emerged. This is by no
means an exhaustive list. Follow up interviews with participants will help to fill out this list and further
flush out the opportunity descriptions, stakeholder interest / potential partnerships, and next steps.
Phase 2 direction(s) will also likely evolve as the opportunities are further explored.
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Table 1: Eco-Industrial Opportunities and Potential Phase 2 Direction(s)
Phase 2 Direction(s)1

Opportunity Description (based on participant feedback)
Eco-Business Network of Pearson ‘Tenants’
Engage GTAA to take a leadership role as the ‘landlord’ –
e.g. some tenants want to make changes within their offices
but need lighting / heating retrofits which is responsibility of
their landlord, GTAA.
Educational programming for greening offices / tenant
buildings (e.g. office waste / green behaviours)
Capital investments e.g. lighting retrofits of offices

-

“Group Energy Audits”
TRCA coordinates audits of facilities for a group of interested
businesses
TRCA enlists energy modeling expertise (e.g. a ‘roster’ of
pre-screened design professionals); prepares terms of
reference, etc).
TRCA negotiates discounted rate for group audit

-

Cooperative purchase of solar panels (or equivalent green
energy installation)
Would be a very visible initiative to give Project Green
exposure
TRCA garners funding for installation
TRCA negotiates ‘bulk product discounts’ for multiple
installations
Work with utilities

-

Group Purchase of Alternative Fuels
Rather than for large trucks (many of which are owner
operated), use businesses’ on-site vehicles like forklifts,
vans, etc, which they own and have more control over.
Potential to negotiate for an alternative fuel station in the
study area.

-

Green Roof Project
Given the vicinity of the airport (height restrictions), building
roofs are much larger.
Opportunity could range from educational workshops to
coordinated group feasibility study for several businesses.

-

Green Office Supply Network
A network of green purchasing for office / janitorial supplies,
since these are items that all businesses use.
Compilation of green office product suppliers
Negotiate volume pricing; coordinate volume pricing

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Interview potential champions to
garner interest and support.
Review GTAA utility data to better
understand current energy / water
use.

Review funding programs to update
their status, deadlines, capacity,
etc
Collect and analyze energy data to
find ‘hot spots’, quick-wins, etc.
Identify and interview potential
champions / partners

Review funding programs to update
their status, deadlines, capacity,
etc
Collect and analyze energy data to
find ‘hot spots’, quick-wins, etc.
Engage utilities; other partners

Follow up interviews should include
inquiries around vehicle fleets / fuel
type / consumption – since it is very
difficult to gather this data.
Inquire with funders
Engage alternative fuel suppliers
(their information will help build a
business case)
Building footprint data review
Engage partners such as Green
Roofs for Healthy Cities – potential
to deliver workshops
Interview businesses that already
have green roof
Engage green office product
suppliers serving the study area
Solicit interest from businesses

1 Phase 2 Direction(s) are not intended to replace or add to the current Phase 2 consultant work plan, but
rather provide the TRCA with potential directions should they wish to move forward with any of the described
opportunities in Phase 2.
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Phase 2 Direction(s)1

Opportunity Description (based on participant feedback)

Waste Stream Categorization Project
Categorize waste streams to negotiate better
pricing/solutions (transport/hauling, etc)
Determine how wastes can be reused
Coordinated waste characterization by waste management
haulers

-

District Energy System
DES that uses waste steam from Pearson Airport and
Transalta's power plant at Airport Rd and Derry Rd
Feasibility study(s)
Form partnerships
Produce a business case

-

-

-

Consider engaging waste
management haulers to acquire
solid waste stream data
Engage academic community to
help with data collection

Enlist commitments from key
stakeholders
Work with partners to apply for
funding to conduct feasibility
studies
(ongoing) Gauge interest from
other potential users and ensure
this information is reflected in
business case

Transportation / Fleets – Related Opportunities and Potential Eco Business Zone Member Benefits
-

Negotiate transit pass fares; locating car pool
areas/ bus stops throughout study area to
benefit members

Fleet efficiency awards program

-

Creative incentives for transit use

-

Gas cards for members

-

-

Designated places for trucks to wait (not idle)

-

Negotiations to coordinate shipping / receiving
timing (cooperation for night time deliveries)
Logistics planning for full loads (consolidate
small loads); GIS-based tool for fleet
consolidation

Group purchase of alternative fuels (e.g.
biodiesel) – preferably for on-site vehicles like
forklifts, vans, etc.

-

“Van-share” for smaller companies that have
regular shipments to the airport (for example)

-

Dedicated roads for truck traffic

-

Improved access to GO Stations

-

Automatic ‘kill switches’ for fleet vehicles, if
idling

-

Fast-charge systems – to reduce idling
emissions

-

Fleet Smart certification and training / member
anti-idling workshops

-

3.

-

Possible Roles for Partners in Project Green

Based on feedback from the participant workshop, the following are possible roles that Partners in
Project Green could offer the Pearson Eco-Business Zone ‘members’. Again, this is not an exhaustive
list and will likely expand following completion of follow up interviews.
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Specific Support Areas / Topics of Interest2

Role / Service
Stakeholder
Engagement &
Educational
Programming

-

Advocate for Member
Businesses

Some of the items that Partners in Project Green might push for, on behalf of the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone members include:
Flexible zoning re landscaping and noise barriers
Change landscaping requirements in zoning, to improve look and function of
industrial areas
‘Better’ transition between industrial and residential land uses (no giant walls);
preventing conversion of industrial land to residential uses;
Speeding up municipal processes / permitting;
Better transit options for commuters (incentives)
Dedicated roads for truck traffic
Certificates of Analyses (“C of A’s”) for Green Projects

Coordinate Detailed
Feasibility Studies

-

-

-

Information Sharing
(“One Stop Shop” for
Green Development /
Operations
Knowledge)

2

Engage and educate the study area’s senior managers / corporate offices
If businesses have an idea, TRCA could help them pitch idea to corporate
offices (or prepare presentation pitch for them to deliver)
Engage and educate industry associations
Monthly outreach
Educate municipalities (e.g. development permit officers) about green
development standards and trends in green building and benefits.

Assist businesses with scoping out their green project idea(s); engage other
businesses who might be interested in implementing a similar project
Assist with the preparation of Terms of Reference for hiring green design
professionals (engineers, architects, planners, etc)
Liaise with green design professionals
Assist businesses with finding additional funding, if needed

The majority of ideas emerging from the workshop (and, indeed, the most
important aspect of eco-industrial park success) pertained to information sharing /
dissemination. Ideas included:
Demonstrate our ability as leaders and learn from others
Best practices among Pearson Eco-Business Zone members:
o Examples of successful ‘greening initiatives’ within and outside of
study area – important to note $ benefits (payback) and energy
savings
o Cost payback scenarios
o ‘Know Your Neighbours’ business registry
Offer Life Cycle Analysis tools for decision making
Provide a list of environmental technology / green suppliers (liaise with
OCETA)
Form alliance with green consultant community – “green professionals roster”
(categorize services / project types)
Source that allows people to bypass MOE (call the Pearson Eco-Business
Zone first for information about noise regs / etc)
Awareness / education on benefits of eco-efficiency “Communication
Network”
o Bulletin board for what other companies are doing
Map excess resources (heat/ steam)
Provide access to funding sources for companies to do the initial feasibility
work, and build the business case for capital investment – provide a more
coordinated approach to do this?
Liaise with banks that support improved infrastructure – a “lenders” database

Ideas provided by workshop #1participants. Ideas have not been pre-screened for feasibility.
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Specific Support Areas / Topics of Interest2

Role / Service
-

-

4.

Liaise with funders – help businesses to reduce the amount of red tape that
they have to deal with (this often reduces the benefits of environmental
initiatives).
o E.g. Molson installed an economizer – but it took longer than
installing a conventional boiler (Time and Money!)
One stop shop for all levels of government regulations, funding sources,
grants / subsidies.
Assist businesses with developing an EMS
o E.g. Group training for ISO 14001 certification (get group rates)
List of wastes generated in the park
o Craig’s list – type of waste exchange

Workshop Attendees
Company Name

Full Name

360 Energy Inc.
Air Transat
Air Transat
Algonquin Peel Power Energy From Waste Facility
Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters
Canadian Tire Corp (AJ Billes Distribution Centre)
Canadian Tire Corporation
Canadian Tire Corporation
CB Richard Ellis
Chep Canada Inc.
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Climate Change Infrastructure
Coca-Cola Bottling Company
Colliers International
Delcan
Enbridge
Energy Efficiency
Enermodal Engineering
Enermodal Engineering
Fielding Chemical Technologies Inc./Mississauga Board of
Trade
First Gulf Development Corporation
Giffels Design Build Inc.
Gottard0 Group
Greater Toronto Airports Authority
Greater Toronto Airports Authority
Halcrow Yolles
Henkel
Henkel Manufacturing
Hybrid Logistics Solutions Inc.
Irving Tissue
Kuehne + Nagel Logistics
Kuehne + Nagel Logistics
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David Arkell
Keith Lawless
Tranja Paligan
Frank Amaral
Stephen Rach
Ken Desloges
Daryl Gibson
Jacquelyn Desloges
Andrew Wright
Michael F Dimond
Sue Forrest
Faisal Mirza
Shannon Denny
Nancy Searchfield
Tom Ponessa
Harold Hayashi
Scott Rouse
Jon Douglas
Randy VanStraaten
Ellen McGregor
Don Manlapaz
Pearce Fallis
Chester Lew
Irene Hawrylyshyn
Randy McGill
Scott Armstrong
Tri Lu
Rosmary Martin
Bill Singh
John Lenchak
Justin Andersen
Maddalene LicataCaruso

Kuehne + Nagel Logistics
Kuehne + Nagel Logistics
Lange Transportation & Storage
Menkes Developments Limited
Molson Canada
OCETA
ONEIA
Orlando Corporation
Pratt & Whitney Canada Corp.
Pratt & Whitney Canada Corp.
Pratt & Whitney Canada Corp.
ProLogis
ShawCor Ltd
Sithe Global
Sky Service
St. Lawrence Cement
St. Lawrence Cement/Dufferin Concrete
Toronto Hydro Energy Services
Toronto Industry Network
TransAlta Corporation
Unilever Canada
Vista Cargo
Waste Management Of Canada
Waste Management Of Canada
Woodbine Entertainment Group
Woodbine Entertainment Group
Woodbine Entertainment Group
Woodbine Entertainment Group
Municipal Staff
Region of Peel Councillor
City of Brampton - Economic Development
City of Brampton - Economic Development
City of Mississauga - Planning
City of Mississauga - Economic Development
City of Mississauga
City of Toronto - Economic Development
City of Toronto - Economic Development
City of Toronto - Economic Development
Region of Peel
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
Etobicoke Mimico Coalition
Etobicoke Mimico Coalition
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Mark O'Connor
Sean Sheppard
Eric Lange
Joe Nestic
Doug Dittburner
Kevin Jones
Ellen Greenwood
Blair Wolk
Kathryn Newell
Rose Sowa
Stan Jablonski
Jeff Miller
Phillippe Bernier
Jolie Phillips
Darryl Golbeck
Tracy Hodges
Ms. Connie Lum
Yves Lemoine
Paul Scrivener
Laura Jehn
Kris Ramkissoon
Ms. Wilma Clarke
Craig Buker
Laura Amendola
Garth Essery
James McNeely
John Marhong
Taylor Grey
Eve Adams
Don Eastwood
Jeffery Baines
Mary Bracken
Susan Amring
Michael Gusche
Glenn Walker
Ian Brown
John Alderdice
Johann Manente
Brian Denney
Chandra Sharma
Chris Rickett
Chris Gerstenkorn
Hendrik Amo
Dushan Jojkic
Joanna Parsons
Suzanne Barrett
Jaipaul Singh

Etobicoke Mimico Coalition
Etobicoke Mimico Coalition
Volunteer
Volunteer

Bruce Haines
Mark Taylor
Karry Lai
Samantha Bailey
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Municipal Workshop Summary – February 8th, 2008
@ GTAA
ATTENDANCE
In total, 67 participants representing the Cities of Toronto, Mississauga, and Brampton, the Region
of Peel, the Greater Toronto Airports Authority, the Toronto & Region Conservation Authority, the
Credit Valley Conservation Authority, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment, the Ontario Ministry
of Economic Development and Trade, the Ministry of Small Business and Entrepreneurship, the
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, Natural Resources Canada, the
Independent Electricity System Operator and other community stakeholder groups, attended
Partners in Project Green (PPG)’s municipal workshop.
PRESENTATIONS
Brian Denney, CAO of the TRCA, provided Welcome and Introductions, followed by Toby Lennox,
VP Corporate Affairs for the GTAA. Chris Rickett, Project Manager for PPG, provided an
introductory summary of PPG’s objectives and the potential eco-industrial opportunities that
may be looked at in the future. Tracy Casavant, President Eco-Industrial Solutions Ltd, provided
an overview of the “Municipal Toolbox” that all municipalities have at their disposal to better
facilitate / support greener industrial development and operations in their communities.
BREAKOUT ACTIVITIES
There were two break-out activities scheduled for the workshop.
For the first activity, participants were asked to discuss and report back on a series of questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Are there any projects that you are working on NOW that might fit with PPG? How?
How about projects you will be working on in the FUTURE?
How would you like to see PPG develop to support your efforts?
In turn, how might you (or your department) be able to support PPG?

For the second breakout activity, participants were given a scenario, describing the Pearson
Eco-Business Zone in 2015 as a world famous location for progressive business activity.
Participants were also provided a handout with their current municipal ‘toolbox’, including
statutory plans and bylaws, development guidelines and engineering standards, corporate
strategic plans, and non-statutory documents. Participants were asked to help facilitators to
further complete the toolbox, and then were asked to discuss and report back on the following
questions:
1.
2.

What might the municipal toolbox look like in 2015?
Now, back-casting, what do you think would have happened between now and
2015 to create this toolbox?

A summary of discussions from the two breakout activities can be found below, followed by a
participant list.
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Breakout Activity #1: Current and Future Municipal Projects that fit with PPG (list is NOT
comprehensive)

Region of Peel
• Current Official Plan review
• Developing a checklist for Transportation Plans to

• Does EIAs for transportation projects.
• Biodiesel / hybrid fleets
• Cogen facility diverts 70% waste = energy for 5,000

harmonize them.
• Potential to expand conversion of restaurant / veg /

homes – Looking at developing another facility
• Revising sewer use bylaw

cooking waste to biodiesel

City of Toronto
•
•
•
•

• Biodiesel / hybrid fleets
• Incentives to ICI to improve water efficiency

Green development standards
Biomass energy generation
Eco Roof Program
Green Sector Development Strategy

City of Mississauga
• Current Official Plan review
• Working on development green development

• Corporate greening strategies
• Waterfront strategy – green technologies

standards

City of Brampton
• Current Official Plan review
• Biodiesel / hybrid fleets

• Acceleride rapid transit
• Corporate greening strategies

Programs that Affect ALL Municipal Partners
• Independent Electricity System Operator (IESO)

• Water Conservation, EA requirements
• TRCA naturalization project
• Next Generation Jobs Fund (ON support for clean

customer education program that targets sectors.
They have also developed an energy efficiency
toolkit.
• OMAFRA working on energy efficiency for Food
Processors (key sector in study area)
• MOE working on Toronto Remedial Action Plan with
TRCA. Funding for such projects as Green Roofs
has been provided in the past.

and green technologies)
• Clean Water Act, 2006- Source water protection

Breakout Activity #2: How PPG Can Support Municipal Greening Efforts and Vice Versa
Information Hub – be the home for a Municipal Toolbox for greening industrial development and
operations
o Scan, compile, and align municipal, provincial, and federal programs
 Incentives (e.g. for retrofits of buildings), R&D, training
o Examples of municipal best practices – showcase successes
o Information to help staff prepare a business case that explains why tools are
important to Councils
o Help municipalities present a business case to businesses (e.g. cost-savings of
green initiatives)
o Web-based information sharing is key
Tools & Training
o To help municipalities to streamline permitting and communications
Environmental / Municipal Regulatory Liaison
o PPG could organize meetings with all relevant regulators at once to resolve issues
and expedite process
o Liaise with MOE re sensitive use areas
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Support Municipal Economic Development
o Profiles of local areas / promotion
o Providing incentives to attract businesses (Calgary examples)

Breakout Activity #3: Eco-Business Zone in 2015
Visions of the Eco-Business Zone in 2015 included:

Means of getting there from here, included:

• Municipalities have the mandate to provide ‘green

• Several partnerships have been forged with groups

leadership’
• Municipalities work together to create more mixed land
•
•

uses, transit/pedestrian-oriented development, and
more performance-based rather than prescriptive
planning tools
• Well-designed education and outreach programs in
place
• Triple bottom line costing is a regular practice
• A broker in place to support resource / by-product
exchanges

•
•
•
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such as the Canada Green Building Council, Canadian
Manufacturers & Exporters, CIPEC, and others
Targets are well clarified e.g. LEEDTM
PPG should scan all municipal sustainability initiatives
and ask businesses what they think is important
Energy and water utilities leverage each others
programs
Develop rules to guide residential / industrial interface
(like Europe)
Incentives for companies to sell energy to the grid

Participant List

Participant Name
Baines, Jeff
Walsh, Gaea
Johnston, Nancy
Lo, Christina
Pockar, Justin
James, Phil
LeBreton, Wendy
Casavant, Tracy
McGill, Randy
Hawrylyshyn,
Irene
Perkins, Wendy
Harrison, Susan
Furgiuele, Eugene
Charbonneau,
Michelle
Amring, Susan
Sakala, John
Bracken, Mary
Gusche, Michael
Griffin, Aidan
Smylie, Jeff
Scott, Bruce
Jones, Karen
Lieu, Patricia
Dick, Phil
Langley, John
Love, Brian
Manente, Johann
Hogan, Karyn
Acosta, Jamie
Bouchard, Rodney
Schafer, Richard

Municipality / Stakeholder
Group

Title
Manager, Economic Development
Supervisor GIS
Business Development Coordinator
Planning
City of Calgary

Brampton
Brampton
Brampton
Brampton
City of Calgary
CVC
Eco-Industrial Solutions
Eco-Industrial Solutions
GTAA

VP Sustainability
President

Independent Electricity System Operator
Parks Natural Area Coord
Environmental Services Specialist
Manager, Economic Development
Landscape Architect
Environmental Planner
Project Coordinator, Engineer
Supervisor, LIS Maintenance
Environmental & Drainage Engineer

National Resources Canada
Ontario Ministry of Food, Agriculture & Rural Affairs
Ontario Ministry of Economic Development & Trade
Ontario Ministry of Small Business & Entrepreneurship

Mississauga
Mississauga
Mississauga
Mississauga
Mississauga
Mississauga
Mississauga
Mississauga
MOE
NRCAN
OMAFRA
OMEDT
OMSBE

Environment, Transportation and Planning Services Operations Support

Peel

Environment, Transportation and Planning Services-Waste
Management
Environment, Transportation and Planning ServicesTransportation
Environment, Transportation and Planning Services-Water
Employee and Business Services-Energy Management

Gilliland, Elaine
Nichol, Bryan

Environment, Transportation and Planning Services Planning Policy and Research
Environment, Transportation and Planning ServicesWatewater
ICI Water Program Tech

Wright, David

Environment, Transportation and Planning Services Planning Policy and Research

Head, Mark

GTAA
GTAA
IESO
Mississauga
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Peel
Peel
Peel
Peel
Peel
Peel
Peel
Peel

Participant Name

Gilliland, Krista
Runowski,
Stephen
Hatton, Janice
Bowden, Geoff
Singh, Mark
Botticella, Lisa
Tierney, Kevin
Cosgrove, Sean
Walker, Glenn
Welsh, Jane
Brown, Ian
Ubbens, Richard
Alderdice, John
Myall, Peter
Mckillop, Dave
Portiss, Rick
Lui, Maggie
Gerstenkorn,
Chris
Sharma, Chandra
Wilkins, Gary
Van Seters, Tim
Amo, Hendrik
Jojkic, Dushan
Halupka,
Katherine
Samanter, Zahra
Bailey, Samantha
Ross, Hilary
Lai, Karry
Barret, Suzanne
Singh, Jaipaul

Municipality / Stakeholder
Group

Title
Environment, Transportation and Planning Services-Waste
Management

Peel

Environment, Transportation and Planning Services

Peel

Environment, Transportation and Planning Services-Waste
Management

Peel

Environment, Transportation and Planning ServicesOperations Support-GIS
Toronto Environment Office
Toronto Water
GIS
Research Analyst, Energy Efficiency Office
EDO
Acting Project Manager, Environment Policy & Research
EDO
Director, Urban Forestry
EDO
EDO
Manager, Community Planning,West District
Supervisor, Environmental Monitoring
Water Resources

Peel
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
TRCA
TRCA

Senior Manager, IT
Facilitator
Watershed Specialist, Humber
Manager, Sustainable Technologies
GIS Specialist
Facilitator

TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA

University student
University student
University student
University student
University student
Facilitator
Facilitator

York University
York University
York University
York University
York University
EM Coalition
EM Coalition
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Food Process Focus Group Summary – March 28th, 2008
@ The Toronto Congress Centre
ATTENDANCE
In total, 4 business representatives attended Partners in Project green sector focus group, joined
by a representative from the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA);
City of Toronto Economic Developments Food and Beverage Sector Division; and the TRCA.
[There was, however, significant interest from invitees who could not attend, so the TRCA has
scheduled several one-on-one business interviews with those who could not attend in the
coming weeks. The feedback provided and summarized from this focus group will be groundtruthed during these meetings and revised if necessary prior to completion of the Partners in
Project Green (PPG) strategy.]
PRESENTATIONS
Chris Rickett, Project Manager for Partners in Project Green, welcomed the group and asked all
participants to introduce themselves and provide an overview of the eco-initiatives happening
at their facilities. Then, Eco-Industrial Solutions (consulting team) provided an introduction to
Partners in Project Green, followed by examples of food processing best practices in the region,
and how the eco-industrial approach could apply to this sector. [Presentation is attached]
ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS
Two main sections of the discussion were 1) Issues and opportunities, and 2) Partners in Project
Green Programming (how Partners in Project Green programs and services could be developed
to meet the businesses' needs. The following summarizes the results of that discussion.
Issues & Opportunities
Employee retention:
- Study area is the second largest employment
area in the GTA (2nd to the financial district)
- Transporting employees to facilities is a big
challenge (East-West connection needed
that bypasses the downtown corridor).

Programs & Services to Address…
- Transportation solutions (possible Partners in
Project Green sub project: mapping
employee commuting patterns in the study
area to provide visual representation of the
need for transit services.)
- Liaise with Metrolinx and Smart Commute to
push case for increased transit and modal
opportunities.
- Regulatory and business liaison (e.g.
preferential parking for carpools, alternative
fuel vehicles, etc)
- Promote regulatory modernization
- Provide real measureable results
- Coordinate industry meetings with OMAFRA
and other agencies.
- Provide one-window access to regulatory
information
- Build food processors profile in the public
realm – Increase communication of good
news stories about the sector. (E.g. counter
the doom and gloom reports of Canadian
manufacturing problems → this sector is
doing very well and continues to grow).

Regulatory barriers:
- Lack of response from regulators
- Mismatch between regs and business best
practices: many regulations have either set
the mark too high that no business can
qualify yet; or too low, such that there is little
to no incentive for innovation.
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- Have flexible, realistic deadlines
Issues & Opportunities
Communicating eco-innovations to English as
a second language employees (major
percentage of employees at several facilities
in the region)
Joint training is recognized as positive but there
is concern about trade secrets
Majority of the sector are small to medium
enterprises – little to no extra time to pursue
eco-innovations, etc.

Programs & Services to Address…
- Compile existing ESL training materials from
OMAFRA and provide to managers.
- Develop ESL energy efficiency module

- Compile needs of multiple small businesses
and coordinate solutions for the group, rather
than doing several 'one-offs'.
- Engage industry associations (eg. Bakers
Assoc)
- Provide as much information in one place, as
possible (e.g. website; smart database)
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Stakeholder Opportunity Ranking – June 10th, 2008 – Toronto Congress Centre

Workshop Overview
The objective of this round of stakeholder consultation was to: 1) Review the findings of the Partners in Project Green Strategy; 2) Gather comments on the Partners in Project
Green Strategy; 3) Prioritize project opportunities identified through earlier stakeholder consultation; and, 4) Begin the development of the Partners in Project Green Steering
Committee and Project Teams.

Attendance
This round of stakeholder consultation involved two sessions: a morning session involving regulatory
agencies and municipal partners; and, an afternoon session with the business community. In total 74
stakeholders, representing 4 municipalities, 4 provincial ministries and agencies, and 35 businesses,
were in attendance. A full list of attendees can be found in Appendix 1 – Stakeholder Attendance.
Additional business stakeholders who could not attend have received survey to gather their input.

Opportunity Ranking
As part of both the morning and afternoon sessions, stakeholders were asked to rank their interest in
potential project opportunities. These project opportunities were developed based on earlier
consultation with stakeholders and the purpose of this exercise was to prioritize the projects that the
Partners in Project Green Steering Committee would begin focusing on as the initiative moves into
implementation during the summer of 2008.
Further to ranking opportunities, attendees from the business community were also asked to rank their
willingness to participate, which ranged from keeping informed to joining a project team to assist in
implementation.

Moving Forward - provincial and municipal stakeholders develop work plans to
address regulatory issues identified by the business community.

For municipal and provincial stakeholders, after prioritizing the projects they felt Partners in Project Green should focus on, they were asked to develop work plans for the
implementation of 4 priority areas, including Eco-Industrial Policy Templates, Regulatory Alignment Issues, Green Business Retention and Attraction, along with Business Park
Benchmarking. The results of this work plan brainstorming can be found in Appendix 2 – Municipal Work Plans.

Findings
Overall the following is a summary of the findings from the priority ranking exercise. For full results see Appendix 3 – Stakeholder
Ranking (please note these numbers will be finalized after the results of a survey are received from businesses who were unable
to attend the June 10th, 2008 session).
The top five opportunities identified by all stakeholders included:
1. Waste Re-utilization – this area received the most interest, with a majority of the interest being in the development of a
larger general waste exchange and the second most popular being a food waste re-utilization program. This area also
featured the most project team volunteers who would like to assist in realizing these opportunities.
2. Green Purchasing Block – the largest interest in this area surrounded eco-roof opportunities (reflective, PV solar, etc.),
with a number of businesses interested in developing a joint purchasing block that could look at any number of green
products, including green office supplies.
3. Green Business Retention & Attraction – there was equal interest among both the public and private sectors in
developing an inter-regional green economic development strategy.
4. Eco-Efficiency – this area had the most public sector support, but there was interest from the business community in
developing two industry specific programs for food processing and transportation/warehousing, along with a bundled-one
window program available to all businesses. A number of businesses indicated their support for a cost-shared audit and
would like their facilities to be evaluated.
5. Transportation Solutions – there was more interest in this subject on the public side, but the interest in SmartCommute
opportunities from the private sector provides some future leads for the program. Earlier interest from the food processing
sector will be explored further in the coming months.
The business community`s top three opportunities included:

Dotmocracy – an example of how stakeholders
were asked to rank eco-industrial opportunities.

1. Waste Re-Utilization – identified as the highest opportunity for the business community and given the diverse industrial
make-up within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone there is on the surface a great number of waste exchanges that could be developed, ranging from utilizing food waste for
energy and composting, to using clean-waste water for washing trucks. The number of businesses interested in exploring these opportunities and their willingness to be
involved suggests the potential for reductions and financial savings could be large.
2. Green Purchasing Block – the interest by the business community in eco-roof opportunities and the idea of driving down prices through a joint purchasing block presents
a great opportunity for Partners in Project Green to get a large and visible project off the ground in the short-term. The idea of Green Purchasing Block expanded to other
products provides an opportunity to adapt green technologies quickly and increase the potential for attracting new service providers/manufacturers to the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone to take advantage of these new markets.

3. Green Building Retrofit - there was interest among businesses in looking taking a multi-building approach to resource reductions. This approach would allow
businesses to identify common solutions and then via the Green Purchasing Block, organize procurement that could drive down the price of green technologies. A
number of larger industries were also interested in energy performance contracting as a tool for eliminating capital outlay, but realizing resource efficiencies. For GTAA
their tenants indicated an interest in developing a group to address green building retrofit opportunities.
Findings from consultation with municipal and provincial stakeholders indicate that the following are their top three opportunities:
1. Waste Re-Utilization – municipal interest in waste re-utilization was more focused on food waste and waste-water opportunities. This interest, and its overlap with the
business community’s ranking, provides a great impetus for moving forward to identify these opportunities.
2. Green Business Retention & Attraction – of the four areas municipal and provincial stakeholders were asked to develop work plans for, this area was the highest
ranking. Municipal economic development departments were keen to begin working on a regional green economic development strategy and have set timelines to begin
this summer.
3. Transportation Solutions – consistent with earlier consultation with municipal partners, the issue of transportation scored high, with an interest in looking at expanding
SmartCommute opportunities.
As for the remaining opportunities, just because they were not ranked as high, does not mean that they will not have a focus. For instance, a number of the municipal/regulatory
areas, such as Eco-Industrial Policy Templates and the interest in piloting an eco-industrial permitting initiative, will move forward as overall they support the goals of the project
and making it easier for businesses to embrace environmental technologies. Likewise, the interest by both municipal and property management firms in Business Park Benching
Marking reveals a project that could be easily developed given the support of those key stakeholders. Other areas, such as education and marketing, must be developed in
concert with all of these opportunities.

Next Steps
Moving forward the Partners in Project Green Strategy will be completed in late June of 2008 and will be forwarded for approvals. In the meantime, work will begin to establish
the Partners in Project Green Steering Committee and Project Teams focused around the opportunities identified by both public and private stakeholders. The Steering
Committee and the Project Teams will begin meeting in the summer of 2008. TRCA will be in contact with stakeholders in the coming weeks to begin this process.
The official launch of Partners in Project Green: A Pearson Eco-Business Zone will be scheduled for the fall of 2008 and all stakeholders will be invited for the event.

Appendix 1 – Stakeholder Attendance
Company Name

Attendee

Company Name

Attendee

Air Transat

Andreanne Gaudet

Sithe Global

Jolie Phillips

Bayer Inc.

John Mein

StormFisher Biogas

Ryan Little

Bayer Inc.

Danial Rousse

Supply Chain & Logistics Association

Bob Armstrong

Bayer Inc.

Jennifer Taves

Toronto Hydro Energy Services

Yves Lemoine

Bentall Real Estate Services

Doug Silk

Turolight/Litetronics Canada

Douglas Dusseault

Canadian Manufacturers and Exporters

Stephen Rach

Vista Cargo

Wilma Clarke

Canadian Tire

Jacquelyn Desloges

Woodbine Entertainment Group

Jane Holmes

Chep Canada Inc.

Mary Skrinar

City of Brampton

Christina Lo

Chrysler Assembly Plant

Sue Forrest

City of Brampton

Jeff Baines

Chrysler Assembly Plant

Maria Ng

City of Mississauga

Lincoln Kan

Coca-Cola

Graham Torrie

City of Mississauga

Mary Bracken

Coca-Cola

Shannon Denny

City of Mississauga

Michael Gusche

Construction Specialities

Kevin Morris

City of Toronto

Glenn Walker

Construction Specialities

John Phoenix

City of Toronto

Jane Welsh

Construction Specialities

Terry Phoenix

City of Toronto

John Alderdice

CSR Plus

John Ashbee

City of Toronto

Mark Bekkering

Dufferin Concrete

Connie Lum

City of Toronto

Michael Wolfson

E2M

Lynn Johannson

City of Toronto

Nestor Uhera

Enbridge Gas Distribution

Harold Hayashi

Credit Valley Conservation Authority

Phil James

Energy At Work

Scott Rouse

Independent Electricity System Operator

Kristen Reynolds

Everlite Energy Corporation

Jurgen Hack

Metrolinx

Ryan Lanyon

George Weston Limited

Walter Kraus

OCETA

Kevin Jones

GTAA

Irene Hawrylyshyn

Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs

Phil Dick

GTAA

Wendy Perkins

Ontario Ministry of the Environment

Alex Blasko

Guelph Food Technology Centre

Cher Brethour

Ontario Ministry of the Environment

Enrico Di Nino

Henkel

Rosemary Martin

Ontario Ministry of the Environment

Paul Celsie

ING Real Estate

Jim Kushnir

Ontario Ministry of the Environment

Rod Adams

ING Real Estate

Dave MacDonald

Region of Peel

David Wright

Kuehne & Nagel

Mark O'Connor

Region of Peel

Johann Manete

Kuehne & Nagel

Adriana Cifuentes

Region of Peel

Karyn Hogan

Kuehne & Nagel

Nancy John

SmartCommute

Glenn Gumulka

George Martin

Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority

Adam Miller

Molson

Doug Dittburner

Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority

Laurian Farrel

Morrison Hershfield Limited

Don Alarie

Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority

Patricia Lewis

Planning & Engineering Initiatives Ltd.

Scott Arbuckle

WWF Canada

Alexis Morgan

Pratt & Whitney Canada

Rose Sowa

Ready Mixed Concrete Association of
Ontario

Bart Kanters

Sandalwood Suites Hotel Toronto
Airport

Corinne Howell

Molson

Appendix 2 – Municipal Work Plans
Potential
Project Team

Policy
Templates

Group
Members
Chandra
Sharma
(TRCA), Jane
Walsh (City of
Toronto), Mary
Bracken (City of
Mississauga),
David Wright
(Region of
Peel), Adam
Miller (TRCA)
and Michel
Gusche (City of
Mississauga).

Key Partners
-

Municipalities
Conservation
Authorities
Business
Community

First Major Steps
1. Identify clear objectives
of what is trying to be
achieved
2. Establish clear
framework and
methodology
3. Identify concerns of
industry and
development community
4. Streamline existing
policy to fit into a
consistent one-window
approach
5. Identify potential issues,
including zoning and bylaw inconsistencies
6. Make amendments to
zoning by-law,
infrastructure standards.
7. Set operational
performance standards

Drivers
-

-

-

Joint approach
Energy
efficiency
programming
and renewable
energy
opportunities
Transparency
and common
language
across
municipalities
Business
retention and
attraction

Regulatory
Alignment

Group
Members
Tracy Casavant
(EIS), Glenn
Walker (City of

Key Partners
-

Municipalities
Province
(MOE,

First Major Steps
First regulatory issue to deal
with: Building Code
Interpretation. Process will

-

-

-

Mississauga
currently going
through
conformity
exercise (to be
completed in
June of 2009)
Toronto OP
amendments
are going
forward in July
2008
Review done
every 5 years

Barriers
-

-

By-law/Zoning
conflicts
Priorities/mandates
may differ
Language
Infrastructure
standards/requireme
nts
Development permit
systems
Senior management
buy-in
Implementation and
mandates may be
different

Process could
begin to look at
industrial areas this
year with an idea to
it being developed
over the next 1 to 2
years, depending
on the templates
that are
harmonized.

Renewable energy by-law
(e.g. Toronto).

Potential
Project Team

Timeline

Drivers
-

Interpretation
of building
code is

Timeline

Questions/Comments
-

-

-

-

Barriers
- site placing (delay)
- Bring in many depts.
- Permitting tasks too

Action area plan correspond to boundaries
identified
Supra-regulatory system?
Identify issues for
municipalities
Needs transparency
Run-on CA's plan/
framework, then each
municipality would
implement based on their
own planning/zoning laws
What are the conflicts?
Outlining evaluation
criteria would be more
specific
Municipalities need to
consider how they can
change or adapt

Questions/Comments
-

The regulatory
environment dealt with by
the autobody sector was

Toronto), Rod
Adams (MOE),
Alex Blasko
(MOE), Nestor
Uhera (City of
Toronto),
Johann Manete
(Region of
Peel) and Karyn
Hogan (Region
of Peel).

-

-

OMAFRA,
Energy,
Labour)
Building
inspectors Association
(MMAH)
Businesses
Property
development
(Ontario
waste
management,
RCO for
waste)

follow:
1. Review existing
interpretations of
Building Code among
partner municipalities
2. Identify barriers in the
approval process
3. Develop harmonized
understanding to
facilitate faster
approvals of green
applications
4. Create templates for
industrial sectors that
are shared by partner
municipalities
5. Implement training
program

-

different from
municipality to
municipality
Need for
consistency
between
jurisdictions

raised as an example of
how much red-tape is
often involved and how a
process can be engaged
to reduce it.
Bonusing for business is
problematic - there are
less incentives than
residential: common
incentives strategy

long
- Brownfield inventory,
auto- body sector (IIEE)

-

Other regulatory issues
should look to at:
-

-

-

Potential
Project Team

Green
Business
Retention &
Attraction

Group
Members
Bernie McIntyre
(TRCA), John
Alderdice (City
of Toronto), Jeff
Baines (City of
Brampton),
Glenn Gumulka
(Smart
Commute), and
Mark Bekkering

Key Partners
-

-

Municipalities
(EDO)
Property
Owners,
Managers and
Developers
Industry
representative
s (from each
major sector –

First Major Steps

Drivers

Development of a green
business retention strategy
for municipalities within the
Pearson Eco-Business
Zone:

-

1. Marketing/awareness tangible tools needed to
make it a reality put
focus areas in priority

-

Provincial
focus on
developing
clean-tech
industry and
green adoption
Provincial
focus on
environmental
issues

Timeline
-

-

-

Start with
working group
and electronic
survey
Work on
regulatory
alignment at the
same time
This is a piece
that ties

Barriers
-

Political will/buy-in:
senior management
Baby steps
Simple, not too
complex
Something available
to assist in branding
and marketing of
zone – the value of
industry coming and

Review of green plans
and common objectives
in areas
Need to have plans
denoted and shared
Look at delivery of
electricity, water and
waste issues for ICI
sectors
Develop a one-stop
permitting process

Questions/Comments
-

-

Can we develop a BIA
model? - done in
employment revitalization
zones/community
improvement plan areas
need to focus on existing
–GTMA
Can't create something
that we are not: each
business/industry has a

(City of
Toronto).

-

-

major
employers –
different size
businesses)
Provincial
(MED and
MRI)
Labour
Councils
Boards of
Trade
TRRA

Look to develop a
“Blue Green
Alliance”

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

and determine who will
work on which one;
identify with one with a
lot of interests to get
momentum going
Pull together group
Conduct research on
existing retention policy
- background work
Survey local businesses
- what are they looking
for to help with greening
opportunities - help
retain by making them
green
Identify specific issues
(e.g. road transit) and
determine gaps
Research what
municipalities have the
authority to enact
Establish some kind of
working group and get
funds
Determine if TRCA is
the champion on
working group and
gathering funding
Determine who would
like to lea (some would
prefer to be a resource)
EDO's can play a role,
but not a champion (e.g.
Chair of committees or
run meetings)
Determine what is the
retention in the area for
green businesses

-

-

Need to work
together to
realize regional
economic
gains - multiple
municipalities
must be
involved
Business likes
to wave flag give them
unique flag

-

-

-

everything else
together - sets
strategy for
other pieces
Early time line
to start
research
By Sept 2008:
at least have
scoped out
Align with
current
activities;
determine
barriers to
retention (all
groups work
together when
approaching
businesses)

staying within the
zone

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

specific niche
Process needs to be
organic
Any business can be a
green company/business
based on their business
practice(s)
Need to be careful in
terms of incentive vs.
disincentive
Focus on current
industries - how to green
them
Focus energy/ budget
heavily on retention piece
More cost effective on
retention
Stimulate demand specific industries
Identify what
infrastructure exists to
retain them
Attract like-minded
industries to this PPG
area (they look for
nucleus that already
exists)
Determine what
businesses we want to
attract/retain
Push current businesses
as far as possible to adopt
eco-technology
Encourage green tech
businesses to locate to in
study area
Stimulate demand,
property that is available
Identify potential clusters
of companies that work

-

Potential
Project Team
Business Park
Benchmarking

Group
Members
Wendy
LeBreton (EIS),
Christine Lo
(City of
Brampton),
Ryan Lanyon
(Metrolinx –
Smart
Commute),
Wendy Perkins
(GTAA) and
Paul Celsie
(MOE).

Key Partners
-

-

-

-

Property
managers/
Owners
(Bentall,
Orlando, etc.)
Municipal
(Planning,
EDOs,
Engineering,
Waste, etc.)
Utilities
Province
(MOE,
MMAH)
Boards of
Trade
Waste
companies

First Major Steps
1. Determine where to
start: How to choose
business park
- Determine which 3
business parks to
select by consulting
municipalities and
property owners
2. Data Collection Needs
- Raw data required
to remove bias
- Prioritize
benchmark
measures; reflect
higher level PPG
- Determine
indicators of
success
- Standardize
measurements
- Determine what

Drivers
-

-

-

-

Places to Grow
and Municipal
OP reviews –
need for bmps
and higher
employment
densities
Emerging
carbon markets
Rising energy
prices
Investment
firms looking to
limit risk
Increasing
monitoring at
business level
Legal
compliance Kyoto
regulations

Timeline
-

-

-

-

-

Develop
benchmark
project team in
summer of
2008
Aim to have
data gathered
for January
2009
Run benchmark
for 1 year
Expand after 1
year to include
additional
business parks
Run a
benchmark for
1 year
Set up to start
in January
2009? (1

Barriers
-

-

-

-

-

Energy data is
lacking or in wrong
format (raw data is
best)
Lack of consistent
data collection and
standardized
measurement
tools/units
Inefficient use of
land for industrial
space and business
parks
Industry/business
reps may not know
how to deal with
numbers/data
Regulatory
compliance affects
building layout, site
design, grading, land

together -innovation: must
be organic; promote as
eco-industrial zone/ as
attraction piece
Create synergies to foster
innovation
Create something within
the scope of the company
Business (identify this)
Transportation for
example - look at
problems and create
mapping - create demand
with critical mass, then
innovation will come

Questions/Comments
-

-

-

One industrial park in
each municipality should
be a benchmark
Many funders are looking
for green – PPG should
look to leverage provincial
planning goals
Opportunity for friendly
competition
parks (encourage friendly
competition) E.g.
Industry Canada - list of
indicators (%age
road cover, etc); IC is
rolling out program/EIP
funding
Energy data from Stats
Can is more high level
80% of future growth will
come from existing
areas/industries/business

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

additional
information is
required
- Need to test
indicators: evaluate
approach for how to
measure/benchmar
k success - figure
out which indicators
make most sense
Determine existing best
practices with study
area
- Find low hanging
fruit (areas of
intervention)
Complete analysis of
first three business
parks
Share results
- Establish
communication
strategy
- Share success
stories and failures
- Encourage friendly
competition
Expand benchmarking
Incorporate best
practices learned into
municipal planning
policies

-

-

-

-

-

Municipal
waste
reduction
targets
New provincial
hazardous
waste
guidelines
Reduced
municipal
capital costs
Good data
available from
some
municipal
offices
There are
benefits for
both the public
and private
sectors

-

calendar year)
Make
consistent

use practices/zoning
-

Timelines for
external data
collection: these will
guide timelines

-

-

-

es; work with them
Keep it small at first, and
maintain momentum
Putting data online (part
of regulatory compliance):
make it publicly
accessible
Utilize existing best
practices for EIP's
Account for external data
collection (data cycles)
Account for trend outside
of study area
Waste haulers (MOE)
could help request for
industry/business waste
haulage records
Communicate the data
properly! Put it in terms
businesses can
understand: i.e. airplane
volume (GTAA example)
Look to future
employment lands (e.g.
east side and northwest
Brampton employment
lands)

Appendix 3 – Stakeholder Ranking
Potential Project Team: Green Purchasing Block
Opportunities
Name

Company

Enviro-Roof
Technologies

Green Office
Supplies

Willingness to Participate

Other

Please
keep me
informed

I would like
to join a
purchasing
block

I can provide
technical
support
and/or
services

I would like to
join the project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

PRIVATE SECTOR
David Arkell
Adndreanne Gaudet
John Mein
Doug Silk
Stephan Rach
Jacquelyn Desloges
Mary Skrinar
Sue Forrest
Sue Forrest
Maria Ng
Shannon Denny
Graham Torrie
Kevin Morris
Connie Lum
Lynn Johannson
Scott Rouse
Jurgen Hack
Walter Krauss
Grant Atkinson
Irene Hawrylyshyn
Wendy Perkins
Cher Brethour
Rosemary Martin

360 Energy
Air Transat
Bayer Inc.
Bentall Real Estate Serv.
Canadian Manufacturing & Exporting
Canadian Tire
Chep Canada
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola
Construction Specialty
Dufferin Concrete
E2M
Energy at Work
Everlite Energy Corp.
George Weston Ltd.
Grant Atkinson Design
GTAA
GTAA
Guelph Food Technology
Henkel

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

Dave MacDonald
Jim Kushnir
Mark O'Connor
Nancy John
Adrienna Cifuentes
Rose Sowa
Bart Kanters
Jolie Phillips
Bob Armstrong
Yves Lemoline
Douglas Dusseau
Wilma Clarke
Jane Holmes
Corinne Howell
Sub-total

ING Real Estate
ING Real Estate
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Pratt & Whitney
Ready Mixed Concretes
Sithe Global
Supply Chain & Logistics Association
Toronto Hydro Energy
Turolight Literonics
Vista Cargo
Woodbine Entertainment
Sandalwood Suites Hotel Toronto

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1
1

4

4

1
1
1
15

1
11

4

0

1
1
1
23

3

2

PUBLIC SECTOR
Nestor Uhera
Michael Gusche
Encrico Di Ninco
David Wright
Karen Hogan
Jane Welsh
John Alderdice
Mark Bekkering
Patricia Lewis
Laurian Farrell
Alexis Morgan
Sub-total

TOTAL

City of Toronto
Mississauga
MOE
Peel Region
Peel Region
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
TRCA
TRCA
WWF

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

10

1
1

0

25

12

4

0

1
1

0

0

1

0

0

24

3

2

5

4

Potential Project Team: Eco-Efficiency Team
Opportunities
Name

Company

Food
Processors
EcoEfficiency
Program

Willingness to Participate

Transportati
on/Warehou
sing EcoEfficiency
Program

Bundled
Program

1

1

Other

Please
keep me
informed

Education
&
Workshops

Free walk
through &
cost-share
ecoefficiency
audit

I would like to
join the project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

1

1

PRIVATE SECTOR
David Arkell
Danial Rouse
Mary Skrinar
Kevin Morris
Connie Lum
Harold Hayashi
Scott Rouse
Walter Krauss
Cher Brethour
Dave MacDonald
Jim Kushnir
Nancy John
Adrienna Cifuentes
Doug Dittburner
Rose Sowa
Jolie Phillips
Bob Armstrong
Douglas Douseau
Wilma Clark
Sub-total

360 Energy
Bayer Inc.
Chep Canada
Construction Specialty
Dufferin Concrete
Enbridge
Energy at Work
George Weston Ltd.
Guelph Food Technology
ING Real Estate
ING Real Estate
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Molson
Pratt & Whitney
Sithe Global
Supply Chain & Logistics Association
Turolight Literonics
Vista Cargo

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

5

3

4

0

1
6

6

PUBLIC SECTOR
Jeff Baines
Christina Lo
Michael Wolfson
Mark Bekkering
John Alderdice

City of Brampton
City of Brampton
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto

1
1

2
1
1
1

1
1
1

5

1
3

2

Jane Welsh
Glenn Walker
Wendy Perkins
Kristen Reynolds
Glenn Gumulka
Paul Celsie
Kevin Jones
Phil Dick
Karyn Hogan
Johann Manente
Adam Miller
Sub-total

City of Toronto
City of Toronto
GTAA
Independent Electricity System
Operator
Mississauga Smart Commute
MOE
OCETA
OMAFRA
Peel Region
Peel Region
TRCA

TOTAL

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

5

6

1
1
8

10

9

12

1
0

1

1

0

2

1

0

7

7

5

5

3

Potential Project Team: Transportation Solutions
Opportunities
Name

Company

Logistics
TMA
Initiative

Food
Processor
Commuting
Initiative

Willingness to Participate

General
Smart
Commute
Involvement
&
Promotion

Other

Please
keep me
informed

Education
About
Employee
Commute
Options

PRIVATE SECTOR
Danial Rouse
Jacquelyn Desloges
Mary Skrinar
Connie Lum
Walter Krauss
Grant Atkinson
Irene Hawrylshyn
Nancy John
Mark O'Connor
Nancy John
Adrienna Cifuentes

Bayer Inc.
Canadian Tire
Chep Canada
Dufferin Concrete
George Weston Ltd.
Grant Atkinson Design
GTAA
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

Participating
in Smart
Commute

I would like to
join the project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

Bart Kanters
Rose Sowa
Bob Armstrong
Jane Holmes
Joanne Adair
Corinne Howell
Sub-total

Ontario Ready Mix Association
Pratt & Whitney
Supply Chain & Logistic Association
Woodbine Entertainment

1
1
1

1
1
1
9

Sandalwood Suites Hotel Toronto
4

0

1

1

0

1
1
9

1

0

0

0

1
1

1

PUBLIC SECTOR
Christina Lo
Mark Bekkering
Candice Chow
Jane Welsh
Michael Wolfson
Ryan Lanyon
Glenn Gumulka
Paul Celsie
Phil Dick
David Wright
Johann Manente
Phil James
Alexis Morgan
Sub-total

City of Brampton
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
Metrolinx Smart Commute
Mississauga Smart Commute
MOE
OMAFRA
Peel Region
Peel Region
TRCA
WWF

TOTAL

1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
5

2

10

1

1

0

0

2

1

9

2

19

1

10

1

0

2

1

I would like to
join the project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

Potential Project Team: Waste Reutilization
Willingness to Participate

Opportunities

Name

PRIVATE SECTOR

Company

Food Waste
Reutilization

Wastewater
Cascading

General
Waste
Exchange

Other

Please
keep me
informed

Learn
more about
waste
reuse
options

Provide
waste data
and other
technical
input

Andreanne Gaudet
John Mein
Jacquelyn Desloges
Mary Skrinar
Maria Ng
Sue Forrest
Stephan Rach
Graham Torrie
Shannon Denny
Kevin Morris
John Ashbee
Connie Lum
Scott Rouse
Walter Krauss
Irene Hawrylshyn
Wendy Perkins
Cher Brethour
Rosemary Martin
Nancy John
Adrianna Cifuentes
Doug Dittburner
Don Alarie
Rose Sowa
Bart Kanters
Jolie Phillips
Wilma Clark
Joanne Adair
Sub-total

Air Transat
Bayer Inc.
Canadian Tire
Chep Canada
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Chrysler Assembly Plant
CME
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola
Construction Specialty
CSR Plus
Dufferin Concrete
Energy at Work
George Weston Ltd.
GTAA
GTAA
Guelph Food Technology
Henkel
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Molson
Morrison Hershfield
Pratt & Whitney
Ready Mixed Concrete Association
Sithe Global
Vista Cargo

1
1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
8

1

1
1
1
1
1
7

16

1
1
2

1
4

7

4

PUBLIC SECTOR
Jeff Baines
Michael Gusche
Mark Bekkering
Michael Wolfson
Glenn Walker
Kristen Reynolds

City of Brampton
City of Mississauga
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
Independent Electricity

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

5

0

Rod Adams
Paul Celsie
Kevin Jones
Phil Dick
Johann Manente
Karyn Hogan
David Wright
Patricia Lewis
Laurian Farrell
Sub-total

MOE
MOE
OCETA
OMAFRA
Peel Region
Peel Region
Peel Region
TRCA
TRCA

1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1

7

1
1
1
9

3

0

1

0

3

1

0

15

16

19

2

5

7

7

6

0

I would like to
join the project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

1
1

TOTAL
Potential Project Team: District Energy

Opportunities

Name

Company

Airport
Vicinity
District
Energy
System

Area-wide
DES
Opportunity
Assessment

Other

Willingness to Participate

Please
keep me
informed

Learn
more about
DES and
how our
company
might fit

Providing
data about
our facility's
energy use

PRIVATE SECTOR
Andreanne Gaudet
John Mein
Doug Silk
Jacquelyn Desloges
Harold Hayashi
Scott Rouse
Wendy Perkins
Don Alarie
Rose Sowa
Jolie Phillips
Yves Lemoline
Wilma Clarke

Air Transat
Bayer Inc.
Bentall Real Estate Serv.
Canadian Tire
Enbridge
Energy at Work
GTAA
Morrison Hershfield
Pratt & Whitney
Sithe Global
Toronto Hydro Energy
Vista Cargo

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

Jane Holmes
Sub-total

Woodbine Entertainment

1
5

1

0

1
1
1
1

1

0

2

1
7

1

1

1

PUBLIC SECTOR
Jeff Baines
Christina Lo
Mary Bracken
Michael Gusche
Lincoln Kan
Jane Welsh
Candice Chow
Nestor Uhera
Phil Dick
Karyn Hogan
David Wright
Phil James
Adam Miller
Sub-total

City of Brampton
City of Brampton
City of Mississauga
City of Mississauga
City of Mississauga
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
OMAFRA
Peel Region
Peel Region
TRCA
TRCA

TOTAL

1
1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
3

1
9

4

0

2

0

0

0

0

8

10

4

0

4

7

1

1

1

I would like to
join the
project team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

Potential Project Team: Green Building Retrofit
Opportunities
Name

Company

Multi
Property
Owner
Building
Assessment

GTAA
Tenant
Program

Willingness to Participate

Energy
Performance
Contracting

Other

Please
keep me
informed

Preliminary
energy/water
assessment
of my facility
(ies)

Detailed
Assessment
of my
facility (ies)

PRIVATE SECTOR
Andreanne Gaudet
John Mein
Doug Silk
Jacquelyn Desloges
Mary Skrinar
Sue Forrest
Maria Ng

Air Transat
Bayer Inc.
Bentall Real Estate Serv.
Canadian Tire
Chep Canada
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Chrysler Assembly Plant

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

Stephan Rach
Shannon Denny
Kevin Morris
Connie Lum
Harold Hayashi
Scott Rouse
Jurgen Hack
Wendy Perkins
Cher Brethour
Rosemary Martin
Dave MacDonald
Jim Kushnir
Adrianna Cifuentes
Mark O'Connor
Doug Dittburner
Don Alarie
Rose Sowa
Jolie Phillips
Yves Lemoine
Douglas Douseau
Wilma Clark
Jane Holmes
Corinne Howell
Sub-total

CME
Coca-Cola
Construction Specialty
Dufferin Concrete
Enbridge
Energy at Work
Everlite Energy Corp.
GTAA
Guelph Food Technology
Henkel
ING Real Estate
ING Real Estate
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Molson
Morrison Hershfield
Pratt & Whitney
Sithe Global
Toronto Hydro Energy
Turolight Litetronics
Vista Cargo
Woodbine Entertainment
Sandalwood Suites Hotel Toronto

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1
1

6

6

1
5

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
8

1

1

0

1
1
16

6

5

2

4

0

0

0

0

PUBLIC SECTOR
Mary Bracken
Jane Welsh
Encrico Di Ninco
Phil Dick
Karyn Hogan
David Wright
Patricia Lewis
Laurian Farrell
Alexis Morgan
Sub-total

City of Mississauga
City of Toronto
MOE
OMAFRA
Peel Region
Peel Region
TRCA
TRCA
WWF

1
1
1

0

1
4

14

TOTAL

7

6

0

20

6

5

2

4

Potential Project Team: Policy Templates
Willingness to Participate

Opportunities
Name

Company

"Intermunicipal
Secondary
Plan"

Pilot "ecoindustrial
development
permit system"

Common
Zoning
Language or
Development
Standard

Other tools
to coordinate
EcoDevelopment
Activity?

Please
keep me
informed

Learn more
about ecodevelopment
policies best
practices

Provide
business
input to
the project
team

I would
like to join
the
project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

PRIVATE SECTOR
Stephan Rach
Graham Torrie
John Phoenix
Kevin Morris
John Ashbee
Scott Arbuckle
Bart Kanters
Jane Holmes
Sub-total

CME
Coca-Cola
Construction Specialty
Construction Specialty
CSR Plus
Planning & Engineering Initiatives
Ready Mixed Concrete Association
Woodbine Entertainment

1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1

1

0

1

1
1
4

0

1

0

0

0

PUBLIC SECTOR
Jeff Baines
Christina Lo
Mary Bracken
Glenn Walker
Glenn Walker
Ryan Lanyon
Johann Manente
Adam Miller
Patricia Lewis
Laurian Farrell
Phil James
Sub-total

City of Brampton
City of Brampton
City of Mississauga
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
Metrolinx Smart Commute
Peel Region
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA

2
1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1
3

1
1
1
1
8

1
2

1

1

0

2

TOTAL

4

9

3

1

2

4

2

1

0

Join the
project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

Potential Project Team: Business Park Benchmarking
Opportunities
Name

Company

Benchmark
Project w/
3 business
parks

Willingness to Participate

Other

Please keep
me informed

Learn more
about
benchmarking

I can
provide
data

PRIVATE SECTOR
Connie Howell
David Arkell
Doug Silk
Stephan Rach
John Phoenix
John Ashbee
Connie Lum
Lynn Johannson
Harold Hayashi
Scott Rouse
Wendy Perkins
Irene Hawrylshyn
Cher Brethour
Dave MacDonald
Bart Kanters
Yves Lemoline
Douglas Douseau
Sub-total

1
1

1
360 Energy
Bentall Real Estate Serv.
CME
Construction Specialty
CSR Plus
Dufferin Concrete
E2M
Enbridge
Energy at Work
GTAA
GTAA
Guelph Food Technology
ING Real Estate
Ready Mixed Concrete
Toronto Hydro Energy
Turolight Litetronics

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

8

0

0

0

9

2

1

PUBLIC SECTOR
Jeff Baines
Michael Gusche
Candice Chow
John Alderdice

City of Brampton
City of Mississauga
City of Toronto
City of Toronto

1

1

1
2
1
1

1

3

1
2

Glenn Walker
Glenn Gumulka
Paul Celsie
Alexis Morgan
Sub-total

City of Toronto
Mississauga Smart Commute
MOE
WWF

TOTAL

1
1
1
1
9

0

0

0

1
1

0

1

0

0

17

0

0

0

10

2

2

3

2

I would
like to
join the
project
team

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

Potential Project Team: Green Business Attraction & Retention
Willingness to Participate

Opportunities

Name

Company

Formalized
green
business
retention
and
attraction
strategy

Clean
Technology
Sector
Development

Green Job
Development
Program

Other

Please
keep me
informed

Learn about
similar green
ecodevelopment
initiatives

My business
could
participate in
a project

PRIVATE SECTOR
Grant Atkinson
Doug Silk
Jacquelyn Desloges
Maria Ng
Sue Forrest
Stephan Rach
John Phoenix
John Ashbee
Harold Hayashi
Jurgen Hack
Irene Hawrylshyn
Mark O'Connor
Nancy John
Adrianna Cifuentes
Bart Kanters
Jolie Phillips
Yves Lemoine

Atkinson Design
Bentall Real Estate Serv.
Canadian Tire
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Chrysler Assembly Plant
CME
Construction Specialty
CSR Plus
Enbridge
Everlite Energy Corp.
GTAA
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Ready Mixed Concrete
Sithe Global
Toronto Hydro Energy

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

Douglas Douseau
Jane Holmes
Corinne Howell
Sub-total

1

Turolight Litetronics
Woodbine Entertainment
Sandalwood Suites Hotel Toronto

1
1

1
5

8

3

1

9

6

2

1

0

PUBLIC SECTOR
Christina Lo
Jeff Baines
Susan Amring
Mark Bekkering
John Alderdice
Glen Walker
Michael Wolfson
Glenn Gumulka
Rod Adams
Encrico Di Ninco
Kevin Jones
Adam Miller
Phil James
Sub-total

City of Brampton
City of Brampton
City of Mississauga
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
Mississauga Smart Commute
MOE
MOE
OCETA
TRCA
TRCA

TOTAL

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
10

4

3

2

0

3

0

0

0

15

12

6

3

9

9

2

1

0

Food
Processor
Regulatory
Alignment
Session(s)

Resources
for sectorspecific
progressive
business
practices

Potential Project Team: Regulatory Alignment
Opportunities
Name

Company

Willingness to Participate

Other

Please
keep me
informed

Learn more about
eco-development
policy and green
bmps

I would like
to join the
project team

PRIVATE SECTOR
David Arkell
Stephan Rach
Mary Skrinar

360 Energy
CME
Chep Canada

1
1

1
1
1

Potential
Product/
Service
provider

Graham Torrie
Shannon Denny
Kevin Morris
Connie Lum
Harold Hayashi
Scott Rouse
Walter Krauss
Cher Brethour
Rosemary Martin
Dave MacDonald
Mark O'Connor
Doug Dittburner
Don Alarie
Rose Sowa
Jolie Phillips
Douglas Douseau
Sub-total

Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola
Construction Specialty
Dufferin Concrete
Enbridge
Energy at Work
George Weston Ltd.
Guelph Food Technology
Henkel
ING Real Estate
Kuehne & Nagel
Molson
Morrison Hershfield
Pratt & Whitney
Sithe Global
Turolight Litetronics

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
2

7

0

1

9

8

1

1
1

1

0

2

1
1

PUBLIC SECTOR
Jeff Baines
Glenn Walker
Michael Wolfson
Rod Adams
Paul Celsie
Phil Dick
Patricia Lewis
Alexis Morgan
Sub-total

TOTAL

City of Brampton
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
MOE
MOE
OMAFRA
TRCA
WWF

1
1
1
1

1

1

4

0

0

1

1
1
4

6

7

0

2

13

1

0

2

0

9

0

4

1

Potential Project Team: Education
Opportunities
Name

Company

Green
Business
Workshop

Green
Business
Networking
Event(s)

Pearson EcoBusiness
Zone
Sustainability
Tours

PPG Website:
EcoDevelopment
& Green
Business Tools
& Resources

PRIVATE SECTOR
David Arkell
Adndreanne Gaudet
Daniel Rouse
Stephan Rach
Jacquelyn Desloges
Mary Skrinar
Sue Forrest
Maria Ng
Shannon Denny
Kevin Morris
John Phoenix
John Ashbee
Connie Lum
Lynn Johannson
Walter Krauss
Irene Hawrylshyn
Wendy Perkins
Cher Brethour
Adrianna Cifuentes
Nancy John
Mark O'Connor
Doug Dittburner
Bart Kanters
Jolie Phillips
Jolie Phillips
Bob Armstrong

360 Energy
Air Transat
Bayer Inc.
Canadian Munufacturing & Export
Canadian Tire
Chep Canada
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Chrysler Assembly Plant
Coca-Cola
Construction Specialty
Construction Specialty
CSR Plus
Dufferin Concrete
E2M
George Weston Ltd.
GTAA
GTAA
Guelph Food Technology
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Kuehne & Nagel
Molson
Ready Mixed Concrete
Sithe Global
Sithe Global
Supply Chain & Logistics

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

Douglas Douseau
Wilma Clark
Jane Holmes
Corinne Howell
Sub-total

Turolight Litetronics
Vista Cargo
Woodbridge Entertainment
Sandalwood Suites Hotel Toronto

1
1
1
1
25

11

3

10

PUBLIC SECTOR
Jacquelyn Desloges
Jeff Baines
Christina Lo
Glenn Walker
Michael Wolfson
John Alderdice
Mark Bekkering
Jane Welsh
Nestor Uhera
Kristen Reynolds
Glenn Gumulka
Rod Adams
Paul Celsie
Johann Manente
Karyn Hodge
Kevin Jones
Adam Miller
Laurian Farrel
Patricia Lewis
Phil James
Alexis Morgan
Sub-total

TOTAL

Canadian Tire
City of Brampton
City of Brampton
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
City of Toronto
Independent Electricity
Mississauga Smart Commute
MOE
MOE
Peel Region
Peel Region
OCETA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
TRCA
WWF

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
17

1
3

1

1
2

42

14

4

12

1

APPENDIX D: ENERGY FUNDERS ONTARIO SUMMARY OF GRANTING PROGRAMS

Organization
Name
Environment
Canada

Fund Name

Funds Available

Priorities

Eligibility

Environmental
Damages
Fund

Unknown

Top priority projects: Restore natural
resources, preferably to the same
area where the pollution occurred
Other projects considered: Research
and development on environmental
damage assessment and restoration
and education on pollution prevention
and restoration of natural resources.

NGOs, universities, Aboriginal groups, provincial,
territorial and municipal governments are eligible.

Environment
Canada

EcoAction

Maximum Grant:
$100,000 per
project.

~ Climate change: Reducing GHGs
~ Clean water: Diversion and
reduction of substances that
negatively affect water quality.
~ Nature: Protecting wildlife, plants,
habitat
~ Clean Air - Reducing emissions
that contribute to smog and air toxins.

Eligible groups include non-profit organizations such
as environmental groups, Aboriginal groups and First
Nations councils, service clubs, associations, and
youth and seniors' associations. Private sector
organizations, educational institutions, and municipal,
provincial/territorial and federal governments are not
eligible applicants, but are encouraged to partner with
non-profit groups.
Eligible projects are either action-focused, or focused
on community capacity building (or a combination of
the two). Eligible projects will protect, rehabilitate or
enhance the natural environment and build the
capacity of communities to sustain these activities
into the future.

February 1 and
October 1
annually

The NODP promotes economic
development and diversification, job
creation and sustainable, self-reliant
communities in Northern Ontario.
FedNor supports energy-related
projects under program components
such as: Innovation, Community
Economic Development and Human
Capital components (including a
youth internship program)

Projects must take place in Northern Ontario, of
which southern border is defined as approximately
Muskoka to Mattawa. Non-profits, municipalities and
first nations are eligible applicants

Ongoing

Matching or in-kind
support from other
sponsors is
required with at
least 50% of the
total value of the
project coming from
sources other than
the federal
government.
Fednor,
Industry
Canada

Northern
Ontario
Development
Program
(NODP)

government will
consult with the
Association of
Municipalities of
Ontario

1

Application
Deadlines
N/A

Organization
Name
Ministry of
Energy,
Conservation
& Strategic
Policy Branch

Fund Name

Funds Available

Priorities

Eligibility

Community
Conservation
Initiatives
Fund

Total: $1million
(2008-2009)
Maximum Grant:
$50,000 per
project.

Intended to help build a conservation
culture in Ontario by supporting
community-based and grassroots
energy conservation projects focused
on education, outreach and action.
This may include projects promoting
small-scale "behind the meter"
renewable energy that focus on
community education.

Eligible groups include Incorporated not-for-profit
groups implementing projects that:
~ Directly enhance the capacity of individuals or
communities to conserve and/or promote small-scale
(“behind the meter”) renewable energy;
~ Foster long-term behavioral change for growth of
Ontario’s conservation culture; and/or
~ Contribute to a reduction in energy demand/
consumption.

Ministry of
Energy,
Conservation
& Strategic
Policy Branch

Ontario Solar
Thermal
Heating
Incentive
(OSTHI)

Total: $14.4 million
over 4 years
Maximum Grant:
$80,000 per
installation with a
corporate maximum
of $2 million for
multiple
installations.

OSTHI is an Ontario Government
program that provides an incentive by
way of a rebate to Ontario
organizations in the commercial,
industrial or institutional (ICI) sectors
which install a qualifying solar water
or solar air heating system.

Businesses, industries and institutions located in
Ontario, which qualify for a financial incentive for the
installation of a solar water or solar air heating
system under the federal ecoENERGY for
Renewable Heat program are eligible for the OSTHI
program. To qualify for the OSTHI program, an
applicant must first be approved for a Contribution
Agreement under the ecoENERGY for Renewable
Heat program. When approved by Ontario, the
applicant would then enter into a Contribution
Agreement with Ontario.
OSTHI funding is conditional upon the applicant’s
project being approved by ecoENERGY for
Renewable Heat to receive an incentive under the
federal program, and the applicant being in
compliance with the Contribution Agreement

Ongoing

Ministry of
Energy,
Conservation
& Strategic
Policy Branch

Ontario Home
Energy Audit
Program

Maximum Rebate:
50% of the cost of
the first home audit
up to $150.

To help homeowners save energy,
save money and help reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

Owners of the following types of existing homes are
eligible:
~ Detached houses (e.g., bungalow)
~ Attached houses (e.g., semi-detached, row houses)
low-rise multi-unit residential buildings (e.g.,
duplexes, triplexes, small apartment buildings) that
are no more than three stories high and are built with
the total footprint area of the building being 600
square metres or less.
~ Mobile homes that are situated on a permanent
foundation and where the property tax roll is in the
name of the homeowner.

Ongoing

2

Application
Deadlines
Varies each
year

Organization
Name
Ministry of
Energy,
Conservation
& Strategic
Policy Branch

Fund Name

Funds Available

Priorities

Eligibility

Ontario Home
Energy
Retrofit
Program

Maximum Grant:
Up to $5,000 per
qualifying home for
the cost of energysaving renovations
identified under the
program.

To help homeowners save energy,
save money and help reduce
greenhouse gas emissions, the
Ontario government has created the
Ontario Home Energy Retrofit
Program. The program provides
homeowners with grants of up to
$5,000 for home energy
improvements.

Owners of the following types of existing homes are
eligible:
~ Detached houses (e.g., bungalow)
~ Attached houses (e.g., semi-detached, row houses)
low-rise multi-unit residential buildings (e.g.,
duplexes, triplexes, small apartment buildings) that
are no more than three stories high and are built with
the total footprint area of the building being 600
square metres or less.
~ Mobile homes that are situated on a permanent
foundation and where the property tax roll is in the
name of the homeowner.

Ministry of
Northern
Development
& Mines

Northern
Ontario
Heritage
Fund:
Northern
Energy
Program

(AMO) and other
stakeholders in
implementing the
program.

Help eligible Northern organizations
to capitalize on energy opportunities
by encouraging private and public
sectors to pursue clean renewable
energy generation capacity that will
reduce demand on external energy
sources. Specific program areas
include:
~ Renewable Energy Planning
~ Renewable Energy Capital
Assistance
~ New internal Energy Generation
Projects
~ Energy Conservation Pilot Projects

Businesses and non-profit organizations involved in
the energy sector are eligible.

31-Dec-07

Ministry of
the
Environment,
Air Policy &
Climate
Change
Branch

Community
Go Green
Fund

Total: $6.6 million
over 4 years
Maximum Grant:
$100,000 per
project.

Support locally-based community
groups in public education and
outreach initiatives that lead to
reductions in GHG emissions.

~ Incorporated not-for-profit locally-based group or
municipalities of less than 20,000 residents are
eligible. Larger municipalities must partner with an
incorporated group to be eligible.
Eligible Projects:
~ Provide outreach and education to increase
awareness about climate change.
~ Promote long-term behavior change to reduce
Ontarians’ carbon footprint.
~ Aim to achieve reductions in GHG emissions.

Two funding
windows per
year: Spring
and Fall

Projects can run
over multiple years.

3

Application
Deadlines
Ongoing

Organization
Name
Ontario
Ministry of
Agriculture,
Food and
Rural Affairs

Fund Name

Funds Available

Priorities

Eligibility

Rural
Economic
Development
Program
(RED)

Projects are costshared with the
provincial
government
investing up to
50% of eligible
costs in most
cases (up to 90%
under special
circumstances).

~ Community and downtown
revitalization;
~ Improved access to health-care
services; and
~ Skills training and
enhancement.

Strategic alliances between (any combination of)
individuals, businesses, community organizations
(including not-for-profit) and municipalities with an
arm’s length relationship from each other are eligible.

Total: $9-million
Program
Phase 1 Funds: Up
to 70% of the
eligible costs for a
feasibility study to
maximum of
$35,000
Phase 2 Funds: Up
to 40% of eligible
costs for
construction and
implementation.
Maximum total
grant for Phases 1
and 2 is $400,000
per anaerobic
digester system.
Total: $3-million
Maximum Grant:
$400,000 per
project

Investment that will help farmers and
agri-food business develop and build
generating systems that produce
clean energy, reduce electricity costs
and contribute to local economies.
Program will increase renewable
energy generation, reduce GHG
emissions and foster innovation and
economic opportunities in Ontario.

Eligible project include agriculture and agri-food
operations developing anaerobic digesters that meet
certain requirements:
~ digester must use at least 75% agricultural
products, agricultural by-products, food-based
products or food-based by-products
~ digester must product biogas for use in the
production of electricity or heat or for fossil fuel
replacement
~ by-product or digestate must not be disposed of in
a sanitary landfill or through sewage disposal; it must
be land-applied as crop nutrient or soil enhancement,
or must create value-added nutrient product, or be
useable as livestock bedding.

Ongoing

Build marketplace capacity for the
design, delivery, marketing and
uptake of conservation programs;
test new or unique conservation
program elements; use the results
from pilots to inform the development
of future conservation programming.

Organizations operating in Ontario. LDCs and
individuals not eligible.

Expressions of
interest due 3
times a year
(winter, spring,
fall).
Proposals for
successful
applications
dues 4 weeks
later.

Ontario
Ministry of
Agriculture,
Food and
Rural Affairs

Ontario
Biogas
Systems
Financial
Assistance
Program

Ontario
Power
Authority

Conservation
Fund

4

Application
Deadlines
Ongoing

Eligible projects must accrue benefits to rural Ontario.

Organization
Name
Ontario
Trillium
Foundation

Fund Name

Funds Available

Priorities

Eligibility

Community
Grants

~ Single or multiyear grants of up to
$75,000 per year
for up to 5 years.
~ Up to $150,000
available for
renovations, repairs
and equipment
purchases

Funding is allocated in four sectors:
Arts & Culture, Environment, Sports
& Recreation, and Human & Social
Services.

Registered charities and not-for-profits implementing
programs in one catchment area. Local impact may
be in one or more communities within that catchment
area.

Ontario
Trillium
Foundation

Province-Wide
Program

~ Single or multiyear grants of up to
$250,000 per year
for up to 5 years.
~ Up to $150,000
available for
renovations or
repairs and
equipment
purchases

Funding is allocated in four sectors:
Arts & Culture, Environment, Sports
& Recreation, and Human & Social
Services.

Registered charities and not-for-profits implementing
programs with province-wide impact are eligible. At a
minimum, the work must take place in 3 OTF
catchment areas or 2 in the North.

March 1, July 1
and November
1 annually.

Toronto
Atmospheric
Fund (TAF)

TAF Grants
and Special
Projects

Varies. Currently
funded projects
have grants ranging
from $20,000 to
$300,000

Provides support to organizations in
Toronto who are making significant
contributions to reducing local GHG
emissions in the following areas:
~ Towerwise: Energy efficiency in
high-rise residential buildings
~ Lightsavers: Gaining market
acceptance for LED outdoor lighting
applications in GTA municipalities
~ Solar: Building capacity for urban
solar energy
~ Fleets: Advancing the use of
hybrid/all electric vehicles in urban
fleets

Toronto non-profit groups are eligible.
Specialized finance available to private,
institutional and non-profit groups advancing
projects related to TAF's four theme areas.

Ongoing
Next deadline
is October 10,
2008
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Application
Deadlines
March 1, July 1
and November
1 annually.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Indicators are bits of information that highlight what is happening in a larger system. They
are small windows that together provide a glimpse of the “bigger picture”.
Sustainable Seattle – Indicators of Sustainable Community

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW
Sound decision-making depends on our ability to measure our performance, allowing us to
learn and adapt from our successes (and failures). Performance indicators help us to
measure our performance in a systematic, consistent, and rigorous way. Performance
indicators are designed to tell us:
How
How
How
How
How

well
well
well
well
well

are we doing overall (measure versus baseline)?
are we doing compare to last year (measure versus target)?
are we doing compared to everyone else (measure versus benchmark)?
will we do next year if we continue “business as usual” (projection)?
would we like to do next year (target)?

The National Roundtable on the Environment and Economy (NRTEE) notes that by
standardizing a core set of performance indicators, performance can not only be measured
for individual businesses, but comparisons can also be made between businesses and
sectors1.
Financial performance indicators are used by virtually every business and government, e.g.,
Gross Domestic Product or GDP, to track their performance, to set targets and to increase
shareholder confidence. With a growing awareness of sustainability, businesses have also
developed performance indicators to track broader economic, as well as environmental and
social, progress. More environmentally progressive businesses such as those on the Dow
Jones Sustainability Index now include environmental and social indicators within their
corporate annual reports. The World Business Council for Sustainable Development and
NRTEE have also developed eco-efficiency indicators, designed to help businesses measure
their economic and ecological performance from a more life-cycle perspective.
Communities have also expanded their use of performance indicators to encompass
sustainability measures, such as pedestrian-friendliness or acres of greenspace. Many
communities now publish State of the Environment or Sustainability reports which contain
many performance indicators meant to demonstrate the community’s current economic,
ecological, and social health.
The performance indicator framework outlined in this report brings together and adapts
business and community sustainability indicators so that they can be applied to
geographically bounded areas with intense light, medium, and/or heavy industrial activity,
such as industrial or business parks. Neither the eco-efficiency nor sustainable communities
sets of indicators could be used to provide a complete picture of the sustainability
performance of industrial areas. Some of the indicators have never been applied to
industrial practice, or they have not been applied to measure aggregate performance to
help provide a “big picture” assessment of sustainability.

1

NRTEE. 2001. Eco-Efficiency Indicators Workbook
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The performance indicator framework will also allow us to understand and articulate key
sustainability issues faced by industry and to showcase sustainable industrial practices2,
especially those associated with multi-stakeholder, industry-focused sustainability
initiatives, such as eco-industrial networking (EIN). A set of standardized, rigorous
measures will facilitate the tracking of costs and benefits of innovative solutions. The lack
of measured (or measurable) results has been a barrier to successful implementation of EIN
(and the creation of eco-industrial parks) across Canada. While anecdotal evidence and
descriptions of the benefits of EIN are motivational, quantitative, demonstrable benefits are
more effective for engaging the business community and for securing financing to
implement EIN. A consistent performance indicator framework will also lead to more
adaptive management and “learning by doing”, which will in turn lead to further innovation.

1.2 PROJECT SCOPE
In developing this framework, it became apparent that there are an almost infinite number
of performance indicators. We focused on those that could be normalized to provide for
meaningful comparison from site to site, and for which data was likely available. For
example, comparing the total energy consumed in one industrial park to the total energy
consumed in another industrial park is not very meaningful. Comparing the total energy
consumed per dollar of revenue generated makes more sense, especially if it can be further
broken down per sector. The performance indicators were generally normalized per tonne
of product; per dollar of revenue; per employee; or per hectare.
We also focused on performance indicators for which site-to-site comparison made sense.
For example, while Total Tree Cover (measured as Total Area Covered in Trees / Total Site
Size) makes sense when comparing sites within the same eco-region, it does not make
much sense when comparing a site in coastal BC to a site in southern Saskatchewan.
Similarly, while many performance indicators for residential and commercial activities are
normalized per square metre of building space, this does not make sense in an industrial
setting, where many industrial operations are outdoors. For example, chemical companies’
operations consist of many miles of pipeline and other structures on site that are not
contained in a single building. Normalizing per hectare of operations makes more sense.
A number of performance indicators were identified which would be useful for a single site
to track its progress, although they would not necessarily allow the site to compare its
progress towards sustainability to that of another site. However, these are still important
indicators for site-wide initiatives. Table 1 provides some examples of indicators that can
be used for comparing sites and those that are more useful for single site characterization.
Table 1: Indicators for Site-to-Site Comparison versus Single Site Characterization
Allow Site-To-Site Comparisons
Single Site Characterization
Total building energy consumed (GJ)
Total building space (m2 or ha)

Total energy consumed (GJ)
Total products (tonnes)

Total Product (T)
Total Material Inputs Consumed (T)

2

Building energy consumption (GJ)
Total energy consumed (GJ)
Total thermal energy (GJ)
Product (tonnes)
Total electric energy (GJ)
Product (tonnes)
Total transportation energy (L fuel)
Product (tonnes)
Total green certified material inputs (T)
Product (T

These are two of STSIB’s Industrial Sustainability Team’s priorities.
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Finally, the scope of this project involved developing the indicators only. These
performance indicators have not been field-tested or piloted.

2 BACKGROUND – RELATED PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
The following sections briefly summarize the current use of performance indicators in the
areas of Eco-Industrial Networking; Eco-Efficiency; Corporate Annual Reporting; and
Sustainable Communities. A detailed description of the performance indicators used in
these areas may be found in Appendix A. These indicators formed the basis for the
sustainable industries performance indicator framework presented in this report.

2.1 ECO-INDUSTRIAL NETWORKING & ECO-INDUSTRIAL PARKS
Eco-Industrial Networking (EIN) is an emerging practice that promotes sustainable industrial
development and operations. EIN represents the implementation of the principles of
industrial ecology, which require a systems approach and the application of lessons from
nature e.g., biomimicry or the role of “scavenger and decomposer” businesses in facilitating
the cycling of materials and energy. In practice, EIN involves building relationships or
networks to share and more efficiently use resources such as municipal infrastructure, land,
energy, and transportation. These networks largely involve businesses, but municipal
governments and the wider community are increasingly involved. The result of EIN is
increased business performance; reduced municipal infrastructure demand; reduced
environmental impact; and promotion of green design for buildings, processes, and sites.
Several projects across Canada have focused on retrofitting EIN into existing industrial
parks to create eco-industrial parks. The North Vancouver Maplewood Project is an ongoing
eco-industrial initiative that has recently reached the pre-implementation phase. The Town
of Hinton, Alberta is developing a brand new eco-industrial park on the last piece of
industrial-zoned land within town boundaries.
An Eco-Industrial Park (EIP) represents the application of EIN within an industrial park. In
an EIP, businesses and their local government and community partners work together to
incorporate
• Targeted economic development strategies (attracting businesses to fill product or
service niches);
• By-product synergy (waste of one = feed for another);
• Ecological design (preserving ecologically sensitive areas and designing buildings and
sites to minimize resource use);
• Green infrastructure (replacing traditional infrastructure with natural/alternative
systems); and
• Networking around services (e.g. marketing, transportation, research and monitoring
services).
This is a relatively new field, and performance measurement has been inconsistent. The
use of performance indicators in industrial ecology / EIN has been limited, especially with
respect to measuring the benefits from interactions between groups of businesses.
Standard eco-efficiency indicators are used sometimes to report individual corporate results.
The Norwegian Institute of Science and Technology’s Industrial Ecology Programme looked
at the application of eco-efficiency indicators to “recycling systems” by adapting the World
Business Council for Sustainable Development eco-efficiency measurement framework3.
They highlight the added complexities created by groups of businesses with different
functions in a system; the importance of setting system borders; and the need to include
3

Eik, 2001
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both system-wide and business-specific indicators in an evaluation. A different approach
was taken in a North American study when authors postulated a means to compare real and
hypothetical eco-industrial parks and integrated biosystems using ecological food web
theory (e.g. numbers of linear relationships between industrial tenants, and connectance
values)4. Neither of these studies has resulted in a practical, field-tested set of performance
indicators.

2.2 ECO-EFFICIENCY
The National Roundtable on the Environment and Economy (NRTEE) has developed a set of
core and complimentary eco-efficiency indicators based on the World Business Council for
Sustainable Development’s seven elements of eco-efficiency:
• Reducing the material requirements for goods and services
• Reducing the energy intensity of goods and services
• Reducing toxic dispersions
• Enhancing material recyclability
• Maximizing sustainable use of renewable resources
• Extending product durability
• Increasing the service intensity of goods and services
The benefits of using eco-efficiency indicators can be realized by individual facility
managers, corporate managers and a company’s stakeholders5. While these indicators
effectively characterize a single firm’s performance, and allow comparisons between
companies and across business sectors, they have not been used to measure the potential
benefits of cooperation among businesses (e.g. within an industrial park or area).

2.3 CORPORATE ANNUAL REPORTING
Corporate annual reporting has evolved significantly in the past decade. Annual reports
used to contain primarily financial information. More recently, increased public and
stakeholder awareness has resulted in more firms adopting a triple bottom line approach
and including social and environmental indicators in their annual performance evaluations.
Other firms, such as those on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index, have expanded their
corporate reporting requirements entirely, by adding annual sustainability and/or corporate
social responsibility reports to their repertoire.
The indicators used in these reports are generally specific to the individual firm’s operations.
They are not used to compare one company to another and are therefore difficult to adapt
to entire industrial sites or districts.6 Appendix # provides a list of indicators used by heavy
industry Canadian businesses that are listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index.

2.4 SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
Several indicators have been developed to measure the sustainability of communities.
Supporters of Smart Growth, “a collection of urban development strategies to reduce sprawl
that are fiscally, environmentally and socially responsible”7, have been especially diligent in
their efforts to measure the performance of communities pursuing sustainability. However,
the ten Principles of Smart Growth ignore a crucial component of every community:
4

Hardy and Graedel, 2002
NRTEE, 2001
6
There are some examples where corporate indicators are used to compare performance at several distinct
locations (e.g. multiple smelter sites for Alcan Inc.) so these may be more easily adapted.
5

7

SmartGrowth BC, 2005. from SmartGrowth BC website www.smartgrowth.bc.ca.
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industry. The BC Sprawl Reports (2001; 2004)8,9 began with the identification of a need for
“objective information on the nature and extent of sprawl in BC, and how it impacts the
ability of BC communities to achieve their goals”. These works quantify a community’s
urban form, livability, and economic vitality and, more recently, evaluates relationships
(e.g. correlations) between them. These indicators, (e.g. density of housing units;
bookstores/art galleries per 10,000 people) focus mainly on residential and commercial
aspects of communities. Industrial areas were only indirectly considered, and only for a
small number of measures (e.g. % of commuters who drive 5km or less).

3 SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIES PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FRAMEWORK
3.1 GETTING STARTED
3.1.1 Defining the Site
One of the key first steps is to define the boundaries of the site. The word “site” is meant
to refer to any geographically bound collection of businesses. To make site-to-site
comparison meaningful, it is important that site boundaries are chosen in a similar manner.
This performance indicator framework assumes that the site is defined as follows:
• The site is a geographically bound collection of businesses, where many of those
businesses are industrial in nature (light, medium or heavy). An individual industrial park
/ estate or business park would be considered as a site. A site could also refer to an
industrial area in a community (e.g., land that is zoned industrial).
• Where large parts of the industrial area remain undeveloped, the site should be defined as
the developed area only. Otherwise, results normalized to a per hectare basis will not
accurately reflect the businesses’ activities.
• If the industrial area is adjacent to areas that are not developable (poor land quality;
protected ecological reserves, etc), then the undevelopable areas should not be included
in the site. For example, including Burns Bog10 in the Tilbury Industrial Area calculations
would make it appear as though energy consumption per hectare at this site is extremely
low, which may not be the case. Small, undevelopable areas that are clearly within site
can be included.

3.1.2 Information Needs
The first part of the framework, shown in Table 2 below, is a list of information needed to
calculate the sustainable industries performance indicators. Potential data sources for the
information have been noted. Table 2 also lists the unit of measure to which the
information must be converted. For consistency, metric units of measure have been used.
Larger scale units (e.g. MW versus Kw) were chosen as aggregate values over several
businesses are likely to be large numbers. Smaller units of measure, or even American
units (BTU, ft2, ton), could be used instead, as long as the units of measure are consistent
throughout.

8

Alexander, Donald and Ray Tomalty. 2001. BC Sprawl Report. Vancouver: Smart Growth BC.
Alexander, Donald, Tomalty, Ray and Mark Anielski. 2004. BC Sprawl Report – Economic Vitality and Livable
Communities. Vancouver: SmartGrowth BC.
10
Burns Bog is a 4000ha domed peat bog located to the south of Tilbury Industrial Area. More than half of this site
is protected as an Ecological Conservancy Area.
9
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Table 2: Information Needs & Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators
Information Type

Overall Financial
Total Gross Revenues
Generated
Total Employees

Total # Businesses
Energy
Total Energy Consumed

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

$

Y

Sum of each business’ revenues

#
FTE

Y

#

Y

Sum of each business’ number of
employees. Where shift or part-time
work is prevalent, it may make sense
to convert to Full-Time Equivalents.
Count of number of businesses in the
list.

GJ
$

Y

Total Thermal Energy + Total
Electrical Energy (converted to GJ)

Data Sources

Individual businesses (Cost, production, or sales reports; Annual financial
reports)
Individual business data. Baseline from economic development documents
may be available.
Municipal business license lists or Scott’s Directories listings for a given
geographic area.
Utility Companies: (Electricity and/or Natural Gas) or Fuel Providers (Diesel,
Heating Oil, Propane, Hog Fuel, etc) may provide aggregate Consumed data
for given area or set of addresses. Municipal business permit or tax role lists
can provide addresses. When natural gas isn’t the main fuel, the calculation
can be complex. There could be multiple fuel suppliers, and conversion to GJ
may be required e.g., from T hog fuel. In this case, it is much more likely that
individual business data will be required. This would include waste heat
recovered internally that offsets other thermal energy use, or waste heat
delivered to other businesses. For electricity, include traditional and green
power consumption.
Municipal GIS data, or manual measurements from air photos or maps can
provide area sizes for utility company queries.

Total Building Energy
Consumed

GJ
$

Y

Sum of energy used to heat / cool /
light buildings.

Individual Businesses: Purchasing records; Energy audits; Facility
management reports; Estimates based on known production.
Estimates based on known building footprints and types, and factors available
from programs like RETSCREEN. Individual business data, especially from
facilities staff. Does not include energy used for other operations such as
pumping water or providing heat for manufacturing processes.
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Data Sources

Total Green Energy
Consumed

GJ

Y

Sum of the Total Green Thermal
Energy Consumed and Total Green
Electrical Energy Consumed per
business (converted to GJ)

Total Energy Generated

GJ
$

Y

Sum of the total thermal and electrical
energy generated per business
(converted to GJ)

Utility company data e.g., green power sales within a given area. Individual
business info e.g., purchasing records for green power. This would include
green energy a company generates and uses itself, as well as green energy
generated and sold to other customers. It may make sense to define green
energy according to the local utility definition. Generally, it would encompass
renewable energy, energy generated from waste; or energy recovered e.g.,
heat exchange networks.
Utility company data, especially if companies must sell to the grid; Utility
Commission permits; individual company info. Includes thermal and electrical,
green and conventional. Does not include Waste Heat, unless it is being
recovered internally or sold to another business.

Total Energy Losses

GJ
$

Y

Sum of the total energy losses per
business.

The amount of energy “lost” in the site, representing a potential value-added
resource. Normally, this requires an energy audit and balance per company,
which can get complicated. For most companies, energy losses will be
estimated to equal waste heat generated.

Total Waste Heat
Generated

GJ
$

Y

Sum of the waste heat generated per
business.

Data from individual businesses. An energy balance is usually required to
determine this per business. Subtract waste heat re-used internally or used by
another company e.g., this is waste heat generated representing potential
recovery opportunities.

Total Green Energy
Generated

GJ

Y

Sum of the total green thermal and
green electrical energy generated
(converted to GJ)

Utility company data, especially if businesses must sell to the grid; Utility
Commission permits; individual business info. Green energy may include heat
and/or electricity from biomass, geothermal, solar, wind, micro-hydro, waste
process energy.

T Eco2

Y

Sum of GHG emissions per business
(converted to Eco2). See Canada’s
Climate Change Plan for methodology.

Individual business data (Utility bills; Fuel invoices; Plant survey; EHS records;
Estimation or calculation); Voluntary Challenge & Registry data. Consider
GHG emissions from fuel combustion, process reactions and treatment
processes, including CO2, CH4, N20, HFCs, PFCs and SF6 (excluding GHG
emissions released in generation of purchased electricity)

Total GHG Emissions
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Data Sources

#

N

Count of total positive responses

$
L
GJ

Y

Break down by type if possible.

Business survey responses. Measure # businesses reducing energy since
baseline year.
Individual business records. How much fuel is consumed by corporate fleets,
converted to GJ (you can’t add L of gasoline to L of diesel). Only use L if you
are going to track each fuel type separately, and calculate each indicator
related to Total Transportation Energy Consumed per fuel type. If accurate
commuting data is available, you may be able to estimate fuel associated with
private employee transportation, but this is not likely.

Total Green
Transportation Energy
Consumed

$
L
GJ

Y

Sum of transportation energy
consumed per business (converted to
GJ). Break down by type if possible.

Materials
Total Products

T

Y

Sum of total products from each
business.

Total Non-Products (ByProducts & Waste)

T

Y

Sum of total non-products from each
business.

Various records from companies (waste manifests, internal monitoring).
Estimates from: mass balance calculations, plant specifications (e.g., probable
non-product output given rated production). Note that Total Non-Products
should equal Total By-Products + Total Waste, and should also equal Total
Raw Materials Consumed + Total Water Consumed – Total Products – Total
Wastewater Generated, with water and wastewater converted to alet.

Total By-Products

T

Y

Sum of total by-products produced per
business.

Various records from companies (waste manifests, internal monitoring).
Estimates from: mass balance calculations, plant specifications (e.g., probable
non-product output given rated production). By-Products are former wastes
for which some value has been discovered. By-Products would include
wastes that are recycled, re-used, re-processed, and/or distributed as inputs
for another business. Wastes are those output materials for which disposal (or
loss in the case of air emissions) is the current management method.

Total # Businesses
Reducing Energy
Total Transportation
Energy Consumed

Individual business records. Would include biodiesel, ethanol, hydrogen,
possibly natural gas. See comments for Total Transportation Energy
Consumed
Sales records from companies. Estimates from: annual reports, Scotts
Directories, plant specifications. For warehouses, this would be tonne of
product shipped. For service providers only, their productive outputs will be
captured as revenue.
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Data Sources

Total Waste Generated

T

Y

Sum of total waste produced per
business.

Various records from companies (waste manifests, internal monitoring).
Estimates from: mass balance calculations, plant specifications (e.g., probable
non-product output given rated production). By-Products are former wastes
for which some value has been discovered. By-Products would include
wastes that are recycled, re-used, re-processed, distributed as inputs for
another business. Wastes are those output materials for which disposal (or
loss in the case of air emissions) is the current management method.

Total Ozone Depleting
Substance (ODS)
Emissions

T Ecfc

Y

Sum of total ODS emissions per
business.

Indiv businesses (Plant surveys; EHS reports; Estimation or calculation).
Refer to amount of ODS emissions to air from processes and
losses/replacement from containments (chillers).

Total Acidification
Emissions to Air

T Eso2

Y

Sum of total acidification emissions
per business

Indiv businesses (Plant surveys; EHS reports; Estimation or calculation).
Could be very roughly estimated per company based on type of operation per
company. Estimate amount of acid gases and acid mists emitted to air
(including NH3, HCl, HF, NO2, SO2 and sulfuric acid mists) from fuel
combustion, process reactions and treatment processes

Total Raw Materials
Consumed

T

Y

Sum of total raw materials consumed
per business (excluding water and
fuel)

Indiv businesses (Procurement files; Manufacturing reports; Cost reports).
Could roughly estimate based on sector research and known total production
per company or sector. Include materials purchased or obtained by
businesses including:
• raw materials for conversion
• other process materials (such as catalysts, solvents)
• pre- or semi-manufactured goods and parts excluding packaging

Total Material Inputs

T

Y

Sum of total material inputs per
business

Indiv businesses (Procurement files; Manufacturing reports; Cost reports).
Could roughly estimate based on sector research and known total production
per company or sector. Materials include list above plus water, packaging,
alettes, office supplies, etc.

Total # Businesses
Reducing Materials
Consumption

#

Y

Count of total positive responses

Business survey responses and/or data collected for other materials
measures. Measure # businesses reducing materials consumption per tonne
of production since baseline year.
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

m3

Y

Sum of all water consumed by each
business

Water utility / municipal billing records. Individual business info. Includes
potable and non-potable, municipal and non-municipal supplies. Includes
water for sanitary use, process operations, cooling, cleaning, and
maintenance.

Total Potable Water
Consumed

m3

Y

Sum of all potable water consumed by
each business.

Water utility / municipal billing records. Individual business info. For most
sites, this will equal water purchased from municipal sources since
municipalities don’t yet commonly supply non-potable water.

Total Non-Potable Water
Consumed

m3

Y

Sum of all non-potable water
consumed by each business.

Total Stormwater
Consumed
Total Wastewater
Generated

m3

Y

m3

Y

Sum of all stormwater consumed by
each business.
Sum of all wastewater generated by
each business.

Total Sanitary
Wastewater Generated

m3

Y

Sum of (# Employees * Sanitary
Wastewater Generated Per Employee)
per business.

Total Process
Wastewater Generated

m3

Y

Sum of all process wastewater
generated by each business.

Total Water & Sewer
Line
Total # Businesses
Reducing Water
Consumption

km

Y

#

N

Total Water Line Length + Total Sewer
Line Length
Count of total positive responses

Water (Potable, NonPotable, Storm, Waste)
Total Water Consumed

Data Sources

Individual business data. Includes stormwater, groundwater, recycled process
water or wastewater, cascaded wastewater. Equal to Total Water Consumed
minus Total Potable Water Consumed, if that data is available.
Individual business data.
Individual business info. Local wastewater discharge permit authority may
have data for permitted industries. Could be roughly estimated as % of Total
Water Consumed (e.g., the GVRD estimates this at 80% for its permitted
industries)
# Employees: individual business info. Per Employee Generation: The local or
regional government may have estimates for average sewage generation per
employee in the area.
Individual business data. Considered as wastewater leaving the site for
discharge. Does not include wastewater internally recycled or delivered to
another business for re-use.
Municipal GIS data and public works staff. Can be estimated by measuring
length of utility corridors known to contain water and sewer lines.
Business survey responses. Measure # businesses reducing water per tonne
of product since baseline year.
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Data Sources

Land Use
Total Site Size

ha

Y

Measurement

Total Building Area

ha

Y

Sum of building area per business.

Municipal data, especially linked to building permits can usually be generated
per address or from GIS. Measure of the total amount of building space in the
site. (Building area > footprint for buildings with more than one storey)

Total Impervious Area

ha

Y

Sum of impervious area per business.

Municipal GIS data (especially linked to building permits), aerial photographs,
individual business info. Includes roofs (except green roofs), parking, and
roads (except where pervious materials are used)

Total Parking Area

# spots
ha

Y

Sum of parking area per business

#: can be estimated based on zoning requirements. More accurate data from
building / development permits of individual businesses. Include parking on
individual sites as well as any shared parking e.g., park-and-ride facilities.

Total Greenspace

ha

Y

Measurement

Municipal GIS data (especially linked to building permits), aerial photographs,
individual business info. Include landscaped / vegetated areas (public and
private) such as parks, as well as green roofs.

Total Natural Area

ha

N

Measurement

Review of aerial photographs and/or site visits by qualified ecologist /
naturalist/ biologist, etc. to determine the area that retains pre-development
ecosystem function.

Municipal government should be able to determine from GIS, land titles, etc.
This should indicate the total DEVELOPABLE area. For example, if the
industrial park is adjacent to a large conservation area, do not include the
conservation area. For sites with significant area still undeveloped, it may
make sense to substitute the currently developed area.
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Data Sources

Corporate & Municipal
Policy
Municipal Plans

-

-

-

Corporate Reports

-

-

-

Community / Development; Transportation; Stormwater Management; Energy;
Air Quality Management; Liquid Waste Management; Solid Waste
Management; etc Plans. Available from municipal websites, municipal staff.
Will be used to assess how well the municipal policy framework supports
Sustainable Industries. Can also help the business community to determine
how well it is complying with municipal sustainability objectives.
Annual, Sustainability, Corporate Social Responsibility, Environment Reports.
Available from company websites, company staff. Will be used to assess how
well the corporate policy framework supports EIN and sustainability.

Committee / Project
Reports for Site-Wide
EIN or Sustainable
Industry Initiatives
Total # Sustainability
Reports

-

-

-

Total # Businesses with
Supportive Corporate
Policies
Total # Businesses
Returning Surveys
Total # Businesses with
Supportive Corporate
Objectives

Municipal websites. Actual project / initiative websites, reports, newsletters.
Interviews with Advisory Committees, etc.

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Business websites might also
indicate whether or not a report is prepared. Reflects annual, externally
audited, environment / sustainability / CSR reports.

#

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Business websites might also
indicate whether or not a report is prepared. Review documents for formal
sustainability or EIN policies. Could also include policies related to cleaner
production, zero waste, or Natural Step.

#

Count of total positive responses

#

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys recommended for much of this data
collection.
Individual business interviews / surveys. Business websites might also
indicate whether or not a report is prepared. Review documents for formal
sustainability or EIN objectives / targets related to the policies. Could also
include objectives related to cleaner production, zero waste, or Natural Step.
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Data Sources

Total # Businesses with
CSR Policies

#

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Business websites might also
indicate whether or not a report is prepared. Look for businesses that have a
corporate social responsibility mandate (e.g. measure their performance using
the Good Company guidelines).

Total # Certified
Businesses

#

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Business websites might also
indicate whether or not a report is prepared. The number of businesses that
are formally certified (ISO 14001, Forest Stewardship Council, Canadian
Standards Association, other formal programs). If there is a site-wide EMS,
then count the number of businesses officially participating.

Total # Local Supply
Chain Members
Transportation
Total # Fleet Vehicles

#

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys asking how many suppliers and
customers each business has within 500 km.

#

Y

Sum of total # fleet vehicles per
business

Individual business interviews / surveys. Consider vehicles over which
businesses have direct control. Could include a breakdown by type of vehicle.

Total # Alternative Fleet
Vehicles

#

Y

could include a breakdown by type

Individual business interviews / surveys. Alternative vehicles are those that are
physically modified from a traditional vehicle e.g., if a company is using
biodiesel in a vehicle with a conventional diesel engine, then the vehicle is not
alternative. If the engine has been modified to use hydrogen fuel, then it's an
alternative vehicle. Hybrid engine vehicles are considered alternative.

Total # Bicycle Facilities

#

Y

Individual business interviews / surveys. Consider secure bicycle storage
facilities and on-site showers and changing rooms.

Total Road Right-of-Way

ha

N

could include a breakdown by type
e.g., bike rack; dry, secure bike
storage; showers
Direct measurement

Total Non-Vehicle Rightof-Way

ha

N

Direct measurement

Municipal GIS data. Manual measurement. The amount of the site dedicated
to roads (not including within individual business sites)
Municipal GIS data. Manual measurement. The area of bike paths, sidewalks,
and recreational trails that provide safe access to the site.
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Total Employees with
Green Commute

Individual Business
Median Commute Length
Distances to Alternative
Fuel Service Stations

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

#

Y

Sum of # employees with green
commute per business.

Employee surveys for individual businesses. The number of employees who
more often than not get to work any way other than in a single-occupantvehicle. This would include carpooling, biking, walking, rollerblading, and
public transit. A breakdown by commute type would be useful.
Employee surveys for individual businesses. Reflects the most frequent
distance each employee commutes.
GIS-based maps would be most useful. Alternatively, average distance from
closest site boundary and furthest site boundary to alternative fuel service
station(s). This determines how far businesses have to go to fill their vehicles
with alternative fuel (biodiesel, ethanol, hydrogen), and therefore, how easy it
is to use alternative fuel.

km

-

median of all employee commute
lengths
Direct measurement

Total # Businesses
Walking Distance to
Public Transit

#

N

Direct measurement

GIS-based maps would be most useful. Public transit maps. Count the
number of businesses within 400 m of public transit. Without GIS, this could
be a time consuming calculation.

Total # Businesses
Walking Distance to Key
Services

#

N

Direct measurement

GIS-based maps would be most useful. Other site / municipal maps. Count
the number of businesses within 400 m of commercial services (banks,
restaurants, day care, medical offices). Without GIS, this could be a time
consuming calculation.

Total # Businesses
Walking Distance to
Green Space

#

N

Direct measurement

GIS-based maps would be most useful. Other site / municipal maps. Count
the number of businesses within 400 m of green space or trails. Without GIS,
this could be a time consuming calculation.

ha

Y

Direct measurement

Municipal and regional data and plans. The amount of greenspace in an
industrial area or park. This greenspace is not necessarily ecologically
significant; however, it is important for employee recreation, stormwater
infiltration, and maintaining green corridors throughout a municipality. This
includes protected lands.

Ecological Functions
Total Greenspace

km

Data Sources

Eco-Industrial NetworkSpecific
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Data Sources

List of Business By
Sector

-

-

Data manipulation will be required.

Scott's directories; Municipal business license data; Chambers of Commerce
or Economic Development Corporations. Calculating all indicators per sector
can help to really pinpoint progress and challenges, and to prioritize action
items.

Total Green Building
Area

m2

Y

Sum of area for all green buildings in
the site.

Individual business interviews; community green building inventories if they
exist. Consider building space that meets Industrial Buildings Incentive
Program (IBIP) or Commercial Buildings Incentive Program (CBIP) criteria, or
Model National Energy Code or Leadership in Environmental Excellence and
Design (LEEDTM) Certified standards. Note that there is currently no LEEDTM
standard for industrial facilities.

Total # Businesses
Sharing Services (with
other businesses on-site)

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys re: whether businesses are
establishing EIN around services (logistics, training, marketing, research, etc)

Total # Businesses
Sharing Facilities (with
other businesses on-site)

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Consider whether businesses are
establishing EIN around facilities (e.g., sharing a warehouse or classroom).
Could also include use of site facilities such as a business incubator or fitness
centre.

Total # Businesses
Receiving Raw Materials
or Shipping Product on
Site (from one business
to another on-site)
Total # Businesses
Receiving By-Products
On Site (from another
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses
Receiving Energy On
Site (from another
businesses on-site)

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Consider EIN around materials
excluding by-products (e.g., supply chain relationship)

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys.

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Include businesses establishing EIN
around energy (e.g., receiving energy from distributed generation or receiving
waste heat from another business)
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Table 2: Information Needs and Potential Data Sources for Performance Indicators, continued
Information Type

Unit of
Measure*

Useful to
Individual
Company
or to
Individual
Site

Calculation

Total # Recycling Based
Businesses

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys. Include recycling, repair,
remanufacture, reprocessing, and resale businesses. Business lists with
sector descriptions will help, but some businesses may be missed.

Total # Businesses with
Green Procurement
Policies

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys (some data collection via business
websites may be possible). Green procurement usually involves an LCA
approach to both product purchase decisions, and to managing the entire
corporate supply chain. The quality or extent to which the policy is
implemented are not considered, and are difficult to measure.

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys (some data collection via business
websites may be possible). This should refer to donations to organizations
(non-profits / non-governmental organizations, educational institutions)
operating within a certain distance of the site, as opposed to donations to
national programs.

Total $ Donated to
Community

$

N

Count of total positive responses

Total # Volunteer Hours

#

Y

Count of hours

Total # Break-Ins

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Total # Odour
Complaints
Total # Light Pollution
Strategies
* Assume Annual Basis
where appropriate

#

N

Count of total positive responses

#

N

Count of total positive responses

Individual business interviews / surveys (some data collection via business
websites may be possible). This should refer to donations to organizations
(non-profits / non-governmental organizations, educational institutions)
operating within a certain distance of the site, as opposed to donations to
national programs.
Individual business interviews / surveys (some data collection via business
websites may be possible)
Individual business interviews / surveys. The local police detachment may
have records.
Individual business interviews / surveys. The local municipal or regional
regulators may have records.
Individual business interviews / surveys. The local municipal or regional
regulators may have records.

Community
Total # Businesses
Making Community
Donations

Data Sources
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3.2 PROPOSED INDICATORS
The proposed sustainable industry performance indicator framework is shown in Table 3 on
the following pages. Table 3 lists the following information:
name of each indicator;
whether progress is indicated by an increasing or decreasing value;
whether a median rather than a straight mean is useful;
how the indicator is calculated using the information assembled according to Table 3;
what the indicator means; and
whether the indicator addresses the economic, social, or environmental aspects of
sustainability.
There are 72 indicators in the framework. They have been divided into the following
categories, with the number of indicators per category shown in parentheses:
Overall Production / Financial (4)
Energy (14)
Materials (7)
Water – Potable, Non-Potable, Storm, Wastewater (8)
Land Use and Transportation Infrastructure (13)
Corporate and Municipal Governance (11)
Eco-Industrial Networking Specific (10)
Community (5)
It is worth noting again that this framework of indicators is not comprehensive, but does
represent indicators that allow for site-to-site comparison and for which data is likely
available.
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework

Useful for
Individual
Business?

N

Y

Calculation

What the Indicator Tells You

Total Gross
Revenues
Generated /
Total
Employees

How effectively labour is generating revenue. This
indicator could be misleading / contentious as in some
cases, job cut-backs could indicate progress.
Nonetheless, from the businesses' perspective, this
could provide a general measure of productivity from
one site to another.
How profitable operations are. An increase could
reflect a shift to the production of higher value-added
products, although it could just reflect changing market
conditions. A per sector breakdown could also be
useful when comparing sites.
The amount of land being used to generate a certain
amount of revenue. Economic development strategies
often have targets related to this indicator. It partially
demonstrates how well land is being used to support
the local economy. Progress is roughly related to
curbing sprawl.
How well the site is providing jobs. Many economic
development strategies call for increasing job density,
the number of jobs that a hectare of land provides. This
doesn't reflect the quality of the jobs.

Environmental

Median
Across
Site
Useful?

Social

Direction
of
Progress

Economic

Performance Indicator

Units
(Annual
Basis)

Sustainability
Components

Overall Production / Financial
Employee Productivity

Productivity

Economic Generation

Jobs Density

$/#

$/T

$ / ha

# / ha

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Total Gross
Revenues /
Total Products
Total Gross
Revenues /
Total Site Size

Total
Employees /
Total Site Size

X

X

X

X

X

Energy
Energy Intensity Economic

GJ / $

Y

Y

Total Energy
Consumed /
Total Gross
Revenues
Generated

How much energy is required to generate revenue.
This could reflect progress of individual businesses in
improving energy efficiency and intensity, although it
could also reflect the addition or closing of energyintensive businesses
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Energy Intensity GJ / ha
N
Y
Total Energy Sites that reduce the amount of energy they consume
Spatial
Consumed /
per hectare are likely helping the overall municipality
Total Site Size work towards energy reduction targets in community
energy plans. When comparing sites in a given
municipality, this indicator might help to prioritize
locations for distributed / renewable energy projects.
Energy Intensity GJ / T
Y
Y
Total Energy How much energy businesses need to make their
Production
Consumed /
products. Note that decreasing Energy Intensity could
Total Products still reflect an overall increase in energy Consumed
and/or greenhouse gas emissions.
GHG Emission Intensity
T/T
Y
Y
Total GHG
Amount of GHG emissions to air from fuel combustion,
Emissions /
process reactions and treatment processes, including
Total Products CO2, CH4, N20, HFCs, PFCs and SF6 (excluding GHG
emissions released in generation of purchased
electricity) per tonne of product produced at the site.
This generally provides a measure of a site's use of
green energy as well (more green energy use should
reduce the indicator).
Energy Efficiency
GJ / GJ
Y
Y
Total Energy How much energy entering the site actually gets used
Consumed /
versus how much is lost (e.g., heat up stacks,
Total Energy mechanical losses in moving parts, energy unrecovered
Losses
from high temperature wastewater discharges). This is
generally difficult to calculate, as it requires each
business to complete an energy balance around their
operations to accurately determine waste heat.
Energy Reduction
# / # (%)
N
N
Total #
How widespread participation in energy-related
Participation
Businesses
initiatives is.
Reducing
Energy / Total
# Businesses
Green Energy Intensity
GJ / T
Y
Y
Total Green
How much green energy businesses are using in their
- Production
Energy
production processes. If the overall Energy Intensity is
Consumed /
increasing at the same time, then the actual progress
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X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
Total Products indicated by increasing Green Energy Intensity is
diminished.
Energy Self-Sufficiency

Green Energy Mix

Green Energy SelfSufficiency

GJ / GJ
(%)

Y

GJ / GJ
(%)

Y

GJ / GJ
(%)

Y

Building Energy
Efficiency

GJ / ha

Transportation Fuel
Efficiency

GJ per
vehicle

Green Transportation
Energy Mix

GJ / GJ

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Total Energy
Generated /
Total Energy
Consumed
Total Green
Energy
Consumed /
Total Energy
Consumed
Total Green
Energy
Generated /
Total Green
Energy
Consumed
Total Building
Energy
Consumed /
Total Building
Area
Total
Transportation
Energy
Consumed /
Total # Fleet
Vehicles
Total Green
Transportation
Energy
Consumed /
Total

In theory, this could indicate how good a site is at
meeting all its energy needs on-site. This could unfairly
skew sites containing old, traditional generating
stations, but it is a useful high-level comparison.
How much green energy businesses are purchasing in
the site. One large consumer switching to green energy
could skew the resutls, but taken in context with several
other indicators, this is still a useful comparison.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

See above.

How energy efficicient buildings are. This indicator is
especially useful as a mean. Site to site comparison
should consider different climatic conditions, but it's still
a useful comparison.
How much energy (fuel) vehicles need. This indicator
doesn't account for varying fleet types from site to site
e.g., the fleet in one site might largely comprise pick-up
trucks, while on another site, might comprise tractor
trailers. Using the median value across the businesses
would be more effective.
The extent to which businesses have been able to
substitute green fuels e.g., ethanol for gasoline or
biodiesel for diesel.
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
Transportation
Energy
Consumed
Alternative Fueled
Fleets

# / # (%)

Y

Y

Total #
Alternative
Fleet Vehicles
/ Total # Fleet
Vehicles

How well businesses have done at introducing
alternative vehicles to their fleets.

X

Materials (Note: For sites with significant service providers, replace Total Product with Total Gross Revenues)
Product to Non-Product
Ratio

#

Materials Efficiency Total

T/T

Materials Efficiency Raw Materials

T/T

Waste Disposal

By-Product Utilization

T / T (%)

T / T (%)

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Total Products
/ Total NonProducts
Total Products
/ Total
Material
Inputs
Consumed
Total Products
/ Total Raw
Materials
Consumed
Total Waste
Generated /
Total NonProducts
Total ByProducts /
Total NonProducts

For efficiecnt operations, this number should be high
i.e., most of the materials consumed end up in product.
This is a different, but sometimes more effective way, of
demonstrating materials efficiency.
How much of the materials input into the site actually
end up as product. This number will approach 1 (or
100%) as operations become more efficienct.
How much of the materials input into the site actually
end up as product. This number will approach 1 (or
100%) as operations become more efficienct.
Total amount of substances that are disposed of from
all businesses within an industrial park.
The total amount of waste materials that are reused
within an industrial park/area (or by another local
company) as a percentage of the total waste generated
by businesses in the park.
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Materials Reduction
# / # (%)
N
N
Total #
How widespread participation in materials-related
Participation
Businesses
initiatives is.
with Reduced
Materials /
Total #
Businesses
ODS Emission Intensity
T/T
Y
Y
Total ODS
Amount of ODS emissions to air from processes and
Generated /
losses/replacement from containments (chillers) across
Total Products all businesses within an industrial park produced per
tonne of product made.
Acidification Emission
T/T
Y
Y
Total eSO2
Amount of acid gases and acid mists emitted to air
Intensity
Generated /
(including NH3, HCl, HF, NO2, SO2 and sulfuric acid
Total Products mists) from fuel combustion, process reactions and
treatment processes per tonne of product made.H4

Sustainability
Components

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Water (Potable, Non-Potable, Storm, Waste)
Sewer / Water
Infrastructure Intensity

km / ha

Impervious Surface
Intensity

ha / ha
(%)

Water Use Intensity

m3 / T

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Total Water &
Sewer Line /
Total Site Size
Total
Impervious
Surface /
Total Site Size

Total Water
Consumed /
Total Products

Kms of sewer and water infrastructure in a given
industrial area per # of employees. Through EIN
opportunities, businesses should be able to share this
infrastructure, reducing the load requirement and need
for infrastructure.
% of industrial area that is impervious surface, including
rooftops. This indicator correlates to the amount of
stormwater runoff that the industrial area generates.
More ecological stormwater management generally
dictates a reduction in impervious surface. The
exception would be areas where infiltration is not
prudent. In that case, better stormwater management
would be captured in the Stormwater Utilization
indicator.
The amount of water consumed by all businesses within
an industrial park per unit of product. This indicator
could also be measured using area of land occupied for
individual operations as a denominator.
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Water Reduction
# / # (%)
N
N
Total #
How widespread participation in water-related initiatives
Participation
Businesses
is.
with Reduced
Water
Consumption /
Total #
Businesses
Stormwater Utilization
m3 / m3
Y
Y
Total
How well businesses in the site are recovering and
(%)
Stormwater
using stormwater to displace potable water.
Consumed /
Total Water
Consumed
Potable Water
m3 / m3
Y
Y
Total Potable How much potable (drinking) water businesses in the
Utilization
(%)
Water
site are using. Potable water is becoming more and
Consumed /
more scarce, and more costly to provide.
Total Water
Consumed
Non-Potable Water
m3 / m3
Y
Y
Total NonHow well businesses are substituting non-potable water
Utilization
(%)
Potable Water for potable water in their operations. This indicator will
Consumed /
also rise as more businesses establish internal water
Total Water
recycling, or business-business wastewater cascades.
Consumed
Wastewater Discharge
m3 / T
Y
Y
Total
The amount of wastewater discharged per unit of
Intensity
Wastewater
production could be summed across all businesses in
Generated /
an industrial park, as long as indiv businesses track
Total Products their water discharges. Some municipalities, however,
track the heavy dischargers.

Sustainability
Components

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Land Use & Transportation Infrastructure
Natural Habitat Density

ha / ha
(%)

Y

N

Total Natural
Area / Total
Site Size

To reflect the amount of greenspace in an industrial
area or park. This greenspace is not necessarily
ecologically significant, however, it is important for
employee recreation / workplace quality, stormwater
infiltration, and maintaining green corridors throughout a
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
community. Greenspace may or may not improve /
provide habitat.
Open Space Density
ha / ha
N
N
(Total
Reflects the amount of open space (public and private)
(%)
Greenspace + in the site. Open space is commonly tracked for
Total Nonsustainable communities, and is a commonly used landVehicle Right- use designation.
X
X
of-Way) /
Total Site
Area
Median Distance to
m
Y
N
Measure
Whether or not building / operation massing has been
Neighbouring Business
distance
planned to increase the potential for eco-industrial
between
networking.
centres of
X
X
X
main
operations on
abutting
properties.
Road Density
ha / ha
N
N
Total Road
How well transportation has been planned in the site;
(%)
Right-of-Way / how much land has been consumed by road ways.
X
Total Site
Congestion could be an issue not reflected in a good
Area
score for this indicator.
Pedestrian & Bicycle
ha / #
N
N
Total NonHow pedestrian friendly the site is. Hectares of
Friendliness
employees
Vehicle Right- sidewalks, bike paths, and trails per employee.
X
X
of-Way / Total
# Employees
Bicycle Facilities
#/#
N
Y
Total #
How many individual businesses make it easy for
Bicycle
employees to bike to work by making sure there are
Facilities /
secure storage facilities and showers.
Total #
Businesses
Parking Intensity
ha / # or #
Y
N
Total Parking An eco-industrial park's approach could include
/#
Area / Total # minimizing parking and sharing parking facilities where
X
X
Employees
possible. This indicator would also correlate to the
amount of impervious surface in an industrial park,
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
which affects stormwater loads, and amount of emplo
Green Commuters

Commute Length

Average Distance to
Alternative Fuel Service
Station

Access to Public Transit

Access to Key Services

# / # (%)

km

km

# / # (%)

# / # (%)

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Total
Employees
with Green
Commute /
Total #
Employees
Median
(Individual
Business
Median
Commute
Lengths)
Average
(Dstances of
Individual
Businesses to
Nearest
Alternative
Fuel Service
Station)
Total #
Businesses
Walking
Distance to
Public Transit
/ Total #
Businesses
Total #
Businesses
Walking
Distance to

Could be applied park-wide (e.g. % of park employees
who drive automobiles and commute <5km . Shorter
commutes directly affect emissions and employee
productivity.

X

X

X

X

X

X

The mean length of employees' commutes to a given
industrial area.

Presence of alternative re-fueling station(s) in the
industrial park/area or nearby.
X

Businesses located within easy walking distance of a
public transit stop.

Businesses located within easy walking distance of key
services. There is a rough correlation to support for
mixed-use development, an objective of EIN and
sustainable community planning.
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
Key Services /
Total #
Businesses
Access to Green Space
& Trails

# / # (%)

N

N

Total #
Businesses
Walking
Distance to
Green Space
& Trails / Total
# Businesses

Businesses located within easy walking distance of
connected greenspace affects employees' ability go for
walks in natural spaces during lunchbreaks etc. This
can directly impact employee productivity.

-

Qualification - review of docs to find support for EIN and
Susainable Industry. In particular, land use /
infrastructure plans or strategies should explicitly
address EIN and/or sustainable activity in industrial
areas. The presence or absence of supportive policies
will affect the level and number of progressive (ecoindustrial) strategies that can be pursued in an industrial
park.
Measure of the extent to which the above policies are
actually being implemented.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Corporate & Municipal Governance
Supportive Municipal
Policy Framework

List of all
relevant
policies

Supportive Municipal
Objectives

List of all
relevant
objectives
/ targets

Supportive Corporate
Policy Framework

# / # (%)

-

-

N

N

N

N

N

N

-

Total # of
Businesses
with
Supportive
Corporate
Policies /
Total #
Businesses

How many businesses have executive level support for
EIN and making progress towards sustainability.
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Supportive Corporate
# / # (%)
N
N
# of
Measure of the extent to which the above corporate
Objectives
Businesses
policies are actually being implemented. Even more
with
than policies, having actual objecitves and targets in
Supportive
place indicates that businesses at the site are striving to
Corporate
move towards sustainability.
Objectives /
Total #
Businesses
Site-Wide EIN /
Y/N
N
N
Whether or not a formal, multi-business program is in
Sustainability Initiaitve
place to support EIN / sustainable industry across the
site.
Active Municipal
Y/N
Whether or not the municipality supports the above
Participation
initiaitve(s)
Site-Wide Corporate
# / # (%)
N
N
Total #
How widely across the site the formail EIN initiative has
Participation in
Businesses
support. Successful EIN depends on strong and varied
Sustainability
Returning
relationships among businesses.
Surveys /
Total #
Businesses
Environment /
# / # (%)
N
N
Total #
How formalized and entrenched in management
Sustainability Reporting
Sustainability sustainability is among businesses in the site. There is
Reports /
a general correlation between progressive management
Total #
and support for EIN (and EIN should re-inforce the need
Businesses
for businesses to rigourously track programs and
results)
Corporate Certification
# / # (%)
N
N
Total #
Prevalence of formally certified businesses, usually
Certified
relates to progressive management.
Businesses /
Total #
Businesses
Local Supply Web
# / # (%)
N
N
Total # Local How well businesses are contributing to and integrated
Supply Chain with the local economy. The EIN analogy is a food web
Members /
- the more local supplier and customer links, the
Total #
stronger the industrial ecosystem.
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Sustainability
Components
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
Businesses
Green Procurement
Practice

# / # (%)

N

N

Total #
Businesses
with Green
Procurement
Policy / Total
# Businesses

How widespread support for green procurement is.
Because green procurement practices often emphasize
the use of more environmentally-friendly and locally
available products, there is a potential relationship
between green procurement and other strategies such
as by-product utilization.

Total Green
Building Area
/ Total
Building Area
Total # Light
Pollution
Strategies /
Total #
Businesses
# of sectors
counted from
Business Lists

How well buildings on the site have reduced their
operating costs and environmental impact.

X

Number of businesses within the site that have
implemented light pollution reduction
strategies/technologies.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific
Green Buildings

Light Pollution
Reduction

m2 / m2

# / # (%)

Business Sector
Diversity

#

Business Service
Networking

# / # (%)

Facilities Networking

# / # (%)

Y

N

N

N

N

Y

N

N

N

N

Total #
Businesses
Sharing
Services /
Total #
Businesses
Total #
Businesses
Sharing

To reflect the number and sizes of different sectors
within a park (higher number improves resilience of the
"industrial ecosystem" and often leads to more material
and energy synergies).
How well EIN around services is established.

Could be adapted to industrial parks/areas as the
number of multiple use facilities.
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
Facilities /
Total #
Businesses
Materials Networking

By-Product Networking

Energy Networking

Recycling-Based
Businesses

Site-wide
Communications
Initiatives

# / # (%)

N

# / # (%)

N

# / # (%)

N

# / # (%)

Y/N

N

-

N

N

N

N

N

N

Total #
Businesses
Receiving
Raw Materials
or Delivering
Product On
Site / Total #
Businesses
Total #
Businesses
Receiving ByProduct From
On Site / Total
# Businesses
Total #
Businesses
Consuming
Energy from
On-Site / Total
# Businesses

Number of partnerships where another local company
purchases reusable materials from a business within
the industrial park / area. (or business in park
purchases materials from local company)

Total #
Recycling
Businesses /
Total #
Businesses
-

X

X

X

X

Number of partnerships where another local company
purchases reusable materials from a business within
the industrial park / area. (or business in park
purchases materials from local company)

X

X

How well established "scavengers and decomposers"
are. Recycling, repair, remanufacture, reprocessing,
resale, and rental

X

X

How well businesses are communicating with each
other.

X

X

Number of partnerships where another local company
purchases reusable materials from a business within
the industrial park / area. (or business in park
purchases materials from local company)
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Table 3: Proposed Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators Framework, continued
Median
Units
Direction
Useful for
Across
(Annual
of
Individual
Performance Indicator
Calculation
What the Indicator Tells You
Site
Sustainability
Basis)
Progress
Business?
Useful?
Components
Community
Participation in
Community Donations

# / # (%)

Community Donations Financial

$ / $ (%)

Community Donations Non-Financial

hr / #

Security

Odour Complaints

# / # (%)

# / # (%)

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

Total #
Businesses
Making
Donations /
Total #
Businesses
Total $
Donated to
Community /
Total Gross
Revenues
Total #
Volunteer
Hours / Total
# Employees
Total # of
Break-Ins /
Total #
Businesses
Total # Odour
Complaints /
Total #
Businesses

How well the businesses are linked to their
communities.
X

How much money businesses give directly back to
community organizations.

Businesses within an industrial park/area participating
in community initiatives, events, by offering more than
financial sponsorship (e.g. employees allowed to
volunteer 1d/month).
Security has been ideintified as a major concern in
many sites. EIN encourages netwokring around all
kinds of issues, including security. Sustainable
industries should be practicing Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design (CPTED).
The number of complaints about odours from an
industrial park/area from surrounding
residential/commercial communities. One caveat is that
sites near more dense residential development may
score relatively more poorly than other sites. However,
especially taken in the context of other indicators, this is
a useful comparison.
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To facilitate the calculation of performance indicators, there is also a checklist listing the
information needed per indicator so that participants can see at a glance which indicators
they will be able to calculate, and where remaining data gaps are. This checklist is shown in
Table 4 below.
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Table 4: Getting Started Matrix: Information Needs and Related Indicators
Performance Indicator

Overall
Production /
Financial

Checklist (check when
data is collected)
Total # Businesses

Total Energy Consumed
Total Building Energy Consumed
Total Green Energy Consumed
Energy

Total Energy Generated
Total Energy Losses
Total Green Energy Generated
Total GHG Emissions
Total # Businesses Reducing Energy
Total Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Green Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Products
Total Non-Products (By-Products & Waste)
Total By-Products
Materials

Total Waste Generated
Total Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS) Emissions
Generated
Total eSO2 Generated
Total Raw Materials Consumed
Total Material Inputs Consumed

Water (Potable, NonPotable, Storm, Waste)

Total # Businesses Reducing Materials Consumption
Total Water Consumed
Total Potable Water Consumed
Total Non-Potable Water Consumed
Total Stormwater Consumed
Total Wastewater Generated
Total Water & Sewer Line
Total # Businesses Reducing Water Consumption
Total Site Size
Total Building Area
Total Impervious Area
Total Parking Area

Land Use and Transportation Infrastructure

Total Greenspace
Total Natural Area
Total # Fleet Vehicles
Total # Alternative Fleet Vehicles
Total # Bicycle Facilities
Total Road Right-of-Way
Total Non-Vehicle Right-of-Way
Total Employees with Green Commute
Individual Business Median Commute Length
Distances between centres of main operations on
abutting properties (median)
Distances to Alternative Fuel Service Stations
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Public Transit
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Key Services

Corporation and Municipal Governance

Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Green Space
Municipal Plans (Community / Development;
Transportation; Stormwater Management; Energy; Air
Quality Management; Liquid Waste Management; Solid
Waste Management; etc)
Corporate Reports (Annual, Sustainability, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environment)
Committee / Project Reports for Site-Wide EIN or
Sustainable Industry Initiatives
Total # Sustainability Reports
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Policies
Total # Businesses Returning Surveys
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Objectives
Total # Certified Businesses
Total # Local Supply Chain Members
List of Business By Sector
Total Green Building Area

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific

Total # Businesses Sharing Services (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Sharing Facilities (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Raw Materials or Shipping
Product on Site (from one business to another on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving By-Products On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Energy On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Recycling Based Businesses
Total # Businesses with Green Procurement Policies

Community

Total # Businesses Making Community Donations
Total $ Donated to Community
Total # Volunteer Hours
Total # Break-Ins
Total # Odour Complaints
Total # Light Pollution Strategies

* Assume Annual Basis where appropriate
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Access to Green
Space & Trails

Total Gross Revenues Generated
Total Employees

Access to Key
Services

Land Use & Transportation Infrastructure

Access to Public
Transit

Average Distance to
Alternative Fuel
Service Station

Commute Length

Green Commuters

Parking Intensity

Bicycle Facilities

Pedestrian & Bicycle
Friendliness

Road Density

Median Distance to
Neighbouring
Business

Open Space Density

Overall Production/Financial

Information Type

Natural Habitat
Density

Jobs Density

Economic Generation

Productivity

Employee Productivity

Information
Category

Sustainable Industries Performance Indicator Framework
Table 4: Getting Started Matrix: Information Needs and Related Indicators, cont’d
Performance Indicators

Overall
Production /
Financial

Checklist (check when
data is collected)

Total Green Energy Consumed
Energy

Total Energy Generated
Total Energy Losses
Total Green Energy Generated
Total GHG Emissions
Total # Businesses Reducing Energy
Total Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Green Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Products
Total Non-Products (By-Products & Waste)
Total By-Products
Materials

Total Waste Generated
Total Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS) Emissions
Generated
Total eSO2 Generated
Total Raw Materials Consumed
Total Material Inputs Consumed

Water (Potable, NonPotable, Storm, Waste)

Total # Businesses Reducing Materials Consumption
Total Water Consumed
Total Potable Water Consumed
Total Non-Potable Water Consumed
Total Stormwater Consumed
Total Wastewater Generated
Total Water & Sewer Line
Total # Businesses Reducing Water Consumption
Total Site Size
Total Building Area
Total Impervious Area
Total Parking Area

Land Use and Transportation Infrastructure

Total Greenspace
Total Natural Area
Total # Fleet Vehicles
Total # Alternative Fleet Vehicles
Total # Bicycle Facilities
Total Road Right-of-Way
Total Non-Vehicle Right-of-Way
Total Employees with Green Commute
Individual Business Median Commute Length
Distances between centres of main operations on
abutting properties (median)
Distances to Alternative Fuel Service Stations
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Public Transit
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Key Services

Corporation and Municipal Governance

Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Green Space
Municipal Plans (Community / Development;
Transportation; Stormwater Management; Energy; Air
Quality Management; Liquid Waste Management; Solid
Waste Management; etc)
Corporate Reports (Annual, Sustainability, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environment)
Committee / Project Reports for Site-Wide EIN or
Sustainable Industry Initiatives
Total # Sustainability Reports
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Policies
Total # Businesses Returning Surveys
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Objectives
Total # Certified Businesses
Total # Local Supply Chain Members
List of Business By Sector
Total Green Building Area

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific

Total # Businesses Sharing Services (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Sharing Facilities (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Raw Materials or Shipping
Product on Site (from one business to another on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving By-Products On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Energy On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Recycling Based Businesses
Total # Businesses with Green Procurement Policies

Community

Total # Businesses Making Community Donations
Total $ Donated to Community
Total # Volunteer Hours
Total # Break-Ins
Total # Odour Complaints
Total # Light Pollution Strategies

* Assume Annual Basis where appropriate
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Alternative Fueled
Fleets

Total Building Energy Consumed

Green Transportation
Energy Mix

Total Energy Consumed

Transportation Fuel
Efficiency

Total # Businesses

Building Energy
Efficiency

Total Employees

Green Energy SelfSufficiency

Energy

Information Type
Total Gross Revenues Generated

Green Energy Mix

Energy SelfSufficiency

Green Energy
Intensity - Production

Energy Reduction
Participation

Energy Efficiency

GHG Emission
Intensity

Energy Intensity Production

Energy Intensity Spatial

Energy Intensity Economic

Information
Category

Sustainable Industries Performance Indicator Framework
Table 4: Getting Started Matrix: Information Needs and Related Indicators, cont’d
Performance Indicators

Overall
Production /
Financial
Energy

Checklist (check when
data is collected)

Total Energy Losses
Total Green Energy Generated
Total GHG Emissions
Total # Businesses Reducing Energy
Total Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Green Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Products
Total Non-Products (By-Products & Waste)
Total By-Products

Materials

Total Waste Generated
Total Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS) Emissions
Generated
Total eSO2 Generated
Total Raw Materials Consumed
Total Material Inputs Consumed

Water (Potable, NonPotable, Storm, Waste)

Total # Businesses Reducing Materials Consumption
Total Water Consumed
Total Potable Water Consumed
Total Non-Potable Water Consumed
Total Stormwater Consumed
Total Wastewater Generated
Total Water & Sewer Line
Total # Businesses Reducing Water Consumption
Total Site Size
Total Building Area
Total Impervious Area
Total Parking Area

Land Use and Transportation Infrastructure

Total Greenspace
Total Natural Area
Total # Fleet Vehicles
Total # Alternative Fleet Vehicles
Total # Bicycle Facilities
Total Road Right-of-Way
Total Non-Vehicle Right-of-Way
Total Employees with Green Commute
Individual Business Median Commute Length
Distances between centres of main operations on
abutting properties (median)
Distances to Alternative Fuel Service Stations
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Public Transit
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Key Services

Corporation and Municipal Governance

Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Green Space
Municipal Plans (Community / Development;
Transportation; Stormwater Management; Energy; Air
Quality Management; Liquid Waste Management; Solid
Waste Management; etc)
Corporate Reports (Annual, Sustainability, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environment)
Committee / Project Reports for Site-Wide EIN or
Sustainable Industry Initiatives
Total # Sustainability Reports
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Policies
Total # Businesses Returning Surveys
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Objectives
Total # Certified Businesses
Total # Local Supply Chain Members
List of Business By Sector
Total Green Building Area

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific

Total # Businesses Sharing Services (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Sharing Facilities (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Raw Materials or Shipping
Product on Site (from one business to another on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving By-Products On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Energy On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Recycling Based Businesses
Total # Businesses with Green Procurement Policies

Community

Total # Businesses Making Community Donations
Total $ Donated to Community
Total # Volunteer Hours
Total # Break-Ins
Total # Odour Complaints
Total # Light Pollution Strategies

* Assume Annual Basis where appropriate
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Acidification Emission
Intensity

Total Energy Generated

ODS Emission
Intensity

Total Green Energy Consumed

Materials

Materials Reduction
Participation

Total Building Energy Consumed

By-Product Utilization

Total Energy Consumed

Waste Disposal

Total # Businesses

Materials Effiency Raw Materials

Total Employees

Materials Effiency Total

Water (Potable, Non-Potable, Storm, Waste)

Information Type
Total Gross Revenues Generated

Product to NonProduct Ratio

Wastewater Discharge
Intensity

Non-Potable Water
Utilization

Potable Water
Utilization

Stormwater Utilization

Water Reduction
Participation

Water Use Intensity

Impervious Surface
Intensity

Sewer / Water
Infrastructure Intensity

Information
Category
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Table 4: Getting Started Matrix: Information Needs and Related Indicators, cont’d
Performance Indicators

Overall
Production /
Financial

Checklist (check when
data is collected)

Total Building Energy Consumed
Total Green Energy Consumed
Energy

Total Energy Generated
Total Energy Losses
Total Green Energy Generated
Total GHG Emissions
Total # Businesses Reducing Energy
Total Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Green Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Products
Total Non-Products (By-Products & Waste)
Total By-Products
Materials

Total Waste Generated
Total Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS) Emissions
Generated
Total eSO2 Generated
Total Raw Materials Consumed
Total Material Inputs Consumed

Water (Potable, NonPotable, Storm, Waste)

Total # Businesses Reducing Materials Consumption
Total Water Consumed
Total Potable Water Consumed
Total Non-Potable Water Consumed
Total Stormwater Consumed
Total Wastewater Generated
Total Water & Sewer Line
Total # Businesses Reducing Water Consumption
Total Site Size
Total Building Area
Total Impervious Area
Total Parking Area

Land Use and Transportation Infrastructure

Total Greenspace
Total Natural Area
Total # Fleet Vehicles
Total # Alternative Fleet Vehicles
Total # Bicycle Facilities
Total Road Right-of-Way
Total Non-Vehicle Right-of-Way
Total Employees with Green Commute
Individual Business Median Commute Length
Distances between centres of main operations on
abutting properties (median)
Distances to Alternative Fuel Service Stations
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Public Transit
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Key Services

Corporation and Municipal Governance

Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Green Space
Municipal Plans (Community / Development;
Transportation; Stormwater Management; Energy; Air
Quality Management; Liquid Waste Management; Solid
Waste Management; etc)
Corporate Reports (Annual, Sustainability, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environment)
Committee / Project Reports for Site-Wide EIN or
Sustainable Industry Initiatives
Total # Sustainability Reports
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Policies
Total # Businesses Returning Surveys
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Objectives
Total # Certified Businesses
Total # Local Supply Chain Members
List of Business By Sector
Total Green Building Area

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific

Total # Businesses Sharing Services (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Sharing Facilities (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Raw Materials or Shipping
Product on Site (from one business to another on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving By-Products On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Energy On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Recycling Based Businesses
Total # Businesses with Green Procurement Policies

Community

Total # Businesses Making Community Donations
Total $ Donated to Community
Total # Volunteer Hours
Total # Break-Ins
Total # Odour Complaints
Total # Light Pollution Strategies

* Assume Annual Basis where appropriate
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Green Procurement
Practice

Total # Businesses
Total Energy Consumed

Local Supply Web

Total Employees

Corporate Certification

Corporate & Municipal Governance

Information Type
Total Gross Revenues Generated

Environment /
Sustainability
Reporting

Site-Wide Corporate
Participation in
Sustainability

Active Municipal
Participation

Site-Wide EIN /
Sustainability Initiaitve

Supportive Corporate
Objectives

Supportive Corporate
Policy Framework

Supportive Municipal
Objectives

Supportive Municipal
Policy Framework

Information
Category

Sustainable Industries Performance Indicator Framework
Table 4: Getting Started Matrix: Information Needs and Related Indicators, cont’d
Performance Indicators

Overall
Production /
Financial
Energy

Checklist (check when
data is collected)

Total Energy Losses
Total Green Energy Generated
Total GHG Emissions
Total # Businesses Reducing Energy
Total Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Green Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Products
Total Non-Products (By-Products & Waste)
Total By-Products

Materials

Total Waste Generated
Total Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS) Emissions
Generated
Total eSO2 Generated
Total Raw Materials Consumed
Total Material Inputs Consumed

Water (Potable, NonPotable, Storm, Waste)

Total # Businesses Reducing Materials Consumption
Total Water Consumed
Total Potable Water Consumed
Total Non-Potable Water Consumed
Total Stormwater Consumed
Total Wastewater Generated
Total Water & Sewer Line
Total # Businesses Reducing Water Consumption
Total Site Size
Total Building Area
Total Impervious Area
Total Parking Area

Land Use and Transportation Infrastructure

Total Greenspace
Total Natural Area
Total # Fleet Vehicles
Total # Alternative Fleet Vehicles
Total # Bicycle Facilities
Total Road Right-of-Way
Total Non-Vehicle Right-of-Way
Total Employees with Green Commute
Individual Business Median Commute Length
Distances between centres of main operations on
abutting properties (median)
Distances to Alternative Fuel Service Stations
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Public Transit
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Key Services

Corporation and Municipal Governance

Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Green Space
Municipal Plans (Community / Development;
Transportation; Stormwater Management; Energy; Air
Quality Management; Liquid Waste Management; Solid
Waste Management; etc)
Corporate Reports (Annual, Sustainability, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environment)
Committee / Project Reports for Site-Wide EIN or
Sustainable Industry Initiatives
Total # Sustainability Reports
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Policies
Total # Businesses Returning Surveys
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Objectives
Total # Certified Businesses
Total # Local Supply Chain Members
List of Business By Sector
Total Green Building Area

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific

Total # Businesses Sharing Services (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Sharing Facilities (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Raw Materials or Shipping
Product on Site (from one business to another on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving By-Products On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Energy On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Recycling Based Businesses
Total # Businesses with Green Procurement Policies

Community

Total # Businesses Making Community Donations
Total $ Donated to Community
Total # Volunteer Hours
Total # Break-Ins
Total # Odour Complaints
Total # Light Pollution Strategies

* Assume Annual Basis where appropriate
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Acidification Emission
Intensity

Total Energy Generated

ODS Emission
Intensity

Total Green Energy Consumed

Materials

Materials Reduction
Participation

Total Building Energy Consumed

By-Product Utilization

Total Energy Consumed

Waste Disposal

Total # Businesses

Materials Effiency Raw Materials

Total Employees

Materials Effiency Total

Water (Potable, Non-Potable, Storm, Waste)

Information Type
Total Gross Revenues Generated

Product to NonProduct Ratio

Wastewater Discharge
Intensity

Non-Potable Water
Utilization

Potable Water
Utilization

Stormwater Utilization

Water Reduction
Participation

Water Use Intensity

Impervious Surface
Intensity

Sewer / Water
Infrastructure Intensity

Information
Category

Sustainable Industries Performance Indicator Framework
Table 4: Getting Started Matrix: Information Needs and Related Indicators, cont’d
Performance Indicators

Overall
Production /
Financial

Checklist (check when
data is collected)

Total Green Energy Consumed
Energy

Total Energy Generated
Total Energy Losses
Total Green Energy Generated
Total GHG Emissions
Total # Businesses Reducing Energy
Total Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Green Transportation Energy Consumed
Total Products
Total Non-Products (By-Products & Waste)
Total By-Products
Materials

Total Waste Generated
Total Ozone Depleting Substance (ODS) Emissions
Generated
Total eSO2 Generated
Total Raw Materials Consumed
Total Material Inputs Consumed

Water (Potable, NonPotable, Storm, Waste)

Total # Businesses Reducing Materials Consumption
Total Water Consumed
Total Potable Water Consumed
Total Non-Potable Water Consumed
Total Stormwater Consumed
Total Wastewater Generated
Total Water & Sewer Line
Total # Businesses Reducing Water Consumption
Total Site Size
Total Building Area
Total Impervious Area
Total Parking Area

Land Use and Transportation Infrastructure

Total Greenspace
Total Natural Area
Total # Fleet Vehicles
Total # Alternative Fleet Vehicles
Total # Bicycle Facilities
Total Road Right-of-Way
Total Non-Vehicle Right-of-Way
Total Employees with Green Commute
Individual Business Median Commute Length
Distances between centres of main operations on
abutting properties (median)
Distances to Alternative Fuel Service Stations
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Public Transit
Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Key Services

Corporation and Municipal Governance

Total # Businesses Walking Distance to Green Space
Municipal Plans (Community / Development;
Transportation; Stormwater Management; Energy; Air
Quality Management; Liquid Waste Management; Solid
Waste Management; etc)
Corporate Reports (Annual, Sustainability, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Environment)
Committee / Project Reports for Site-Wide EIN or
Sustainable Industry Initiatives
Total # Sustainability Reports
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Policies
Total # Businesses Returning Surveys
Total # Businesses with Supportive Corporate Objectives
Total # Certified Businesses
Total # Local Supply Chain Members
List of Business By Sector
Total Green Building Area

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific

Total # Businesses Sharing Services (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Sharing Facilities (with other
businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Raw Materials or Shipping
Product on Site (from one business to another on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving By-Products On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Businesses Receiving Energy On Site (from
another businesses on-site)
Total # Recycling Based Businesses
Total # Businesses with Green Procurement Policies

Community

Total # Businesses Making Community Donations
Total $ Donated to Community
Total # Volunteer Hours
Total # Break-Ins
Total # Odour Complaints
Total # Light Pollution Strategies

* Assume Annual Basis where appropriate
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Odour Complaints

Total Building Energy Consumed

Community

Security

Total Energy Consumed

Community Donations
- Non-Financial

Total # Businesses

Community Donations
- Financial

Total Employees

Participation in
Community Donations

Eco-Industrial Networking-Specific

Information Type
Total Gross Revenues Generated

Site-wide
Communications
Initiatives

Recycling-Based
Businesses

Energy Networking

By-Product
Networking

Materials Networking

Facilities Networking

Business Service
Networking

Business Sector
Diversity

Light Pollution
Reduction

Green Buildings

Information
Category
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3.3 BENEFITS OF SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIES PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Better, More Informed Decision Making: The sustainable industries performance
indicators should better demonstrate the direct link between environmental and social
performance and the fiscal bottom line. This will provide businesses with the information
they need to make decisions e.g., to prioritize energy initiatives on transportation energy
versus building energy. By allowing site-to-site benchmarking, businesses will be able to
evaluate sustainability initiatives in place elsewhere, and determine what the potential
impact of those initiatives will be for their site. The result will be a better informed decisionmaking process.
Increased Support for Sustainability: The indicators will bring rigorous and consistent
reporting to eco-industrial and related projects. Many in the business community, and even
in municipal government circles, still perceive sustainability as a cost-added, rather than a
value-added, proposition. This is largely due to poor performance measurement systems,
limiting business and community’s ability to learn from the success and failure of other
projects. This perception creates large hurdles for the sustainability field to overcome and
puts the credibility of sustainability and eco-industrial approaches at risk. By enhancing the
rigour with which environmental/social/economic performance of businesses (and more
importantly, the interactions between them) is measured, the economic, social, and
environmental benefits will be quantitatively demonstrated.
Increased Access to Funding for Projects: Before businesses, municipal governments,
and external funding programs commit funding towards sustainability initiatives, they rightly
require projections regarding measurable results. The sustainable industries performance
indicators will help to provide a rigorous and credible backbone for projects. This should
enable project supporters to better leverage support and/or funds.
Better Understanding of Overall Progress: It is important to remember that a single
indicator cannot describe the “big picture” with respect to a site’s progress towards
sustainability. For example, while increasing the Green Energy Mix is desirable, if this
occurs at the same time as an increase in Energy Intensity, then the overall progress is
diminished. Although the differences between the indicators may appear subtle, the full set
is needed to truly measure progress.

3.4 POTENTIAL CHALLENGES WITH SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIES PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS
Access to Data from Utilities: As shown in Table 2, utility companies can be a good
source of much energy-related information. However, in areas not serviced by natural gas,
collecting this data could become cumbersome since so many companies may be involved in
supplying several types of fuel (e.g., hog fuel, diesel, Bunker C). For these sites, business
participation will almost certainly be required to collect the needed energy data.
Access to Data from Businesses: Business participation in EIN projects tends to grow
over time. Therefore, it may be more difficult to access data from businesses early on in
projects, even if only a survey response is required. The solution is a combination of early
and sustained stakeholder engagement and capacity building (e.g. site visits, workshops,
focus groups) in order to build the understanding that EIN does not have to be a “new
venture” that requires additional resources to be successful. Once you have a small group
of businesses that are keen to participate (e.g. forming an EIN business advisory
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committee), it becomes easier to leverage further support and participation from other
businesses in the site. The performance indicators themselves should help to increase
business participation. Measurable results year to year should help to convince businesses
of the benefits from participation.
Balancing Confidentiality and Data Needs: Confidentiality is always a concern for the
business community. Many businesses will not want data specific to their operations
published. Therefore, business concerns regarding confidentiality could result in limited
access to data. It is important to note that ALL of the sustainable industries performance
indicators refer to aggregate or mean data. Data specific to any one business will not be
made available. Where individual business data is required e.g., total gross revenues,
confidentiality agreements can be put in place assuring individual businesses that their data
will only be used to calculate the performance indicators and will not be published or
otherwise made available to other businesses or the public.

4 NEXT STEPS
4.1 PILOT THE FRAMEWORK & REFINE INDICATORS
The next step in the development of the sustainable performance industries indicators would
be to pilot the indicators at one site. The objective of the pilot will be to apply the
framework and calculate a baseline at one or more pilot sites. This will help to confirm that
the data required is indeed available, and that businesses and local governments support
the framework.
It would be most efficient to select a pilot site where businesses and the municipal
government are already engaged in an EIN or other multi-stakeholder sustainability
initiative. Existing eco-industrial park projects (e.g. Ross Industrial Park, Hinton EcoIndustrial Park, Tilbury Industrial Area, or Burnside Industrial Park) would be good pilot
sites because they are already completing material and energy baselines, and the local
businesses and municipalities have committed to participating (e.g. making data available).
This step will help to determine if the indicators make sense from an operational standpoint.
Piloting the framework should involve consultation with site business owners and
stakeholders, municipal representatives and other community groups (e.g. academia).
Indicators that are too difficult to monitor should be removed and the remaining indicators
should be prioritized based on industry acceptance or ease of calculation.
A pilot project will help practitioners to identify potential methodological and data gathering
problems, and to refine the framework accordingly. It will also highlight gaps in the
framework that may require additional indicators.
As discussed earlier, there are many performance indicators that are useful for an individual
site. The pilot project could also help to document these and support future development of
a list of site-specific performance indicators to help businesses track their own internal
perforamce.

4.2 BENCHMARK CANADIAN INDUSTRIAL AREAS
Once the performance indicator framework has been piloted and refined, then the next step
would be to determine baselines for a number of representative Canadian industrial areas.
This would create a resource that would allow sites to benchmark their performance and to
set realistic targets. For example, even if one site does determine its Energy Intensity,
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there is currently no way to determine whether this is better or worse than the Energy
Intensity at any other site. This has been a key challenge for EIN project. For example, the
proponents of the Maplewood Project intuitively know that the plans put forward by the
design charrette teams are innovative, but there is no way of knowing whether
implementing these plans will result in Maplewood “catching up” in some respects, will
result in across the board leadership with respect to land use planning and operational
practices in the industrial area.
A benchmarking project should also include an evaluation of sites that appear to be
performing better than others to determine why they are performing better. This
information could help other sites to develop action plans and targets to increase their
progress towards sustainability.

4.3 ADOPT SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIES PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Industry and communities should be encouraged and supported to adopt the sustainable
industries performance indicators framework. Eventually, the framework would be used to
establish baselines, set targets, and continuously progress towards sustainable industries.

Target

Where do we want to
be?

Measure

Adapt action to
meet new target

Calculate
Performance
Indicator

Projection

Where we will be if
we take no action?

Baseline

(First Measure)

Figure 1: Use of Sustainable Industries Performance Indicators
Eventually, enough information could be available to support some sort of certification
program.
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APPENDIX A: INDICATORS LITERATURE REVIEW
TABLE A 1: INDICATORS LITERATURE REVIEW – GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

NRTEE Eco-Efficiency Indicators Workbook - indicators are measured as an environmental burden (i.e. use of resources) at the level of its project
boundary / amount of product or service value produced by that section of the company. Core indicators followed by complimentary indicators.
Core

Core Energy
Intensity

Complimentary

Life-cycle energy
intensity

Energy (electricity, gas, oil, coal, coke, and others)
consumed within the project boundary from all sources
/ unit of production or service delivery. Energy
generated on-site should be added to total energy.
The sum of the energy consumed during all of the
phases of the product or service life-cycle, from the
extraction and processing of input materials and energy
through to the eventual disposal of the product (advice
to limit calculation to include 1 life-cycle step upstream
and 1 step downstream to ease calculations).

Excess energy
intensity

Excess energy generated within a products or service
entity that is not used within the facility but is used by
or sold to others. This indicator applies to companies
that produce energy as a co-product. (MWh x 3600
MJ/MWh)

Transportation
energy intensity

Energy needed to transport materials and/or energy
between life-cycle steps per unit of service (i.e.
between project boundaries)

Transportation
energy intensity of
personnel

Energy required to transport personnel to and from the
project boundary as normal business practice.
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MJ / [e.g. t,
$, # of
widgets,
etc]
MJ (lifecycle step
1+ 2 +
3….life-cycle
step n) /
[e.g. t, $, #
of widgets]
MJ / [e.g. t,
$, # of
widgets,
etc]

billing information; direct meter
readings. (Ensure that data collected
are applicable to specific reporting
period)
Direct metering; billing information
(*number of upstream/downstream
steps to be included in the life-cycle
analysis must be clearly defined)

MJ / [e.g. t,
$, # of
widgets,
etc]
MJ / [e.g. t,
$, # of
widgets,
etc]

HR timesheets; mileage forms. (*for
transportation companies, this might be
the core energy intensity indicator)

Direct metering (at the pt where energy
is produced, or at the pt where energy
is used); invoicing information to
purchasers of excess energy.

HR timesheets; mileage forms. Includes
travel to/from project boundary as
normal business practice, and travel to
and from boundary on a daily basis.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Core

Core Waste Intensity

The total material entering the product boundary minus
material that ends up in the product and co-product per
unit of production or service delivery. (can be calculated
by materials in or waste output)

kg / [e.g. t,
$, # of
widgets,
etc]

Mass balance approach: purchasing
dept records for info on direct and
indirect materials entering project
boundary;
Waste output approach: waste
production records (e.g. trash bins,
wastes sold or given to
reusers/recyclers, discharges to air &
water)

Complimentary

Waste utilization

The amount of reused waste as a percentage of total
waste. (= [total wastes used (kg) / total wastes
generated (kg)] x 100

% of wastes
generated

Data for core waste intensity. Which of
this waste is used in some way?
(reclaimed by suppliers; recycled;
sold/given away for other uses)

Core

Water Intensity

The amount of water taken into the project boundary
per unit of product or service delivery

Metering data, billing records (Ensure
that data collected are applicable to
specific reporting period)

Complimentary

Water discharge
intensity

Water discharged per unit of production (= total water
discharged (m3) / Unit of production or service delivery)

m3 / [e.g. t,
$, # of
widgets,
etc].
m3 / [e.g. t,
$, # of
widgets,
etc].

Water discharge points include
discharges to water bodies, to
groundwater, and to the municipal
system

World Business Council for Sustainable Development: Measuring Eco-Efficiency. Defines eco-efficiency as product or service value / environmental
influence. As such, provides a set of "generally applicable" Value indicators (VI) and Environmental Influence indicators (EII); and a set of "potentially
generally applicable" value and environmental influence indicators.
Generally
Applicable VI

Quantity

Physical measure or count of product or services
produced, delivered or sold to customers

Depends of
business
(e.g.
number,
volume, or
mass)

Cost, production, or sales reports;
Annual financial reports

Net Sales

Net sales - total recorded sales less sales discounts and
sales returns and allowances

Company’s
usual
currency

Annual financial reports
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Generally
Applicable EII

Energy Consumption

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Total sum of energy consumed (equals energy
purchases minus energy sold to others for their use),
including:
• electricity and district heat
• fossil fuels (e.g. natural gas, oil, coal)
• other fuel based energy (e.g. biomass, wood, waste
fuel)
• non-fuel based energy (e.g. solar, wind)
Sum of weight of all materials purchased or obtained
from other sources, including:
• raw materials for conversion
• other process materials (such as catalysts, solvents)
• pre- or semi-manufactured goods and parts excluding
packaging, water consumption and materials used for
energy purposes

GJ (or other
appropriate
multiplier of
joule)

Procurement files; Site energy/fuel use
inventories; Facility management
reports; Literature

tonnes

Procurement files; Manufacturing
reports; Cost reports

Water Consumption

Sum of all fresh water purchased from public supply, or
obtained from surface or ground water sources
(including water for cooling purposes)

m3

Procurement files; Manufacturing
reports; Cost reports

Ozone Depleting
Substance (ODS)
Emissions
Greenhouse Gas
Emissions (GHG)

Amount of ODS emissions to air from processes and
losses/replacement from containments (chillers)

tonnes of
CFC11
equivalents
tonnes eCO2

Plant surveys; EHS reports; Estimation
or calculation

Material Consumption

Potentially
Generally
Applicable VI

Units

Amount of GHG emissions to air from fuel combustion,
process reactions and treatment processes, including
CO2, CH4, N20, HFCs, PFCs and SF6 (excluding GHG
emissions released in generation of purchased
electricity)

Net
Profit/Earnings/Inco
me

in CDN,
USD, Euro,
Yen, or
company’s
usual
currency
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Cost reports; Fuel invoices; Plant
survey; EHS records; Estimation or
calculation

Financial reports
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Potential
Generally
Applicable EII

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Acidification
Emissions to Air

Amount of acid gases and acid mists emitted to air
(including NH3, HCl, HF, NO2, SO2 and sulfuric acid
mists) from fuel combustion, process reactions and
treatment processes.

Acidification
Emissions to
Air

tonnes eSO2

Total Waste

Total amount of substances or objects destined for
disposal

tonnes

Plant surveys; EHS reports; Estimation
or calculation

SmartGrowth BC (BC Sprawl Report 2004) - provides indicators for measuring urban form; livability; and economic vitality as well as links between each
of them. None of these indicators were specifically designed for industrial areas. This is a selection of the indicators which could apply to or relate to
industrial areas.
Urban Form
Indicators

Density of housing
units - total number
of housing units
divided by the
municipality’s taxable
land base, minus
lands in the
Agricultural Land
Reserve)
Hectares of Streets,
Roads and Alleys Per
1,000 People

Enables an assessment of the relative efficiency with
which land is used in communities. However, it still
includes some non-residential land, and some
municipalities may have boundaries much larger than
the urbanized area.

# housing
units / land
unit

Canada Census 2001, Statistics Canada
total housing unit figures / Land
Assessed for Taxation, Local Gov’t
Services and Infrastructure, BC Ministry
of Community Aboriginal and Women’s
Affairs

Provides a measure of the efficiency of the road
network. Sprawled communities tend to require more
road surface per capita. However, in some cases, roads
are also used extensively to service the agricultural
community.

ha / 1000
people

Sewer, Water Main, Road, and Street
Distance in kilometres of Incorporated
Municipalities.

Kilometres of Sewer
and Water
Infrastructure Per
1,000 People
% of Commuters
Who Are Drivers of
Automobiles (Modal
Split for the Trip to
Work)
% of Commuters
Who Drive 5
Kilometres or Less

Compact communities generally require fewer
kilometres of sewer and water mains per capita. The
same caveat applies for ha / 1000 people.

km / 1000
people

Sewer, Water Main, Road, and Street
Distance in kilometres of Incorporated
Municipalities.

One measure of the degree of dependence on the
automobile, with many commuters being single
occupancy drivers (SOVs)

%

Customize data from Statistics Canada

A measure of the distances between housing and jobs.

%

Customize data from Statistics Canada
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Livability
Indicators

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

The Mean Length of
Commute for the Trip
to Work
Hectares of Parks
and Playground per
1000 people

A measure of the distances between housing and jobs.

km

Customize data from Statistics Canada

A measure of green space within a community.
However, it does not give an indication of a
community’s proximity to other recreational lands.

%

Area and Population of Incorporated
Municipalities; Local Gov't Services;

Housing Diversity
Index

A measure of the kinds of housing options that will be
available for a variety of individuals and families.

Cities Plus Submission: A Sustainable Urban System: Long Term Plan for Vancouver. Provides 8 catalyst strategies, each with "State of Strategy
Indicators"
Strategy 1:

Strategy 2:

Strategy 3:

Strategy 4:

Protect & Connect
Blue Ribbons and
Green Webs

Land protected in perpetuity for major parks and
ecological reserves

%

Length of functioning stream corridors relative to predevelopment

%

Dwellings located within easy walking distance of
connected greenspace

%

Urban land area with effective imperviousness
equivalent to pre-development levels.

%

Design multi-use
spaces and
convertible structures

Buildings capable of connection to low temperature
thermal energy networks
Urban spaces or buildings designed for two or more
uses.

%

Plan short loops and
integrated
infrastructure
networks

Dwellings located within easy walking distance of a
public transit stop

%

Neighbourhoods with a green utilities / eco-industrial
hub
Dwellings located within easy walking distance of key
services

%

Become Net
Contributors

Per capita ecological footprint
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%
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Strategy 5:

Strategy 6:

Experiment and learn
as we go

Enhance the diversity
of choices

Units

Land use and infrastructure plans in the region that
integrate ongoing monitoring and feedback

%

Number of public demonstrations of transferable
sustainable technologies and practices.

#

Adults enrolled in continuing education courses annually
(personal/professional development)

%

Neighbourhoods with 25% or more multiple family
housing units

%

Population owning vehicles by type (including selfpropelled vehicles)

%

Strategy 7:

Create shock resilient
cells

Subregions capable of satisfying basic needs of
population for 1 week in event of infrastructure
disruption

%

Strategy 8:

Green and clean the
export chain

Firms that meet or exceed accepted international
environmental management system standards

%

Firms that conduct regular green supply chain reviews

%

Cities Plus "Indicators and Targets for Greater Vancouver" - indicators by categories
Communication
Systems

Information and
Communications
Technology
Connectedness Index
% of population with
internet access

Index of 42 indicators including availability, price,
reach, and use.

Cultural
Systems

Community
engagement index

index of selected indicators including involvement in
community activities, volunteering, unpaid labour,
extracurricular activities, attendance at public meetings,
etc

Decision
Support
Systems

% of municipalities
providing real-time
state of the
environment reports

Score out of
108

%
%

%
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Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Energy
Systems

Governance
Systems

Health and
Well-Being
Housing and
Buildings
Systems

Human
Security
Systems

% of total energy
derived from
renewable energy
sources
% of electricity
derived from
renewable energy
sources
% of participants
involved in and
satisfied with public
engagement
processes
Self-rated health
% of building stock
meeting or exceeding
LEED Platinum
standards or
equivalent
Personal safety index

Units
%

%

%

% of residents with a rating their health good or better

%
%

index indicators in the areas of economic security,
health security, and physical safety

Materials
Systems

Per capita solid waste
disposed

kg / year

Mobility
Systems

% of Trips made by
non-auto modes, 24
hour period
% of Land area used
for roads and parking
surfaces
Per capita total
potable water
consumption

%

Water
Systems

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

%

L / capita /
day

Visions, Tools and Targets: Environmentally Sustainable Development Guidelines for Southeast False Creek –provides a set of ecological
objectives, indicators, and targets. Prepared for City of Vancouver as part of developing their comprehensive policy framework for the site.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Solid Waste

Transportatio
n

Energy

Air Emissions

Reduce and manage
the generation of
neighbourhood solid
waste

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Units

Per capita waste disposal per year

Kg / person
/ year

Haulage companies; landfill records

Amount of organic waste produced and processed
within SEFC

Kg / person
/ year

Survey waste quantities of centralized
facilities

Increase proximity to
key activity centres

Percentage of dwelling units within 350m of basic
shopping needs and personal services

GIS

Increase pedestrian,
bicycle and transit
amenities within
neighborhood
Increase the
convenience of public
transit
Increase the match
between housing
types and
affordability and the
needs of workers
Reduce nonrenewable energy
consumption

Percentage of street area that is dedicated to walking,
cycling, and transit uses

% of
dwelling
units
% of street
area

% of
residential
stock
% of
dwelling
units

GIS

Increase
neighbourhood
generation of
renewable energy
Increase the diversity
of energy sources
used within the
community
Reduce peak loads
placed upon
infrastructure
Reduce
concentrations of
ground level ozone
(smog)

Percentage of residential stock within 350m of transit
services
Percentage of dwelling units that are affordable, relative
to the income distribution and family size of those
working in the Downtown Core and Broadway Corridor.

Non-renewable energy used by multi-unit residential
and by office buildings

kWh/m2/yr

Renewable energy generated within the SEFC
neighborhood

% of total
annual
energy
consumption
% of
buildings in
SEFC

Percentage of buildings connected to a District Energy
System

Peak electrical power demand for buildings

W / m2

Vehicle kilometers traveled by residents of SEFC

Average
automobile
km / person
/ year
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GIS

Income classes/family size statistics;
Stats Canada

Elect for new construction assumed to
come from non-renewable marginal
capacity (Burrard Thermal generating
station, at 34% efficiency)
Several assumptions made (see doc for
details)

Direct observation

Max peak hr electrical demand for multiunit residential bldgs (supper time;
coldest day of the year)
Data from Stats Canada and City of
Vancouver.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Soil

Water

Green Spaces

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Reduce greenhouse
gas emissions

C02 emissions from energy used for transportation

Kg / person
/ yr

Reduce chemical and
biological
contaminant
emissions indoors
Increase
comprehensiveness
of soil remediation
strategies considered
Increase soil
productivity

Percentage of dwellings designed and built with basic
features that minimize pollutant levels

% of
dwelling
units

Provision of basic features that minimize
indoor pollutant levels (see Doc for
details)

Number of key strategies included in a soils options
analysis

Minimum #

Soil assessment report

Quantity of leaves and other organic debris transported
from SEFC neighborhood

Kg / person

City records of leaf collection and
composting program.

Amount of produce grown within the SEFC
neighborhood

% of
produce

Residents volunteering information;
community garden coordinator

Increase the efficient
use of municipal
potable water indoors
and outdoors
Reduce and manage
surface run-off flows

Average residential municipal potable water use

L / capita /
day

Water metering

Average imperviousness of total site area

%

Use specific imperviousness ratings for
different surfaces.

Reduce loadings and
flows to municipal
wastewater
treatment plants
Increase quality and
quantity of habitat
provided for a range
of appropriate
species

Percentage of sewage treated within the SEFC
neighborhood

% of sewage

City’s separate water and sewage
utilities would incorporate metering on a
dwelling unit basis.

Number of bird species surveyed in SEFC

# of species

Bird surveys

Percentage of open space that has significant habitat
value

% of open
space

Increase vegetative
cover on the site

Percentage of total neighborhood roof area designed to
carry plant life

% of total
roof area

Increase the quality
and availability of

Percentage of foreshore length that has habitat value

% of
foreshore

GIS; simple observation (areas with
diversity of vegetation, landscape
debris, tree canopies and other flora)
excludes turf covered areas.
Survey mechanism; require bldg
designers to include area of roof that
can accommodate plant life in bldg
permit application.
Visual assessment
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
marine and foreshore
habitats

Buildings

Increase presence of
naturalized
freshwater
ecosystems
Increase appropriate
siting of bldgs to
contribute to
community energy
efficiency
Increase the useful
life of bldgs and
materials

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

length
Status of daylighting of stream courses

Percentage of dwelling units and commercial spaces
with good solar orientation

Percentage use of salvaged and/or recycled materials,
components, systems

Target to
daylight x#
of local
streams
% of
dwelling
units

Presence / absence of daylighting
strategies

% of
materials

Collected from architect/designer during
design and construction of bldg.

Require shadow analyses as part of bldg
permit application process

Canadian Business For Social Responsibility - Good Company: Guidelines for Social Performance - provides checklists for different categories, but
no units
Community
Checklist

Make an explicit
community
commitment:

• meet community demands for cost-effective products
and services
• meet community needs without apparent business
benefit
• partner with community-based organizations that
support business success
• engage in long-term strategic community
partnerships

Donate 1% of pretax profits
Prioritize local
employment and
suppliers
Incorporate social /
environmental values
into purchasing
decisions
Have a board and
management team
that understands
community interests.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Environment
Checklist

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Comply with
environmental law
and regulations
Perform life cycle
analysis on all
products /services
Appoint one staff
member with
environmental
responsibilities

LEED Green Building Rating System for New Construction and Major Renovations V. 2.1 - Checklist divided into categories, with potential
technologies and strategies associated with each. Industrial park/area indicators are adapted from these strategies.
Sustainable
Sites

Development density

Alternative
Transportatio
n

Bicycle Storage &
Changing Rooms
Alternative fuel
vehicles

Parking Capacity

To channel development to urban areas with existing
infrastructure, protect greenfields and preserve habitat
and natural resources. During the site selection
process, give preference to urban sites.
Design the building with transportation amenities such
as bicycle racks and showering/changing facilities.
Provide transportation amenities such as alternative
fuel refueling stations and carpool/vanpool programs.
Consider sharing the costs and benefits of refueling
stations with neighbors.
Minimize parking lot/garage size. Consider sharing
parking facilities with adjacent buildings.

Reduced Site
Disturbance

Protect or Restore
Open Space

Establish clearly marked construction boundaries to
minimize disturbance of the existing site and restore
previously degraded areas to their natural state.

Stormwater
Management

Rate and Quantity

Specify garden roofs and pervious paving to minimize
impervious surfaces. Reuse stormwater volumes
generated for non-potable uses such as landscape
irrigation, toilet and urinal flushing and custodial uses.

Treatment

Design mechanical or natural treatment systems such
as constructed wetlands, vegetated filter strips and
bioswales to treat the site’s stormwater.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Light Pollution
Reduction

Water
Efficiency

Innovative
Wastewater
Technologies

Energy &
Atmosphere

Optimize Energy
Performance

Materials and
Resources

Storage and
Collection of
Recyclables

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Minimize site lighting where possible and model the site
lighting using a computer model. Technologies to
reduce light pollution include full cutoff luminaries, lowreflectance surfaces and low angle spotlights.
Specify high-efficiency fixtures and dry fixtures such as
composting toilets and waterless urinals to reduce
wastewater volumes. Consider reusing stormwater or
greywater for sewage conveyance or on-site
wastewater treatment systems (mechanical and/or
natural).
Quantify energy performance as compared to a baseline
building.
Designate an area for recyclable collection and storage
that is appropriately sized and located in a convenient
area. Identify local waste handlers and buyers for glass,
plastic, office paper, newspaper, cardboard and organic
wastes. Instruct occupants on building recycling
procedures. Consider employing cardboard balers,
aluminum can crushers, recycling chutes and other
waste management technologies to further enhance the
recycling program.

Maplewood Community Eco-Industrial Partnership Project – Performance indicators. (*Indicators which were discussed during the project but were not
measured)
Energy

Total electricity
consumption
- by land use
- by subneighbourhood

kWh/y, $/y

Peak load - electricity
consumption

kWh

- A12 Eco-Industrial Solutions Ltd.

BC Hydro billing records queried by
address and aggregated to protect
customer confidentiality.
Projections were based on anticipated
development (increase in square metres
of space per land use type). Projections
also assumed increases in efficiency
associated with evolving technologies in
the residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors.
BC Hydro billing records queried by
address and aggregated to protect
customer confidentiality.

Sustainable Industries Performance Indicator Framework

TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Total natural gas
consumption
- by land use

GJ/y, $/y

Greenhouse gas
emissions

Traffic

Units

CO2 t/y

e

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
Terasen (then BC Gas) billing records,
queried by address then aggregated to
protect customer confidentiality
Projections were based on anticipated
development (increase in square metres
of space per land use type). Projections
also assumed increases in efficiency
associated with evolving technologies in
the residential, commercial, and
industrial sectors.
Need to know current and projected
energy consumption by type e.g.,
natural gas, electricity and generation
source. Data was available (see above).
Emission factors taken from BC Hydro,
Terasen, and Canada's Climate Change
Action Plan.

Natural gas displaced
by green energy (like
waste H2)

$/y, GJ/y

Material and energy balance; must
know (or assume) heat capacity and
efficiency of new fuel. With respect to
micro-hydro potential, BC Hydro
completed the calculations for
McCartney Creek.

Natural gas displaced
by better building
and site design (ie
building to LEEDTM
standard)
Electricity displaced
by green power (like
waste H2)

$/y, GJ/y

Energy balance, assumptions on %
energy reduction for projections

Electricity displaced
by better building
and site design (ie
building to LEEDTM
standard)
Truck traffic (by type
of vehicle)

$/y, MWh/y

Material and energy balance; must
know (or assume) heat capacity and
efficiency of new fuel

$/y, MWh/y

Energy balance, assumptions on %
energy reduction for projections

#/d
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Manual traffic counts
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Water

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments

Other traffic (by type
of vehicle)*

#/d

DNV studies for Dollarton Highway
expansion. Manual traffic counts.

Vehicle fuel - all
sectors (diesel;
gasoline)

L

Emissions from
vehicle fuel - all
sectors

kg eCO2

Emission reduction
potential of biodiesel
substitution

kg eCO2

from Partners for Climate Protection*
community energy report; direct fuel
consumption data from businesses and
DNV fleet manager
From Partners for Climate Protection*
community energy report. Recalculated using emission factors in
Canada's Greenhouse Gas Emission
Inventory
Environment Canada, Natural Resources
Canada, Canada's GHG Emission
Inventory, and other industry resources

Amount of road
right-of-way devoted
to non-car use*

%

Design Brief did have a target of 60%.
No baseline or quantification of
charrette results were calculated.

Residential Water
Consumption

L/y per
capita

Residential Irrigation
Consumption

L/y per
capita

Toilet Water
Consumption

L/y per
person

Based on GVRD data for "average"
residential water consumption. No
residences are metered, so actual data
is unavailable. DNV residential water
rates were used to calculate $.
Standard % of total potable water
consumption, determined by GVRD
guidelines. Design Brief had target to
eliminate use of potable water for
irrigation.
L/flush (CMHC, GVRD data) and #
flushes per day (CMHC, GVRD data)

Residential
Population

#

Industrial,
Commercial,
Institutional Water
Use

m3/y, $/y
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Statistics Canada census data. At
neighbourhood scale, need to get data
per postal code
Municipal water records, queried by
address. These consumers have water
meters, so accurate data was available.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Sewage /
Wastewater

Stormwater

Units

Total non-industrial
wastewater
generated*

m3/y

Total industrial
wastewater
generated*

m3/y

Total Annual Cleaned
Grey Water to
Industry

m3/y

Unit Cost to DNV
and/or GVRD to Treat
Residential Sewage*

$/m3

Impervious surface
area
- can be broken into
parking areas, land
use type, geographic
area, etc

%, fraction,
ha, acres

Stormwater
recovered for re-use
- projections can be

m3/y
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Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
No baseline data were available. For
residential wastewater, estimates can
be made based on per capita potable
water consumption. For commercial,
institutional, and smaller industrial
operations, estimation is difficult.
Only permitted industries must report
their discharge volumes. Many of the
industries in Maplewood did not have
sewer discharge permits. Even with
GVRD sewer discharge permit data,
significant analysis and data
manipulation is required. Many
businesses cannot accurately calculate
the amount of wastewater they
generate. In general, wastewater is
about equal to water consumed, except
in industries where potable water
becomes product or is lost in
evaporation.
For Maplewood, estimated grey water
generation as total water from municipal
records minus standard irrigation
volumes minus estimated black water
generated from toilet flushing. Where
an actual WWTP exists, can use
All wastewater generated in the DNV is
treated in GVRD WWTPs. The GVRD is
unable to estimate a $ per m3 cost to
treat its wastewater.
Pervious / impervious surface areas
available from GIS data (if linked to
bldg permit info) or air photo
measurements. Can also be estimated
based on land use e.g. some land use
bylaws regulate maximum site
coverage. No baseline data available.
No baseline completed - need to obtain
volumes from businesses recovering
stormwater. For projections, need to
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Units

broken down per
catchment area

Land Use

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
know impervious surface area,
stormwater catchment areas, rainfall,
and loss rates. (This can be broadly
estimated to start. More sophisticated
models exist - see WaterBalanceTM
Discussed in Design Brief, with a target
to maximize use of ecologically-based
management. No baseline or
verification of charrette results
completed.
Discussed in Design Brief, with a target
to reduce costs by 20%.

Quality of stormwater
management
systems*

qualitative

Stormwater
infrastructure capital
costs*

$/y

Stormwater
infrastructure
operating and
maintenance costs*
Land use by type

$/y

Discussed in Design Brief, with a target
to reduce costs by 20%.

%, acres

Density by land use
type

Floor Space
Ratio (FSR),
Units / Acre

Total building space

ft2, m2

DNV Official Community Plan and GIS
data. Projections based on manual
calculation of land use areas from
charrette team drawings.
DNV Official Community Plan and GIS
data. Projections based on manual
calculation of land use areas from
charrette team drawings and general
FSR assumptions used by development
consultants on each team. Land use
categories were Port-Related Industry;
Medium / Heavy Industry; Business
Park; Commercial; Mixed-Use; Single
Family Residential; Multi-Family
Residential; Institutional; Roads /
Services; and Open Space.
DNV Official Community Plan and GIS
data (drawing from building permit
information). Projections based on
manual calculation of land use areas
from charrette team drawings and
general FSR assumptions used by
development consultants on each team.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Economic /
Business

Units

Total building
footprint

ft2, m2

Impervious surface
area
- can be broken into
parking areas, land
use type, geographic
area, etc

ft2, m2

Open Space with
habitat quality*

%

Distance from most
residences to shops
and services*

m

Number of buildings
oriented to take
advantage of passive
solar gain*
Development Cost
Charges by land use
type

%

Property Taxes by
land use type

$/y

$/y
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Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
DNV Official Community Plan and GIS
data (drawing from building permit
information). Projections based on
manual calculation of land use areas
from charrette team drawings and
general FSR assumptions used by
development consultants on each team.
No baseline data was available.
Pervious / impervious surface areas
available from GIS data (if linked to
bldg permit info) or air photo
measurements. Also estimated based
on land use and standard FSR estimates
calculated by development consultants
familiar with the local market. Required
that charrette teams complete a
parcelization plan, so this was only
calculated for Team 3. Baseline could
not be calculated.
Listed as a target in the Design Brief
(75%). Baseline never calculated.
Quantification of charrette results never
completed.
Listed as a target in the Design Brief
(400 m). Baseline never calculated.
Quantification of charrette results never
completed.
Listed as a target in the Design Brief
(75% of new buildings). Baseline never
calculated. Quantification of charrette
results never completed.
Baseline calculated using DNV tax data;
projections based on current mill rates
and projected increases in development
and redevelopment
Baseline calculated using DNV tax data.
Projections based on current mill rates
and projected increases in development
and redevelopment.
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Materials
Management

Units

Business base
diversity

# by sector

Number of local jobs
held by residents*

#

Number of resources
shared among
businesses*

#,
qualification

Material Consumption

material
name, t/y

Solid waste diverted
from landfill*

t/y, %
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Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
DNV business permit lists. Special focus
given to recycling and related
businesses, the "scavengers and
decomposers" of an industrial
ecosystem
Listed as a target in the Design Brief (#
local jobs = # local labour force).
Baseline never calculated.
Quantification of charrette results never
completed.
Listed as a target in the Design Brief
(maximize number of resources shared
among businesses). Baseline never
calculated, although synergies were
qualified and quantified for a number of
businesses (source was data provided
by businesses). Due to confidentiality
concerns, this data could not be
included in the report. Quantification of
charrette results never completed.
Only a partial qualitative list was made
available in the report, mostly
comprising materials handled by North
Shore Recycling. This indicator requires
that businesses provide material
consumption data, and allow this data
to be made publicly available. This was
not the case in Maplewood. Materials
data was collected for several
companies, however.
Data is difficult to obtain. Residential
solid waste pick-up is contracted out;
this company may be able to provide an
estimate for Maplewood. Commercial
and industrial pick-up is completed
privately and under individual contract.
Best data are from companies
themselves. Limited, unpublishable
data were collected. Baseline was not
calculated. Design Brief contained a
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Units

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
target of 50% diversion.

Cool Vancouver Task Force Community Climate Change Action Plan - Indicators are referred to as "strategies", and targets (in tonnes of CO2
emissions reduction), are set.
GHG
Emissions
General
Indicators

Buildings

Total CO2 emissions.
Target: 6% reduction
below 1990 levels by
2012

Vancouver's “fair share of Canada’s 6% reduction
target” translates to a 409,000 tonne reduction in
annual GHG emissions from the 2012 business-as usual
emissions forecast. (Down to 2.75 million tonnes from
1990's 2.9 million tonnes). Will focus on residential and
commercial building energy use, and reducing
emissions from light vehicles.
In time for 2010 Olympics

Tonnes eCO2

Promote community awareness/access to existing
resources and develop new tools to maximize home
energy improvements and retrofits.

Tonnes eCO2

Non-Market Housing
Retrofits

Development and implementation of a strategy to
increase the energy efficiency of non-market units in
Vancouver

Tonnes eCO2

Medium and Large
Commercial Building
Retrofits

Collaborative work between the City, utilities, other
levels of government, and building owners/operators to
develop tools and incentives to achieve deeper market
penetration of energy efficiency programs in medium
and large office buildings, hotels, warehouses, and
nonfood retail.
Development and promotion of an energy awareness
program with messaging potentially incorporated into
the proposed Integrated Marketing Program

Tonnes eCO2

Collaboration between the City and major institutions
such as the Health Board, School Board, Community
Colleges, and other levels of Government to share

Tonnes eCO2

Interim Target:
Reduction of
emissions to 1990
levels by 2010
Market Housing
Retrofits

Tenant/Staff Energy
Awareness
Institutional Building
Retrofits
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Tonnes eCO2

Tonnes eCO2
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)

Units

information on the benefits and challenges of energy
efficiency retrofits and to build commitment to getting
their house-in-order.
Small Commercial
Building Retrofits

Collaboration with BC Hydro, Terasen, senior
governments, BIAs and other stakeholders to promote
retrofits for small businesses (“Mom and Pop’s”)
throughout the city, starting with lighting retrofits and
promoting other energy efficiency measures where
appropriate.
Upgrade of the energy efficiency requirements of the
City’s Energy Utilization By-law to current standards as
a key first step in improving the energy efficiency of
new buildings.
Development of programs to ensure new commercial
and multi-family buildings meet the requirements of the
Commercial Building Incentive Program (CBIP) which
exceeds ASHRAE 90.1 (2001)) by 10% to 15%.
Advocacy to the Province and Federal Governments to
increase the minimum efficiency of common appliances
in buildings.

Tonnes eCO2

Advocacy and support for the Province and Natural
Resources Canada in their work to improve energy
efficiency of new detached and semi-detached homes to
at least an Energuide 80 rating.
Use the purchasing power of Municipal fleets to support
the development of local biodiesel production and work
with producers and other level of government to make
this alternative fuel cost neutral.
Research the environmental and operational
implications of ethanol blended fuels and seek way to
promote increased use.

Tonnes eCO2

Efficient vehicle
operation

Promote fuel efficient driver training programs and
establish an anti-idling bylaw to reduce unnecessary
fuel consumption.

Tonnes eCO2

Efficient vehicles

Research and advocate for timely implementation of
increased federal fuel efficiency standards and seek
ways to promote the purchase of the most efficient
vehicle that meets purchasers’ needs.

Tonnes eCO2

Update the City’s
Energy Utilization Bylaw
Energy Efficient New
Construction

Regulate the Energy
Efficiency of
Appliances
Energuide 80 for New
Detached Housing

Transportatio
n

Biodiesel Blends

Ethanol-blended
gasoline
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Tonnes eCO2

Tonnes eCO2

Tonnes eCO2

Tonnes eCO2

Tonnes eCO2

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
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TABLE A 1, continued

Indicator & Description (If Provided)
Transportation
alternatives

Develop a package of initiatives that increases the
provision of viable transportation alternatives while
simultaneously encouraging the use of these
alternatives.
• Work with TransLink to provide improved transit
service
• Increase walking and cycling infrastructure
• Expand individualized marketing of transportation
alternatives
• Promote clean commuting options
• Support clean trips to school
• Expand participation in car-sharing
• Explore transportation pricing strategies
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Units
Tonnes eCO2

Data Sources (if provided) /
Comments
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TABLE A2: INDICATORS LITERATURE REVIEW – CORPORATE DOCUMENTS
Indicators measured in most recent sustainability reports of Canadian businesses (with industrial operations)
Listed on the Dow Jones Sustainability Index.

Indicator

Units

Alcan

Dofasco

Domtar

NeXen

Suncor

Trans
Alta

TransCanada

Economic / Business
Earnings before interest and taxes per
shipped ton

$

X

Material & Energy Purchases

Mil $

X

X

Direct local purchases

Mil $

X

X

Production
Social

GWh

Local Job Creation

#

X

Community / environmental donations

$ / volunteer
hrs
$ fundraised
$ donated
lands donated

X

X

X

X

X

%

X

X

X

Mil $

X
X

X

X

# employees

X

X

X

%

X

#

X

$

X

$

X
X

Injury frequency

%
# /100
employees/yr

X

Disclosed Incidents

#

X

Donations by sector
Total wages plus material and energy
purchases
Employee Turnover
Participation in Capacity Building
Programs
Gender/workforce diversity - e.g. % of
total employees who are female
Visits to onsite fitness facility
Paid extension or part-time courses for
employees
Investment in employee apprenticeship
program
Employee satisfaction

%

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
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X
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TABLE A2, continued
Indicator

Employee EH&S program participation

Units
%
$ spent

Alcan

Dofasco

Domtar

NeXen

Suncor

Trans
Alta

TransCanada

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

Regulatory fines / compliance
Energy

$

Energy Consumption

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

GHG Emissions Intensity
GHG Emissions

GJ / year
GJ / tonne
product
kWh / amount
of product
kg C02 / tonne
product
tonnes / year

X

X

X

X

X
X

Natural Gas Consumption Reduction

%

X

X

Energy Derived from Renewable
Resources

%
MW / source

Energy Capacity by Fuel Type (Coal;
Gas; Hydro & Renewables

%

X

Energy Capacity by Geography

%

X

Green Power investments

$
MW

X
X

Facility energy/cost reduction measures

kWh
$ saved

X
X

m3 / yr

X

X

X

X

Energy intensity
Energy Performance

Total gas flared
Air Quality

Air emissions (N0X; S02)

tonnes / yr
% reduction
kg / tonne
shipped product
kg / tonne
product

S02 Emission Intensity
particulate emissions to air from all
sources

kg/MWhr
kg / tonne
product

Mercury emission

kg

PAH Emissions to Air

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
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TABLE A2, continued
Indicator

Benzene Emissions

Consumption of Gas Chlorine
Odour complaints
Wastewater / Sewage

Units

Alcan

kg / tonne
product
tonnes / year
kg / tonne
primary Al
produced

Substances in Water (TSS; Cyanide;
Ammonia; Pb, Zn; Phenolics)
Total process effluent to Hamilton
Harbour

kg/day
g/tonne of steel
shipped

Trans
Alta

X

X
X

X

X

Water Use Intensity
Water Use

X
X

Release of PAHs to Effluent

tonnes / yr

X

Volume of water recycled

m3

X

Materials Intensity

Suncor

X

g/tonne of steel
shipped
m3 / tonne
product
m3 / year

Efficiency Index for Water Management
(the actual production of electrical
power and the amount of power that
could have been produced had the
water input and the availability of
turbine-alternator groups been optimal.)
Materials Management

NeXen

X

Industrial Wastewater Treatment (post
treatment WW quality)

Water quality downstream of operations
Vol treated water pumped to nearby
lake

Domtar

X

#
particles in
suspension
(kg/day)
Aluminum
(kg/day)

TSS; Ammonia; Zn; Phenolics and COD
to Hamilton Harbour

Dofasco

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

m3

%
kg / tonne
product

X

X

X
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TransCanada
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TABLE A2, continued
Indicator

Materials Recycling

Units
tonnes
%
kg / tonne
product

Solid waste disposal
Materials recycled through blue box
program

tonnes

Total wastes

tonnes

Alcan

Dofasco

Domtar

X

X

X

X

$ saved
tonnes / yr

X

X

Recycled or Recovered Residues

X

X

By-product use

%
% coal ash,
gypsum, gravel
sold

Power Operations - Total Residues

tonnes / yr

X

Residues requiring treatment

%

X

Caustic Consumption Reduction

tonnes

X

Land reclamation

Trans
Alta

TransCanada

X

Dangerous and Non-Dangerous wastes

Land use for operations

Suncor

X

Office materials use

Various direct releases of substances to
environment
Environmental incidents (spills;
exceedances)
Land Use

NeXen

X
X
X

X

tonnes/year

X

#

X

X

X

X

ha
% disturbed vs
% reclaimed
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APPENDIX B: DOCUMENT LIST
Table B1: Document List
Title
1

Publish
ing Org

Year

A Transect of
Environmental
Performance
BC Sprawl Report:
Economic Vitality and
Livable Communities
Bold Moves: 2004 Annual
Report

Criterion
Planners

2004

SmartGro
wthBC

2004

Cognos
Inc

2004

Challenges in using
environmental indicators
for measuring
sustainability practices
Charting Turbulent Times:
2003 Annual Report

NRC
Research
Press

2002

Domtar
Inc

2003

citiesPLUS Indicators and
Targets for Greater
Vancouver
Corporate Social
Responsibility Report and
Public Accountability
Statement

The
Sheltair
Group
RBC
Financial
Group

2003

8

Dow Jones Sustainability
Index

9

Dow Jones Sustainability
Index

Dow Jones
Indexes,
STOXX
Limited
and SAM
Group
DJSIWorld

2

3

4

5

6

7

2003

2004

Author(s)

Alexander, D;
Tomalty, R;
Anielski, M

Tam E.K.L.

The Sheltair
Group

Website / Server
Location
\Corporate Documents\Criterion
Energy Performance of
Sacramento.pdf
\Corporate Documents\BC Sprawl
Report/Sprawl2004.pdf

Date
Accessed (if
electronic)

25-Nov-04

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Cognos
Inc\cognos_ar_2004.pdf
\Academic Docs\Challenges in
using environmental indicators.pdf

26-Nov-04

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Domtar\DomtarAnnrep
ort_2003.pdf
\Corporate Documents\Cities
Plus\IndicatorsandTargets.pdf

26-Nov-04

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Royal Bank of
Canada/2003CorporateResponsibili
tyReport-en.pdf
http://www.sustainabilityindexes.com/

26-Nov-04

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability
Index\DJSIWorld_company_Rev20
04.pdf
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Journal Citation

Journal of Environmental
Engineering and Science,
vol. 1, no. 6, pp. 417425(9)

26-Nov-04
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Table B1: Document List continued

Title

Publish
ing Org

10

Earning the Right: RBC
2003 Annual Report

RBC
Financial
Group

11

Eco-Efficiency Indicators
Workbook

12

Econnections: Linking the
environment and the
economy
Environmental and
Sustainable Development
Indicators for Canada

National
Roundtabl
e on the
Environme
nt and
Economy
Statistics
Canada

13

14

For What Matters: 2003
Annual Report

15

Good Company:
Guidelines for Corporate
Social Performance

16

GUIDELINES FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF
SUSTAINABILITY
INDICATORS (Sustainable
Community Indicators
Program)

17

In Pursuit of Sustainability

National
Roundtabl
e on the
Environme
nt and
Economy
Canadian
Imperial
Bank of
Commerce
Canadian
Business
for Social
Responsibi
lity
Environme
nt Canada
and
Canada
Mortgage
and
Housing
Corporatio
n
Dofasco
Inc

Year

Author(s)

2003

2000

2003

IndEco
Strategic
Consulting &
Carol
Burnham
Consulting
Statistics
Canada
NRTEE

2003

2002

Canadian
Business for
Social
Responsibility

2001

Michael Ditor,
Indicators and
Reporting
Office,
Environment
Canada

unknown

Website / Server
Location
\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Royal Bank of
Canada/annual report RBC.pdf
\Government Documents\NRTEE
Eco-efficiency_Workbook.pdf

http://www.statcan.ca/english/ads
/16-200-XKE/index.htm

Date
Accessed (if
electronic)
26-Nov-04

25-Nov-04

11-Jan-04

\Government Documents\Envmt
and SD Indicators for Canada.pdf

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\CIBC\CIBC 2003
annual report.pdf
\Corporate
Documents\CBSR/GoodCompany SummaryDocument.pdf

26-Nov-04

26-Nov-04

http://www.ec.gc.ca/soerree/English/scip/guidelines.cfm

11-Jan-04

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Dofasco

26-Nov-04
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Journal Citation
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Table B1: Document List continued

Title

Publish
ing Org

Year

Author(s)

Website / Server
Location

Date
Accessed (if
electronic)

Journal Citation

Inc\21_Dofasco-In-Pursuit-ofSustainability.pdf
18

Indicators for EcoEfficiency in Recycling
Systems

19

Indicators for measuring
environmental
sustainability: A case
study of the
pharmaceutical industry
Indicators of Sustainable
Community

20

21
22

23

24

Industrial Ecosystems As
FoodWebs
InfraGuide: Innovations
and Best Practices
Integrated ecological
optimization of processes
with the sustainable
process index
ISO 14031: Environmental
Performance Evaluation

NTNU
Industrial
Ecology
Programm
e (Paper
presented
at
Internatio
nal
Society of
Industrial
Ecology
Conferenc
e)
Emerald
Group
Publishing
Limited

2001

Arne Eik

\Academic
Docs\ISIE2001Indicators in
Recycling systems.doc

2003

Veleva V.;
Hart M.;
Greiner T.;
Crumbley C

Abstract only

Sustainabl
e Seattle

1998

Sustainable
Seattle

MIT Press

2002

Graedel, T and
C. Hardy

\Government
Documents\SustCommINdicators
Seattle 1998.pdf
Abstract only

National
Research
Council
Elsevier
Science

http://www.infraguide.ca/bestPrac
tices/default_e.asp
2000

Narodoslawsk
y M.1;
Krotscheck C.

\Academic Docs\Sustainable
Process Index.pdf

2002

Putnam, D

\Corporate Documents\ISO
14031\ISO 14031.pdf
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12-Jan-04

Benchmarking: An
International Journal Vol 10
(2) pg: 107-119

Journal of Industrial Ecology
Vol 6 (1) pg. 29-38
25-Nov-04

Waste Management vol. 20,
no. 8, pp. 599-603(5)

26-Nov-04

Draft Submitted to
Confederation of Indian
Industry for publication in
their Journal. September
2002
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Title

Publish
ing Org

Year

25

Leading the Way:
Corporate Social
Responsibility Report

Telus
Corporatio
n

2003

26

LEED Canada Adaptation
and BREEAM/Greenleaf
Harmonization Studies.
Part 2: LEED - Canada
Guide

Athena
Sustainabl
e
Materials
Institute

2002

27

LEED Green Building
Rating System for New
Construction and
Renovations Version 2.1
LEED Version 2.1
Registered Project
Checklist
Making the Link:
Sustainability Report 2003

US Green
Building
Council

2002

US Green
Building
Council
Nexen Inc

2002

30

Measuring Eco-Efficiency:
A Guide to Reporting
Company Performance

2000

31

Moving Towards a
Sustainable Future: 2003
Social Responsibility - A
Balance Sheet Report
Developing Indicators and
Benchmarks

World
Business
Council for
Sustainabl
e
Developm
ent
Alcan in
Quebec

National
Guide to
Sustainabl
e
Municipal
Infrastruct
ure
Alcan in
Quebec

2003

28

29

32

33

Position Paper in
Recognition of the

Author(s)

Environmental
Research
Group
University of
British
Columbia
US Green
Building
Council
US Green
Building
Council

2003

Verfaillie, H;
Bidwell, R.

2003

2003

Engren, T

Website / Server
Location
\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Telus
Corp\telus_csr_2003.pdf
\Government
Documents\LEED\LEEDCanada.pdf

Date
Accessed (if
electronic)
26-Nov-04

\Government
Documents\LEED\LEED_RS_v21.pdf
\Government
Documents\LEED\LEEDNC_checklist-v2.1.xls
\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Nexen\Nexen
2003_sustainability_report.pdf
\Corporate
Documents\WBCSD\MeasuringEE.
pdf

26-Nov-04

26-Nov-04

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Alcan Inc\Alcan 2003
CSR Report.pdf
\Government Documents\Canada
InfraGuide\developing indicators
and benchmarks.pdf

26-Nov-04

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian

26-Nov-04
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Table B1: Document List continued

Title

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

International Year of
Freshwater
Power to Change the
World: 2003 Annual
Report
Progress Toward
Sustainable Development:
2003 Sustainable
Development Report
Standardized EcoEfficiency Indicators:
Report 1: Concept Paper
Strength of Purpose; It's
In Us: 2003 Annual Report
Sustainability Indicators
for Swiss Dairy Farms and
the general implications
for business/government
interdependencies
Sustainability Within a
Generation: A New Vision
for Canada
The citiesPLUS
Submission:
"A Sustainable Urban
System: The Long-term
Plan for Greater
Vancouver"
The Maplewood Project:
Sustainable Community
Planning and EcoIndustrial Development in
a West Coast Community
TransAlta 2003 Report on
Sustainability

Publish
ing Org

Year

Author(s)

Website / Server
Location

Date
Accessed (if
electronic)

Muller, K;
Sturm, A.

Companies\Alcan Inc\Sustainable
Water Mgmt.pdf
\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Ballard Power
Systems\2003Report_whole.pdf
\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Shell Canada
Ltd\sd03.pdf
http://www.ellipson.com/files/stud
ies/EcoEfficiency_Indicators_e.pdf

26-Nov-04

2004

Mann, S;
Gazzarin, C

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Dofasco
Inc\Annualeng03.pdf
/Academic Docs/Sustainability
Indicators for Dairy Farms.pdf

David
Suzuki
Foundatio
n
The
Sheltair
Group

2004

Boyd, D.R.

\Government Documents\Suzuki
Vision paper.pdf

26-Nov-04

2003

The Sheltair
Group

http://www.sheltair.com/library_u
sp.html

24-Nov-04

District of
North
Vancouver

2004

District of
North
Vancouver

http://www.maplewoodproject.org
/article.asp?a=9&c=1

Trans Alta
Corporatio
n

2003

Ballard
Power
Systems
Inc
Shell
Canada
Ltd

2003

Ellipson

2001

Dofasco
Inc

2003

Sage
Publicatio
ns

2003

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Trans Alta
Corp\TransAlta%202003_RS_Final
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26-Nov-04

26-Nov-04

25-Nov-04

International Review of
Administrative Sciences. Vol
70(1) 111-121

26-Nov-04
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Publish
ing Org

Year

Website / Server
Location

Author(s)

Date
Accessed (if
electronic)

.pdf
43

TransCanada 2003 Social
Responsibility Annual
Report

Transcana
da
Corporatio
n

2003

44

WBCSD Project on EcoEfficiency Metrics &
Reporting - State-Of-Play
Report

1998

45

What's At Stake? Our
Journey Toward
Sustainability: Report on
Sustainability
Working With Them in
Mind: Sustainability
Report

World
Business
Council for
Sustainabl
e
Developm
ent
Suncor
Energy
Inc
AMCOR

2003

46

2003

Lehni, M

\Corporate Documents\Dow Jones
Sustainability Index\Canadian
Companies\Transcanada
Corp\transcanadacorp_sustain_rep
ort_2003.pdf
\Corporate
Documents\WBCSD\WBCSD
stateofplay report on EE.pdf

26-Nov-04

\Dow Jones Sustainability
Index\Canadian
Companies\Suncor Energy
Inc\25_SuncorSDReport2003.pdf
\Corporate Documents/Amcor
Sustainability Report
04.zip/Sustainability_Report.pdf

26-Nov-04
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APPENDIX F: BUSINESS MODEL CASE STUDY REVIEW

Pearson Eco-Business Zone
Business Model Case Study Summary
Summary of the Types of Business Models Reviewed:
Type

Reviewed

Comments

Institutes

Eco-Efficiency Center located in
the Burnside Industrial Park –
Extension of Dalhousie
Institute for Fuel Cell Innovation
part of NRC

Councils and
Alliances

Toronto Region Research
Alliance
National Industrial Symbiosis
Program
Alberta Industrial Heartland
Pacific Northwest Pollution
Prevention Resources Centre

Social
enterprises
(non profit, but
there to make
money)

CBSR
David Suzuki Foundation
Pembina Institute

Business
Associations
(non profit)

Tilbury Eco- Industrial Partnership
Regina Eco-Industrial Network
Association
Kwinana Industry Council

Business
Associations
(for profit)
Business
Collaborative

Sustainable Business Network:
Bay of Plenty

Social
Enterprises

Canadian Business for Social
Responsibility
David Suzuki Foundation
Pembina

Government funded some fee for service.
Closely associated with a University
Large staffs
Broad mandates
Challenge is to have business take it
seriously when programs are delivered
through “government” like who do not
share common business values
Funded by Government some project
work funded by private enterprise
Mandates are defined
Funding ranges from moderate to
extremely well funded
No membership fees
Better ones have significant business buyin
Funded primarily through membership
and service delivery fees
Well defined role
Better ones are as sophisticated as any
top 50 business in Canada
Managed with a triple bottom line
Funding through member fees
Act as coordinators in region representing
business interests
Better ones have significant buy in from
business community
As above but must be tax on profits
Better ones produce Annual Reports with
financial transparency
No significant funding of any kind
Business supports venture based on returns
that can be realized
Minimal infrastructure
Non profit and some with charitable status
Fee for service, some government funding
depending on organization charter
Clear mandate
Better ones are as well managed as any
Tier 1 Canadian company
Provide clear social as well as economic
benefits

Industrial Symbiosis at
Kalundborg, Denmark

Pearson Eco-Business Zone
Business Model Case Study Summary

Comments on Funding Models:
•
• member fees
• project fees
• service delivery fees
•
• government
sponsored
• private enterprise
sponsored
• grants
• collaborative

Funding models greatly depend on how the stakeholders will
be measuring the success of the group and if the government
feels there is a political/social reason to support the group.
No matter which model is chosen the value of the service
provided to the community is clearly reflected through the
community’s support of the group. For example business
participation on the board, business participation in project
funding. Better organizations also had clearer mandates,
transparent reporting and measurable targets

What Distinguished the Top Business Models?
• Number of years in operation
• Clear, transparent reporting (annual reports)
• Obvious and successful community and corporate engagement (business ‘buy-in’)
• Clear measurements
Example: Industrial Symbiosis Institute at Kalundborg, Denmark stood out because they had the
smallest infrastructure with a single person who focuses on finding savings that were reported.
They had a very high level of corporate engagement and over 30 years in service.
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Business Model Case Studies Review
Tabular Summary of Case Studies
Organization
Name

Incorporation/
Established

Eco-Efficiency
Center located
in the Burnside
Industrial Park
ecoefficiency.man
agement.dal.c
a

• Extension of
Dalhousie
• Joint venture
with Nova
Scotia Power
and School
for Resource
and
Environmental
Studies (SRES)
of Dalhousie
• University
Funded
• Non profit
• Prov and Fed
Funding

Funding
• Government
• Crown corp
• Some private

Clients

Mandate

• Businesses in
Burnside
industrial/busine
ss parks in the
Halifax Regional
Municipality/Bus
inesses in Nova
Scotia

•

•

•
• Est 1998
•

•

Assist companies, primarily
small and medium sized
businesses, to achieve better
environmental and
economic performance
through resource
conservation, recycling,
reuse, and general good
environmental practices
Improve the ecological
effectiveness and economic
efficiency of companies in
the Burnside Industrial Park,
the Halifax Regional
Municipality, and the
broader Nova Scotia business
community.
To develop the EcoEfficiency Centre as a
prototype
To educate businesses that
the right environmental
choices can help reduce
costs and/or generate new
revenue.
To guide businesses to
practices which can avoid or
minimize waste

Types of Services & Examples
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

1
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Eco-Business Program, in which
businesses adopt an
environmental code and commit
to reduction and conservation
goals;
Conduct preliminary
environmental reviews of
company facilities with the
objective of identifying source
control, energy and water
conservation opportunities;
Respond to requests for
information, and provide relevant
information on ecoefficiency/pollution prevention
and resource conservation
opportunities to businesses;
Produce and distribute materials
(fact sheets, primers, newsletters,
presentations, information on
relevant training opportunities,
regulation changes, upcoming
events) to small and medium-sized
companies;
Organize, and cooperate in
offering, training sessions and
workshops;
Promote business success stories;
information exchange
Encourage networking and cooperative efforts among
businesses within and between
sectors.
Contribute to the education of

Delivery
Internally,
through
students and
professors

Signs of Success

Tabular Summary of Business Models Case Study Review

Organization
Name

Incorporation/
Established

Funding

Clients

Mandate

Types of Services & Examples

Delivery

Signs of Success

students through coop
placements, summer employment
and research projects.
Tilbury EcoIndustrial
Partnership
http://www.drs
ociety.bc.ca/T
EIP_index.htm

• Nonprofit
• Est 2004

•
•
•
•

Member fees
Crown Corp
Municipal
Provincial

• Businesses in
Tilbury Industrial
Park, Delta, BC

• Tilbury Eco-Industrial
Partnership is a member
driven initiative that
facilitates environmental,
social and economic
improvement of the Tilbury
area.
• Reducing energy
consumption by up to 40%;
water consumption by up to
20%; and truck trips by 20-50%
• Attracting new businesses
that complement existing
operations.
• Leveraging funds up to 20:1
to complete innovative
energy and material
efficiency improvements that
reduce costs.
• Increasing profitability by
sharing environmental
monitoring, management,
and waste treatment
expenditures.
• Sharing services like training,
security, marketing and
transportation.

•

Quarterly TEIP newsletter
Positive public relations and
marketing including use of the TEIP
logo in your own marketing
materials
• Discounts on bus passes
• Limited training

•

•

• Using concepts and
principles of eco-industrial
networking (EIN), REINA will
pro-actively seize
opportunities to develop
functional business clusters,
create an atmosphere of
team work between

• Identify opportunities for EIN
• Website, newsletter
• Assist with developing awareness,
understanding and involvement of
the businesses in Ross and
Warehouse districts
• Bring together key businesses and
organizations to form a nucleus for

REINA and
consultants

• Membership Fees:
1-10 employees =
$107.00
11-50 employees =
$160.50
50+ empolyees =
$214.00
• Partners:
- BC Hydro,
- Delta
- Delta Chamber
- DRS Earthwise
-GVRD,
- NRC
- Terasen

Regina EcoIndustrial
Network
Association
(REINA)
www.reina.ca

• Nonprofit

•

2
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•
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Organization
Name

Incorporation/
Established

Industrial
Symbiosis at
Kalundborg,
Denmark
www.symbiosis
.dk

• Non profit
• Incorporated

National
Industrial
Symbiosis

• 2005

• Est 1975

Funding

Clients

Mandate

Types of Services & Examples

Delivery

Signs of Success

• Generated
$160 million in
savings

participants and develop
synergies between
businesses, governments and
academic institutions to
maximize profits while
enhancing social values and
protecting the natural
environment in the Ross
Industrial and Regina
Warehouse Districts.

EIN
• Identify and pursue funding
sources for planning and
expediting EIN
• Develop strategic and business
plans for developing EIN
• Provide an information exchange
hub and efficiency centre for the
EIN
EIN Opportunities currently being
pursued:
• Coordinated commuting
• Biodiesel purchasing block / fleet
coordination
• Green building retrofit
• Peak power initiative

• Industrial
Development
Council, Kalundborg
Region

• Collaboration between five
primary independent
industrial enterprises for
mutual economic and
environmental benefit.
• Cooperation between
businesses was voluntary. By
1998, the Symbiosis
agreements have amounted
to some $160 million in
savings.
• Comprises some 20 projects.

• Collection of information on the
Industrial Symbiosis and other
examples of industrial ecology
• Communication of experience
from the Symbiosis Project
• Organization of visits and study
tours on the Symbiosis
• Co-ordination of studies on the
Industrial Symbiosis
• Consultation about new symbiosis
projects
• Contribution to forming new
symbiosis projects
• It is based on a series of bilateral
commercial agreements on three
different kinds of projects:
recycling water, exchanging
energy at different levels, and
recycling waste products.

• 1 person

• NISP is free to
businesses
• Part funded by Defra

• Encourage government and
industry of the benefit of
industrial symbiosis (IS) as a

• Facilitation
• Regional planning
• Networking with similar people

Team of 8

3
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Organization
Name
Program, UK

Incorporation/
Established

• Non profit
Association
• Est 1999

www.industrial
heartland.com
/pages/main.h
tml

Kwinana
Industry
Council,

Clients

Mandate

• Regional
development
agencies and other
organizations.
• Defra's BREW
Programme uses
money derived from
increases in Landfill
Tax to encourage,
support and help
businesses improve
their resource
efficiency

www.nisp.org.
uk

Alberta
Industrial
Heartland

Funding

• Four Heartland
municipal partners:
Strathcona County,
City of Fort
Saskatchewan,
Sturgeon County and
Lamont County

key policy tool in helping the
UK to achieve a sustainable
economy, further supporting
the integration of an IS
approach into the nation's
resource management
strategy.
• NISP also works closely in
partnership with the Resource
Efficiency Knowledge
Transfer Network,
Environment Agency and the
Local Government
Association (LGA).

• Paid for by business
association members

Delivery

Signs of Success

across the country

• Municipalities
• Private firms
• Prov
government

• Ensure effective land-use
development for the next 25
years
• Ensure local industrial growth
is handled in a safe,
consistent, coordinated
manner.
• Ensure safe and
environmentally sound
development.
• Ensuring continued growth
and diversity in the region to
sustain its economic viability.
• Work to make sure that there
is collaboration between
industry and municipalities on
the upgrading of
infrastructure
• The Industrial Heartland
Collaboration to Address
Resident Interests

•

Provides access to information on
business contacts, land use and
development approval,
environmental approval and a
wide range of geo-technical and
engineering resources.
• Provide facilitation and
coordination for regions

Team of 6

• Recognized
as a facilitator
between
business,
government
and residents

• 12 full members,
• 28 associate
members

• To work towards the longterm viability of Kwinana
industry;

• Provides input into regional policy
through report writing and
facilitating projects

Team of 10

• Profitable
• Business
actively

• Prov Government
• Private industry

• For profit
• Business
association

Types of Services & Examples

4
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Tabular Summary of Business Models Case Study Review

Organization
Name
Australia

Incorporation/
Established

Funding

Clients

www.kic.org.a
u

By-Product
Synergy
Northwest
Network
www.pprc.org
/synergy

• Not-for-profit
corporation
• Est 1991

Types of Services & Examples

• To coordinate a range of
intra-industry activities
including water quality, air
quality, monitoring and
emergency management;
• To highlight the contribution
Kwinana industry makes to
community; and
• To liaise effectively with local
communities, Government
and Government agencies.
• Focus broken down into
env,community, industry

• Est 1991

Pacific
Northwest
Pollution
Prevention
Resource
Center

Mandate

•
•
•
•

State
Federal,
Various Agencies
Private firms in waste
management

•
• 500 employees/ $5000
per year.
•
• Smaller companies/
$2500 per year.
•
•

•

• The (PPRC Northwest’s
leading source of high
quality, unbiased pollution
prevention information. PPRC
works collaboratively with
business, government, nongovernment organizations,
and other sectors to promote
environmental protection
through pollution prevention.
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Delivery

o Input into health of the region
o identify and develop synergy
opportunities in the Kwinana
Industrial Area
o Capturing Regional Synergies
in the Kwinana Industrial Area

•

By-Product Synergy Northwest:
o Collects and analyzes
feedstock and waste data.
o Enables companies to identify
synergies.
o Performs by-product synergy
assessments and maps intercompany synergies.
o Provides implementation
assistance.
o Facilitates businesses helping
businesses.
o Communicates results.
• By-Product Synergy Northwest
helps participants:
o Identify lower cost local feed
stocks.
o Identify new market and
product development
opportunities.
o Reduce costs for materials,
energy, and transportation.
o Reduce waste disposal costs.
o Showcase sustainable
practices and processes.

Signs of Success
engaged
• Generated a
large number
of quality
reports

• Team of 6

• Very good
board
• Very good
reporting on
results

Tabular Summary of Business Models Case Study Review

Organization
Name

Incorporation/
Established

Funding

Clients

Mandate

Types of Services & Examples

Delivery

Signs of Success

o Enhance networking and
partnership.
David Suzuki
Foundation
www.davidsuz
uki.org

Pembina
www.pembina
.org

• Nonprofit
charity
• Est 1990

•
•

• Nonprofit
charity

•

• Est 1985

Individual grants
No government funds
except Research
funded by NRC

•

Donations from
private individuals,
corp’s
• Fee for service from
gov, ind

•

The David Suzuki Foundation
works through science and
education to protect the
diversity of nature and our
quality of life, now and for
the future.

•
•
•

Protect our Oceans
Slow Climate Change
Teach citizens to reduce their
personal impact
• Teach how to go Carbon Neutral

•

Internally

•
•

•

Advance sustainable energy
solutions through innovative
research, education,
consulting and advocacy.

•

Climate Change
Energy Planning
Energy Policy
Smart Growth
Sustainability Planning
Conventional Energy Research
and Education
Change Research and Education
Energy Research and Education
Environmental Capacity Building
Resource Library
Youth Environmental Education
Program
Sustainable Communities Program

•
•

Team of 30
Other nonprofit
organizati
ons other
qualified
personal
to deliver
on its work.

•

provides its members with candid
counsel and customized advisory
services as they formulate
powerful business decisions that
improve performance and
contribute to a better world.

•

Internally
through a
team of 18

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Canadian
Business for
Social
Responsibility
www.cbsr.ca

• Nonprofit
• Est 1995

•

membership fees
<$1b in annual gross
revenues: $7,500
>$1b in annual gross
revenues: $15,000

•
•

Industry
Government

•

CBSR actively defines
corporation social
responsibility (CSR) in
Canada through original
research on CSR market
trends, sector-specific
programming, and
information dissemination to
multiple societal and industry
segments.

•

Canadian representative at
a variety of international CSR
organizations.
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•

Profitable
Transparent
financial
reporting
• Excellent
reputation
Produce an
Annual report
• Very active
programs
• Positive rev of
$200k
• Much to learn
from their
programming

No Annual
Report

Tabular Summary of Business Models Case Study Review

Organization
Name
Institute for
Fuel Cell
innovation

Incorporation/
Established

Funding

Clients

• Nonprofit
• Government

• NRC
• Fee for service

• University
• Corporations

• Provides a broad, extensive
and multi-disciplinary network
of expertise for platform R&D,
testing and evaluation, and
technology demonstration in
fuel cell and hydrogen
technologies.

• Business
association paid by
membership

• Annual membership
fees are based on a
company's annual
gross revenues:

•

• Promote sustainable practice
in New Zealand and support
businesses on the path to
becoming sustainable

http://ifciiipc.nrccnrc.gc.ca/m
ain_e.html

Sustainable
Business
Network:
Bay of Plenty
Office

Mandate

www.sustaina
ble.org.nz/cms
1/index.php

Types of Services & Examples

Delivery

Signs of Success

• Link businesses and provide a
forum for the exchange of ideas
and experiences.
• Annual Revenue (Annual Fee incl.
GST)
$100 million + ($5625.00)
$50-100 million ($3375.00)
$10-50 million ($1687.50)
$5-10 million ($900.00)
$2-5 million ($675.00)
$1-2 million ($450.00)
$0.5-1 million ($337.50)
$0.2-0.5 million ($225.00)
< $.2 million ($180.00)

• Team of 16

• No annual
report
• Some good
material

• Team of 9

• Very good
annual report
• Very good
reports

• ASSOCIATE
Individuals ($180.00)
Retired & Students ($67.50)
• LOCAL & CENTRAL GOVERNMENT
AGENCIES
• Associate ($900.00)
• Full member ($1687.50
Toronto Region
Research
Alliance

• Non profit
• Est.

• Government
provincial, federal
• Private enterprise
• Free for anyone to join

• Help mobilize the Toronto
Region to promote its
extraordinary strengths and
to compete more effectively

7
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• We connect you to the right
people and the best R&D
resources in this great region
through:

Tabular Summary of Business Models Case Study Review

Organization
Name
http://www.trr
a.ca

Incorporation/
Established

Funding

Clients

Mandate
in the international R&D
marketplace. TRRA works
with regional partners to:
• Attract new innovative
research-intensive
companies and to expand
those already here; and
• Strengthen the Toronto
Region's public and private
capacity for research,
development and innovation

8
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Types of Services & Examples
• Customized support to
international research-intensive
organizations
interested in investing in the
Toronto Region
• Public policy and advocacy
support to our regional partners
• In-depth insight and analysis on
research and innovation issues

Delivery

Signs of Success
• Strong
community
engagement

APPENDIX G: PARTNERS IN PROJECT GREEN
STEERING COMMITTEE TERMS
OF REFERENCE

Partners in Project Green: A Pearson Eco-Business Zone
Steering Committee Terms of Reference (2009-2010) - July 25, 2008
1.

Background
Partners in Project Green: A Pearson Eco-Business Zone is developed by the Greater
Toronto Airports Authority (GTAA), the Region of Peel, City of Toronto, City of Brampton,
City of Mississauga and Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), to
transform the lands surrounding Toronto Pearson into an internationally recognized
community of eco-friendly businesses. The Partners and Project Green Steering
Committee (herein Committee) is being established to implement this vision.
1.1

Authority Direction
At Authority Meeting #6/08, held on July 25, 2008, Resolution #A184/08 was
approved, in part, as follows:
...THAT the Terms of Reference for the Partners In Project Green: A
Pearson Eco- Business Zone Steering Committee, as appended, be
approved and staff be authorized to establish the Partners in Project
Steering Committee to begin the implementation of key priorities;...

2.

Vision
The vision of Partners in Project Green is to transform the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
into an internationally recognized community known for its competitive, high
performance and eco-friendly business climate.

3.

Mandate
The mandate of the Committee is to:
•
•

Assist businesses in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone improve their financial
and environmental performance; and,
Retain and attract green investment in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.

Generally, the Committee will work with all relevant stakeholders to:
•
•

Build capacity – to stimulate strategic investments and partnerships that
lead to green market transformation in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Initiate action – to be a catalyst for new ideas, innovation, excellence and
improvement in the employment lands encompassed by the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone.

Specifically, the Committee’s responsibilities will include:
•
•
•
•
•

4.

Oversee the development, implementation and management of the Partners
in Project Green Business Plan.
Facilitate, initiate and direct resources to project teams to implement projects
and programs identified through stakeholder consultation.
Champion green economic development and infrastructure investments in the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone.
Provide a regional business perspective in the areas of federal, provincial and
municipal policy and program development as it pertains to green economic
development.
Publish an annual report, undertake regular stakeholder consultation, and
commit to an ongoing process to review, evaluate and improve Partners in
Project Green programs and projects.

Reporting Relationship
The Committee is responsible to the broader region and community and the overall
goals of Partners in Project Green. It will be accountable to the goals of Partners in
Project Green by ensuring measurable goals are set and monitored, assessed and
reported.
The Committee will be a subcommittee of TRCA and will regularly provide minutes to the
Authority and report twice a year to the Authority on the status of Partners in Project
Green initiatives, and provide updates to municipal councils and the GTAA board as
requested.
The Committee is free to provide comments on issues concerning the Pearson EcoBusiness Zone and request staff to develop and implement projects and programs.
Projects may be subject to TRCA or other agency approvals. TRCA staff will assist with
obtaining any required approvals.
An evaluation of the Committee’s mandate, role and reporting structure will be
undertaken after the first two years.

5.

Structure
The Committee will have a chair and will establish action-orientated project teams to
pursue key initiatives and will be supported by a secretariat provided by TRCA.
5.1

Committee Members
The Committee will consist of 27 voting members that will be comprised of 75%
businesses from within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone and 25% government.
The breakdown will follow:
•
•

Business Community – a minimum of 17 members drawn from the
Pearson Eco-Business Zone and representative of the business
community;
Business Organizations – up to three members will be business
organizations with members within the Pearson Eco-Business Zone;

•
•
•

Municipalities – a council member from each of the Region of Peel, City
of Toronto, City of Brampton and City of Mississauga will be invited to
participate or send a Council appointed designate;
Federal and Provincial Governments – one staff will be appointed from
both the federal and provincial governments;
TRCA – the Chair of the Authority or other designated TRCA member or
staff (Chief Administrative Officer).

Committee members will be appointed for two-year terms and can serve up to a
maximum of two terms. It is anticipated that members will commit at least four
days per year to prepare for and attend Committee meetings. Committee
members will be expected to act as advocates at various events (e.g. visibility at
key events and speaking engagements) and participate in or provide members
for project teams.
The Committee will meet on a quarterly basis or at the call of the chair. Meetings
are anticipated to be no more than one-half day in length and an agenda will be
distributed well in advance of meetings.
5.2

Appointment Process
The initial membership for the first two years will be drawn from organizations
that have expressed an interest in participating on the Committee, can make the
time commitment and have the expertise to assist in project development.
Business organizations, municipalities and other levels of governments will be
formally requested to make appointments.
Partners in Project Green founding members will recommend the appointment of
the Chair to the TRCA board. Appointments, including the Chair, will be
recommended by GTAA, Region of Peel and TRCA (founding members), and will
be presented by TRCA staff for formal approval to Authority Meeting #7/08,
scheduled to be held on September 19, 2008.
The Vice Chair will be elected by the members of the Committee.

5.3

Committee Chairs and Vice Chair
The Chair will provide leadership in building a shared vision and community
commitment for moving forward with a blueprint for action. The Chair will have
the following additional responsibilities:
•
•
•
•
•

being the primary spokespersons for Partners in Project Green at public
and official functions;
presiding over Committee meetings, setting the agenda and generally
ensuring the effectiveness of meetings;
recruiting members to project teams and appointing project team chairs;
ensuring that the nomination and appointment of Committee members
occurs through an effective process and in a timely manner; and,
facilitating progress on Partners in Project Green initiatives in
collaboration with working group chairs.

In the absence of the Chair, the Vice Chair will perform the above functions.
5.4

Staff Liaison
Additionally, staff from the Region of Peel, City of Toronto, City of Brampton and
City of Mississauga will be requested to designate a staff from their economic
development departments to liaise with the Committee. Additional staff from
planning and works may be appointed to participate on project teams as
required.

5.5

Project Teams
Project teams will be task oriented and established based on Committee
priorities as reflected in its work program. Work plans will be prepared for each
working group including projected outcomes and timelines.
Project teams will be comprised of both Committee members and non-members
who have a particular expertise critical to the task at hand. They will meet as
required, will keep the Committee apprised of activities and progress and will
report to the Committee as appropriate.

5.6

Project Team Chairs
The Chair of a project team can either be from the Committee or from a Pearson
Eco-Business Zone business or outside organization. They will provide
leadership on specific initiatives and effective communication between the
Committee and project teams, and among project teams as appropriate. Chairs
of project teams will have the following additional responsibilities:
•
•
•
•

being the primary spokesperson for the project team at public and official
functions;
setting work program and meeting schedule in collaboration with project
team members and the secretariat, and presiding over project team
meetings;
recruiting project team members; and,
ensuring project team terms of reference are drafted and confirmed with
the Committee.

5.7

Quorum
A quorum will consist of one-third of the members of the Committee.

5.8

Relationship to the Etobicoke-Mimico Watersheds Coalition
The Chair of the Etobicoke-Mimico Watersheds Coalition or designate will be
invited to attend Committee meetings.

5.9

Rules of Conduct
Consensus-based decision making will be the preferred procedure. TRCA Rules
of Conduct and Purchasing Policies will be adhered to as required.
Specific policies governing public-private partnerships may need to be developed
and brought back to the TRCA board for approval during the first term of the
Committee.

6.

Secretariat
The Committee, its Chair and project teams will be supported by a secretariat led by
Toronto and Region Conservation Authority. The secretariat will provide facilitation,
project and program development and implementation, research and policy analysis,
administrative support, financial management and communications.

7.

Funding
Committee and project team members will contribute their expertise as in-kind services.
Compensation for transportation will be provided for attendance at meetings according
to TRCA policy where these are not covered by their agency or other source. Core
funding for Partners in Project Green will come from both public and private sector
organizations, with specific funding for programs and projects being sought from a
variety of funding sources.

APPENDIX H: DISTRICT ENERGY SYSTEM
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2. Evaluating Economic Viability of the District
Energy System
The economic viability of a district energy system will be based on the results of a
detailed feasibility study and a business plan. A pre-feasibility study could also prove
beneficial. Each of these components is described below and a brief discussion of how it
pertains to evaluating the business case for developing district energy systems around
either the GTAA or Mississauga cogeneration facilities.

Detailed feasibility study
A detailed feasibility study provides an analysis of the issues that impact the viability of a
business idea (the district energy system) and answers the question, “Does the idea make
good business sense?” It is a pre-cursor to and provides critical information for the
business plan. The four main topics addressed in a detailed feasibility study are market
analysis, organizational structure, technical issues, and financial analysis, as described
below in the context of district energy using the GTAA or Mississauga cogeneration
facilities.
Market analysis
The market analysis is conducted to ensure that adequate demand for district energy
exists. Some considerations will be: current and projected energy demand, who are the
target consumers, how will the business be affected by future energy supply, and how
would the energy service provide benefit to customers.
Ownership, operational, and organizational structures
Given that the two subject cogeneration plants already exist, how a district energy
system using one or both of the plants would be owned and operated could significantly
impact the economic viability of the project. Generally speaking, five
ownership/operation models are available and described below. The first four options
include active roles for the host municipality, whereas the private sector alone owns and
operates the system in the fifth option.
Option 1:
Option 2:
Option 3:
Option 4:
Option 5:

Full municipal ownership and operation under existing municipal structure
Full municipal ownership with operation under a wholly-owned subsidiary
Full municipal ownership with private-sector operation
Partial municipal ownership/partial private ownership (Public Private
Partnership, "P3")
Full private ownership and operation

Table 2 provides a brief description of each option, as well as advantages and
disadvantages from the municipality’s perspective.
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Table 2: District energy system ownership and operation models
Option
Option 1: Full municipal ownership
and operation under existing
municipal structure

Descripton
Advantages to the Municipality
● the municipality owns and operates ● the municipality maintains control
the entire district energy system
● can often take advantage of municipality's lower cost of capital
● the system is built and operated under ● synergies could exist with existing municipal departments
an existing municipal department, rather
than establishing a separate legal
corporation to do so.

Disadvantages to the Municipality
● municipality bears risks and liability
● in-house expertise is required for managing the district energy
system (operations, billing etc.)

Option 2: Full municipal ownership ● the municipality owns and operates ● the municipality maintains control
with operation under wholly the entire district energy system
● can often take advantage of municipality's lower cost of capital
owned subsidiary
● the municipality estabilishes a ● lower risk and liability to the municipality compared to Option 1
subsidiary corporation to operate the ● board of directors assumes responsibility for operations
district energy system.

● municipality continues to bear some risk
● new bylaw must be adopted
● potentially higher operating costs than Option 1

Option 3: Full municipal ownership ● the municipality fully owns the district ● lower risk and liability to the municipality compared to Options 1 and 2
with private sector operation
energy system (either directly or through ● can take advantage of expertise in the private sector
a subsidiary),
● staffing costs can often be reduced
● operations are externally contracted

● municipality continues to bear some risk
● municipality loses some control

Option
4:
Partial
municipal
ownership
/
partial
private
ownership
(Public
Private
Partnership, "P3")

● the municipality can form a partnership
with a private company in which each
owns a portion of the district energy
system
● the private company operates the
system.
● the division of ownership can take
many forms.
● in many cases, a subsidiary will be
formed.
● e.g. the City of Windsor, ON owns the
distribution assets of the District Energy
Windsor system, with their partner owning
the heat generation plant.

● risks and liabilities are shared
● municipality loses some control
● public sector's expertise, innovation and flexibility can often translate to
● municipality loses some revenue to the private sector
improved project cost-effectiveness
● can access private sector capital and thereby free public sector capital
● municipality can offer incentives to partner to build a better business case
for the project (e.g. reduced taxes or land purchase prices, long-term property
leases, expedited permitting)
● often results in better service delivery as each partner assumes responsibility
for what it does best
● often results in faster project delivery than Options 1 through 3 as a result of
the private sector's flexibility and access to resources
● employs significantly longer term "life cycle" planning and budgeting (e.g.
through long term operation and maintenance agreements that can be in the
range of 50 years) than those typically used by municipalities; this improves the
long-term reliability of service and reduces pressures that the municipality
might otherwise be subject to to deffer maintenance costs in response to
budget pressures

Option 5: Full private ownership ● ownership and operation of the district ● the municipality bears no risk or liability with respect to district energy system
and opration
energy system lies solely within the ownership and operation
private sector
● can take advantage of expertise in the private sector
● can access private sector capital
● often results in fastest project delivery
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● municipality has no control over district energy system operation
● municipality loses billing revenue to the private sector
● project ineligible to government funding programs for
municipalilties (e.g. Federation of Canadian Municipalities Green
Municipal Fund)
● private sector cost of capital generally higher than that of
municipality's
● municipality's expertise in setting policy and serving the public is
not tapped

Other organisational considerations might include management qualifications, staffing
requirements, and board or directors. Legal advice during this evaluation is often
valuable.
Technical issues
This analysis will deal with the logistics and associated costs of delivery the energy from its
source (the cogeneration plant(s)) to the consumers. Some key questions that will be
answered through this analysis will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

How much energy is available?
What services can that energy provide?
Geographically, where are the potential customers?
What are those customers’ energy requirements over the course of a day,
and how does that requirement change throughout the year?
What type of retrofits will be required to existing buildings to be able to
deliver the service(s)?
Can the energy service be economically delivered from the source to the
customer (e.g., capital equipment requirements, construction and
operational logistics)?

Financial analysis
This analysis will be based on the results of the Market Analysis and will address issues such
as start-up costs, operating costs, revenue projections (energy service pricing), financing
sources and profitability analysis. For the purposes of the detailed feasibility study, the
financial analysis will not involve long-term financial projections, but rather focus on a
break-even analysis.

Pre-Feasibility Study
Prior to conducting a detailed feasibility study, a pre-feasibility study can provide
valuable information regarding technical and economic project viability but from a
much higher perspective than the detailed feasibility study. In the case of the GTAA and
Mississauga Cogeneration Plants, a pre-feasibility study could be undertaken using
relatively easily accessible information to build a preliminary business case. The following
summarizes some information that is currently available to begin assessing energy supply
and demand in the area of the two existing facilities.
Energy supply:
The GTAA cogeneration plant, when operating, generates
approximately 400,000 lb/h. During peak demand the GTAA district energy system uses
approximately 25 per cent of that steam for space heating, space cooling, and
domestic hot water. Under peak demand conditions, the district energy system runs at
approximately 50 per cent of design capacity. The excess steam and district energy
capacities within the GTAA system provide several opportunities to investigate district
energy feasibility both inside and outside the GTAA boundary. TransAlta has also
reported that the Mississauga Cogeneration Plant has approximately 5,000 to 15,000 lb/h
excess steam and that they would be interested in participating as the initiative
proceeds.
Energy demand: Figures 1 through 3 identify potential energy consumers in the vicinity of
the two cogeneration plants. The images were generated using business sector
information and energy intensity factors for each sector (as reported by Natural
Resources Canada). As such, they do not represent actual energy consumption but do
4

provide a very high level interpretation of the location and estimated magnitude of
potential space heating, space cooling and domestic hot water consumers for the
district energy system.
Combining preliminary energy supply and demand information with benchmarks for
capital equipment, construction, operations, revenue generation etc., a qualified
professional could generate a high level profitability analysis. Such an analysis could be
valuable in the early stages of assessing the project feasibility, and how to proceed with
its implementation.
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Figure 1: Electricity generating facilities and space heating demand

Figure 2: Electricity generating facilities and space cooling demand
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Figure 3: Electricity generating facilities and water heating demand
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Business plan
If the detailed feasibility study indicates that the business case is sound, a business plan should follow
that builds on the results of the detailed feasibility study but in significantly more depth and detail. The
business plan involves longer-term financial analysis including pro forma, and becomes integral in
securing project financing.
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3. District Energy System: Idea through to Operation
Having identified potential district energy sources in the two cogeneration plants, Partners in Project
Green could take the lead role in initiating preliminary dialogue and evaluations that would lead to
building a preliminary business case. The flowchart presented as Figure 4 provides an example of how
this process might unfold and centres on the preliminary business case and assessing/defining the most
appropriate ownership and operation model for the project. This will involve dialogue between
Partners in Project Green, the energy producer (GTAA and/or TransAlta) and the municipality
(Mississauga).
If this process identifies that the municipality will have an ongoing role in the project, Partners in Project
Green can facilitate transfer of the project to the municipality (see Path A in Figure 5). Following
transfer, Partners in Project Green could continue to act as facilitator between the energy producer
and the consumer, and/or could fulfill the role of regulatory liaison.
If the business case is strong, but the municipality declines active involvement, Partners in Project
Green could take the lead in advancing the project under ownership/operation Option 5 (see Path B
in Figure F5).
As demonstrated in both Paths A and B, tendering and contracting processes will vary significantly
depending on which ownership and operation model is selected. In the example, implementation
steps for Options 3 through 5 are similar, but the structures and content of the governing documents
(e.g. RFPs, tenders, contracts) would vary significantly.
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Figure 4: District energy system implementation example – Part 1
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Figure 5: District energy system implementation example – Part 2
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Pearson Eco-Business Zone

Partners in Project Green Programs
available to local businesses:
Eco-efficiency: Receive a free walk-through

assessment of your facility to identify energy,
water and waste reduction opportunities, along
with assistance in implementing and financing
your projects.

Green your
bottom-line
in the
Pearson
Eco-Business
Zone

Green Building Retrofit: Assistance for property

management firms and property owners in developing strategies and financial opportunities
for reducing costs and improving the performance of their building stock.
Sustainable Transportation: Working with

employers and Smart Commute® to offer greater
travel flexibility while addressing local congestion issues.
Green Purchasing Blocks: Bringing businesses

together to purchase green-technologies at
reduced prices.
By-product Exchange: Networks and market-

places for firms to trade resources and waste
by-products.
Green Site Initiatives: Support to build sites that

address land use challenges and are better integrated with the natural environment through
such activities as resurfacing or constructing
new parking lots.

For more information on Partners in Project
Green programs and services, visit:
www.partnersinprojectgreen.com

Education and Networking: Regular information

sessions, business-to-business networking receptions and sharing of local green business stories.

This brochure is printed on Hop Syn Synthetic Paper
and is RECYCLABLE as a plastic product.

Choose better, choose green
Opportunities to gain competitive advantage
through sustainable business practices are more
attainable than you might think. Partners in
Project Green is a growing community of businesses working together to green their bottom
line by creating an internationally-recognized
‘eco-business zone’ around Toronto Pearson.
Through new forms of business-to-business
collaboration, Partners in Project Green delivers programming that helps businesses reduce
energy and resource costs, uncover new business
opportunities, and address everyday operational
challenges in a green and cost-effective manner.

Pearson Eco-Business Zone highlights

• Over 12,000 hectares of industrial and commercial land.

• Canada’s largest employment area, home to
12,500 businesses and more than 355,000
employees.

• Major sectors include automotive supply
chain, logistics and warehousing, food
processing, plastics and aviation.

• On a yearly basis, the Pearson Eco-Business

Zone consumes approximately 5.8 million
MWh of electricity, 46 million GJ of natural
gas, and 109 million m3 of water, resulting in
1.7 million tones of GHG (greenhouse gas)
emissions related to energy consumption.

“Partners in Project Green is the first large-scale
effort at addressing climate change in a renewal
setting. It’s also significant because it takes an integrated approach. It doesn’t just focus on energy
and waste management issues—as important as
they are—it also looks at greenspace improvements, employee health and productivity and,
ultimately, green jobs.”
—Toby Lennox, Vice President,
Corporate Affairs and Communications,
Greater Toronto Airports Authority

Proven practices: Driving results faster—and

with less individual risk—by fostering peer
learning between businesses, governments and
communities with a track record of success.
Maximizing return on investment: Building

sustainable infrastructure rooted in modern
technologies and processes that generate
returns year after year.
Leadership in building a sustainable economy:

Partners in Project Green approach to
eco-business innovation
With energy costs and public demand for environmental stewardship on the rise, sustainable
business practices are becoming a competitive
necessity. Forward-thinking organizations are
embracing the eco-business approach to get
and stay ahead. Here’s how:

Enhancing public profile by creating social,
ecological, and economic value for employee
and community stakeholders—building the
backbone for a cleaner, healthier and more
sustainable economy.

Find your fit

minimizing waste by more efficiently and
effectively using resources, energy, land, infrastructure and people.

Explore the many ways you can prosper
through sustainable business practices and
help make the Pearson Eco-Business Zone a
region that others look to for leadership in
eco-innovation. To take the next step, contact
Partners in Project Green today.

Collaborative synergies: Generating shared

info@partnersinprojectgreen.com

High-performance business: Cutting costs and

savings through pooled materials and energy
purchasing, or by-product exchanges that can
turn waste into assets and new revenue streams.

Greening the bottom-line
in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone

WHAT IS THE PEARSON ECO-BUSINESS ZONE?
Opportunities to gain competitive advantage through sustainable business practices are more
attainable than you might think. Partners in Project Green is a growing community of businesses
working together to green their bottom line by creating an internationally-recognized ‘eco-business
zone’ around Toronto Pearson.
Through new forms of business-to-business collaboration, Partners in Project Green delivers programming
that helps businesses reduce energy and resource costs, uncover new business opportunities, and address
everyday operational challenges in a green and cost-effective manner.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE PEARSON ECO-BUSINESS ZONE

•
•
•
•

Over 12,000 hectares of industrial and commercial land.
Canada’s largest employment area, home to 12,500 businesses and more than 355,000 employees.
Major sectors include automotive supply chain, logistics and warehousing, food processing, plastics
and aviation.
On a yearly basis, the Pearson Eco-Business Zone consumes approximately 5.8 million MWh of
electricity, 46 million GJ of natural gas, and 109 million m3 of water, resulting in 1.7 million tonnes of
CO2 emissions related to energy consumption.

Why Should Businesses Care about Partners in Project Green?

•
•
•

Sustainable business practices are becoming a competitive necessity. The eco-business approach offers
organizations diverse opportunities to streamline business operations through resource and knowledge
sharing, and proven eco-efficiency approaches.
The business community can do more for the environment working together than apart. By facilitating
innovative collaborative partnerships, Partners in Project Green will help companies achieve results
faster, cheaper and with less individual risk.
The Pearson Eco-Business Zone has the potential to become a world-class region for eco-innovation.
Turning this vision into a reality and true competitive advantage demands collaboration between local
businesses, governments, and communities.

How Can Businesses Take Action Today?
To advance collective learning, businesses are encouraged to share success stories, and offer
input into new projects, issue areas and desired learning themes.
Speak Up:

GET INVOLVED IN A PROJECT: Contact Partners in Project Green today to learn more about the wide range

of programs currently available and in development. Get involved in projects that best fit your needs and
sustainability priorities.
Spread the Word: Transforming the Pearson Eco-Business Zone into an internationally recognized region

for green innovation is only possible through widespread participation and collaboration. Encourage your
peers and partners to join you in your journey to build a prosperous, sustainable business in a prosperous,
sustainable world.

To access learning resources online, sign up for a Partners Project Green project, or share success stories
with the community, visit www.partnersinprojectgreen.com
Partners in Project Green Programs Available to Local businesses
Receive a free walk-through assessment of your facility to identify energy, water and waste
reduction opportunities, along with assistance in implementing and financing your projects.
Eco-Efficiency:

Green Building Retrofit: Assistance for property management firms and property owners in developing strat-

egies and financial opportunities for reducing costs and improving the performance of their building stock.

Sustainable Transportation: Working with employers and Smart Commute® to offer greater travel flex-

ibility, while addressing local congestion issues.

Green Purchasing Blocks: Bringing businesses together to purchase green technologies at reduced prices.
By-Product Exchange: Networks and marketplaces for firms to trade resources and waste by-products.
Green Site Initiatives: Support to build sites that address land use challenges and are better integrated

with the natural environment through such activities as resurfacing or constructing new parking lots.

Education and Networking: Regular information sessions, business-to-business networking receptions

and sharing of local green business stories.
More Information

For media inquiries or more information about Partners in Project Green, please contact Chris Rickett:
www.partnersinprojectgreen.com
info@partnersinprojectgreen.com
416-661-6600, ext. 5316
This flyer is printed on Hop Syn Synthetic Paper and is RECYCLABLE as a plastic product.

What is Partners in
Project Green?
Opportunities to gain a competitive advantage through
sustainable business practices are more attainable
than you think. Partners in Project Green is a growing
community of businesses working together to green their
bottom line by creating an internationally-recognized
eco-business zone around Toronto Pearson.
Through new forms of business-to-business collaboration,
Partners in Project Green delivers programming that helps
businesses reduce energy and resource costs, uncover new
business opportunities, and address everyday operational
challenges in a green and cost-effective manner.

Pearson Eco-Business Zone

www.partnersinprojectgreen.com

Our partners in this program include:

ECO-EFFICIENCY
PROGRAM
Your one-stop shop for
greening your bottom line

Partners in Project Green Eco-Efficiency Program
The Partners in Project Green Eco-Efficiency Program
is your one-stop shop for reducing your energy, water
and waste costs. If your company is looking to reduce
its energy costs, increase its productivity and improve
its environmental performance, you’ve come to the
right place.
By utilizing our program, Partners in Project Green
can help you reduce energy, water and other input
costs in your facility, meaning you can send more
product out the door, at a reduced cost, putting more
profit in your pocket.

Benefits for your business:
> Reduced operating costs
> Improved productivity

Companies can utilize anyone of these steps – for instance,
you can skip the FREE Walk-Through Eco-Efficiency
Review (Step 1) and go to a Cost-Shared Detailed
Eco-Efficiency Assessment (Step 2). Alternatively,
if you already know your opportunities but need
help getting financial assistance you can jump to
Implementation Assistance (Step 3).

> Increased competitiveness

For more information on the program,
contact Partners in Project Green at:

>	Limiting business risk
> Reduced environmental footprint

416-661-6600, ext. 5316
admin@partnersinprojectgreen.com

The Program Features Three Steps

1

2

3

FREE Walk-Through
Eco-Efficiency Review

Cost-Shared Detailed
Eco-Efficiency Assessment

Through Partners in Project Green, a pre-qualified
professional consultant from the program roster
will conduct a free walk-through review of your
facility to identify cost saving opportunities for
energy, water and waste reduction.

If you need to conduct a more detailed assessment
of the energy, water or waste reduction
opportunities identified in the FREE Walk-Through
Eco-Efficiency Review, Partners in Project Green
will facilitate a cost-shared audit of your facility
and develop a business plan for implementation.

Implementation Assistance
To help you with financing the cost-saving
opportunities identified, Partners in Project
Green will assist by identifying and coordinating
applications to financial assistance programs that
can reduce the investment payback period.

What is Partners in
Project Green?

GREEN
PURCHASING
ALLIANCE

Opportunities to gain a competitive advantage through
sustainable business practices are more attainable
than you think. Partners in Project Green is a growing
community of businesses working together to green
their bottom line by creating an internationallyrecognized eco-business zone around Toronto Pearson.
Through new forms of business-to-business collaboration,
Partners in Project Green delivers programming that
helps businesses reduce energy and resource costs,
uncover new business opportunities, and address
everyday operational challenges in a green and
cost-effective manner.

Pearson Eco-Business Zone

www.partnersinprojectgreen.com

Reduce the cost of your
energy retrofit
Our partners in this program include:

Green Purchasing Alliance — Reduce the cost of your energy retrofit
The Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI) is working with
Partners in Project Green to reduce the cost of energy
retrofits for companies in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone
by providing access the CCI Purchasing Alliance (PA).

The process for accessing the CCI PA is as follows:

About the Clinton Climate Initiative

•

Businesses interested in the available PA products
should email - admin@partnersinprojectgreen.com

The CCI PA encompasses a wide variety of mechanical
and building envelope products. These technologies were
selected primarily for their energy-saving and greenhouse
gas reduction potential. Other factors include the lack
of representation in the market, applicability to retrofit
projects, and the needs of CCI’s partners.

•

Area businesses wishing to order PA products
should then contact Partners in Project Green staff
regarding the type of product desired.

•

Partners in Project Green will refer the business to
the local suppliers who will be asked to submit the
agreed upon prices for that product.

•

Suppliers will then work directly with the business
to secure procurement of the required materials.

The William J. Clinton Foundation launched the
Clinton Climate Initiative (CCI) to create and advance
solutions to the core issues driving climate change.
Working with governments and businesses around the
world to tailor local solutions that are economically
and environmentally sustainable, CCI focuses on three
strategic program areas: increasing energy efficiency
in cities, catalyzing the large-scale supply of clean
energy, and working to measure and value the carbon
absorbed by forests. In each of these programs, CCI
uses a holistic approach to address the major sources
of greenhouse gas emissions and the people, policies,
and practices that impact them.

CCI PA discounts are viewed as price ceilings and
competition between the supplier network and other
suppliers is encouraged. Reductions in cost range from
5 per cent to 45 per cent on various building envelope
technologies.

About the Purchasing Alliance

Category

Subcategory

Suppliers

Discounts

Envelope Products

Solar Control Window Film

Bekaert Specialty Films

15-45 per cent

3M

Central Cooling Products

Lighting Products

Reflective Roofing

Tremco

15-20 per cent

Spray Foam Roofing

BASF-PFE

25-35 per cent

Large Tonnage Chillers

Carrier Corp.

5-20 per cent

Modular Chillers

Multistack

15-25 per cent

Solar Cooling

15-25 per cent

Chiller Plant Optimization

25-35 per cent

Flourescent and HID Lamps

GE

5-25 per cent

Osram/Sylvania
Fixtures

Acuity

5-25 per cent

Cooper
Ballasts

GE

5-25 per cent

Osram/Sylvania
LED

Cree LLS

5-25 per cent

Wiring, Controls, Emergency Lighting

Acuity

5-25 per cent

Cooper

The CCI Purchasing Alliance (PA) is one of the core
programs available to building owners (“clients”)
who work with the Clinton Climate Initiative’s Energy
Efficiency Building Retrofit Program (EEBRP) and its
partners such as Toronto and Region Conservation.
Through the EEBRP, CCI provides support to building
owners in identifying, designing, and implementing
large-scale energy efficiency retrofit projects and
brings the owner together with the necessary
contracting and financial firms for implementation.
For more information contact abelaieff@clintonfoundation.org.
The PA works to accelerate the adoption of energy
efficient products worldwide and negotiates
reductions in the cost of energy saving technologies
by leveraging the incremental sales opportunity
clients represent. In addition to price discounts
on energy efficient technologies, PA core services
include technical and product education, purchasing
assistance, and project facilitation.
For more information on the program, contact
Partners in Project Green at:
416-661-6600, ext. 5316
admin@partnersinprojectgreen.com

What is Partners in
Project Green?

Partners in Project Green, in partnership with the
University of Toronto’s Centre for Landscape Research,
offers companies in the Pearson Eco-Business Zone a
Green Parking Lot Program.

Opportunities to gain a competitive advantage through
sustainable business practices are more attainable
than you think. Partners in Project Green is a growing
community of businesses working together to green their
bottom line by creating an internationally-recognized
eco-business zone around Toronto Pearson.

GREEN PARKING
LOT PROGRAM
Financial and environmental
benefits from enhanced
landscape management

Through new forms of business-to-business collaboration,
Partners in Project Green delivers programming that helps
businesses reduce energy and resource costs, uncover new
business opportunities, and address everyday operational
challenges in a green and cost-effective manner.

Pearson Eco-Business Zone

Our partners in this program include:

The program offers companies assistance in the
(re)design of their parking lots and their industrial
properties to include landscape ecological features
that can help them reduce costs, enhance safety and
enrich the aesthetics of their facility, while improving
local air and water quality.

Benefits of a green parking lot include:
> Reduced or eliminated landscape
irrigation costs
> Improved pedestrian safety
> Enhanced facility aesthetics
> Improved stormwater retention with reduced
treatment costs
> Reduced pollutant loading in receiving
watercourses
> Improved air quality through shading
Program Cost
The Green Parking Lot Program is a cost-shared
initiative with an average cost of $10,000 per site.
Businesses pay half the cost, while Partners in Project
Green covers 50% of the cost up to a maximum
of $5,000. Businesses recieve construction ready
drawings at the end of the process.

For more information on the program,
contact Partners in Project Green at:
416-661-6600, ext. 5316
admin@partnersinprojectgreen.com
www.partnersinprojectgreen.com

Potential solutions
Permeable Pavement – paving methods for roads,
parking lots and walkways that allow rainwater to
percolate through the paving material into the soil
below. Permeable paving can be made from asphalt,
concrete, paving stones, or recycled materials such
as glass or rubber.

Why green your parking lot?
Native Landscaping – by introducing native trees and
plants into a site costs for irrigation and maintenance can
be reduced and the aesthetic value of the site increased.

Urban development alters the natural hydrologic cycle by
replacing pervious vegetated areas with impervious roofs
and pavements. These changes in surface cover reduce
infiltration of rainwater, and dramatically increase surface
runoff, resulting in erosion of stream channels and
increased potential for downstream flooding.
As these higher runoff volumes enter receiving waters,
they carry with them a variety of pollutants collected from
parking lots and roads, which ultimately degrade river
ecosystems and contaminate swimming areas.

Bio-Retention Swales – planted depressions that
are designed to collect rainwater runoff from roofs,
parking lots and walkways, and allow it to infiltrate
into the soil and irrigate landscaping.

Curb-Cuts – a cost-effective way of using the grade of a
parking area, curb-cuts can be used to receive rainwater
and direct it towards grassed or landscaped areas.

The use of permeable pavement and bio-retention swales
for treatment of runoff from parking lots, driveways and
roads allows rainwater to slowly infiltrate into the ground,
as it did prior to urbanization. As more water infiltrates, less
runs off, providing for improved protection of downstream
aquatic habitat, property and swimming areas.

Pratt and Whitney Canada’s Mississauga facility
– existing and proposed green site interventions.

To learn more about the benefits of green parking lots
visit TRCA’s Sustainable Technologies website at
www.sustainabletechnologies.ca.

The Green Parking
Lot Program has
three steps

1

2

3

Site Visit

Preliminary Design

Final Design

A site visit is conducted to review existing
parking and landscaped areas to identify
opportunities and consult the business on
their ideas for the site.

The Centre for Landscape Research develops a
high-level preliminary design concept that looks
at all opportunities on the site. This concept
is reviewed by the business to determine the
landscape interventions of most interest.

Based on the input from staff, the Centre for
Landscape Research finalizes pre-construction
diagrams of the landscape (re)design, develops
phasing options and associated costs with its
implementation.

